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PREFACE 

< This manual describes the complete generation process for Version 

V06A-02 of RSTS/E, the PDP-ll Resource Sharing Time Sharing System/ 

Extended. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with RSTS/E soft

ware and the hardware on which RSTS/E will run. The RSTS/E System 

Reliability Test document supplied with the RSTS/E software is designed 

to be used with this document. 

For more information on RSTS/E documentation, consult the RSTS/E 

Documentation Directory. 

For a quick reference to a subject in this guide, use the follow

ing list. 

If you need to know about 

System generation from magtape 

System generation from disk cartridge 

System generation from DECtape 

Configuration question considerations 

Configuration question examples 

Bootstrapping a device 

Starting time sharing operations 

Changing system files 

Adding more memory to RSTS/E 

Changing the maximum number of users 

Changing the maximum job size allowed 

Organization of the system disk 

Building system library files 

Creating user accounts 

Reporting system troubles 

Creating TTYSET.SPD file 

ix 

See Section 

2.2.1 

2.3.1 

2.2.2 

2.7 

2.6 

Appendix A 

3.7 

3.4.2 

3.6.3.6 

3.6.2 

3.6.2 

3.4.1 

Ch. 4 

4.4 

Back of manual 

2.7.3, 2.7.4, 4.3.4 



If you need to know about 

Enabling DHll modem service 

Formatting disks 

Determining memory requirements 

Building the auxiliary run time system 

Building the COBOL compiler 

x 

See Section 

3.5 

2.3.3 

Appendix D 

4.5 

4.6 



CHAPTER 1 

SYSTEM GENERATION OVERVIEW 

RSTS/E software is distributed on either 7-track or 9-track mag

tape, disk cartridge, or DECtape. The RSTS/E system is generated from 

the distributed software. During the generation process, the system 

manager or other responsible individual specifies the hardware configu

ration, chooses optional software features, and tailors the system to 

local installation requirements. 

The system generation process comprises the separate steps shown 

in Figure 1-1. The following is a summary of those steps. 

1. Use the distribution media (if other than disk car
tridge) to create a system generation monitor. 

2. Use the system generation monitor to conditionally 
assemble and link the tailored components of RSTS/E 
into a RSTS/E Monitor capable of being bootstrapped. 

3. Save a copy of the RSTS/E Monitor for backup purposes. 

4. Load the RSTS/E Monitor onto the new RSTS/E system 
disk. 

5. Bootstrap the RSTS/E disk to load the initialization 
code and use PATCH, one of several initialization op
tions, to correct any known errors. 

6. Use DSKINT to create the file directory structure on 
the new RSTS/E system disk. 

7. Use REFRESH to create and tailor various system files 
for swapping, error messages, overlay code, and crash 
data. 

8. Use SETKEY to enable DH11 modem service. 

9. Use DEFAULT to establish default time sharing param
eters such as the maximum number of jobs and maximum 
user job size. 
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1. Bootstrap DOS/BATCH-II 

,'~ G.'DP'I '"Tl\1> ~'1 i~e;;~'lL~> 
.. Rot.L,,1 oP1i oIJ 

Sf\\}E DV6-4I.J ~ 
DOS/BATCH Monitor 

on System 
Generation Disk 

DOS/BATCH Monitor on 
distribution media 

RSTS Components on 
distribution media 

2. Type BATCH SYSGEN 
and answer config
uration questions 

Build RSTS/E 
Monitor -0 

3. Save RSTS/E Monitor. 

4. Put RSTS/E 
Monitor on 
RSTS/E System 
Disk 

5. OPTION: PATCH 
install published 
patches 

6. OPTION: DSKINT 
Create file directory 
structure 

7. OPTION: REFRESH 
Create System 
Executive files 

8. OPTION: SETKEY 
Establish keyboard 
defaults 

9. OPTION: DEFAULT 
Establish default 
startup parameters 

10. OPTION: START 
Start RSTS/E 
timesharing 

RSTS.CIL on 
RSTS/E System 

Disk 

Figure 1-1 
System Generation Flow Chart 
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11. Type RUN BUILD to 
compile system library 
programs and auxiliary 
RTS 

12. Type RUN LNGBLD to 
create auxiliary 
language 

13. Type RUN BUILD to 
create system test 
programs 

System Generation Overview 

-Q 

-Q 

System Library 
Distribution 
Media 

COBOL and SORTll 
on COBOL medium 

exerciser 
programs 

--Q System Reliability 
Distribution 
Medium 

Figure 1-1 (Cont.) 
System Generation Flow Chart 
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10. Use START to load the RSTS/E Monitor and start time 
sharing. 

11. Run the BUILD program from the system library distri
bution medium to create the general system library. 
Optionally, rerun BUILD to create other system library 
programs and the auxiliary run time system RTSLIB. 

12. Optionally run LNGBLD to create the COBOL language 
code. 

13. Run BUILD to create the system reliability test pro
grams (device exercisers) and conduct system testing. 

Upon conclusion of the system testing, RSTS/E is ready for normal 

time sharing operations. 

Chapter 2 describes in detail the procedures to generate the 

RSTS/E system and BASIC-PLUS language code (steps 1 through 4 in 

Figure 1-1). Section 2.9 contains information needed to replace a 

currently existing RSTS/E system without destroying system and user 

files. 

Chapter 3 describes the RSTS/E initialization options (steps 5 

through 10 in Figure 1-1). Although the initialization options can 

be used at any time after the system generation process, each option 

is described in the order required for generating RSTS/E. 

Chapter 4 describes the system library build procedures (steps 11 

and 12 in Figure 1-1). 

Step 13 of the system generation process (running the system reli

ability test) is described in the RSTS/E System Reliability Test docu

ment. The build procedure is described in Section 2.2 of that document 

and Chapters 3 and 4 contain guidelines for running the device exer

cisers and for determining the reliability of the system. 

The appendixes of this manual give summary and reference informa

tion. Appendix A describes all hardware bootstrap information. Appen

dix B lists RSTS/E consistency errors and gives guidelines for recovery. 

The summary of short form questions and responses in Appendix C can 

facilitate system generation for an experienced user. The system mod

ule sizes in Appendix D can be used to calculate memory requirements. 

Appendix E summarizes system generation monitor errors. Appendixes F 

and G give data on hidden options and on floating address and vector 

assignments. 
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CHAPTER 2 

RSTS/E SYSTEM GENERATION 

This chapter describes the procedures to generate RSTS/E system 

code from distributed software. Section 2.1 presents an overview of 

the system generation process and contains comments concerning the 

media on which DIGITAL distributes the software. 

Section 2.2 contains the SYSLOD procedures required for magtape 

and DECtape software. Section 2.3 describes the copy procedures for 

disk cartridge software. Procedures to start the system generation 

batch command file are in Section 2.4. Examples and guidelines to 

answering configuration questions are in Sections 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7 

respectively. 

2.1 SYSTEM GENERATION OVERVIEW 

The process for generating the RSTS/E system code consists of 

the following general steps. 

a) If the software is on magnetic tape, bootstrap a tape 
to load the stand alone program SYSLOD and transfer 
the system generation monitor to a disk using SYSLOD. 
If the software is on disk cartridge, bootstrap the 
system generation disk to load the system generation 
monitor and copy both the system generation cartridge 
and the system library cartridge. 

b) Log into the system generation monitor and initiate 
execution of the batch command file. 

c) Answer configuration questions printed during the sys
tem generation dialogue. 

d) Follow the instructions printed by the system genera
tion monitor and mount and dismount tapes and disks 
as required. 
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After the RSTS/E system code is created, proceed to Chapter 3 to 

initialize the RSTS/E system disk and continue with Chapter 4 to 

build the system library files. 

The system generation procedure is performed using a non

standard DOS/BATCH monitor as the system generation monitor. If 

the software supplied by DIGITAL is on magtape or DECtape, this moni

tor must be loaded onto an RFII, RKII, RP$2, RP$3, or RP$4 disk with 

the stand alone program SYSLOD. If the DIGITAL-supplied software is 

on disk cartridge, bootstrap the cartridge to load the system gen

eration monitor. (In this document, the disk on which the system 

generation monitor resides is referred to as the system generation 

disk. Such nomenclature differentiates the disk in question from 

the disk on which the RSTS/E public file structure resides and 

which is referred to as the RSTS/E system disk.) 

The procedures for magtape or DECtape media involve transfer

ring files to the system generation disk. After the system genera

tion monitor is loaded onto a disk, one batch command file must be 

transferred from the tape to the disk. Tne system manager then ini

tiates execution of the batch commands which transfer all required 

system generation programs (MACRO, LINK, CILUS, EDIT, PIP, and SYS

LOD) from tape to disk without further interaction. 

The procedures for disk cartridge media are similar to those 

for tape except that none of the file transfer operations are neces

sary. However, it is advisable to copy the disk cartridges contain

ing the system generation and system library programs and to use the 

copies instead of the originals to generate the system. Copying of 

the disk cartridges is performed with the stand-alone program ROLLIN. 

To begin system generation, the system manager bootstraps the copy 

of the system generation disk cartridge, answers the initial monitor 

DIALOGUE questions, and types one command which initiates execution 

of the batch command file. Commands in the batch file delete any old 

RSTS/E system (RSTS.LCL file) which may exist from a prior system 

generation. 

After the system generation monitor transfers all files from 

tape or deletes files from the disk cartridge, it executes a command 

in the batch file which runs the system generation program SYSGEN. 

The program prints approximately 70 hardware and software configura

tion questions and creates two files based on the answers typed in 
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response to each question. The answers must accurately reflect the 

hardware configuration on which RSTS/E will run and the software op

tions desired. During the configuration dialogue, SYSGEN creates 

the configuration file CONFIG.MAC and a second batch command file 

SYSGEN.BAT, which are later used to create the RSTS/E system code 

tailored to local installation requirements. 

After all configuration questions are answered, the system gen

eration monitor executes the second batch command file. The monitor 

conditionally assembles the TBL module (system tables) and the TTY 

module (terminal service) using the configuration file created dur

ing the SYSGEN dialogue. 

During execution of the second batch command file, the system 

generation monitor prints instructions to mount appropriate tapes 

or disks as each is required. If the 278~ package is required on 

the system, the monitor also prints messages to mount the 278~ tape 

or disk cartridge. Required 278~ files are transferred to the sys

tem generation disk and assembled. 

The system generation monitor next links the monitor code (RSTS), 

overlay code (OVR), error messages (ERR), initialization code (INIT), 

and octal debugging tool (ODT) and copies files from tape as needed. 

Subsequently, the monitor links the BASIC-PLUS monitor (Run Time 

System) code to include all BASIC-PLUS language and mathematical 

package options. 

The final step in the system generation process creates a linked 

core image library (LICIL) of the RSTS/E system from the load modules 

created by the linking process. For magtape and DECtape media, the 

step includes writing the LICIL (RSTS.LCL file), system load maps, 

batch and configuration files, and SYSLOD program to a scratch tape. 

For disk cartridge software, the LICIL is created and remains on the 

system generation disk. 

During the final step for magtape and DECtape media, the monitor 

prints a message indicating the exact command to type to write the 

contiguous core image library, or CIL, onto the RSTS/E system disk. 

The batch command file terminates by loading SYSLOD into memory. The 

system manager can type the exact command to SYSLOD and write the CIL 

to the RSTS/E system disk or, at some later time, can bootstrap the 

tape to load SYSLOD into memory. After writing the CIL to the RSTS/E 
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system disk, SYSLOD automatically bootstraps the device to load the 

RSTS/E initialization code into memory. 

During the final step for disk cartridge media, the system gen

eration monitor prints a message to mount and write enable the RSTS/E 

system disk. Typing one command continues execution of the batch file 

which runs CILUS to write the CIL onto the RSTS/E system disk. If 

the RSTS/E system disk is either an RP~2, RP~3, RP~4, or an RFII disk, 

the batch command file terminates by bootstrapping that device. If the 

RSTS/E system disk is an RK disk, the system generation monitor prints 

a message to move the disk to RK unit ~ and to bootstrap it by the 

hardware loader to load the RSTS/E initialization code. 

The RSTS/E CIL contains the system initialization code, the moni

tor, the BASIC-PLUS Run Time System, overlay code, error messages, 

and, optionally, the stand alone program ROLLIN. When the RSTS/E 

system disk is bootstrapped, the initialization code is loaded into 

memory. The initialization options described in Chapter 3 must be 

used to install necessary patches (PATCH option), to initialize the 

system disk (DSKINT option), to create the system files (REFRESH 

option), to set keyboard defaults (SETKEY option), to establish de

fault start up parameters (DEFAULT option), and to begin time shar

ing (START option). 

If interrupted, the entire system generation procedure need 

not be redone. If one of two checkpoints has been passed, merely 

return to the previous checkpoint. The checkpoints and procedures 

for recovery are indicated by messages printed by the system genera

tion monitor. 

The drive selection standard implemented in V~6A-~2 enables the 

system disk to be mounted on and operated from a drive unit other than 

~. However, the DOS/BATCH-II monitor used to generate RSTS/E runs only 

on unit~. Hence, the SYSGEN program requires unit ~ to operate. The 

resulting RSTS/E system disk must be bootstrapped once from unit ~ to 

install a new bootstrap routine which passes the correct unit informa

tion to the initialization code. Thereafter, the system disk can be 

mounted on any drive unit. 
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2.2 MAGTAPE AND DECTAPE PROCEDURES 

Magtape and DECtape procedures differ in the bootstrap proce

dures required and in the device designators used in several key

board commands. 

2.2.1 Magtape Bootstrap Procedure 

Procedures to operate the magtape device are described in 

Section 5.6 of the RSTS-ll System User's Guide. 

To bootstrap the magtape, perform the following steps. 

Mount the SYSTEM GENERATION TAPE labelled 

DEC-II-ORSPA-D-MC9 
DEC-II-ORSPA-D-MC7 
DEC-II-ORSPA-D-WC9 

for a 9-track TU1~ drive 
for a 7-track TU1~ drive 
for a TU16 drive 

on unit ~ with the write enable ring removed. 

Ensure that the tape is at its load point. (The 

LD PT indicator comes on.) The computer does not 

bootstrap the device unless the tape is at its 

load point. 

Set the ON-LINE/OFF-LINE switch on the tape unit 

to ON-LINE and ensure that the RDY indicator is lit. 

Ensure that the console terminal is on line. 

Follow the instructions in Appendix A for the type 

of hardware bootstrap on the system. 

Proceed to Section 2.2.3 to transfer the system 

generation monitor from tape to disk. 

2.2.2 DEC tape Procedures 

Procedures to operate the DECtape device are described in Sec

tion 5.5 of the RSTS-ll System User's Guide. To bootstrap the DEC

tape, perform the following steps. 

Mount the DECtape reel labelled DEC-II-ORSBA-D-UCl 

(SYSTEM GENERATION TAPE 1 of 2) on unit ~. 
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Mount the DECtape reel labelled DEC-ll-ORSBA-D-UC2 

(SYSTEM GENERATION TAPE 2 of 2) on unit 1. 

On DECtape units ~ and 1, set the REMOTE/OFF/LOCAL 

switch to REMOTE and the WRITE ENABLE/WRITE LOCK 

switch to WRITE LOCK. 

Ensure that the console terminal is on line. 

Bootstrap unit ~ by following the instructions in 

Appendix A for the type of hardware bootstrap de

vice on the system. 

Proceed to Section 2.2.3 to transfer the system 

generation monitor from tape to disk. 
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2.2.3 Loading the System Generation Monitor from Tape 

When the tape is bootstrapped, the computer reads unit ~ and 

loads SYSLOD into memory. SYSLOD prints its identification line 

followed by the first in a series of queries as follows. 

SYSLOD V08-0lA 

CONSOLE FILL COUNT= 

If SYSLOD does not print its identification and the processor 

halts, a parity error possibly was detected in reading the tape. Re

try the entire procedure, including rewinding the tape to load point 

(if magtape). If the bootstrap procedures fail repeatedly, obtain 

a new tape reel. 

2.2.3.1 Answering the SYSLOD Questions - When SYSLOD runs, perform 

the following steps. 

If the system generation disk is either an RK~3 or RK~5 

cartridge or an RP~2, RP~3, or RP~4 pack, mount it on 

drive unit ~. 

Ensure that the system generation disk is on line, 

write enabled, and ready before proceeding. (After 

the DIALOGUE query is answered, SYSLOD does not recog

nize any devices previously not ready.) 

Type the RETURN key in response to the CONSOLE FILL COUNT ques

tion and proceed as follows: 

SYSLOD V08-01A 

CONSOLE FILL COUNT= 

DATE: 14-FEB-75 
DIALOGUE? 

# 

(Type RETURN key.) 

(Type in dd-mmm-yy format.) 

(Type RETURN key.) 

SYSLOD indicates that it is ready to accept a command string by 

printing the # character. A single command string is necessary to 

format the disk,to check for bad blocks, and to transfer the system 
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generation monitor to the disk. Use the following format for the 

SYSLOD command string. l 

where: 
xx 

yy 

!xx:MONLIB.CIL/FO/CO:0/HO/BO<yy:MONLIB.LCL 

is 

DP 

DK 

DF 

is 

HT,0 

MM,0 

DB for RP,0'4 disk pack 

for an RP,0'2 or RP,0'3 disk pack 

for an RK,0'5 or RK,03 disk cartridge 

for an RF type disk. 

DTfO if DECtape medium is used or, 

if either 7- or 9-track TUI,0' magtape medium 

if TUl6 magtape software is used. 

NOTE 

The /FO switch is not necessary for RF
type disks. 

is used. 

The /PO switch in the SYSLOD command causes a removable disk to be 

formatted. SYSLOD prints the message STARTING FORMAT PASS when it 

starts formatting and prints END FORMAT PASS when it is finished format

ting. If any other messages appear, consult Appendix B to determine the 

nature of the error and the recovery procedure. The time between the 

two messages depends on the size and type of disk. 

The /CO:~ switch writes one pattern on each block of the disk to 

ensure that no bad blocks are used. The /HO switch causes SYSLOD to 

place a pointer to the CIL in the bootstrap record. The /BO switch 

causes SYSLOD to bootstrap the device upon completing the transfer. 

The entire process takes between 5 and 2,0 minutes depending upon 

the size and type of disk. If SYSLOD prints any error messages, con

sult Appendix E for the meaning and possible steps for recovery. ppon 

completing the transfer, SYSLOD prints the following messages. 

SYSLOD COMPLETE 

ANSWER WITH CARRET OR 'Y' CARRET: -IS YOUR LINE FREQUENCY 50 HERTZ? 

DO YOU WANT TO DISABLE DIALOGUE FOREVER? NO 
DOS/BATCH V9-20C 
DATE: 

IOn an LA3,0{S) DECwriter, an LA36 DECwriter II, and a VT,05{B) alpha
numeric display terminal, it may be necessary to use the SHIFT key 
while typing alphabetic characters in order to ensure that upper case 
characters are transmitted. 
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Type the RETURN key (CARRET denotes carriage return) if the line 

frequency of the power used to run the PDP-II is 6~ Hertz. Type YES 

and the RETURN key only if the power frequency is 5~ Hertz. 

SYSLOD then prints a question asking whether to disable the di

alogue forever. The system generation monitor begins with a dialogue 

similar to that used by SYSLOD. It is possible to disable this di

alogue at this time by typing YES followed by the RETURN key. For 

RSTS/E system generation purposes, type NO so that the dialogue is 

not disabled. Proceed to Section 2.4.1 for instructions on answering 

the system generation monitor dialogue. 
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2.3 DISK CARTRIDGE PROCEDURES 

Disk cartridge procedures involve bootstrapping the device and 

copying the original cartridges using the stand alone program ROLLIN. 

To prevent possible destruction of the system generation and 

system library disk cartridges, it is advisable to copy the cartridges 

and use the copies for generating systems. The cartridges are cre

ated on properly aligned drives. Since drive alignment drifts slightly 

in shipping and with age, problems sometimes occur. If the cartridges 

cannot be copied, a DIGITAL Field Service representative must check 

the drive alignment before system generation can continue. The stand 

alone program ROLLIN is included on the system generation disk car

tridge to facilitate the copy operation. 

2.3.1 Disk Cartridge Bootstrap 

To bootstrap the cartridge, perform the following steps. 

Physically mount the cartridge labelled DEC-ll

ORSPA-D-HC (SYSTEM GENERATION DECPACK) in the 

RK~3 or RK~5 unit ~. 

Ensure that the RDY light is on. 

If the cartridge has not been copied, ensure that the 

WR PROT light is on. (This condition write protects 

the disk.) If the copying is complete, ensure that 

the WR PROT light is off. 

Ensure that the console terminal is on line. 

Follow the instructions in Appendix A for the type 

of hardware bootstrap device on the system. 

The system reads the disk and loads the system generation monitor 

which prints the following lines. 

DOS/BATCH V9-20C 
DATE: 
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If the monitor fails to identify itself, retry the entire opera

tion, and carefully check the bootstrap procedure. After the monitor 

prints its identifying lines, proceed to Section 2.3.2 to copy the 

system generation and system library cartridges or proceed to Sec

tion 2.4 to start system generation. 

2.3.2 Copying the Disk Cartridges Using ROLLIN 

To copy the disk cartridges, perform the following steps. 

Mount a new disk cartridge on drive unit 1. 

Ensure that the RDY light comes on and that the WR 

PROT light for unit 1 is off. 

Ensure that the WR PROT light for unit ~ is on. 

The original disk must be write protected to 

prevent inadvertent destruction. 

Continue the dialogue in the following manner. 

DOS/BATCH V9-20C 

DATE: II-JUL-74 

TIME: 06:51 

DIALOGUE? 

(Type in dd-mmrn-yy format.) 

(Type in hh:mrn format.) 

(Type the RETURN key.) 

When the monitor prints the $ character, type the LO 1,1 command. 

The monitor prints the current date and time followed by the $ charac

ter. 

1LO 1,1 

DATE: II-JUL-74 

TIME: 06:52 

1 

(Terminate with RETURN key.) 

The program CILUS is used to load ROLLIN. Type the RUN CILUS 

command as shown. 

~ ~:ri5s V08-06A 

(Terminate with RETURN key.) 

# 
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CILUS runs and prints its header line followed by the # charac

ter. Type the command shown to run ROLLIN. Then type the command 

to format unit 1 and copy unit ~ to unit 1. 

J 
#ROLLIN.CIL/BO (Terminate with RETURN key.) 

ROLLIN V07 
!DKl:/FO<DK0:/VE (Terminate with RETURN key.) 

ROLLIN prints messages signalling the start and end of the format 

pass and the start of the verification pass. If no errors are encoun

tered, ROLLIN prints the # character again as shown below. 

STARTING RK FORMAT PASS 

END RK FORMAT PASS 

STARTING RK VERIFICATION PASS 

# 

If any errors are encountered, ROLLIN prints appropriate messages 

and the # character. A Field Service representative should be called 

to align the drive. If ROLLIN does not print any error messages, 

continue according to the following steps. 

Move the LOAD/RUN switch to its LOAD position on 

both units ~ and 1. 

When the LOAD light comes on, remove the cartridges 

from their respective drives. 

Label the copied cartridge in such manner as SYSTEM 

GENERATION COPY. Store the original in a safe place. 

Mount the disk cartridge labelled DEC-II-ORSLA-D-HA 

SYSTEM LIBRARY AND RELIABILITY DECPACK in unit ~. 

Ensure that the WR PROT light is on. 

Mount a second new cartridge in unit 1. Ensure 

that the RDY light comes on and that the WR PROT 

light for unit 1 is off. Ensure that the WR PROT 

light for unit ~ is on. The original disk on unit 

must be write Erotected. 
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Since ROLLIN is still waiting, type the following command ih 

response to the # character. 

!DKl:/FO<DK0:/VE 
STARTING RK FORMAT PASS 
END RK FORMAT PASS 
STARTING RK VERIFICATION PASS 

# 

If any errors are encountered, ROLLIN prints appropriate messages 

and the # character. A Field Service representative should be called 

to align the drive. If ROLLIN does not print any error messages, con

tinue according to the following steps. 

Move the LOAD/RUN switch to its LOAD position on both 

units ~ and 1. 

When the LOAD light comes on, remove the cartridges 

from their respective drives. 

Label the copied cartridge in such manner as SYSTEM 

LIBRARY COPY. Store the original system library car

tridge with the original system generation cartridge. 

Mount the copy of the system generation disk in unit ~ 

and move the LOAD/RUN switch to its RUN position. En

sure that the RDY light comes on and that the WR PROT 

light is off. (The disk must be write enabled.) 

Bootstrap unit ~ by typing the following command to ROLLIN. 

!/BO:DK 
DOS/BATCH V9-20C 
DATE: 

Proceed to Section 2.4.1 to start the system generation monitor. 

2.3.3 Formatting Disks Using SYSLOD 

During a system generation from disk cartridge distribution media, 

the CILUS program loads the RSTS/E Core Image Library onto the RSTS/E 

system disk. Since CILUS cannot format~disks, the SYSLOD program 
-----.~--'. 
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should be used at this point to format the disk to be used as the 

RSTS/E system disk. Bootstrap the copy of the System Generation 

disk cartridge, answer the monitor dialogue, perform the login pro

cedure and run CILUS to load SYSLOD as follows. 

DOS/BATCH V9-20C 
DATE: Il-JAN-75 
TIME: 16:15 
DIALOGUE? 

$LO 1,1 
DATE: ll-JAN-75 
TIME: 16:15 

$RUN CILUS 
CILUS V0B-06A 

!SYSLOD.CIL/BO 

Type the date in format shown 
Type the time in format shown 
Type the RETURN key 

The command shown bootstraps SYSLOD from the disk. 

When SYSLOD runs, it prints a header line and the first query 

line. Mount the disk(s) to be formatted and answer the SYSLOD ques

tions shown in the following sample. SYSLOD DOES NOT RECOGNIZE ANY 

DEVICE WHICH IS NOT READY WHEN THE DIALOGUE QUESTION IS ANSWERED. 

SYSLOD V08-01A 
CONSOLE FILL COUNT= 
DATE: ll-JAN-75 
DfAEOGUE? 

# 

Type the RETURN key 
Type the date in format shown 
Type the RETURN key 

Type the device designation with the /FO option as shown. 

#DB1:/FO 
STARTING FORMAT PASS 
END FORMAT PASS 
# 

In the command shown, DB1: can be replaced by DBx:, DPx:, or DKx: 

where x is between ~ and 7 inclusive. If any messages other than 

the formatting messages appear, consult Appendix E for possible 

recovery procedures. The operation takes between 5 and 20 minutes 

depending on the size and type of disk used. 
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2.4 STARTING SYSTEM GENERATION 

Once the system generation disk is bootstrapped, the system gen

eration monitor runs. The system manager must perform the monitor 

dialogue and the login procedure and initiate the batch command file. 

If magtape or DECtape distribution media are used, he must addition

ally transfer the batch command file from tape to the disk. 

2.4.1 Monitor Dialogue 

After the disk is bootstrapped, the system generation monitor 

prints its identification line followed by the first of several prompt

ing lines. Type the current date in response to DATE: and the current 

time of day in response to TIME: as shown below. Terminate each re

sponse with the RETURN key. 

DOS/BATCH V9-20C 
DATE: Il-JAN-75 
TIME: 10:12 
DIALOGUE? 

(Type in dd-mmm-yy format.) 

(Type in hh:mm format.) 

The monitor dialogue can be omitted if the line printer used for 

system generation (unit ~) is an LPll with 8~ columns and if the con

sole fill count required is~. To omit the dialogue, type the RETURN 

key in response to the DIALOGUE query. The monitor prints the $ char

acter. Continue at Section 2.4.2 to perform the login procedure. 

To continue the dialogue, type YES followed by the RETURN key in 

response to the DIALOGUE query and proceed as shown. 

DIALOGUE? YES 
DO YOU WANT TO RESET CONSOLE FILL COUNT? YES 

FILL COUNT= 

Type the console fill count in response to the FILL COUNT= query 

according to the following values for the type of console terminal on 

the computer. 

Console Fill Values Console Terminal Types 

ASR-33 and ASR-35 Teletype; LA3~S and LA3~P 
DECwriter (ll~ and l5~ baud); LA36 (any 
baud rate), VT~5, VT~5B, or VT5~ display 
(ll~, l5~, and 3~~ baud) • 
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Console Fill Values Console Terminal Types 

1 ASR-37 Teletype 
VT.05B display at 6~.0 baud. 

2 VT.05B display at 12~~ ba.ud. 

4 VT~5B display at 24~~ baud. 
LA3~P DECwriter at 3~~ baud. 

12 LA3,0S DECwriter' at 3~~ baud. 

For example, type 12 for an LA3~S DECwriter at 3~~ baud. If the 

line printer is an 132-column LPll, answer all remaining questions as 

shown below. 

FILL COUNT=12 
ARE ANY DEVICES DOWN? NO 
DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE LINE PRINTER? YE£ 
LSll? NO 
~ANY COLUMNS? 132 
LOWER CASE? NO 
OVERPRINT? NO 
DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE/ CARD R~>ADER DEFAULTS? NO 
HAVE YOU GOT RK02 D::rSK? NO ./ 

If the line printer is an 8~-column LPll (the default), type the RETURN 

key in response to the first line printer question. The remaining line 

printer questions do not appear. The card reader question is printed 

only if a card reader is present. Proceed to the login procedure when 

the $ character is printed. 

2.4.2 Performing the Login Procedure 

To log into the system generation monitor, type the LO 1,1 com

mand in response to the $ character as shown below. 

lLO 1,1 
DATE: 21-JUL-74 
TIME: 10:56 

! 

If the login procedure is done properly, the monitor prints the 

current date and time followed by the $ character. Otherwise, the 

monitor prints an appropriate error message followed by the $ charac

ter. Simply try again. 
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At this point, procedures differ slightly for tape and disk media. 

continue with Section 2.4.3 if the medium is either ma.gtape or DECtape. 

Proceed to Section 2.4.4 if the medium is disk cartridge. 

2.4-r3 
"i1AYL, 

--r
Transferring the Batch Command File from Tape SiL

l
/) IF::USf/J{r-

The PIP program must be run from tape and one command must be 

typed to transfer the batch command file to the system generation disk. 

Use the following format for the command to execute PIP. 

lRUN xx:PIP 

where: 

xx is MT for either 7- or 9-track TU1~ magtape, 

MM for TU16 magtape, or 

DT for DECtape. 

When PIP prints the identification line and the # character as 

follows: 

PIP Vl.0-.02 
# 

Use the following format to transfer the file. 

#SY:<xx:SYSGEN 

where: 

xx is MT for either 7- or 9-track TU1~ magtape, 

MM for TU16 magtape, or 

DTl for DECtape. 

PIP signals completion by printing the # character. Type the 

CTRL/C combination to terminate PIP and the KI command in response to 

the dot character printed by the monitor. For example, 

#tc 

.KI 

1 

When the monitor prints the $ character, proceed to Section 2.4.4 

to execute the batch command file. 
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2.4.4 Initiating the Batch Command File 

To initiate execution of the first batch command file, type the 

following command in response to the $ character. 

lBATCH SYSGEN 

The monitor executes the commands in the batch command file SYSGEN. 

There is a delay as the monitor processes the first commands in the 

batch file. When the message BEGINNING OF RSTS/E SYSTEM GENERATION is 

printed, SYSGEN has entered the configuration dialogue. Section 2.5 

contains an explanation of the various forms of the questions and of 

the procedure to restart the questions. 
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2.5 CONFIGURATION QUESTIONS. 

After the batch command file starts, the system generation pro

gram SYSGEN runs and enters the configuration dialogue. The dialogue 

is a series of approximately 70 hardware and software configuration 

questions. The questions come in both a long form and a short form. 

With each form, SYSGEN can calculate the answers. This latter feature 

is called automatic answers and is described in Section 2.5.1. 

Long form questions contain explanatory information and are use

ful to anyone who is unfamiliar with the system. For a sample print

out of the long form questions, see Section 2.6.1. To save time when 

the dialogue questions are familiar, select the short form of the ques

tions. A sample printout of the short form questions appears in Sec

tions 2.6.2 and 2.6.3. If a question is unclear, simply type the 

RETURN key in response to a short form query; SYSGEN prints the long 

form of that particular question. 

During the dialogue, SYSGEN checks the answers entered. If an 

answer is incorrect, SYSGEN reprints the query or series of queries 

regarding that subject. To restart the dialogue, use the checkpoint 

facility described in Section 2.5.2. Implications of the configura

tion questions are given in Section 2.7. 

After all configuration questions are answered, the monitor begins 

executing the second batch command file. For information on this part 

of the procedure, consult Section 2.8. 

2.5.1 Automatic Answers 

The SYSGEN automatic answer facility is enabled by appending /A 

to the response for the short/long form query. SYSGEN allows the user 

to accept the answer, to supply a different answer, or to print the 

question again. With automatic answers enabled, SYSGEN physically 

checks the hardware configuration of the computer on which it is run

ning. SYSGEN addresses each device to determine its existence and the 

numbers and types of units. This facility is useful when the system 

generation is performed on the computer on which RSTS/E will run. 

Automatic answers can be misleading if the system generation is per

formed for a different machine. 
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SYSGEN denotes the meaning of the automatic answer by printing 

special characters as shown below. 

**1** 

# # ??##,' 

The answer 1 is correct for the cur
rent hardware. 

The answer assumes something concern
ing the system. 

The answer cannot be determined; an 
answer must be entered. 

For example, the program can accurately determine whether the computer 

has either FIS or FPP and thus prints either **y** or **NO** as the 

correct answer. However, for certain devices such as DECtape, Mag

tape, RK disk, and RP disk, SYSGEN can only verify the presence of the 

controller and must assume the existence of eight drives. The answer 

for such devices is either **~~** or ##~8## for the number of drives 

based upon the absence or presence of the controller. For an example 

of automatic answers, see Sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2. 

The following are valid responses to automatic answers. 

LINE FEED key 

x and RETURN, key 

RETURN k~y,; 

Use the automatic answer as the 
response. 

Use x as the response. 

Repriut query or print long form 
of the query. 

If S~GEN prints an answer and it appears to be incorrect, the 

hardware i} possibly configured incorrectly. For example, terminal 

interfac;e/wire jumpers are possibly cut improperly. In such circum-
~ ..-",..r 

sta9,~es, it is advisable to have a DIGITAL Field Service representa-

.A:i've verify the hardware configuration. 

Care must be taken if an automatic answer is overridden for a 

floating address device. The communications devices DJIl, DHll, DQll, 

and DUll have so-called floating addresses. This term means that the 

presence or absence of any of these devices alters the UNIBUS address 

assignments for the other devices. Before printing the automatic 

answer for such a device, SYSGEN recomputes the correct floating ad

dresses based on responses to previous questions. For example, DJIl 

multiplexers are assigned addresses on the UNIBUS before DHII multi

plexers. If 1 is the automatic answer for the DJll question but is 

overridden by typing 2, SYSGEN recomputes the floating address of and 
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looks for the presence of a DHll at an address based on two DJll 

multiplexers. This procedure is correct only if the address jumpers 

for any DHll are cut correctly for a system with two DJll units. 

Similarly, if the same automatic answer is overridden by entering ~, 

SYSGEN recomputes the floating address of and looks for the presence 

of DHll devices at an address based on no DJll. Thus, in situations 

where the automatic answer is overridden for a floating address device, 

subsequent automatic answers are possibly incorrect. For more informa

tion on floating address assignments, see Appendix G of this document. 

2.5.2 Checkpoints 

Prior to printing the message to begin RSTS/E system generation, 

SYSGEN prints a message indicating the start of a checkpoint. The 

message gives instructions for restarting the system generation if 

the process must be interrupted for any reason. Any steps performed 

before the checkpoint need not be redone. Two checkpoint messages 

appear during the system generation process. The first message im

mediately precedes the configuration dialogue. The second message im

mediately precedes the execution of the second batch command file 

SYSGEN.BAT. Each message describes the correct procedure to restart 

system generation from the checkpoint. 

For example, to abort SYSGEN and terminate the batch stream, type 

the CTRL/C combination and TE (terminate). One command restarts the 

process from the related checkpoint. Assume SYSGEN prints a configura

tion question and the CTRL/C combination is typed. 

AC FREQ? tc 

The monitor echoes the CTRL/C combination and prints the dot. The user 

then types TE in response to the dot to terminate the current batch 

command file, after which the monitor prints the current time, its 

identification and the $ character. For example, 

.TE 

TIME:-12:36:01 
DOS/BATCH V9-20C 

! 
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To restart the dialogue from a checkpoint, type the appropriate com

mand as described in the last checkpoint message. For example, 

!BATCH SYSGNI 

The monitor begins executing the checkpoint I batch command file 

SYSGNI. 

2.6 SYSTEM GENERATION EXAMPLES 

This section contains three samples of console printout produced 

during the generation of RSTS/E. The right hand margin of each sample 

has references to other sections which contain relevant descriptions. 

The samples show the system generation to the point where the software 

automatically bootstraps the resultant RSTS/E system disk and loads 

the initialization code into memory for the first time. 

The first sample shows the output produced by using magtape soft

ware with an RP%3 disk pack as the system generation disk and an RP%3 

disk pack as the resultant RSTS/E system disk. The sample shows all 

configuration questions in long form. 

The second sample shows a system generation using disk cartridge 

(DECpack) software. The system generation disk and the resultant 

RSTS/E system disk are RK%5 disk cartridges. The sample shows short 

form configuration questions and automatic answers. 

The third sample shows a system generation using DECtape software 

and an RF disk as both the system generation disk and the resultant 

RSTS/E system disk. The printout shows the points in the procedure 

where the user must mount and dismount specified DECtapes. 
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b" 
"",1:1'" 

cf'J" 
2.6.1 Ma tape Software Usin Long Form Questions wit Automatic Answers 

.,.,,¥.<? 
\f,5~'" Bootstrap the magtape with the hardware. loader 

tPJ<'~ 

"\ . \ \) ~ c\0 :,~/' 
SY5LDD 'I0B-0iR J "'\ k.,r\pI.i·' /. l ¥-
~ONSOL~ F ~ L~ SOUt~T=~:' J xi \' v.:/ 'rI!, ~ (}.I~ 
DATE: ~0-CIEC.-,· 4 't'~ t" 'xii? ~~.~ '~ 
D I A LOG U E ':;, (.111 ' "'( \ ~ d ~/ .' ,,~,! (., ~ ! ' f \., . l' /{\~ ,/ .,fu-1' CZ!\t . \ \11'1", \ c 6)"1 S .. ,\ 
4 [~: t1 0 N LIE:. C I L / F 0 (' CO: £1 / H 0 /' Bf' <'~1 T(: t'1 0 N LIE:. L C L . ~J ~" f\t ~ ()\ 
S T A F.: r I N G F (I Pt·, A T F' ASS u ;',) t D'\ ) 

(2.2.1) 

(2.2.3.1) 

v ,/1 -'. fll, ( (4. ,~, £14 {' \ . 

/ ' I"",' \ 

I n \11 l,j ,) ~ 
'.' 1/\ "\ ~. E r·w F (I F.: t'1 A T F' ASS 1\\ ~" ~" I.r . '" " 1 I.) 

S'T'SLO[) COt'1PLETE \ ~ :\ ~ '-'J 

O 
\. ----"-'~"-...",".,,_ ---.-.------....... , u . ..\-- 4;-e r _ ~'1 '; 6~ 
'- --- " --"', J;.ijt'X> ,r.., C .. ' if../'. { • L .1 ~ t,.,.., i,1$'F-

ANSWER WITH ~RRET OR 'y'e R~':- IS YOUR LINE FREQUENCY 50 HERTZ? ~ 
DO YOU WANT TO DISABLE FOREVER? NO 

DOS/BATCH V9-20(: 
DATE: 20-C'EC-74 
TIt1E: 10:0£1 
DIALOGUE? 'r'ES fjO 
DO YOU WANT TO RESET CONSOLE FILL COUNT? YES 

(2.4.1) 

FILL COUNT=0 '"--.",-,.--~" .. "'_ .• 

~~E 'r,~~'r'I.J~~~ I ~~S (:~~~:~~~ ~i' t'JE pr;.: I t'~TEF.:? ""ES"···,,,~",--.,7 f ~~:1 I,VG- Fk7lJ 
/·-I..Q! &-~ C '\ 't' It. OJ 

LS11? NO 
HOW MANY COLUMNS ? 132 
LOl'JE~: CIiSE? NO 
O"lE~:Pr;.: I NT? NO 
HAVE YOU GOT RK02 DISK? NO 

$LO L 1 51~) OtA,) to 
DATE: -2£1-[:rEC-74 
TIt1E: -1£1: O£1: 2£1 

$~:UN t1T : PIP 

PIP V1£1-£12 

$BATCH SVSGEN 

$,JOB S'r'SGEN[ L 1] 
T It1E : -10: £1£1: 5£1 
$~:UN t'1T: PIP 
$~:UN LINK 
$~:UN PIP 
$RUN CILUS 
$CH S'r'SGt~3: 

Ot'l~()~ 

(2.4.2) 

(2.4.3) 

(2.4.4) 
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SYSGEN:CHECKPOINT ONE: DURING THE CONFIGURRTION DIRLOGUE 
SYSGEN:WHICH FOLLOWS, YOU MAY ABORT SYSGEN BY TYPING 
S~'SGEN : II CONTJ;.:OL/C II RN[) THEN II TE II. J;.:ESTFIJ;.:T FJ;.:Of't' THE BEG I N
S ~' S G EN: N I N G 0 F THE [:1 I A LOG U E B 'TI T ~' P I W3 II E: R T C H ~; IriS (; N 111 . 
$ft:UN SYSGEN 

**20-[:'E(:-74** 

BEGINNING OF RSTS/E SYSTEM GENERRTION. 

QUESTIONS COME IN LONG AND SHORT FORMS. 
IF YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITH THEM. RNSWER 
i, S II F 0 J;.: S H (I R T ; 0 THE J;.: ~~ I S E , AN S ~~ E F.: II L. 11 F 0 F.: 
LONG F OF.: t'1. APF'Et·W II/All TO Er~ABL.E RUTO-· 
t1AT I C RNS~~ERS. FORt'1? L/A 

THE RSTS/E SYSTEM CAN BE DISTRIBUTED ON 
DEC TAP E 1 t'1 A G TAP E, R K CAR T R I [) (; E [:.1::: K S; , FI ~~ [:1 

RP DISK PACKS. IN THE CRSE OF MAGTAPE, 
A DISTI~CTION MUST BE MADE BETWEEN THE 
TU10 (MT) AND TU16 (MM) MAGTAPE DRIVES. 
ENTER THE TYPE OF DISTRIBUTION MEDIA AND 
DRIVE TYPE (IF MAGTAPE) BEING USED FOR 
THIS SYSTEM GENERATION (DT,MT,MM.RK,RP): 

t1E[) I A ? t-n 

NOW YOU MUST SPECIFY THE HARDWARE CON
FIGURATION ON WHICH THIS RSTS!E SYSTEM 
loH L.L F.:UN. 

WILL THIS RSTS/E SYSTEM RUN ON PDF'-11!70 
HARDWARE (YES OR NO) : 

PDP-1.1/?f1 ? **NO** 

WILL THIS SOFTWARE RUN ON A F'DP-11/45 
COMPUTER WITH FLOATING POINT PROCESSOR 
('r'ES OF.: NO) 

FPP (11/45) ? **NO** 

WILL THIS SYSTEM RUN ON A PDP-11/40 COM
PUTER WITH THE FLOATING INSTRUCTION SET 
(~.IES OF.: NO) <Lr).::: "I£S, ftccEf T AUTDM.A-TIL 

FIS (11/4[0 ? **'1' ** 

RSTS/E SYSTEMS RUNNING ON 11/40 OR 11/45 
HARDWARE CAN 8E CONFIGURED FOR UP TO 
124K WORDS OF MEMORY. 11/70 SYSTEMS CAN 
8E CONFIGURED FOR UP TO 1 MILLION(1024K) 
WORDS. YOU MAY INCLUDE ANY MEMORY WHICH 
WILL 8E ADDED IN THE FORSEEABLE FUTURE. 
ENTER THE AMOUNT OF MEMORY (IN K WORDS) 
YOU WISH TO SUPPORT WITH THIS SOFTWARE 
(]:2 TO 1(124) : 

MAX MEMORY SIZE (K WORDS) ? 
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THE RSTS/E SYSTEM CLOCK CAN 8E EITHER A 
KWll-L LINE FREQUENCY CLOCK OR A KW11-P 
PROGRAt1t1A8LE CLOCK. THE KW11-P CL.OCK HAS 
AN INTERNAL CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR WHICH CAN 
BE USED AS THE SYSTEM TIME 8ASE IN AREAS 
WHERE THE AC POWER FREQUENCY IS NOT 
ACCURATE. IF 'r'OU HAVE THE KW11-L. CLOCK .. 
ANSWER \I L 1\. FO~: THE KW11-P, At~SWE~: \I P" 
TO USE THE AC LINE FREQUENCY AS THE TIME 
BASE, O~: ANS~JE~: \I C \I TO USE THE C~:'r'STAL 
OSCILLATO~: (L P, O~: C) : 

CLOCK ? 

THE AC POWER F~:E(;'J.UENC'r' IS NO~:t1ALL'r' 60 .,o.~ Ul"""st?a .... "".)t.7 HERTZ I N THE UNI TE[:. STATES, BUT ELSE-· ~'" b I '. -+"~ 
L4 H E F~ E I T C A t~ E: E 5 (1 H E ~: T Z. L·J H AT 1ST HE 0 ,-1' '-, c.. f l' ~ '" ~..ti 
AC POWE~: FF.:EG!UENC'r' AT ~JH I CH TH IS S'r'STEt1 )f "'~)I'sdi Or> 
L4I LL RUN (5€1 O~: 6f1) : r ) • 

AC F~:EG! ? ##6€1t1:# 

THE KWll-P 10KHZ CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR WILL 
BE USED AS THE SYSTEM TIME BASE. THIS 
FREQUENCY IS DIVIDED IN THE HRRDWRRE TO 
PROVIDE THE DESIRED INTERRUPT RATE. FOR 
RSTS/E THE INTERRUPT RATE CAN 8E ANY 
MULTIPLE OF 50HZ 8ETWEEN 50 AND 1000 HZ. 
THE LARGER MULTIPLES PROVIDE BETTER TIME 
RESOLUTION FOR JOE: ACCOUNTING AND SCHED
ULING PURPOSES AT THE SMALL EXPENSE OF 
ADDITIONAL CLOCK INTERRUPT OVERHEAD. 
PLEASE ENTER THE INTERRUPT RATE DESIRED 
.: 50, 1£10, 150, ... } 1000) : 

KWllP INTERRUPT RATE? 

THE NEXT FEW QUESTIONS DEAL WITH THE 
NUMBERS AND TYPES OF TERMINAL INTERFACES 
ON THE S'r'STEt1. 

THE CONSOLE TERMINAL (KBO) MAY 8E AN 
ASR33, KSR33, ASR35, OR KSR35 TELETYPE; 
LA30 (PAF.:ALLEL), LA3:€1S (SEF.: I AL), O~: LF!3:E; 
DECWRITER; OR A VTeS (300 BAUD OR LESS). 
VT0SB (60£1 8AUD OR MORE), VT50, OR VT51 
SCOPE. PLEASE I DENT I F'r' THE T'r'PE OF CON-' 
SOLE TERMINAL ON THIS RSTS/E SYSTEM 
(ASR33, LA3:6, VT05B, VT51, ETC.) : 

CONSOLE T'r'PE ? 
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SERIAL ASCII TERMINALS CONNECTED DIRECT
LYTO THE COMPUTER AND THOSE CONNECTED 
THROUGH LEASED PRIVATE TELEPHONE LINES 
(NOT DIAL-UP) MAY USE EITHER OF TWO 
CLASSES OF SINGLE LINE INTERFACES (OR 
THE DHll MUL TIPLE~<EF.:I [:tISCUSSE[) LATEF.:). 
THE FIRST CLASS I NCLUC'ES THE KL11., LC1.L 
DLllA, AND DLl18 INTERFACES. IF THERE 
ARE NONE OF THESL Ar~Sl·JEF.: (1.; OTHEF.:l·J! SE 
WHAT IS THE TOTAL NUM8ER OF THESE SINGLE 
LINE INTERFACES (1 TO 16 -DO NOT INCLUDE 
THE CONSOLE TERMINAL!): 

KLlll LCll/DLllAI DLl18'S ? **(14** 

THE SECOND CLASS OF SINGLE LINE INTER
FACES USED TO CONNECT TERMINALS LOCALLY 
OR THROUGH LEASED TELEPHONE LINES (NOT 
DIAL-UP) INCLUDES THE DLllC AND DLllD 
INTERFACES. HOW MANY DL11C'S AND DL11D'S 
ARE ON THIS SYSTEM (0 TO Jl -- DO NOT 
INCLUDE THE CONSOLE TERMINAL) : 

DLllCI DLll[:r" S ? 

THERE ARE TWO KINDS OF INDIVIDUAL INTER
FACES FOR AUTOMATIC ANSWER DATASETS USED 
ON THE DIAL-UP TELEPHONE NETWORK. THE 
FIRST OF THESE IS THE DC11. HOW MANY 
Dell-DA LINES DO YOU HAVE (0 TO J2) : 

DCll" S ? :t:*~~12** 

THE SECOND KIND OF INDIVIDUAL LINE 
DIAL-UP INTE~:FACE IS THE [:rLl1E. HO~~ t'1AN'r' 
DLllE'S ARE ON THIS SYSTEM «(1 TO Jl) : 

**(11** 

THE DJll MULTIPLEXER IS NOT SUPPORTED 
UNDER RSTS/E. HOWEVERI TO DETERMINE THE 
CORRECT FLOATING DEVICE ADDRESSES FOR 
OTHER SUPPORTED HARDWARE/WE NEED TO KNOW 
THE NUMBER OF DJ11 MULTIPLEXERS CON
NECTED TO THIS SYSTEM (0 TO 16) 

D,Jll" S ? **(1(1** 

EACH DH11 MULTIPLEXER CAN CONNECT UP TO 
16 TEF.:t·l1 NALS TO THE SYSTE~1. PLEASE ENTEf;.: 
THE TOTAL NUM8ER OF DH11'S ATTACHED TO 
THIS SYSTEM INCLUDING ANY WHICH WILL NOT 
BE USED BY THE RSTS/E SOFTWARE (0 TO 16) 

**01:** 

THERE ARE 02 DM11-BB COMPATIBLE MODEM 
CONTF::OL f'1UL T I PLEi·::EF::5 ON TH I 5 5)-'5TEt'1. )-IOU 
HAVE ACCOUNTE[:r FO~: 0(1 50 FAF::. NOTE: ALL 
DH11-AD'S INCLUDE DMll-BB MODEM CONTROL. 
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DH11 UNIT 00 TYPE ? ##AA## 

THERE ARE FIVE STANDARD DH11 VARIATIONS: 

DH11-AA WILL SUPPORT ANY COMBINATION OF 
LOCAL Or;.: r;.:Et'10TE LINES. IF AUTO-· 
ANSWER DATASETS ARE TO BE SUP
PORTED, A DM11-BB MODEM CONTROL 
MULTIPLEXOR IS ALSO REUUIRED. 

DH11-AB WIRED FOR TELEGRAPH LINES AND 
TREATED AS A DH11-AA WITHOUT 
MODEM CONTROL BY RSTS/E. 

DH11-AC 240 V,50 HZ VERSION OF DH11-AA. 

DH11-AD CONNECTS 16 EIA/CCITT CRS2J2-C) 
COMPATIBLE LINES INCLUDING FULL 
t10[:.Et1 CONTr;.:OL. 

DH11-AE SAME AS DHll-AD WITHOUT MODEM 
COt~Tr;.:OL. USE[) FOr;.: CONt·JECT I ON OF 
LOCAL EIA TERMINALS OR PRIVATE 
LINE t10DEt1S. 

PLEASE ENTER THE TYPE OF EACH DH11 UNIT 
CAA, AB, AC, At', OR AE) 

DH11 UNIT 00 TYPE? ##AA#i FIA 

DOES DHll 00 INCLUDE A DMll-BB? ##??## 

THERE ARE 02 DMll-BB COMPATIBLE MODEM 
CONTROL MULTIPLEXERS ON THIS SYSTEM. YOU 
HAVE ACCOUNTED FOR (1(1 SO FAr;.:. NOTE: Al.l. 
DHll-AD'S INCLUDE DMll-BB MODEM CONTROl.. 

IF ANY DIAL-UP TELEPHONE LINES ARE TO BE 
CONNECTED THROUGH AN AUTOMATIC ANSWER 
DATASET TO THIS DHll MULIIPLEXER, THE 
DMll-BE: MODEM CONTROL IS ALSO REQUIRED. 
DOES THIS DH11 UNIT INCLUDE A DM11-88 
('T'ES OR NO) : 

DOES DHll 00 INCLUDE A DMll-88? ##??ii YES 

DH11 UNIT 00 LINES ENABLED? 

FOR THIS DHll UNIT, ENTER THE NUM8ER OF 
LINES WHICH WILL BE USED NOW OR IN THE 
FOr;.:SEEABLE FUTURE. A RESPONSE OF 1.6 ~JI l.l. 
PEr;.:tl1 TALL LINES TO BE USEt'. I F THE NUt'1-
BER OF LINES ENABLED CN) IS LESS THAN 16 
RSTS/E WILL NOT BE CONFIGURED FOR AND 
WILL NOT RECOGNIZE LINES N THRU 15 ON 
TH 15 t'Hll UN IT. A £1 RESPCtt~SE It1PL I ES THE 
WHOLE [)Hll UN I TIS TO BE I GNORE[:r. ENTER 
THE NUMBER OF LINES ENABLED (0 TO 16) : 

DH11 UNIT 00 LINES ENA8LE[) 07-- i#16## 16 

DHll UNIT 01 T'r'PE ~t i#AA## FIE. 

DH11 UNIT (11 LINES ENA8LED '? ##16## c· '-' 

DHll UNIT 02 T'r'PE ~. ##AFI## At' 

DHll UNIT 02 LIt~ES Et~ABLE(:' ~. ##16## (1 
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RSTS/E System Generation 

THE NEXT SEVERAL QUESTIONS DEAL WITH 
TERMINAL RELATED SOFTWARE FEATURES WHICH 
MAY BE INCLUDED IN THE RSTS/E SYSTEM AT 
THE OPTION OF THE SYSTEM MANAGER. 

PSEUDO KEYBOARDS PERMIT INTERRCTIVE JOBS 
TO BE RUN WITHOUT TYING UP R RERL TERMI
N A L. THE 'r' A f;,: E P R It1 R F.: I L 'rl I NT E N [:1 E [:1 F 0 F.: USE 
BY A BATCH CONlROLJ::.'RClGRHt'1···-WHI·CH FEE[:IS 
COt1r1AN[:IS ftl -Crr~'E OF.: r10F.:E PSEU[:rO KE'r'BORF.:[:rS 
DE[) I CATEt, tel F.:U~H~ n~G' E:At:KGF.:OUN[:r TRSK:::. 
HOW MANY PSEUDO KEYBOARDS WOULD YOU LIKE 
TO HAVE (0 TO 63) : 

PSEUDO KEYBOARDS ? 

RSTS/E IS CAPABLE OF SUPPORTING IBM 2741 
COt1PATIBLE TEF.:t1INRLS ON [:.Ll1.[:', [:rL1.1E, 
AND DCll SINGLE LINE INTERFRCES} OR THE 
D H 11 t1 U L TIP L E ~.:: E F.: . I F V 0 U [:r 0 NOT ~~ ANT FI N 'rl 
2741 SUPPOF.:T THEN RNS~~EF.: "t~O". OTHEF.:WISE 
ANS~~ER II SL II TO I NCLU[:.E 27'41 SUPPOF.:T FOF.: 
5 I N G L ELI N E I NT E F.: F ACE 5 0 t·~ L 'rl ; R t·J S ~~ E F.: "[:, H " 
FOR 2741 SUPPORT ONLY ON DHll LINES; OR 
ANSl~ER "BOTH" TO PF.:OV![:rE 2741 SUPPOF.:T O~~ 
BOTH SINGLE LINE INTERFACES AND THE DH11 
t1UL TIPLEiO::ER(S) 

2741" S .,::' ##NO## E:OTH 

2741 TERMINALS ARE AVAILABLE WITH MANY 
CODE/KEYBOARD ARRANGEMENTS. FOUR OF THE 
t10r;~E COt'1t'1ON CODES AF.:E SUF~'('F.:T-E6- UN[:rER 
RSTS/E. THESE I NCLU[:rE 18t'l COF.:RESF'ON[:'ENCE 
CODE (STANDARD SELECTRIC TYPEWRITER KEY
B a A R [:r ::. .' E ~< TEN [:r E [:, BIN A F.: V CO [:, E [:r [:, EC I t'l R L .' 
STANDARD BINARV CODED DECIMRL, AND CALL 
360 BASIC CODE ANV COMBINATION OF FROM 
ONE TO FOUR OF THESE CODE TABLES CAN BE 
INCLUDED IN THE RSTS/E TERMINAL SERVICE. 
PLEASE ENTER THE ABBREVIATED CODE NAMES 
(CORR,E8CD,SBCD,C160) SEPARATED 8Y COM
MAS FOR 2741 CODES YOU WISH TO SUPPORT : 

2741 CO[:rE (S) ? ##CORR. ## EBCD.CORR 

AN OPTIONAL FEATURE OF THE RSTS/E TERMI
NAL SERVICE ALLOWS ONE JOB TO INTERACT 
WITH SEVERAL TERMINALS THROUGH SPECIAL 
FORMS OF THE THE RECORD 1/0 GET AND PUT 
STATEt'1ENTS. THIS FEATUF.:E IS U!'::EFUL IN 
APPLICATIONS WHERE THE SAME BASIC FUNC
TION IS PERFORMED ON SEVERAL TERMINALS 
AND A SEPARATE JOB FOR EACH IS UNDESIRE
A E: LEO R AT LEA S TIN E F F I C lEN T . 1'~ 0 U L [:' '110 U 
LIKE TO INCLUDE THIS FEATURE (VES OR NO) 

MULTI-TTY SERVICE? 
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RSTS/E System Generation 

THE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH THE NUMBERS 
AND KINDS OF DISK UNITS ON THIS SYSTEM. 

THE RJS04/RJS03 DISK SYSTEM CONSISTS OF 
AN RH11 DEVICE CONTROLLER AND FROM ONE 
TO EIGHT RS03 (256K) OR RS04 (512K WORD) 
FIXED-HEAD DISK DRIVES. RSTS!E SUPPORTS 
ANY COMBINATION OF RS03'S AND RS04'S UP 
TO A TOTAL OF FOUR DRIVES FOR SWAPPING 
AND NON-RESIDENT CODE (ADDITIONAL UNITS 
MAY BE CONNECTED TO THE RH11, HOWEVER). 
PLEASE ENTER THE NUMBER OF EACH TYPE OF 
DRIVE «(1 TO 4) : 

RS(14" S ? 

THE RF11 CONTROLLER IS USED TO CONTROL 
UP TO 8 OF THE RS11 256K WORD FIXED-HEAD 
DISKS. IF THIS SYSTEM HAS NONE OF THESE 
DIS K S I AN S l~ E R (1 JOT HER ~'H S E .' H 0 ~J t'1 A N 'rl 
256K WORD RS11 DISK PLATTERS ARE THERE 
(1 TO 8) : 

RF/RS11" S ? **!Z1!Z1** 

IT IS POSSIBLE TO USE THE RC11 DISK CON
TROLLER WITH UP TO FOUR RS64 64K WORD 
FIXED-HEAD DISKS FOR SWAPPING AND 
NON-RESIDENT CODE. IF THERE ARE NONE OF 
THESE DISK UNITS, ANS~jE~~ OJ OTHE~~l~ISE., 

HOW MANY 64K WORD RS64 DISK PLATTERS ARE 
THERE (1 TO 4) 

RC11/RS64" S ? **!Z14** 

THE RJP04 DISK SYSTEM CONSISTS OF AN 
RH11 CONTROLLER AND UP TO EIGHT OF THE 
RP04 40 MILLION WORD MOVING-HEAD DISK 
PACK DRIVES. HOW MANY RP04 DRIVES ARE 
INCLUDED IN THIS CONFIGURATION (0 TO 8) 
NOTE: IF 'rIOU HAVE TWO OR t'1OF.~E F.~P')4 

DRIVES BUT PREFER TO CONSERVE MEMORY BY 
USING THE NON OVERLAPPED SEEK DRIVER, 
APPEN[) II/NOli TO THE NUt'1BE~~ OF [:aRIVES : 

RP04'S ? 

THE RP11-C CONTROLLER IS USED TO CONTROL 
ANY COMBINATION OF UP TO EIGHT RP02 (10 
MILLION WORD) OR RPO] (20 MILLION WORD) 
MOVING-HEAD DISK PACK DRIVES. ENTER THE 
TOTAL NUMBER OF RP02 AND RPOl DRIVES ON 
TH IS S'rISTEt'1 (£1 TO E:). NOTE: IF 'rIOU HAVE 
TWO OR MORE DRIVES BUT WANT TO CONSERVE 
MEMORY BY USING THE NON OVERLAPPED SEEK 
DF.~IVEF.~, APPEN[:I II/NOli TO THE NUt'1BER OF F.~p 

DF.~ 1 VES : 

RP02/RP03" S ? 
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THE RK11 CONTROLLER IS USED TO CONTROL 
UP TO 8 OF THE RK03 OR RK05 1. 2 MILLION 
WORD MOVING-HEAD CARTRIDGE DISK DRIVES. 
HOW MANY RK03 OR RK05 DRIVES ARE THERE 
(0 TO 8). NOTE: IF 'r'OU HAVE TWO O~~ MOF.~E 

RK DRIVES BUT WANT TO CONSERVE MEMORY BY 
USING THE NON OVERLAPPED SEEK DRIVER, 
APPEND "/NO" TO THE NUMBER OF DRIVES : 

##(18## 2.····NO 

THE "S'r'STEt'l (:.1 SK" CONTAIt~S THE S'r'S;TEM 
CORE IMAGE AND THE FIRST PART OF THE 
PUBLIC DISK STRUCTURE. THE SYSTEM DISK 
CAN BE EITHER T . .: ~F) F !>::E()-·HEA[.' 

SYSTEt1 DISK? **RP** 

THE RXll FLOPPY DISK SYSTEM CONSISTS OF 
A UNIBUS INTERFACE AND THE RX01 FLOPPY 
DISK SUBSYSTEM. THE RX01 INCLUDES A DISK 
CONTROLLER AND TWO FLOPPY DISK DRIVES. 
R5TS/E SUPPORTS UP TO FOUR RXll SYSTEMS 
FOR A MAXIMUM OF EIGHT DRIVES. PLEASE 
ENTER THE NUMBER OF FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 
RTTACHE[) TO THIS ~~'T'STEt'1 03,2,4, 6 .• O~: 8): 

##??## (1 

THE NEXT FEW QUESTIONS DEAL WITH THE 
,.---"'-(pER I PHE~:AL [:.FI.' I GEC, ATTACHE() TO TH IS 

RSTS/E SYSTEf1. 

THE TJU16 MAGTAPE SYSTEM CONSISTS OF AN 
/") f;.:H11 t1ASSBUS I NTE~:FACE, Tt1(12 CONT~:OLLE~:, 
'\ AND FROM ONE TO EIGHT TU16 TAPE DRIVES. 

IF THIS SYSTEM HAS NO TU16 MAGTAPE UNITS 
• \ -j ~.\\i tVTHEN Ar·~Sl"'EJ::: (1; OTHEF.:W I SE, HOW '-lAN'r' TU1.6 

f"~ /VI _'tf)" Df;.: I VES AF.:E ON TH IS S'r'STEM (1 TO 8) : 
" VA '" (,...,. .« 

t"" ,{' TU16" S ? **0(1** 

THE TM11 MAGTAPE CONTROLLER CAN SUPPORT 
UP TO EIGHT TU10 MAGTAPE DRIVES. PLEASE 
ENTER THE NUMBER OF TU10 DRIVES ON THIS 
SYS T E t1 «(1 TO 8) : \+ LC~ u",Cto

7 \,4..(.,,, 

TU10" S ? *##(1:::## 2 ~l'l-'~ \\.g,,( 
THE TCll DECTAPE CONTROLLER CAN CONTROL 
UP TO 8 SINGLE DRIVES. IF THIS SYSTEM 
HAS NO DEC TAPE AT ALL, ANSWER 0; OTHER-
lJI S E , HOW t1 A N 'r' SIN G L E () E cr APE () F.: n·' E 5 , 
NOT TU56'S, ARE THERE (1 TO 8 NOTE 
THAT EACH TU56 ~UAL DRIVE HAS 2) 

DECTflPES ? 
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RSTS/E System Generation 

THE RSTS/E SYSTEM CAN HAVE UP TO EIGHT 
LINE PRINTERS OF THE LP11 OR LS11 TYPE. 
THESE PRINTERS ARE REFERRED TO BY THE 
DEV ICE NAt1ES LPO: TH~:OUGH LP7':. I F THE~:E 
IS NO LINE PRINTER. ANSWER 0; OTHERWISE, 
ENTER THE NUMBER OF PRINTERS OF EITHER 
TYPE (1 TO E:) : 

PRINTE~:S ? 

CERTAIN FEATURES OF EACH OF THE LINE 
PRINTERS ON THE SYSTEM MUST BE DEFINED. 
THE NEXT FEW QUESTIONS DEAL WITH THOSE 
FEATU~~ES. 

LPO: T'r'PE ? **LP** C~ '10 Qn~r' ,=.~.J~:.~,-. 
, .. ,.~~_.,r c) r) (,£';S '/'/ <,) j,J 

FOR THE LINE PRINTER DESIGNATED "LP0:", I 
PLEASE DESIGNATE THE TYPE OF PRINTER: 
"LP11 11 ([:.EC STAt·H:.AR[:. [:.~:Ut1 P~:INTEJ;.:SL OJ;.: 
"LS11 11 (CENTJ;.:OtHCS SEJ;.:IFrL PF::H~TE~:) : 

LPO: T'r'PE ? **LP** 

LPO: l·J I DTH ? 

FOR THE LP11 PRINTER DESIGNATED "LP0:", 
ENTER LINE WIDTH - 80 OR 1J2 CHARACTERS: 

LP(1 : WIDTH ';.- **132** 

LPO: LO~JER CASE 7-' ~~NO~# 

SOt1E LP11 P~: I NTE~:S HAVE A 96 CHA~:ACTER 
SET I NeLU[) I NG LO~JE~: CASE CHARACTE~:S. 

DOES THIS P~: INTER I NCLU[:.E LOL~EJ;.: CASE 
('TIES O~: NO) . 

LP(1 : LOl·JER CASE '? ##NO## 

LP1: T'rIPE ';=' **l.P** 

LP1: l.JI [:rTH --;:' **8€1** 

LP1: LOl·JER CASE ';:- ##~JO## VES 

LP2: T'rIPE ';.. **l.S** 

IF THERE IS A LINE PRINTER AVAILABLE FOR 
USE [:.UJ;.: I NG S'rISGEN 01UST BE LP€1). IT WILL 
BE USED TO PRINT THE SYSTEM LOAD MAPS 
AND. OPTIONALLV, TO PRINT ASSEMBLV l.IST
INGS OF THE SVSTEM TA8LES AND TERMINAL 
SERVICE MODULES. IF YOU HAVE A PRINTER 
AND WANT THE RSSEM8LY LISTINGS AND/OR 
LOAD MAPS PRINTED DURING SYSGEN, ANSWER 
II 'TIES II , OTHE~:WISE A~~S~JEJ;.: "t~OIl. 

LPO FOR S'T'SGEN ? **.,.1 ** 
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RSTS/E System Generation 

THE SYSTEM GENERATION PROCESS INCLUDES 
THE ASSEt1BL'r1 OF THE 5~STEM TABLES R~~[:r 
THE T~~MINAL 5E~~VICE SOFTWFI~~E.. IT IS 
POSS I BLE I U rtA"'E L I ::·TlJ·JGS OF THESE n,JO 

(2.7.13) 

TAILO~~ECI t'10DULES P~~INTE[:r ON THE LH~E ,.(_~~G 
P~~ INTER. l,JOlIU) 'rIOU LIKE TO PR I NT THESE <'1' :c e'" r 

LISTINGS (YES O~~ t~O). A'\("..) (..riP ,,1-j1dfJ; ric;. 
v"-J l Ie, L;J ~ 

LISTINGS ? 

THREE CARD READERS ARE AVAILABLE ON 
RSTS/E SYSTEMS, THE CRll PUNCHED CARD 
READER, THE CMll MARKED CARD READER, AND 
THE CD11 HIGH-SPEED PUNCHED CARD READER. 
IF THIS SYSTEM DOES NOT HAVE A CARD 
REA[)EF.~} At~Sl~E~~ " NONE"; on·IERl,JI SE.. [:rOES 
IT HAVE A " CF.~ll'·} A " Ct'111'" OF.~ A " C[:.1:V. 

**CF.~** C[:r1.1. 

THE CARDS READ BY RSTS/E WILL NORMALLY 
BE INTERPRETED AS BEING IN DEC 029 CODE. 
IF THIS INSTALLATION USES CARDS IN DEC 
026 CODE OR FROM A 1401} YOU MAY SELECT 
THE APPROPRIATE SPECIAL DECODING TABLE. 
IF YOU DO NOT WANT THE SPECIAL DECODING, 
ANSl~ER "£129 11

; OTHEF.~~JISE} SHOUL[:I IT BE 
II 026" OF.~ "1401" CO[:IE : 

r ~I t) J) C.L./- ..,.-M,4-:.;;;"'c!:.:, ~ ~ 
{ t" ,,' ~ • 1 !"-.I'~~ /e 1'1 

~v ,,"ft:j[(~" "rr fY " ~ 
r7 t I ~J ~ (), trf1J-
\ (.,J I)' fo1,J~~" ,A't,kr ') 

thc) ." ~J, ~r:;tDJ 
~. ' ~.J" ft. 

(2.7.14) 

CARD DECODE ? ##029## 140j 

IS THERE A HIGH-SPEED PAPER TAPE READER 
('rIES OF.~ t·JO). 

P. T. REA[:IEF.~ ? **'11 ** 

IS THERE A HIGH-SPEED PAPER TAPE PUNCH 
('rIES OR NO). 

P. T. PUNCH ? **'rl ** 

THE DQ11 NPR SYNCHRONOUS LINE INTERFACE 
I S NOT SUPPORTE[:I UN[:IER F.~STS/E. HOlJEVEf;,~., 

TO DETERMINE THE CORRECT FLOATING DEVICE 
ADDRESSES FOR OTHER SUPPORTED HARDWARE} 
WE NEED TO KNOW HOW MANY DQll'"S ARE CON
NECTED TO THIS SYSTEM (0 TO 16) 

DQ11" S ? 
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ONE DPll OR DUll SYNCHRONOUS LINE INTER
FACE IS REQUIRED FOR OPERATION OF THE 
RSTS/E 2780 PACKAGE (IF INCLUDED BELOW). 
ADDITIONAL DPll AND DU11 INTERFACES MAY 
BE CONNECTED TO THE UNIBUS FOR OTHER 
PURPOSES. PLEASE SPECIFY THE NUMBER OF 
THESE DEVICES ON THIS SYSTEM (INCLUDING 
ANY TO BE USED BY THE 2780 PACKAGE) : 

-t!~'.r"'~ 
e~~I~ I',.J 

DPll" S ?7).75r/ PkGt: **(12** 

DUll" S ? 

THE RSTS/E 2780 PACKAGE EMULATES THE 
OPERATION OF THE IBM 2780 MODEL 1 DATA 
TRANSMISSION TERMINAL. THE PACKAGE PER-

I MITS THE RSTS/E SYSTEM TO COMMUNICATE 
WITH ANY IBM SYSTEM WHICH SUPPORTS THE 
DEVICE.OR WITH ANOTHER RSTS 2780 SYSTEM. 
THE 2780 PACKAGE IS SOLD AND SUPPORTED 
BY THE DEC COMMUNICATIONS GROUP. IT IS 
NOT INCLUDED IN THE STANDARD RSTS!E KIT. 
DO YOU HAVE THE 2780 PACKAGE AND WISH TO 
INCLUDE IT IN THIS SYSTEM (YES OR NO) : 

2780 ? 

THE 2780 PACKAGE REQUIRES EITHER A DP11 
OR DU11 SYNCHRONOUS LINE INTERFACE AND 
THE KG11-A (COMMUNICATIONS ARITHMETIC 
OPTION). ~'JHICH T'rIPE OF S'rINCHF.~ONOUS L.Ir.,jE 
INTERFACE WILL YOUR 2780 PACKAGE USE 
(DP11 OF.~ [:.U11) 

2780 INTERFACE? 

THE FOLLOWING DEVICES ARE NOT SUPPORTED 
BY THE RSTS/E SYSTEM SOFTWARE ALTHOUGH 
THEY MAY BE ATTACHED TO THE UNIBUS FOR 
OTHER PURPOSES. 

Dt111-A 
DN11-DA 
D~~11A. C 
PA'611R 
PA611P 
DTO~-FP 

SINGLE-SPEED MULTIPLEXER 
AUTOMATIC CALLING UNIT INTERFACE 
GENERAL DEVICE INTERFACES 
T'r'PESET F.~EA[)ER 

T'r'PESET PU~JCH 

PROGRAMMABLE BUS SWITCH 
IBM ~60/~70 INTERFACE D~<11 

GT40 
LPS11 
n~lH'J 

GF.~APH I C SYS:TEt'l 
~OR~f.~ I .. ~F,..,I,' _ .......... 

/"i~ATCH[:'OG T I t'1E'IIIi,' __ rf!AifiIiII"-

~ 
ARE ANY OF THESE NON-SUPPORTED DEVICES 
CONNECTED TO THIS SYSTEM (YES OR NO), 

NON-SUPPORTED DEVICES? 
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ENTER THE NUMBER OF DM11-A SINGLE SPEED 
MULTIPLEXERS ON THIS SYSTEM (0 TO 16) : 

HOW MANY DN11-DA AUTOMATIC CALLING UNIT 
LINE INTERFACES ARE CONNECTED TO THIS 
SYSTEt'1 «(1 TO 64) 

DN11-DA" S ? **(12** 

ENTER THE TOTAL NUMBER OF DR11-A AND 
DR11-C GENERAL DEVICE INTERFACES ON THIS 
SYSTEM (0 TO 32) 

DR11-A, C" S ? **1;:11;:1** 

HOW MANY PA611R TYPESET READERS ARE 
INCLUDED IN THIS CONFIGURATION (0 TO 16) 

PA611~:" S ? 

HOW MANY PA611P TYPESET PUNCHES ARE CON
NECTED TO THIS SYSTEM (0 TO 16) 

PA611F'" S ? 

ENTER THE NUMBER OF DT03-FP PROGRAMMABLE 
BUS SWITCHES ON YOUR PDP-11 (0 TO 8) : 

DT03-FP" S ? 

HOW MANY DX11 IBM 360/370 INTERFACES ARE 
ATTACHED TO THIS SYSTEM (0 TO 4' . 

D::-::11" S ? 

AN Sl../ E ~: II 0 II I F 'rIO U H AV E NO G T 4 (1 G~: A PHI C 
S'rISTEt'l HA~:[)l'JAf;,:E. ALSO ANSWEf;,: II 1;:1" IF 'rIOUf;,: 
GT40 HAS ITS OWN PDP-11 CPU AND THE CON
NECTION TO THE HOST (RSTS/E) MACHINE IS 
THROUGH A STANDARD TERMINAL INTERFACE. 
EtHEf;,: "1" ONL'r1 I F A GT4(1 GRFIPH I C D I SPL.FI'r1 

PROCESSOR IS CONNECTED DIRECTLY TO THE 
UNIBUS OF THE RSTS/E MACHINE AND ITS 
INTERRUPT VECTORS ARE ASSIGNED ACCORDING 
TO DEC STANDARDS FOR FLOATING VECTORS : 

GT40 (1 ONLY) ? **00** 

T 'r' P E II 111 I FAN L P 5 LAB P E f;,: I PH E f;,: FI L 5 Y S T E t'1 
IS ATTACHED TO THIS SYSTEM. OTHERWISE 
ENTEf;,: 110". 

**1;:1(1** 

ENTER 111" I F A K~J11~J WATCH[)OG T H1Ef;,: I::; 
INCLUDED IN YOUR CONFIGURATION. OTHER
ENTER "0 11 . 

KW11W (1 ONLY) ? **(1(1** 
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THE REMAINING QUESTIONS DEAL WITH THE 
NAME, CAPACITY, AND FEATURES OF THIS 
RSTS/E SYSTEM PROVIDED AT THE SYSTEM 
MANAGER'S OPTION. 

RSTS/E SYSTEMS IDENTIFY THEMSELVES WITH 
A 14 CHARACTER INSTALLATION NAME. ENTER 
UP TO 14 CHARACTERS: --------------

THE INSTALLATION NAME : ##SYSTEM TEST## SYSTEM #880 .:...----- "-

WITH SUFFICIENT HARDWARE RSTS/E CAN HAN
D LEU P TO 6"1: S H1 U L TAN E 0 U S .J 0 B S . ~~ H AT I S 
THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF JOBS (JOBMAX) TO 
BE USED AT THIS INSTALLATION (1 TO 63) 

(2.7.17) 

##2[1## 1:2 \)-0 IJ CCJ!.,I '-OAJ I (' elc..J~",:\~~ n~"fJ 
kJ./ D ..Di:> I t,,.).,;'::!1>" A j;,) l:JflFcl:''I{! ....ry~' 

t1A~·nt1ut1 .JOBS ? 

SMALL BUFFERS ARE 16 WORD BLOCKS IN MON- (2.7.18) 
I TO~~ STOF.~AGE THAT ARE [:I'T'NA~lI CAL.L 'r' FILLO- [ltEl-f:!:" /S A L/J~ ('\~7/ C:YJ 
CATED AS I t../PUT AND OUTPUT BUFFEF.~S.. FILE L-: 'I 
PAF.:At·1ETE~: BLOCKS, ETC. STOF.:AGE t'1A'r' BE ?";fTrE'Le' '/' oU CA-l'IJ CLUt 
ALLOCATE[:' FOF.: 3:€1 TO 999 St1AL.L BUFFEF.~~:. I j 7)0 wl'.J. 
THE RECOMMENDED NUMBER IS AT LEAST 10 ~ 

FOJ;,~ EACH POSS I BLE .JOE:. HO~~ t1AN'r' St1F1L.L 6ftcf:+- VJOUU::; It-O() -S LJ ()Lf)S < 

BUFFERS WOULD THIS INSTf1.b.1BIION LIKE TO 
HAVE (10 TO 999) \-~ 
St1ALL BUFFERS ? ~€1€1## 1:2€1 

"-
81 G BUFFEF.:S AF.:E 256 ~WF.:[:' BLOCKS I N t·~ 
TOR STORAGE THAT AF.~E [:''r't'JAt1ICALL'T' ~~~!~!~ \l8l..-A:'r:~S 
CATED FOR INPUT AND OUTPUT TO DECTAPE. 
STORAGE MAY BE ALLOCATED FOR FROM 1 TO 8 
BIG BUFFERS. THE RECOMMENDED NUMBER IS 
ONE FO~ EACH DECTAPE DRIVE THAT WILL BE 
SIMULTANEOUSLY IN USE. HOW MANY BIG 
BUFFERS WOULD THIS INSTALL.ATION L.IKE TO 
H AV E (1 TOE:). '1Sl (,- Gu FFelS Ate i... ~ ~o~ L.- 01-:)6-

BIG BUFFERS? ##01## 

I NTER-.JOB CO t'1t1 UN I CAT I ON IS ACCOt1PL I SHE[) tf!!l(i3f;eT1J' ~'. 
THF.~OUGH THE USE OF SE~JD AN[) F.:ECE I VE S'r·S-· .. ·~- Q ~;ZS0 
;~~~t1~~~~;T I ~~N~~~~i[)E~~N~;~;~E~E ~~:~~L.~~O~~~8L~ . (J A''Ct ~ 

(2.7.19) 

(2.7.20) 

OF ACTI'·.·'E RECEIVEF.~S IS F.~ESI[)ENT. THIS r---

TABLE COt~S I STS OF FIVE ~WF.:[)S FOF.: EFICH >p DUe.-( fv!l. cPr:-r), 
RECEIVER ALLOWED TO BE ACTIVE SIMUL.TA-
NEOU5L'r' (4 TO E: f;.:ECE I VEF.~S AF.~E USUALL ',.' L7~ 
SUFFICIENT). PLEASE ENTER THE NUMBER OF 
ACTIVE RECEIVERS ALLOWED AT YOUR INSTAL-
LATION (0 TO JOBMAX) : 

RECEIVERS? 

R5TS/E SYSTEMS CAN ATTEMPT TO AUTOMATI
CALL'r' F.~ECOVER Ff;.:Or·1 A PO~~ER FAILUF.~E. [:'0 
YOU WANT THIS CAPABIL.ITY IMPLEMENTED IN 
THIS SYSTEM (YES OR NO) : 

Pf)~·JER FA I L ? 
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AN OPTIONAL FEATURE OF THE RSTS/E SYSTEM 
ALLOWS THE FILE PROCESSOR (FIP) TO USE 
FREE SMALL OR BIG BUFFERS TO STORE DISK 
[) I RECTOf;,:~1 I NFORMAT ION. TH I S It1PJ;.:OVES THE 
SPEED OF DIRECTORY PROCESSING BY AVOID
ING THE NECESSITY OF REREADING COMMONLY 
USED DIRECTORY INFORMATION. DO YOU WISH 
TO INCLUDE THIS OPTION (YES OR NO) : 

FIP BUFFERIt~G ? ##ITI ## 

IF THERE IS SUFFICIENT MEMORY AVAILABLE 
ON THIS S~ISTEt'1, THE t10ST FJ;.:EPUENTLY USE[:. 
NON-RESIDENT DISK HANDLING CODE CAN BE 
MADE RESIDENT IN ORDER TO PROVIDE BETTER 
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE. SHOULD THIS DISK 
PROCESSING BE DONE BY RESIDENT CODE (YES 
OR NO). 

RESIDENT DISK HANDLING? **NO** ITIE::: 

THE DISPATCH CODE AND TABLES FOR THE FIP 
SYSTEM FUNCTION CALLS (SYS CODE 6) ARE 
NORMALLY NON-RESIDENT. OVERALL SYSTEM 
PERFORMANCE CAN BE IMPROVED BY MAKING 
T HIS COD ERE S I [:1 EN T . D 0 ~I 0 U ~.J ANT THE S ITI S 
CALL DISPATCH CODE RESIDENT (YES OR NO) 

RESIDENT SYS CALL DISPATCH? ##NO## 

THE ROUTINES WHICH IMPLEMENT THE SEN~ 
AND RECEIVE SYSTEM FUNCTION CALLS ARE 
ALSO NON-RESI[:'ENT. IF YOUJ;.: APPLICATIONS 
REQUIRE INTER-JOB COMMUNICATION) YOU 
MAY WANT SEND/RECEIVE RESIDENT. PLEASE 
ANSWER YES OR NO : 

RESIDENT SEND/RECEIVE? ##NO## 

NON-RESIDENT CODE IS US~D TO LIST DISK 
DIRECTORIES (CATALOG COMMAND). IF YOU 
WANT THE DIRECTORY LISTER RESIDENT, TYPE 
"YES", OTHERl.JISE ANSWEJ;.: "t,~O". 

RESIDENT DIRECTORY LISTER? ##NO## 
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THE CONCISE COMMAND lANGUAGE OPTION EN
ABLES EACH INSTAllATION TO DEFINE A SET 
OF KEYBOARD COMMANDS WHICH CAll AND PASS 
ONE COMMAND lINE TO COMMONLY USED SYSTEM 
PJ;.:OGRAt1S. [:r0 YOU WISH TO I NClU[:'E THE CCl 
OPTION IN THIS SYSTEM (YES OR NO) : 

CCl ? 

(2.7.24) 

2., I ry L '--I 
RSTS/E KITS INCLUDE ONE STANDARD TABLE 
OF CCl COt1t1ANDS. THESE AJ;.:E l I STE[:' I N THE 
SYSTEM MANAGER'S GUIDE. IF THIS SET IS 
ADEI:;WATE FOR 'y'OUF.: NEE[:'S, ANS~~EJ;.: ' 'T'ES" .; 
OTHERWISE, ANSWER 'NEW' TO CREATE YOUR 
OWN UNIQUE CCl COMMANDS. OR 'ADD' TO ADD 
YOUR OWN UNIQUE CCl COMMANDS TO THE 
STAt·WAJ;.:O TABLE : 

S~,:'~.,Jr...:J~" 0 

STANOARD CCl TABLE ? 

TO CF.:EATE A CCl ENTJ;.:'t', T'T'PE THE PJ;.:OGF.:FIt·1 
NAME ANO THE CCl COMMANO (SEPARATED BY A 
eOt1t1A). THE PROGF.:At·1 t·~At·1E IS 1-6 AL.PHA-· 
NUMERIC CHARACTERS; THE CCl COMMANO MAY 
BE UP TO 14 ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS. UP 
TO 2 t1 C C lEN T F.: I E S t1 A Y BE [:r E F H~ E [:', Pr' P E 
"/E" TO ENO 'y'OUF.: CCl TABLE. T't'PE " ..... F.:" TO 
RESTART THE SERIES OF CCl QUESTIONS : 

(PJ;.:OGRAt·1) , (C Ot'1t'1AND > 7-' tl:tI:??tI:# I NVE~JT .. ONHA~H) 

(PF.:OGRAt·1) , (COt'1t'1ANO) '7-' ##??## INVENT .. ONOR[:rEF.: 

(P~:OGF.:At1>} (COt1t1AND) '7-' ##??## I ~JVENT .. BFICKL.OCi 

(PF.:OGRAt1), (COMMAN[:') '? ##??## OF.:[:'E F.: , OR[:'EF.: 

(PROGRAt·1). (COt1MAr~[:r> '? #tI:??## o F.: [:r E F.: , CA~~CE L. 

(PROGF.:At1), (COt'1t'1AN[:') ~' #tI:??## OR[:'EF.:, I NG!U I F.:E 

<PROGF.:At·D·, (COt1t'1AN[:') '7-' #tI:??#tl: ... ··EN[:' 

eCl LISTING ON LPO: '? #tl:NO## 
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FLOATING POINT NUMBERS ARE REPRESENTED 
INTERNALLY AS TWO 16-BIT WORDS, GIVING 
SEVEN SIGNIFICANT DIGITS. IT IS POSSIBLE 
TO MAINTAIN 17 SIGNIFICANT DIGITS BY US
ING 4 WORDS PER NUMBER. THE FOUR WORD 
MATH PACKAGES ALSO INCLUDE THE SCALED 
AfUTHt-1ETIC FEATURE. lo./OUL[) THI::: IMSTAl.
LATION PREFER TO USE 2 OR 4 WORD MATH : 

MATH PRECISION? ##2 ## 4 

IT IS POSSIBLE TO SAVE SPACE IN THE BA
SIC-PLUS SYSTEM BY OMITTING THE EXTENDED 
FUNCTIONS SIN, COS, SG!r;.~) LOG, ETC .. , IF 
THE.,.' ARE NOT t~EEC'Er'. [)OES THI::; INSTAl.-· 
LATION NEED TO COMPUTE THESE FUNCTIONS 
<YES O~: NO). 

FUNCTIONS? 

THE RSTS/E SYSTEM NORMALLY REPORTS THE 
TIt-1E OF DA.,.' AS "At-1 11 OR IIPt-1". IT IS 
POSSIBLE TO HAVE 24-HOUR TIME REPORTED 
INSTEAD (COMMON FOR EUROPEAN AND MIl.I
TARY INSTALLATIONS). [:'0 'T'OU l-JFINT 
II At-l/Pt1 11 Or;.: 1124-HOllR II T I tilE r;.~EPOr;.~TE[). 

##24i# FI~1 

SPECIAL OUTPUT FORMATTING CAN BE DONE 
US I N G THE " P R I NT US I N G " 5T AT E:t-1 E NT. 
WOULD THIS INSTALLATION LIKE TO HAVE 
THIS OPTIONAL FEATURE (YES OR NO). 

P~:INT USING? i#"" i#' 

BASIC-PLUS PERMITS THE USER TO OPERATE 
ON AN ENTIRE MATRIX USING JUST A SINGl.E 
STATEMENT. THESE STATEMENTS ARE THE 
IIt-1AT" STATEt-1ENTS. ~JOUL[:' THIS H~STALLA
TION LIKE TO HAVE THIS OPTIONAL FEATURE. 

t1ATRICES? 

THE STAND-ALONE PROGRAM USED TO COpy 
DISKS/TAPES, r;.:OLLIN, CAt·~ BE Ir~Cl.U[:'E[:' IN 
THE RSTS/E SYSTEM IMAGE. IT CAN THEN BE 
LOADED FROM THE SYSTEM DISK USING THE 
'LOAD' OPTION. WOULD THIS INSTALLATION 
LIKE TO INCLUDE ROLLIN (YES OR NO). 

ROLLIN? ##'T' ## 
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cLeck'p OJ:-t &- 'Sees· f s3 
SYSGEN:IF YOU HAVE ANY SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS WHICH REQUIRE 
S'rISGEN: E[:aITING EITHE~: THE Cor~FIGU~:FITION FILE (CONFIG. MAC) 
SYSGEN:OR THE BATCH GENERATION FILE (SYSGEN. BAT), ABORT 
S""SGEN: NOW B'rl TYPING IICOt.,jT~:OL/CIl AN[:I THEN IITEII. ~:ESUME AT 
5 )1 5 G E ~~ : T HIS POI NT B'rl T 'rl PIN G .. BAT C H S 'rIS G ~~ 2 II . 0 THE F.: ~H S E, 
S'rISGEN: T'rIPE IIC(I" TO CONlINl,IE ~HTH S'rISTEt~1.,- GENERATION:.1-, 4 (j ~" 

I t"'C'I,~'-' 0.~ ,;::;;.?ywt:.. MI\" s:(~~.~JL, I 

Vg~' (10(1(1£1£1 \\>i~)~~~~~-1 ~:;·t~~~ t-tlf!.! (,iY1iV)[) ~, 
1. c,.;}\~ •• ~.i ~1 lJ)~ Ro V-"SI -
.. v V 

SYSGEN:CHECKPOINT Tl·~O: IF AN'r1 P~:OBLEMS [:IEI· ... EL.OP DUF.:ING THE (2.5.2) 
SYSGEN:BATCH GENERATION PROCESS WHICH FOLLOWS, SYSGEN MAY 
S'rISGEN : BE A80F.:TE[:r 8'11 T'rIP I NG II CONTF.:OL/C II A t·J [:1 II TE II. F.:ESTFIF.:T 
5.,.1 S G EN: F F.: 0 t·, T HIS P (I I NT B.,.. T.,.I PIN G .. BAT C H 5 ITI S G N 2 II . 

(2.8) 

SYSGEN:REMOVE DEC-ll-0RSPA-D-XXX FROM MAGTAPE UNIT 0 TEMPORARILY 
SYSGEN:MOUNT DEC-ll-0RCOA-C-MC9 OR MC? (2780 PACKAGE) ON UNIT 0 
SYSGEN:WITH NO IIl·~RITE F.:ING II AN [:a SET TO IIONLINEII. 
S Y S G EN: T 'rl P E II COli W H E t~ F.: E A [:, 'r' 

A£15£1 (10£1(1£1(1 
$CO 

SYSGEN:REMOVE DEC-ll-0RCOA-C-MC9 OR MC? FROM MAGTAPE DRIVE 0 AND 
SYSGEN:REMOUNT DEC-l1-0RSPA-D-XXX ON MAGTAPE DRIVE 0 
S'rISGEN:WITH NO IIl·JF.:ITE RHJG II AN[:r SET TO "0NL.INE". 
S""SGEN : T'rIPE II COli ~JHEN F.:EA[:''r' 

A(15 (1 00(1(1(1(1 
$CO 

$F.:UN PIP 
$F.:UN t1ACRO 
$RUN EDIT 
$RlIN t·1ACF.:O 
$RUt~ PIP 
$RUN PIP 
$F.:UN LINK 

$Inlt~ PIP 
$RlIN LINK 

$RUN PIP 
$RlIN LINK 

$RUN PIP 
$RUN eILUS 

SYSGEN:REMOVE ,DEC-l1-0RSPA-D-XXX AND MOUNT A NEW MAGTAPE 
SYSGEN:WITH IIWRITE RING" ON UNIT 0. SET TO liON LINE" AND 
S'rISGEN: T'rIPE II COli ~~HEN ~:EA[:,"'I 

A050 £1£10(10£1 
$CO 
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$RUN PIP 

SYSGEN:WHEN SYSLOD IDENTIFIES ITe LF, 
SYSGEN:MOUNT A NEW DISK ON UNIT RP UNJT 0, 
S'r'SGEN: ~:EA()Y AN() Wf;.:ITE ENABLE 'HE (:'f;.:PlE, 
SYSGEN:RESPOND AS FOLLOWS TO HE PROMPTING' 
SYSGEN:CONSOLE FILL COUNT =/(RETURN) 
S'r'SGEN: ()ATE: /::()()-t'1_t::tM~~'''J} 'I::~ 
S'r'SGEN : (:1 I ALOGUE7/" ,/ '(~ET(lf;.:N>._~_<,_., ..... 

(..C ~-'".t,.;. t')..rt:.d ,:.,,1/11 "rl"..-t:--. 
S'r'SGEN: #[)P: /NS: 512: 2~FO/TO: 4/H~:O~,~~!":,"~.<::.!'.S,. LCL 
$ f;.: U N C I LUS--J J -~>"--~,----.. ~ .. -, .. -.--,,-.-,,,. """""""1 i') 

\. I L ,"\ "!"';<;J· . .,r 
ae,:.),~, e. vs"T--"SI2e r:,.,., '~J ·J.n::J.J \ h 'J!)!< 

S'r'SLO[) Vf1E:-fl1A 
CONSOLE FILE COUNT= .,.....-----... --

DATE: 2€1-[:'EC-74 C !lJ.·~.!e1 
D I A LOG U E ? ( bl C)L-\L ;;>.1-9) 

#DP:/NS:512:25/FO/TO:4/HO/BO(MT:RSTS. LCL 

STARTING FORMAT PASS 

Et-W F O~:t'lAT PASS 
S'r'SLOD COt'1PLE TE 

RSTS V06A-02 SYSTEM #880 

OPTION: 
Cc~-

,f 
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Short Form Questions with 
rs 

system generation disk cartridge using the hardware loader. 

DOS/E:ATCH V9-20(: (P" /ft>r!?JfI\ 
- ~,p,;~ 

DATE: 20-[:'EC-74 '",/}(,t ::"" ( ':~' \ 

T It1E: 10: £1(1.; V' T}'· .. · 
D I ALOGUE~{'C[!.~ .{(; 

,,~' '*, (\ iI\ ' < t 
$LO L 1 ~\{XV'" / (I-

DATE: -20-[:'EC-74 :<hw~ 
TIt1E:-10:BB:20 ~, 

$ F~ U N c: I L US _ .. __ ._,_._- (7, 
CILUS~:f16A ~ 

#ROLL It~. elL/E:O 0bt-~ 

ROLLH~ VB7 
DF' D(),D 
DK1 : IFO([:'I(£1: /VE C 

?Jl~'" 

f)X-

START It~G ~~K FO~~MAT PASS 1,)1 ,,,~ 

END RK FORMAT PASS 
STARTING VERIFICATION PASS 

#[:11(1: lFO([:rK£1: /VE 

STARTING RK FORMAT PASS 
END RK FORMAT PASS 
STARTING VERIFICATION PASS 

#/E:OOT : [:f/ 
DOS/E:ATCH V9-20C 
DATE: 

I 

. I I\';~'\\ 
I 

'~fl , 

o-.~-f \J f (~\" " 
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DOS/BATCH V9-2£1C 
DATE: 2£1-()EC-74 
TIt1E: 10:€10 
DIALOGUE? 

$LO L 1 
DATE: -20-[:'EC-74 
TIt1E: -1€1: 00: 2f1 

$~~lIN CILlIS 
C I LlIS V08-€16A 

#S'r'SLOD. (:1 L/BO 

S'T'SLO[:' V€18-€11A 
CONSOLE FILL COllNT=4 
DATE: 2€1-[)EC-74 
DIALOGUE? 

#DB£i: /FO 

STARTING FORMAT PASS 

END FOF.:t·1AT PASS 
#[)P£i: /FO 

STARTING FORMAT PASS 

EN[:' FOF.:t·1AT PASS 
#DK£i: /FO 

STARTING FORMAT PASS 

END FOF.:t·1AT PASS 
# 

(2.3.3) 

J:-_ 
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DOS/BATCH V9-2(1C 
DATE: 2£1-(:'EC-74 
Tlt1E: 1£1·(1(1 
DIALOGUE? 'rIES 

RSTS/E System Generation 

DO YOU WANT TO RESET CONSOLE FILL COUNT? YES 
FILL COUNT=4 
ARE ANY DEVICES DOWN? NO 
DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE LINE PRINTER? YES 
LS11? NO 
HOW MANY COLUMNS ? 112 
LOl~ER CASE? t·W 
OVEF.:PF.: I NT? t·~O 

DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE CARD READER DEFAULTS? NO 
HAVE YOU GOT RK02 DISK? NO 

$LO L 1 

DATE: -20-[:'EC-74 
T It1E : -1(1 : 0(1 : 2(1 

$8ATCH S'r'SGEN 

$ • .108 S'r'SGENt L 1) 
TIt1E: -19.9(1: 3:(1 
$CH S'r'SGN3: 

SYSGEN:CHECKPOINT ONE: DURING THE CONFIGURATION DIALOGUE 
SYSGEN:WHICH FOLLOWS, YOU MRY A80RT SYSGEN 8Y TYPING 
S'T'SGEN: II Cot·HF.:(lL/C II ANC' THE~J II TE ". RESTAF.:T FF.:OM THE 8EG I N
S Y S G EN: N I N G (I F THE [;. I A L (I G U E 8 'r' T '11 F' I N G II 8 AT C H S'r' 5 G N ill . 
$~:UN S'r'SGEN 
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BEGINNING OF RSTS/E SYSTEM GENERATION. 

QUESTIONS COME IN LONG AND SHORT FORMS. 
J F ~I 0 U A r::: E F ti t'1I L I A r::: ~~ I T H THE N.. AN S ~J E ~: 
"5 11 FOr::: SHOr:::T.; OTHE~:t'JISE., t:,NS1·JEF.: ilL. I! FO~: 

lONG FOF::t'1. APPEND II /A II TO ENABLE AUTO-
NFIT I C ANS1'JE~:~~. FOr:::N? S.···H 

NEDIA ? F.:K ~~ 

PC'P-11/7£1 ? **NO** 

FPP (11/45) ? :-/-:*NO:+:* 

FIS (11/4£1) ? **NO** 

MAX NEMORY SIZE (K WORDS) ~ 

CL.OCK ? :f::+:P *:".: C 

KW11P INTERRUPT RATE? 

CONSOl.E TVPE ? ##LAJ:(15. ## '· ... T05B 

KLli. LCll. DL11A. DL118~S ? :+::-/0:£12** 

DC11'" 5 ? 

OLliE'" :=.:; ? :+::+:01** 

DJli" S ? 

DHll " S ? 

THERE ARE 01 DMll-BB COMPATIBLE NODEM 
CONTF.:OL t'1UL T I PLE~·::EF.:S ON TH I S S'r'S TEN. ~'OU 

HAVE ACCOUNTED FOR £1£1 50 FAF.:. NOTE: ALL 
DH11-AD'S INCLUDE DMll-88 MODEN CONTROL. 

DH11 UNIT 00 TYPE? ##AA## 

DOES DHil 00 INCl.UDE A DMil-B8? ##??## YES 

DHll UNIT 00 LINES ENABl.ED ? ##16## 

PSEUDO KEYBOARDS ? ##~34## 

2741" 5 ? ##NO## PH 

2741 [:ODE(S) ? ##CO~:R. ## C36(1 

NULTI-TTY SERVICE? ##'T' ## 
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RF/f;,~S11" S ? **~11** 

THE RJP04 DISK SYSTEM CONSISTS OF AN 
RH11 CONTROLLER AND UP TO EIGHT OF THE 
RP04 40 MILLION WORD MOVpNG-HEAD DISK 
PACK DRIVES. HOW MANY RP04 DRIVES ARE 
INCLUDED IN THIS CONFIGURATION (0 TO 8) 
NOTE: IF 'rIOU HAVE n~o Of;,~ t'10f;,~E f;,~P~14 

DRIVES BUT PREFER TO CONSERVE MEMORY BY 
USING THE NON OVERLAPPED SEEK DRIVER, 
APPEND "/NO" TO THE NUMBER OF DRIVES : 

RP04" S ? **0~1** 
6-? 
. <-..---

**~11** 

##(1E:## ""' .:::. 

**f;,~P** 

F.:i<Ol·'· 5 ? ##?'?## 

TLl1G" S ? **(1!Z1** 

##(18## ""' .:.. 

DECTAPES ? ##(18## 4 

**(11** 

LP0: T'rIPE ? **L.P** 

**13:2** 

(1 

·LP0: LOWER CASE? ##NO## 'rIES 

LP0 FO~~ S'rISGEN ? **.,.1 ** 

LISTINGS? ##NO## 

**Cf;,~** 

##(129## 026 

**'rl ** 

P. T. PUNCH ? **.,.1 ** 
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THE DQ11 NPR SYNCHRONOUS LINE INTERFACE 
I S NOT SUPPOf;.:TE[) UN[)E~: ~:STS/E. HOWEV€~:. 

TO DETERMINE THE CORRECT FLOATING DEVICE 
ADDRESSES FOR OTHER SUPPORTED .HARDWARE. 
WE NEED TO KNOW HOW MANY DQ11'S ARE CON
NECTED TO THIS SYSTEM (0 TO 16) 

DG.!11'· S '? **(1(1** 

DP11 " S '? **(12** 

OU11" S '? **(11** 

278(1 '? ##NO## 

THE RSTS/E 2780 PACKAGE EMULATES THE 
OPERATION OF THE IBM 2780 MODEL 1 DATA 
TRANSMISSION TERMINAL. THE PACKAGE PER
MITS THE RSTS/E SYSTEM TO COMMUNICATE 
WITH ANY IBM SYSTEM WHICH SUPPORTS THE 
DEVICE, OR WITH ANOTHER RSTS 2780 SYSTEM. 
THE 2780 PACKAGE IS SOLD AND SUPPORTED 
BY THE DEC COMMUNICATIONS GROUP. IT IS 
NOT INCLUDED IN THE STANDARD RSTS/E KIT. 
00 YOU HAVE THE 2780 PACKAGE AND WISH TO 
INCLUDE IT IN THIS SYSTEM (YES OR NO) ~ 

2780 ? 

2780 INTEf;.:FACE ? 

NON-SUPPORTED DEVICES? ##'1'1 ## 'rIES 

Ot'111-A" S ? 

**(1(1** 

Of;.:11-A, c" S ? 

**(1(1** 

PFI611F'" S ? **(1(1** 

OT(13:-FF'" S ? 

0;<11 " S ? 

GT40 (1 ONL'rI) ? 

LPS (1 ONL'rI) ? **(11** 

KW11W (1 ONLY) ? 
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THE INSTAllATION NAME ##SYSTEM TEST## SYSTEM #1136 

MAXIMUM JOBS ? ##20## 24 

SMAll BUFFERS ? ##200## 240 

BIG BUFFERS ? ##01## 

RECEIVERS ? ##08## 6 

POWER FAIL ? ##Y ## 

FIP BUFFERING? ##Y ## 

-AN OPTIONAL FEATURE OF THE RSTS/E SYSTEM 
AllOWS THE FILE PROCESSOR CFIP) TO USE 
FREE SMAll OR BIG BUFFERS TO STORE DISK 
DIRECTORY INFORMATION. THIS IMPROVES THE 
SPEED OF DIRECTORY PROCESSING BY AVOID
ING THE NECESSITY OF REREADING COMMONLY 
USED DIRECTORY INFORMATION. DO YOU WISH 
TO INCLUDE THIS OPTION (YES OR NO) : 

FIP BUFFERING? ##Y ## 

RESIDENT DISK HANDLING? **NO** YES 

RESIDENT SYS CAll DISPATCH? ##NO## 

RESIDENT SEND/RECEIVE ? ##NO## 

RESIDENT DIRECTORY lISTER? ##NO## 

CCl ? ##Y ## YES 

STANDARD CCl TABLE ? ##Y ## YES 

CCl lISTING ON lP0: ? ##NO## 

MATH PRECISION ? ##2 ## 4 

FUNCTIONS ? ##Y ## 

TIME FORMAT ? ##24## AM 

PRINT USING? ##Y ## 

MATRICES ? ##NO## YES 

ROllIN ? ##Y #1 
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SYSGEN:IF YOU HAVE ANY SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS WHICH REQUIRE 
SYSGEN:EDITING EITHER THE CONFIGURATION FILE (CONFIG. MAC) 
5YSGEN:OR THE BATCH GENERATION FILE (SYSGEN. BAT») ABORT 
S~tSGEN:NOW B~' T~'PH~G IC(lNT~:OL/C" AN(:r THE~J IITEII. RESU~1E FIT 
S~'SGEN:THIS POINT B~' T'1"PHJG· "BATCH S~'SGN211. OTHER~JISE .. 
S~'5GEt'J : T~'PE II CO" TO CONT I NUE l~ I TH S~'STEM GENEF.:AT I O~J : 
A050 €100000 

~~ $CO 

SYSGEN:CHECKPOINT TWO: IF ANY PROBLEMS DEVELOP DURING THE 
5YSGEN:BATCH GENERATION PROCESS WHICH FOLLOWS, SYSGEN MAY 
S'r'SGEN: BE ABOF.:TE[) Sl' T'r'P HJG II CONTF.:Ol./C" At·J[:' II TE II . ~:ESTAF.:T 
SYSGEN:FROM THIS POINT BY TYPING IIBATCH SYSGN2 11

• 

$CH S~'SGEN. BAT 

5257 €1000f12 

(2.5.2) 

S'r'SGEN: t10UNT [:'EC-11-0F.:COA-C-HC [:'ISK (27t:(1 PFICKAGE) ON F.:K [:rF.:IVE 1.. (2.8) 
SYSGEN:READY AND WRITE PROTECT THE DRIVE. 
S~'SGEN : T~'PE II CO" l·JHEN REA[)~' 
A~150 Of1000f1 

$(:0 

$RUN t1ACF.:0 
$r;:UN t·1ACF.:0 
$~:UN PIP 

SYSGEN:REMOVE DEC-11-0RCOA-C-HC FROM RK DRIVE 1 

$RUN t1ACF.:0 
$~:UN LINK 
$RUN LINK 
$RUN LINK 
$~:lIN PI P 
$RlIN CILlIS 

5YSGEN:MOllNT A FORMATTED RK CARTRIDGE ON DRIVE 1 
S~'SGEN: SET TO II F.:UN II AN[) l·JF.:I TE E~~FIBLE 

SYSGEN:TYPE 'CO' WHEN READY TO LOAD THE NEW SYSTEM 
A05€1 00f1f1f10 

$CO 

$RUN CILUS 

5YSGEN:REMOVE DEC-ll-0RSPA-D-HC FROM RK DRIVE 0 
SYSGEN:MOVE THE RSTS/E SYSTEM DISK FROM RK DRIVE i 
S 'T' S G EN: TO DR I V E f1. BOO T ~J (I F.: ~1 ALL 'r' TO B F.: Hd G UP F.:~: T::: /' E 
$FI 
T It1E : -11 : 04 : 20 

DOS/BATCH V09-20C 
$ 

RSTS V06A-02 SYSTEM #ill6 

OPTION: 
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2.6.3 DEC tape Software Using Short Form Questions 

Bootstrap the DECtape using the hardware loader. 

SYSLOD V£18-£11A 
CONSOLE FILL COUNT=0 
DATE: 2£1-DEC-74 
DIALOGUE? 

#DF:MONLIB. CIL/CO:0/HO/BO(DT0:MONLIB. LCL 

S'r'SLO[:' COr1PLETE 

(2.2.2) 

(2.2.3) 

(2.2.3.1) 

ANSWER WITH CARRET OR 'Y'CARRET:- IS YOUR LINE FREQUENCY 50 HERTZ? 
DO YOU WANT TO DISABLE DIALOGUE FOREVER? NO 

DOS/BATCH V9-2£1C 
DATE: 2£1-C'EC-74 
Tlt1E: 12: 3:£1 
D1 ALOGUE? 'r'ES 
DO YOU WANT TO RESET CONSOLE FILL COUNT? YES 
FILL COUNT=f1 
ARE ANY DEVICES DOWN? NO 
DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE LINE PRINTER? YES 
LS11? 'r'ES 
OVERP~: I NT? NO 
HAVE YOU GOT RK02 DISK? NO 

$LO L 1 

DATE: -2£1-[:rEC-74 
T It1E : -12 : 3:£1 : 25 

$~:UN DT0:PIP 

PIP '.110-02 

#SY:(DT1:SYSGEN 

#'"'C 
. KI 

$BATCH S'r'SGEN 

$ . ..10B S'r'SGEN[ L 1 ] 
Tlt1E: -12: J1: 46 
$~:UN DTe: F'I P 
$~:UN LINK 

$RUN PIP 
$CH S'r'SGNJ 
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SYSGEN:CHECKPOINT ONE: DURING THE CONFIGURATION DIALOGUE 
SYSGEN:WHICH FOLLOWS, YOU MAY ABORT SYSGEN BY TYPING 
S'r'SGEN: IICONT~~OL/CII AND THEN IITEII. r;;~ESTFIRT F~~Ot1 THE BEGIN
SYSGEN:NING OF THE DIALOGUE BY TYPING "BATCH SYSGN1". 
$~~UN S'r'SGEN 

BEGINNING OF RSTS/E SYSTEM GENERATION. 

QUESTIONS COME IN LONG AND SHORT FORMS. 
IF YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITH THEM, ANSWER 
" S" FOR S H 0 ~~ 1; 0 THE ~~ ~JI S E , AN S W E r;;~ " L" F 0 r;;~ 
LONG FOr;;~t1. APPEr~[)" /A" TO ENABl.E AUTO-
t1AT I C ANSl·JEr;;~S. FORt'1? S 

PDF'-11,···'?O ? t·40 

FPF' (11/45) ? YES 

MAX MEMORY SIZE (K WORDS) ? 96 

CLOCK ? L 

AC Fr;;~EG! ? 60 

CONSOLE TYPE ? LAJ0 

KL11, LC11, DL11A, DL11S'S ? 4 

DL11L DL11[:1'· S ? €1 

De11" S ? £1 

DL11E" S ? 4 

D • ..111'·5? €1 

DH11" S ? £1 

PSEUDO KEYBOARDS ? 4 

2741" S ? NO 

MULTI-TTY SERVICE? YES 
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RS03" 5 ? 

THE RJS04/RJS03 DISK SYSTEM CONSISTS OF 
AN RHll DEVICE CONTROLLER AND FROM ONE 
TO EIGHT RS03 (25GK) OR RS04 (5l2K WORD) 
FIXED-HEAD DISK DRIVES. R5TS/E SUPPORTS 
ANY COMBINATION OF RS01'S AND RS04'S UP 
TO A TOTAL OF FOUR DRIVES FOR SWAPPING 
AND NON-RESIDENT CODE (ADDITIONAL UNITS 
MAY BE CONNECTED TO THE RHll, HOWEVER). 
PLEASE ENTER THE NUMBER OF EACH TYPE OF 
D~:IVE (0 TO 4", . 

RF.· ... ~:Sll'· 5 ? 2 

RF'04" S ? 0 

f;,:K(13/RK(15" S ? 2 

F.:i·:;01··· 5 ? (1 

TU1G" S ';:- 0 

TU10" S '? f1 

DECTAPES '? 2 

Pf;,: INTERS '? 1 

LP(1: T'rIPE ? LS .' 
LPf1 FO~: S'r'SGEN ? 

IF THERE IS A LINE PRINTER AVAILABLE FOR 
USE [)UJ;.:ING S'rISGEN 01UST BE LP(1), IT ~·HLL. 

BE USED TO PRINT THE SYSTEM LOAD MAPS 
AND, OPTIONALLY, TO PRINT ASSEMBL.Y L.IST
INGS OF THE SYSTEM TABLES AND TERMINAL. 
SERVICE MODULES. IF YOU HAVE A PRINTER 
AND WANT THE ASSEMBLY LISTINGS ANDIOR 
LOAD MAPS PRINTED DURING SYSGEN, ANSWER 
"'TIES", OTHE~:~JISE ANSWE~: II~JOII. 

LP0 FOR SYSGEN ? YES 

LISTINGS? NO 
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DPll'S ? 

ONE DPll OR DU11 SYNCHRONOUS LINE INTER
FACE IS REQUIRED FOR OPERATION OF THE 
RSTS/E 2780 PACKAGE (IF INCLUDED BELOW). 
ADDITIONAL DP11 AND DU1l INTERFACES MAY 
BE CONNECTED TO THE UNIBUS FOR OTHER 
PURPOSES. PLEASE SPECIFY THE NUMBER OF 
THESE DEVICES ON THIS SYSTEM (INCLUDING 
ANY TO BE USED BY THE 2780 PACKAGE) : 

DPll'S ? 1 

DUll'S? 2 

2780 ? YES 

2780 INTERFACE? 

THE 2780 PACKAGE REQUIRES EITHER A DP11 
OR DUll SYNCHRONOUS LINE INTERFACE AND 
THE KG1l-A (COMMUNICATIONS ARITHMETIC 
OPTION). WHICH TYPE OF SYNCHRONOUS LINE 
INTERFACE WILL YOUR 2780 PACKAGE USE 
(DP1l OR DUll) 

2780 INTERFACE ? DU11 

NON-SUPPORTED DEVICES ? YES 

DMll-A'S ? 0 

DN11-DA'S ? 0 

DR11-A,C'S ? 0 

PA611R'S ? 0 

PA611P'S ? 0 

DT0l-FP'S ? 0 

DX11'S ? 0 

OT40 (1 ONLY) ? 0 

LPS (1 ONLY) ? 1 

KW11W (1 ONLY) ? 0 
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MAXIMUM JOBS ? 24 

SMALL BUFFERS ? 240 

BIG BUFFEF.:S ? 1 

RECE I VEF.:S ? 6 

P01·JEF.: FAIL? 'rIES 

FIP BUFFERING? YES 

RSTS/E System Generation 

5'rISTEt'1 13:72 

RESIDENT DISK HANDLING? YES 

RESIDENT SYS CALL DISPATCH? NO 

RESIDENT SEND/RECEIVE? NO 

RESIDENT DIRECTORY lISTER? NO 

cel ? 'rIES 

STANDARD CCl TABLE ? NEW 

(PROGRAM)} (COMMAND) ? PIP} PIP 

(PROGRAM)} (COMMAND) .? G!UE} G!UE 

(PROGRAM)} (COMMAND) ~. PIP} HELP 

(PROGRAM)} (COMMAND) --;:. TT'rISEL SET 

(PROGRAM)} (COMMAND) "7-' .····E 

CCl lISTING ON LP0: ? NO 

(2.7.17) 

(2.7.18) 

(2.7.19) 

(2.7.20) 

(2.7.21) 

(2.7.22) 

(2.7.23) 

(2.7.24) 

t1ATH PRECISION? 4 (2.7.25) 

FUNCTIONS? 'rl (2.7.26) 

TIME FORMAT ? AM 

PRINT USING ? YES 

t1ATR ICES ? NO 

ROLL IN? 'rIES 
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SYSGEN:IF YOU HAVE ANY SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS WHICH REQUIRE 
SYSGEN:EDITING EITHER THE CONFIGURATION FILE (CONFIG. MAC) 
SYSGEN:OR THE BATCH GENERATION FILE (SYSGEN. BAT), ABORT 
S'{SGEN: NOW BY TIr'P I t."G II Cor."TROL/C II AND THEN II TE II. ~:ESU~1E AT 
SIr'SGEN : TH IS PO I NT BIr' TIr'P I NG II BATCH SIr'SGN211. OTHE~:~H SE, 
SYSGEN:TYPE "CO" TO CONTINUE WITH SYSTEM GENERATION: 

A050 0€H::10€1€1 
$CO 

SYSGEN:CHECKPOINT TWO: IF ANY PROBLEMS DEVELOP DURING THE 
SYSGEN:BATCH GENERATION PROCESS WHICH FOLLOWS, SYSGEN MAY 
S ~' S G EN: BE ABO~: T E [:r B~' T~' PIN G II C (I ~4 T F.: 0 L , ... , C II AN [:r II TE". F.: EST Fr F.: T 
5 ~' S G EN: F F.: Ct f'1 T HIS P (I I NT B .,.' T'r' PIN G II E: AT C H ::; 'r' 5 G ~4 2 II . 

$CH S~'SGEN. BAT 

(2.5.2) 

SYSGEN:REMOVE DEC-ll-0R58A-D-UCl 
SYSGEN:REMOVE DEC-l1-0RSBA-D-UC2 
SYSGEN:MOUNT DEC-ll-0RSEA-D-UCl 
SYSGEN:MOUNT DEC-ll-0RCOA-C-UC 
S'r'SGEN: SET TO IIREf10TEII AN[:r IIlo.lF.:ITE 
SYSGEN:TYPE "CO" WHEN READY 

FF.:OM [:rECTFIPE [:rF.:IVE (1 (2.8) 

A050 
$CO 

$RUN 
$f;:UN 
$~:UN 

$RUN 
$RUN 
$r;WN 
$F~UN 

$F.:UN 
$F:UN 

0€1€10€10 

PIP 
f1ACF.:0 
f1ACF.:0 
PIP 
PIP 
f1ACRO 
E()I T 
t1ACF.:0 
PIP 

FROM DECTAPE DRIVE 1 
ON DECTAPE DRIVE 0 
ON DECTAPE DRIVE 1 (2780 PACKAGE) 
LOCKE[:r" 

SYSGEN:REMOVE DEC-l1-0RSEA-D-UCl FROM DEC TAPE DRIVE 0 
SYSGEN:REMOVE DEC-ll-0RCOA-C-UC FROM DECTAPE DRIVE 1 
SYSGEN:MOUNT DEC-l1-0R5EA-D-UC2 ON DEC TAPE DRIVE 0 
SYSGEN:MOUNT DEC-l1-0RSEA-D-UCJ ON DECTAPE DRIVE 1 
S'r'SGEN:SET BOTH TO "RE~10TE" AN[:r "WF.:ITE L.OCKE[:rll 
S 'r' 5 G EN: T Ir' P E "C (I II l~ HEN REA [:r'r' 

Af150 000000 
$CO 

$F.:UN PIP 
$F.:UN LINK 

$RUN PIP 
$RUN PIP 
$RUN LINK 

$~:UN PIP 
$RUN PIP 
$F.:UN LINK 

$F:UN PIP 
$F.:UN PIP 
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SYSGEN:REMOVE DEC-ii-ORSEA-D-UC2 FROM DECTAPE DRIVE 0 
SYSGEN:REMOVE DEC-ii-ORSEA-D-UC] FROM DECTAPE DRIVE 1 
S '" S G EN: t1 0 U t~ T fI NEW F 0 ~: M AT T E [:s [:1 E C TAP E elf.! UN I T t1 
S'r'SGEN: SET TO "REMOTE" AN[:s "~H~:ITE ENAEILE[:s" 
S"'SGEt~: T'r'PE "CO" WHEN ~:EA(>'r' 

A050 f100f10€1 
$CO 

$F:lIN PIP 
$~:UN CILlIS 
$~:UN PIP 

SYSGEN:WHEN SYSLOD IDENTIFIES ITSELF, 
SYSGEN:RESPOND AS FOLLOWS TO THE PROMPTING: 
SYSGEN:CONSOLE FILL COUNT = (RETURN) 
S'r'SGEN: CIATE: 
S,,'SGEN: [:rIALOGUE? 

( CI D - M t'1 ~1-· 'r' 'r') 
(F.:ETUF.:~J> 

SYSGEN:#DF:/NS:256:49/TO:4/HO/SO(DT:RSTS. LCL 

$F:UN CI LUS 

S'r'SLO[:' V0S-0iA 
CONSOLE FILE COUNT= 
DATE: 2f1-C'EC-?4 
DIALOGUE? 

#DF:/NS:256:49/TO:4/HO/SO(DT:RSTS. LCL 

S'r'SLOD COt'1PLETE 

RSTS V06A-02 SYSTEM #372 

OPT I ot~ : 
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2.7 CONFIGURATION QUESTION CONSIDERATIONS 

The questions printed during the SYSGEN dialogue concern the hard

ware configuration parameters and software options. Those parameters 

and options requiring more explanation than available in the long form 

of the question are explained in this section. The explanations appear 

in the order in which the program prints the related questions. Appen

dix D of this manual lists the memory requirements for most hardware 

and software available. 

2.7.1 Central Processor Unit and Options 

The first three hardware questions concern the PDP-ll/7~ hardware 

and the type of floating point processor (if any). The response to the 

PDP-ll/7~ question determines the type of memory parity error handling 

code to be assembled into the Tables (TBL) module. (The PDP-ll/7~ 

parity memory is not compatible with the parity memory used on PDP-ll/4~ 

and PDP-ll/45 processors.) 

The answers to the FPP, FIS, MATH PRECISION, and FUNCTION questions 

determine which mathematical package is included in the BASIC-PLUS Run 

Time System. See Section 2.7.25 for a description of the different 

mathematical packages. 

The response to,the MAX MEMORY SIZE question determines the size 

of a system table (1 word for each lK section of memory). To avoid re

generating the system, any memory to be added later should be, accounted 

for in this response. 

2.7.2 Clocks 

The RSTS/E system can operate with one of two types of system 

clocks. The KWII-L Line Time Clock divides time into intervals based 

on the line frequency of the power source - either 5~ Hz or 6~ Hz. 

(The designation Hertz (Hz) is the international standard of measure

ment for cycles per second.) The KWII-P Programmable Real Time Clock 

can also employ the line frequency of the power source. However, the 

KWII-P has a crystal-controlled oscillator which can be used as the 

system time base independent of the power source frequency. The crys

tal operation KWII-P is beneficial in areas where the line frequency 

of the power source is not constant. 

The answer to the CLOCK question determines which type of clock 

RSTS/E will use and, for the KWII-P, which mode of operation (line 
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frequency or crystal) is desired. If line frequency is used for either 

clock, SYSGEN prints the AC FREQ question and omits the KWll-P 

INTERRUPT RATE question. If the crystal mode of operation is indicated, 

SYSGEN omits the AC FREQ question but prints the KWll-P INTERRUPT RATE 

question. 

2.7.3 AC Power Frequency 

The PDP-II computer requires alternating current (AC) power input 

and is able to run on 6~ Hz frequency, as is standard in the 

United States, or on 5~ Hz frequency, as is standard in many other 

countries. If the computer operates with the KWll-P clock at line 

frequency or with the KWll-L clock, SYSGEN prints the AC FREQ question. 

The answer 'to the question must be either 5~ or 6~, depending on the 

standard frequency of the power input. 

2.7.4 KWll-P Interrupt Rate 

The KWll-P l~ KHz crystal-controlled oscillator allows time to be 

divided to a desired interrupt rate given as times per second. l~~ is 

the recommended interrupt rate for all RSTS/E systems. 

2.7.5 Terminals and Terminal Interfaces 

2.7.5.1 Keyboard Numbers and Interfaces - The RSTS/E system is de

signed to handle a maximum of 64 terminals. Each terminal is as

signed a keyboard number ranging from ~ to 63. The console terminal 

is given the keyboard number ~ on all RSTS/E systems and is referenced 

by the device designator KB~:. SYSGEN requires the user to enter the 

type of console terminal so that the RSTS/E terminal service and the 

terminal drivers in the initialization code and in ROLLIN can add 

the correct number of fill characters. 

The assignment of a keyboard number, other than that of the con

sole terminal, is determined by the type of line interface to which 

the terminal is attached. The local installation can have any com

bination of local and remote line interfaces as long as the total num

ber of terminal lines and pseudo keypoards does not exceed 63, not 

including the console terminal. The assignment is important because 

the system manager must specify the terminal speeds allowed on each of 

the variable speed lines in the system based on the keyboard number. 

(See the description of the TTYSET.SPD file in Section 7.4.1 of the 

RSTS/E System Manager's Guide.) 
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The order in which RSTS/E assigns keyboard numbers is as follows: 

the system console terminal; all KLII, LCII, DLIIA, and DLIIB lines; 

DLIIC and DLIID lines; PK (pseudo keyboards); DCII (remote dial); 

DLIIE (remote dial); and DHII lines in increasing order of unit number 

and increasing order of configured (enabled) lines within each unit. 

2.7.5.2 Interface Considerations - The answers to the configuration 

questions concerning the number of each type of terminal interface 

must accurately reflect the hardware configuration. For example, 

DLIIC and DLIID interfaces are similar in construction and operation 

to the DLIIA and DLIIB interfaces. However, the interfaces have 

different ranges of UNIBUS addresses. Because of this similarity, 

improper configuration of the terminal interfaces at both the hard

ware and software level is a common problem for new ins~:allations. 

It is recommended that the system manager rely on the automatic 

answer facility to verify the terminal interface configuration. 

If the number of DHII multiplexers spe;;ified is non-zero, SYSGEN 

prints several questions for each unit. The first question requires 

that the type of DHII be specified. The second question is printed 

only when the type of DHII is capable of employing a separate DMII-BB 

modem control. The final question requests the number of lines to 

enable on the DHII unit. 

The DHll-AA and DHII-AC multiplexers are identical except for 

power requirements. The DHll-AA and DHII-AC can be wired for mixtures 

of automatic answer, local EIA, and local 20-milliampere lines. Both 

types require the DMII-BB modem control multiplexer if automatic answer 

data sets are to be connected to either unit. Because the DMII-BB modem 

control multiplexer is optional on the DHll-AA and DHII-AC, SYSGEN in

quires about its presence. 

The DHII-AB multiplexer is identical to the DHll-AA but is wired 

for telegraph and telex lines. Modem control is meaningless for tele

graph service and SYSGEN does not print the question concerning the 

DMII-BB. RSTS/E does not provide specific support. for telegraph 

or telex line disciplines. The DHII-AB is treated as a DHll-AA without 

modem control. 
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The DRII-AD and DRII-AE multiplexers are functionally identical 

to a DRll-AA unit. The DRII-AD multiplexer includes modem control on 

all 16 lines and therefore implements 16 EIA/CCITT (RS232-C) compatible 

lines with full data set control. This modem control is functionally 

identical to the DMII-BB. The DRII-AE multiplexer is wired for 16 EIA 

local lines without modem control. Neither unit allows the mixture of 

line types as the DRII-AA and DRII-AC units do. For DRII-AD and DRll

AE multiplexers, SYSGEN does not print the question concerning the 

DMII-BB. 

The answers concerning the type of DHll and the presence of a 

DMII-BB must accurately reflect the hardware ordering of the devices. 

The DRll and the DMII-BB both have floating vectors; the DRll is also 

a floating address device. The presence or absence of floating address 

and vector devices can affect the correct address and vector assignments 

of other hardware. The SYSGEN unit numbering assumes increasing UNIBUS 

addresses. For example, if DRll unit ~~ has base address xxxxxx depend

ing on other floating address devices present, unit ~l has the address 

assignment xxxxXX+2~.1 

DMII-BB units, like DRll units, are numbered according to increas

ing UNIBUS addresses. DMII-BB addressing begins at 77~5~~ for unit ~, 

is followed by unit 1 at 77~51~, and continues in increments of l~ 

(octal). DMII-BB interrupt vectors are assigned in the floating vec

tor space in the order of increasing unit numbers. 

For RSTS/E to operate properly, the lowest numbered DMII-BB unit 

must be connected to the lowest numbered DHll unit which is to provide 

modem control. The next higher DMII-BB unit must be connected to the 

next higher DRll unit which provides modem control. The sequence con

tinues for any remaining DMII-BB units. For example, DMII-BB unit ~ 

can be connected to DRll unit 2 provided that DRll units ~ and 1 do 

not include modem control. By the same reasoning, connecting DMII-BB 

unit 2 to DRll unit ~ is always illegal. 

lFor more information on floating address and vector assignment, see 
Appendix G of this manual. 
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If automatic answers are enabled, the SYSGEN program counts the 

number of DMll-BB modem control multiplexers found on the system. 

SYSGEN can not determine which DMll-BB is attached to which DHll. 

Therefore, the indeterminate answer (**??**) is given for the DMll-BB 

question. The system manager must determine from the hardware configu

ration which DHll units include a DMIl-BB and he must report the pres

ence or absence of the unit in response to the DMll-BB question. If 

automatic answers are enabled, typing either the RETURN or LINE FEED 

key in response to the DMll-BB question causes SYSGEN to print the 

number found. SYSGEN verifies that the number found equals the number 

reported present. If the two numbers are not equal, SYSGEN prints a 

question allowing the system manager to reconsider his answers. If he 

does reconsider, SYSGEN restarts the terminal-related questions. 

Otherwise, SYSGEN uses the number of DMII-BB units reported present 

(not the number found) and continues the dialogue. 

The last question for each DHll unit is the number of lines to 

enable. I SYSGEN permits a total of 63 single line interfaces, enabled 

DHll lines, and pseudo keyboards. (The console keyboard is always en

abled.) If more than 63 lines are configured, SYSGEN repeats all the 

terminal related questions. 

Each line of a DHll need not be enabled. Therefore, RSTS/E can 

be configured for less than the maximum number of 16 lines physically 

present on each DHll. Less than 16 lines are enabled when memory must 

be conserved or when the limit of 63 lines must not be exceeded. For 

example, if four DHll units are present, at most 63 of the 64 possible 

lines can be enabled. If N lines (where N is less than 16) are enabled 

for a DHll, SYSGEN does not enable lines numbered N through 15 on the 

DHll. Lines not enabled will not be available for use and will be 

treated as nonexistent. Thus, when 10 lines are enabled, lines ~ 

through 9 will be operational and lines l~ through 15 on that DHll 

cannot be used without regenerating the system. 

If possible, all DHll lines should be enabled during the system 

generation so that unused lines can be enabled in the future without 

regenerating the system. The SYSGEN questions do not specify which 

enabled DHll lines are actually to be used or which lines are to have 

modem control enabled. The SYSGEN questions are supplemented by the 

SETKEY initialization option which allows any keyboard line to be 

temporarily disabled and which must be used to enable modem control. 

I The SETKEY initialization option also enables DHll lines but only 
those lines configured (enabled) at SYSGEN time. Refer to Section 
3.5 for operational details. 
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2.7.6 Pseudo Keyboards 

Any number of pseudo keyboards (up to 63) can be configured into 

the system. Each copy of the BATCH system program requires one pseudo 

keyboard to run user jobs. If the installation plans to run several 

copies of BATCH simultaneously, at least that number of pseudo key

boards must be specified. One additional pseudo keyboard is necessary 

for each application to be implemented using the pseudo keyboard fea

ture described in Section 4.5 of the RSTS/E Programming Manual. 

2.7.7 2741 Terminals 

RSTS/E supports 2741 compatible terminals connected to DLIID, 

DLIIE, and DCll single line interfaces or a DHll multiplexer. 2741 

terminals normally use the RS232 EIA standard connection; hence, they 

can be connected locally to the computer through null modems to any 

of the above named interfaces or can be connected through data sets 

or acoustic couplers for operation over telephone lines. 

2741 support can be included for single line interfaces only 

(DLIID, DLIIE or DCll); for DHll multiplexer lines only; or for both 

single line interfaces and DHll multiplexer lines. 

2.7.8 2741 Code and Keyboard Arrangements 

RSTS/E supports four code and keyboard arrangements as shown in 

Section 5.8 of the RSTS-ll System User's Guide. The system manager 

must define the code or codes he wants his system to support so that 

they are assembled into the terminal service module. He can include 

any combination of one to four of the four supported codes. 

If more than one code is configured, a small routine is included 

in the terminal service to enable a user at a 2741 terminal to change 

codes. The first code named in response to the configuration question 

is assigned as the system default. For example, if both Correspon

dence and EBCD 2741 terminals are to be supported but EBCD is the pre

ferred default, type EBCD, CORR in response to the 2741 CODE question. 

2.7.9 Multiple Terminal Service 
I 

The mUltiple terminal service option allows one BASIC-PLUS program 

to simultaneously interact with several terminals on one I/O channel. 
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With the multiple terminal service on the system, a BASIC-PLUS program 

can control several keyboards by establishing a master keyboard on a 

single channel and by reserving various other keyboards as slave termi

nals. To perform input or output, the program executes standard Record 

I/O statements on that single channel and utilizes special software 

options to determine the unique keyboard being serviced. Additionally, 

in absence of keyboard input, the system can automatically stall pro

gram execution and make the program eligible to run when keyboard in

put is pending from a particular keyboard or any keyboard controlled 

by· the program. Thus, a single program can interactively service 

low volume keyboard input and output associated with several stations. 

This procedure eliminates the need to run separate copies of the same 

program at each terminal when several terminals must perform a simi

lar function. The option is explained in Section 4.1 of the RSTS/E 

Programming Manual. 

2.7.10 Disk Devices 

Disks in the RSTS/E system operate in either the public or private 

structure. The disk which contains the system accounts and executable 

code of RSTS/E is called the system disk and .is the first disk of the 

public structure. All other disks in the system are referred to col

lectively as non-system disks. 

The most practical use of the system disk on the RSTS/E system is 

as a removable disk as opposed to a fixed head disk. If the system disk 

is either an RK~5 or RK~3 disk cartridge or an RP~2, RP~3 or RP~4 disk 

pack, it can be removed from the computer area when the system is not 

operating and kept in a safe place, thereby reducing the chances of 

inadvertent or malicious destruction. To preserve the contents of a 

fixed head disk, a copy must be transferred to a secondary medium each 

time the system is shut down. 

Optimum performance is obtained if the system is configured with 

a moving head disk (removable) and an auxiliary swapping disk (fixed 

head). With such a configuration, the swapping of user jobs into and 

out of memory is faster and more efficient. Disk accessing operations 

on the moving head system device can then be confined to manipulating 

user files and directories while the faster fixed head device takes on 

the burden of moving user jobs into and out of memory. In such a case, 

the auxiliary swapping disk acts as a logical extension of the system 

disk while the system is operating but contains no valuable system data 
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when the system is not operating. At the start of time sharing opera

tions, the initialization code creates the necessary files on the 

auxiliary swapping device. 

If a large amount of public storage space is required on the sys

tem, a single RP~2, RP~3 or RP~4 disk pack drive is preferable to mul

tiple RK~5 or RK~3 DECpack disk drives. The use of multiple devices in 

the public structure increases the overhead required in file operations, 

since, each time a file is created within the public structure, the 

directories of each public device must be searched to ensure that a 

file of the same name does not already exist. An alternative method 

of structuring the disks ·to reduce system overhead in configurations 

using multiple drives is to use private disks rather than public 

disks. In systems having several types of disk devices, the decision 

is left to the system manager as to which device is to be used as the 

system disk and which devices are used in the public and private disk 

structure. 

The RKll." RI'tl-C.--:::-~:l~rs allow several drives to 

perform see"k/operations simultaneous~l·Y< Since the controller is not 
., .~'"'-.... -/;.>'"/ 

busy durin seek operatio ,-opea tr~sfers can be overlapped with 

seeks in pro ~~~ves. On systems with two or more drives 

on the sam~~~oller, SYSGEN normally configures an overlapped seek 

driver to accelerate processing on the related disk subsystem. 
J 

Since the overlapped seek drivers require more memory than the 

non-overlapped drivers, SYSGEN allows the system manager to include the 

non-overlapped version in place of the standard overlapped driver. 

The advantages in throughput afforded by the overlapped driver normally 

outweigh the disadvantages of the additional memory required. There

fore, the overlapped drivers are recommended for all systems with 

multiple drives on the same controller. To have SYSGEN substitute a 

non-overlapped seek driver, append INa to the number specified in re

sponse to the questions concerning the number of drives. 

A standard address and vector have been defined only for one floppy 

disk system (two drives). If the RXll floppy disk is on the system and 

the standard address and vector assignments are used, simply type the 

number of drives in response to the RX~l question. SYSGEN then uses the 

standard address and vector for RXll unit ~ (drives ~ and 1). If non

standard address and vector assignments are to be used, append the 

switches /A:x and IV:y to the number of drives. Give the non-standard 
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l6-bit address in place of x and the non-standard vector in place of y 

in the switches. The following sample shows the procedure. 

RX~l's ##??## 2/A:177l7~/V:264 

2.7.11 Peripheral Devices 

The use of peripheral devices in the RSTS/E system reduces the 

burden of storage requirements on the disk devices and provides a con

venient medium for file archives. Program and data files that are not 

frequently used can be stored on magnetic tape (DECtape or magtape) , 

paper tape (high speed, fan-folded or Teletype), and cards (marked or 

punched) and accessed readily when required. DECtape and magtape pro

vide a large capacity storage medium for critical file information. 

Production of hard copy output on the RSTS/E system can be im

proved by the .use of mUltiple line printers, each having distinct 

operating characteristics which must be specified during system gener

ation. A hardware modification can be made to a line printer to in

hibit the form advance (automatic page ejection) every 66 lines and 

thus allow the user flexible control over vertical formatting. This 

feature is made available to users by the MODE option in the OPEN 

statement as described in Section 3.2 of the RSTS/E Programming Manual. 

2.7.12 LP~: for SYSGEN 

During system generation, four files (load maps) containing mem

ory allocation information are created. For magtape and DECtape dis

tribution media, the files are written to the res\lltant LICIL tape 

which contains the RSTS/E system. For disk cartridge distribution 

media, the files are retained on the system generation disk. The load 

maps are standard ASCII text files with filenames RSTS.MAP (monitor), 

OVR.MAP (overlay code), INIT.MAP (initialization code), and BASIC.MAP 

(Run Time System). 

Since the load maps contain information essential to problem di

agnosis, they should be printed at some time. If line printer unit ~ 

is available for use, SYSGEN can print the load maps during system 

generation whether or not a line printer is configured into the RSTS/E 

system. If line printer unit ~ is not available or if the user prefers 
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to perform the printing at a later time using the PIP program, he can 

omit the system generation printing. The load maps are ;retai;QeG.efol the 

LICIL tape and on the system generation disk. 
~~ ~~~.-

To print the load maps during system generation when the line 

printer is available, type,~ in respon~e to the LP,0: FOR SYSGEN 

question. As a result, t~e £ou,r load maps are automatically printed 

later in the system generation process. Printing takes about 1.0 min

utes on a 3.0.0 line per minute printer. For magtape and DECtape dis

tribution media, a directory of the LICIL tape is also printed at 

unit .0 rather than at the console terminal. When the line printer is 

available, SYSGEN prints the question concerning listings described in 

Section 2.7.13. 

To omit printing the load maps during system generation, type NO 

in response to the LP,0: FOR SYSGEN question. As a result, the load 

maps are not printed but the files are available for later printing 

as described above. For magtape and DECtape distribution media, the 

directory of the LICIL tape is printed at the console terminal rather 

than at the line printer. In addition, SYSGEN does not print the ques-

'tion concerning listings described in Section 2.7.13. 

2.7.13 Listings 

During the system generation process, the system tables and ter

minal service modules are assembled. An additional assembly is per

formed if concise command language entries are created as described in 

Section 2.7.24. 

Since each of the assemblies is unique to the installation, the 

assembly listings provide information valuable for documentation and 

maintenance purposes. If the LP,0: FOR SYSGEN question is answered 

with YES, SYSGEN prints the LISTINGS question to allow the listings 

to be printed during the system generation process. If the answer to 

the LP,0: FOR SYSGEN question is NO, SYSGEN does not print the LISTINGS 

query. In certain circumstances, the listings can be printed at a 

later time. 

The ability to print the listings at a later time ~epends on 

whether or not the listing files TBL.LST (system tables) and TTY.LST 

(terminal service modules) are retained. If the system generation disk 
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is an RF type, the files are not retained because they can not physi

cally fit on the disk. Therefore, the listings must be printed during 

system generation or they can never be printed. If the system genera

tion disk is either an RK cartridge or RP pack, the files are retained 

on that disk. If magtape media is used, the files are retained on the 

LICIL tape created during system generation. The files can be printed 

from the LICIL magtape by using the PIP program under either DOS or 

RSTS/E. The files do not fit on one DECtape and are therefore not re

tained on the LICIL DECtape. 

To print the listings at system generation time, simply type YES 

in response to the LISTING and CCL LISTING questions. As a result, 

the listings are automatically printed later in the system generation 

process. The listings are quite lengthy and take approximately 3~ 

minutes to print on a 3~~ line per minute printer. To omit printing 

the listings, type NO to the LISTING question. 

2.7.14 Card Codes 

If the RSTS/E system has a card reader, the user must configure 

one of three card codes. These card codes are presented for reference 

in Appendix 0.3 of the BASIC-PLUS Language Manual. The standard card 

code is DEC~29 code. 

2.7.15 278~ Package 

The 278~ capability on RSTS/E allows a user to communicate with 

IBM 36~ and 37~ and other DIGITAL PDP-II computers having the 278~ 

Data Terminal capability described in the RSTS/E 278~ User's Guide. 

The RSTS/278~ software is not included in the standard RSTS/E distribu

tion media but is sold and supported as a separate product. If the 

278~ capability is to be included in the system, the 278~ software 

must be available on the same medium as the RSTS/E distribution media. 

Messages printed during the standard system generation tell when to 

mount the tape or disk containing the RSTS/278~ software. The RSTS/E 

computer must have the KGllA communications arithmetic unit and either 

a DPll or a DUll synchronous line interface unit. If answers to the 

SYSGEN questions indicate that neither a DPll nor DUll interface is 

present, the question concerning the 278~ package is omitted. 
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2.7.16 Non-Supported Devices 

Devices not supported by RSTS/E may be attached to the computer 

on which time sharing operations are conducted. Although the system 

cannot address these devices, their existence must be known so that 

proper floating address and floating vector assignments can be made. 

If a positive answer is given to the non-supported device question, 

SYSGEN prints eqch device name and requires the user to type the number 

present on the system. 

2.7.17 Maximum Number of Jobs 

With sufficient hardware, RSTS/E can handle up to 63 simultaneous 

jobs. The maximum number of jobs must be specified at system genera

tion time since this parameter determines the size of several monitor 

tables. The number can be adjusted downward when the JOB OR SWAP MAX 

CHANGES query is answered as described in Chapter 3. The maximum num

ber of jobs can not be increased above the configured maximum unless 

the system code is regenerated. 

The maximum number of jobs which can be run efficiently depends 

on the memory space available and the number and types of disks on 

the system. Memory space requirements are defined in Appendix D. 

To calculate the effect of disk devices, consult the material in 

Chapter 3 concerning swapping. 

Jobs on the system are numbered sequentially from one to the 

maximum number the system can handle. Jobs include both those attached 
and detached. 

2.7.18 Small Buffers 

The RSTS/E system handles transfer requests and file processing 

requests by means of intermediate memory storage, called small buffers. 

These buffers are considered a system resource, .and a sufficient num

ber must be configured at system generation time. If an insufficient 

number is configured, jobs running on the system can become stalled 

waiting until enough buffers are freed by jobs currently claiming 

their use. 
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Small buffers are 16-word blocks residing in the Monitor part of 

memory. The number needed by a system at anyone time depends upon 

the dynamic requirements of the jobs on the system. For efficient 

system operation, it is recommended that at least l~ small buffers be 

allocated for each possible job. Thus, on a 32-user system, 32~ small 

buffers should be available. (An indicator of good system performance 

is that the number of free small buffers, as reported by the SYSTAT 

system program, never drops below ten. Refer to the description of 

SYSTAT in Section 7.2 of the RSTS/E System Manager's Guide. 

On systems configured for 16 or more jobs, l~ small buffers for 

each job is usually an adequate number. However, on systems configured 

for fewer than 16 jobs, it may be advantageous to include more than l~ 

small buffers per job. For example, each active terminal requires 4 

or 5 small buffers for performing input and output operations. A sys

tem having 8 terminals therefore needs between 32 and 4~ small buffers 

if all terminals are to be simultaneously active. Each active job re

quires three small buffers. Thus, if the same system required that 

ten jobs be able to run simultaneously, 3~ more small buffers would be 

needed. For each job that will run detached from all terminals, sub

tract the four small buffers required for terminal I/O. A running 

total on the 8-terminal, l~-job system is 62 small buffers for these 

two simple p~ocessing requirements. 

Next, in the sample system, consider what kind of processing is 

necessary. One small buffer must be added for each open file on the 

system. If each program running on the system opens two disk files, 

2~ more small buffers must be added. If all the active programs open 

the maximum number of files simultaneously, 12~ small buffers must be 

available. (BASIC-PLUS allows 12 open channels per user program.) In 

an average system, the two file situation is muqh more likely, so the 

sample system requires 2~ more small buffers for a total of 82. 

The system requires small buffers for certain transient opera

tions. One small buffer is used for each disk transfer queued by the 

monitor. Programs such as QUEMAN, QUE, ERRCPY, RJ278~, BATCH, and 

SPOOL communicate through the SEND/RECEIVE system function call which 

claims one small buffer for each message queued for a receiving job. 

Normally the buffers used for these operations are employed for very 

short time periods (fractions of a second) but a reasonable number of 

buffers should be available. On the l~ job, 8 terminal system, a rea

sonable number is approximately 2~ more small buffers. 
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Line printers on the system exhaust as many as one third of the 

available small buffers. A lower number of available small buffers 

places a larger burden on the system. For example, if 3~ small buf

fers are available for use by the printer driver, the system can have 

9~~ characters buffered for output to the line printer. Assume that a 

line printer is running at 3~~ lines per minute (5 lines per second) 

and that an average line is 9~ characters. Such a line printer empties 

the buffers in two seconds. A spooling program for that line printer 

would have to be swapped into memory every 2 seconds to keep the line 

printer running at full speed. (For a line printer running at l2~~ 

lines per minute, a swap operation would be necessary everyone half 

second.) 

The total requirement on the l~ job, 8 terminal system is nearly 

l4~ small buffers for an average system load if the transient require

ment for 2~ is added and one third of the subtotal is added to handle 

the line printer running full speed (3~~ lines per minute). Thus, the 

guideline of l~ small buffers per job is too low on such a small system. 

Moreover, if small buffers were subtracted from l4~ to account for idle 

terminals and detached jobs and to allow for some slow down in line 

printer operations, the guideline is still inadequate. On such a sys

tem, between 12 and 14 small buffers per job is a better approximation. 

For larger systems having 16 or more jobs, ten small buffers per job is 

usually a good approximation. Except for occasions of heavy keyboard 

and line printer activity, enough free small buffers will be available 

to maintain good system throughput. 

2.7.19 Big Buffers 

Big buffers are 256-word blocks of monitor memory used for DEC

tape and 278~ operations. Since the SYSGEN program automatically con

figures four big buffers for 278~ software, big buffers need be con

figured only if DECtape is on the system. Consequently, SYSGEN prints 

the BIG BUFFER question only if DECtape is on the system. 

On systems without 278~ software but with DECtape devices, one 

big buffer is normally provided for each DECtape drive. However, one 

big buffer per drive is not a definite requirement since one big buffer 

can accommodate any number of DECtape drives for non-simultaneous opera

tions. Experience indicates that, unless DECtape usage is heavy, two 

big buffers are sufficient even for four drives. Three big buffers are 

recommended for six drives and four big buffers are recommended for 

eight DECtape drives. 
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On systems with both RSTS/278~ software and DECtape drives, one 

big buffer is sufficient for eight DECtape units. The four big buffers 

automatically included for RSTS/278~ software are available for DECtape 

operations when the RSTS/278~ software is not operating. In any case, 

the SYSGEN program does not allow less than one big buffer when DECtape 

is present on the system. This fact applies whether or not the 278~ 

software is present. 

2.7.20 Receivers 

A receiver is a job capable of performing interjob communication 

using the SEND/RECEIVE system function call described in Section 7.2.12 

of the RSTS/E Programming Manual. The QUEMAN job and each SPOOL and 

BATCH job running on the system performs as a receiver. Enough receiv

ers must be configured for such jobs and for additional programs which 

declare themselves receivers. For example, on a system running one 

SPOOL program and one BATCH program, configure at least three receivers 

(QUEMAN, SPOOL, and BATCH) . 

2.7.21 Power Fail Recovery Code 

RSTS/E systems can attempt to recover from a momentary power fail

ure by performing an automatic restart procedure. A momentary power 

failure is defined in Section 5.3 of the PDP-ll/7~ Processor Handbook 

and in Section 2.7.1 of both the PDP-ll/4~ Processor Handbook and 

PDP-ll/45 Processor Handbook. 

2.7.22 File Processor (FIP) Buffering and Disk Caching 

The optional FIP buffering module accelerates file processing on 

the RSTS/E system. The module reduces the number of accesses to the 

disk by maintaining more than one disk directory block in memory. 

Normally, RSTS/E employs only one permanently allocated 256-word 

buffer to store disk directory information. File processing is often 

delayed because, at any given time, the directory block which the file 

processor needs is not the one currently in its buffer. 

The FIP buffering module claims, from the normal buffer pool, free 

small or big buffers and stores additional directory blocks in the buf

fers. Frequently used blocks are thus kept in memory to avoid accesses 

to the disk. If any of the buffers are required for their standard 
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uses, the system releases them from the FIP buffering module. The num

ber of buffers configured for other system operations need not be in

creased when FIP buffering is included on the system. 

The system manager can enhance FIP buffering on RSTS/E by allocat

ing memory solely for the module. FIP buffering is like cache memory 

operation wherein faster access semi-conductor memory holds frequently 

used code or data to avoid accesses to slower core memory. FIP buffer

ing is a disk caching mechanism which maintains frequently used disk 

directory blocks in memory to avoid accesses to the slower access disk. 

The CACHE command in the TABLE OPTION portion of the DEFAULT and START 

options can reserve a fixed amount of memory for FIP buffering. 

Memory reserved for disk caching is exhausted by the FIP buffer

ing module before small buffers are employed. The reserved memory thus 

prevents degradation of performance on a heavily loaded system when 

small buffers are most likely to be claimed by user jobs and are most 

needed for FIP buffering. (See Section 3.6.3.7 for more information 

on disk caching and the CACHE command.) 

The FIP buffering module increases the size of the monitor and is 

therefore an option on all RSTS/E systems. (See Appendix D for infor

mation on the size of optional modules.) 

2.7.23 Resident Code 

Certain portions of the overlay code can be configured resident 

in memory during time sharing rather than stored on the disk. Per

formance is thereby improved on systems where that code has heavy 

usage. 

The most important code in terms of system performance is the 

disk handling code. This block of code includes: the system routines 

for disk file creation; OPEN, CLOSE, and RENAME routines; some routines 

needed to process the RUN command; general routines for opening other 

devices, deassigning devices, fetching error messages, looking up files 

by name; and for logout. It is recommended that systems with more 

than 56K words of memory have disk handling code resident. 
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The SYS call dispatch code is used whenever a program executes 

a SYS call to the file processor (FIP). The code is called to dis

patch to other non-resident or resident portions of monitor code. 

It is recommended that the SYS call dispatch code be made resident on 

any system having more than 64K words of memory and using FIP calls 

for many programs. 

The SEND/RECEIVE code provides inter-job communications for such 

programs as QUEMAN, BATCH, SPOOL, and RJ278~. SEND/RECEIVE code is 

entered through the SYS call dispatch code. It is not recommended 

that this code be configured resident unless system operations include 

frequent usage of programs executing the SEND/RECEIVE SYS call and the 

related SYS call dispatch code is also made resident. 

The directory lister code is executed for CATALOG command opera

tions and gathers information concerning disk directories. It is 

small but is less important than the disk handling, SYS call dispatch, 

and SEND/RECEIVE code. Since the system program DIRECT is more effi

cient than the CATALOG command, it is recommended that DIRECT be used 

wherever possible. Hence, little reason exists to make this code 

resident. 

2.7.24 Concise Command Language (CCL) 

The SYSGEN program allows the user to include or omit the CCL 

capability described in the introductory material of Chapter 4 in the 

RSTS-II System User's Guide. This capability p~ovides a set of key

board commands which run programs stored in the system library. If 

the CCL capability is included, one of three options is possible: 

accept a standard set of commands, define a new set of commands, or 

add new commands to the standard set. 

The standard Jet of CCL commands involves the following programs 

and consists o:e;,the J::elated commands. 

DIRECT' 
EDIT 
EDIT 
PIP 
PIP 
QUE 
SYSTAT 

/ 
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DIR' 
EDIT 
CREATE 
HELP 
PIP 
QUE 
SYS 



TTY SET 
UMOUNT 
UMOUNT 
COBOL 
COBOL 
SORTII 
SORTII 
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SET 
MOUNT 
DISMOUNT 
COBOL 
CBL 
SORT 
SRT 

The programs listed are automatically included in the system li

brary and are coded so that the standard CCL commands function properly. 

SYSGEN allows a unique set of commands to be defined by either add

ing to the standard set or creating a completely new set. The programs 

defined to run by CCL commands must conform to standards described in 

Chapter 8 of the RSTS/E Programming Manual. The system manager can add 

6 new commands or can create a new set containing as many as 2$ commands. 

To define the commands, simply type the program name and the command 

separated by a comma. To change the standard set of CCL commands, a new 

set must be entered which includes any desired commands from the stan

dard set and any additional commands required. To restrict usage of 

CCL commands on the system, adjust the protection code of the related 

program. 

The precedence of CCL commands is above that of RSTS/E commands 

and BASIC-PLUS immediate mode statements. As a result, the system 

manager can control the use of a command or an immediate mode state

ment on his system. For example, he could specify a command BYE which 

performs certain operations before allowing a user to log off the sys

tem. As another example, he could specify a command PRINT which per

forms operations different from those of the BASIC-PLUS immediate mode 

PRINT statement. Such a CCL command has no effect on a BASIC-PLUS 

statement preceded by a line number since a line numbered statement 

has a higher precedence than the CCL command. Care must be taken 

not to unintentionally override system commands. For example, if 

DEL is defined as a CCL command, the BASIC-PLUS DELETE command will 

be overridden. 

The same pro,gram car>: be run by more than ,c?'ll~,.,C<::LJ:::qmmaIlg. A 

single inventory control program might be designed to handle single 

line requests concerning items on hand, items on order, and orders 

backlogged. The sample printout of Section 2.6.1 shows this type of 

facility. 
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If new commands are added to the standard set or a new set is 

created, the resulting CCL table must be assembled later in the sys

tem generation process. As a result, SYSGEN prints the CCL LISTING 

ON LP~: question if a line printer is available for use during SYSGEN 

as discussed in Section 2.7.10. If the standard set of CCL commands 

is accepted, no assembly is necessary, no listing is produced, and 

SYSGEN does not print the question. 

Since the CCL listing provides iuseful system documentation, it is 

important that the listing file be printed. The CCL listing file 

USRCCL.LST is preserved on disk and tape in the same manner as the 

system tables and terminal service listing files described in Sec-

tion 2.7.13. Similarly, the file can be printed at a later time un

less the system generation disk is an RFll device. In the case of an 

RFll, the CCL listing must be printed during the system generation pro

cess or it cannot be printed at all. 

If YES is the response to the CCL LISTING ON LP~: query, the list

ing file is printed during the system generation process. This list

ing is fairly short and takes about two minutes to print on a 3~~ line 

per minute printer. 

2.7.25 Floating Point Precision and Scaled Arithmetic 

The system manager can select either single preC1Sl0n (2-word) or 

double precision (4-word) floating point format for the type of numeric 

format to be used on his system. These floating point formats are de

scribed in Appendix E.l of the BASIC-PLUS Language Manual. 

Answers supplied to the FPP(PDP-ll/7~), FIS(11/4~), FPP(11/45) , 

MATH PRECISION, and FUNCTIONS questions determine which mathematical 

software package is selected from the ten standard packages included 

in the RSTS/E software. The following list describes the 2-word math 

packages. 

MA2 Without FIS or FPP; with extended functions 

MA2X Without FIS or FPP; without extended functions 

MA2I 11/4~ FIS; with extended functions 

MA2IX 11/4~ FIS: without extended functions 

MA2F 11/7~ and 11/45 FPP; with extended functions 

MA2FX 11/7~ and 11/45 FPPi without extended functions 
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The following list describes the 4-word math packages. 

~4 

~4X 

~4F 

~4FX 

Without FIS or FPPj with extended functions 

Without FIS or FPPi without extended functions 

11/7~ and 11/45 FPPi with extended functions 

11/7~ and 11/45 FPP; without extended functions 

The most critical difference among packages is the implementation 

of floating point operations. The PDP-ll/7~ and PDP-ll/45 Floating 

Point Processor (FPP) provides both 2-word and 4-word floating point 

instructions in ha~dware. The PDP-ll/4~ Floating Instruction Set (FIS) 

does not provide 4-word floating point instructions in hardware. There

fore, on PDP-ll/4~ computers with or without FIS, RSTS/E must use the 

slower software packages (~4 or ~4X) to perform 4-word floating point 

operations. 

The scaled arithmetic feature is standard only on systems with 

4-word floating point format. The feature is described in Section 6.8 

of the BASIC-PLUS Language Manual and the SCALE command is described 

in Section 2.8 of the RSTS-ll System User's Guide. Scaled arithmetic 

avoids problems such as loss of precision normally associated with 

floating point calculations. The feature is very useful for calculat

ing sums (such as money) which cannot be manipulated easily as integer 

quantities. 

2.7.26 Mathematical Functions 

The size of the BASIC-PLUS language code can be reduced by omit

ting certain mathematical functions including SIN, COS, TAN, ATN, SQR, 

EXP, LOG, and LOG1~. These functions are described in Section 3.7 of 

the BASIC-PLUS Language Manual and summarized in Table 3-1 of that sec

tion. 

2.7.27 PRINT USING Option 

The PRINT USING optional feature allows BASIC-PLUS programs to 

perform special formatting of output as described in Section 10.3.3 of 

the BASIC-PLUS Language Manual. The size of BASIC-PLUS can be reduced 

by omitting this option. 
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2.7.28 Matrix Manipulation 

BASIC-PLUS can operate on an entire matrix using single state

ments called MAT statements as described in Chapter 7 of the BASIC

PLUS Language Manual. The system manager must configure this optional 

feature if he wants to include the matrix manipulation capability. 

2.7.29 Stand Alone Programs 

The stand alone program ROLLIN can be included in the RSTS/E CIL 

and can be loaded into memory using the LOAD option as described in 

Chapter 3. ROLLIN is described in the library document entitled PDP-II 

ROLLIN Utility Program which is included in the RSTS/E distribution 

software. 

2.8 LOADING THE CIL ONTO THE RSTS/E SYSTEM DISK 

After the configuration question concerning ROLLIN is answered, 

the SYSGEN program completes building the configuration file and the 

second batch command file. Subsequently, SYSGEN prints the second 

checkpoint message. Next, the system generation monitor executes com

mands in the second batch command file and generates the RSTS/E linked 

core image library (LICIL) and any listings necessary. 

During the generation, messages are printed indicating which de

vices to mount and how to proceed. The entire process takes between 

one and three hours depending upon the devices used and the types of 

listings requested. If either magtape or DECtape distribution media 

is employed, the user must mount a new tape to which the RSTS/E LICIL 

is written. Instructions are printed to mount the RSTS/E system disk 

on unit ~ and to type the exact command to transfer the LICIL to the 

disk. If disk cartridge distribution media is used, instructions are 

printed to mount a new cartridge or pack to be used as the RSTS/E sys

tem disk. 

After the CIL is written on the RSTS/E system disk and the RSTS/E 

code is loaded into memory for the first time, the PATCH, DSKINT, 

REFRESH, SETKEY, DEFAULT, and START option~ must be run as described 

in Chapter 3 and the system library must be built according to proce

dures described in Chapter 4. 
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2.9 SYSLOD AND CILUS COMMAND STRINGS 

This section.d.es.<;::rip~~Ltl1e.:p:rocedures.and comman?-" .. ~!=-E_~~~E)_ .. e~I?~~'yed 
in loading the RSTS/E Linked Core Image Library (LICIL) onto the RSTS/E 

systemdisk~· ~AlT'hecessary"instructioris"to'-"-pe:t<form t~~ __ lQ§._q.,, __ QP.e,,:r::ation 
__ ....... ~.c'''~-''.,_ ~ •• ~", "'~, ..... '-... ~. ----~-----------.---------.-.---~-•••••• _- --.---~- •• ~------.----- ••••••• " --- • ---'~"'--~--~'-

are printed during the system generation procedure. If the standard 
" "."_' ........... "._ ......... _"' .... " ........ _._ """" ... ,,~_ ... ,,_ .. ,,_,, ___ "._ ... ," •••. _""_" __ ,,., , .......... ,."_, ............ ,, .... -"-----,, .... .1 

procedu~e is fOl~owed, thi~~~~~,~;R:;:~@,~~;.;/~~~~:!~~~d. However, 
the command strings documented here~"are·~us-e~tur'~rf'-theload operation 

is not performed as part of the system generation procedure or if the 

newly created LICIL must replace an old RSTS/E Core Image Library (CIL) 

on an existing system disk. 

Loading the CIL is the final step of the system generation process. 

For magtape and DECtape distribution media, the newly created Linked 

Core Im~ge Library (LICIL) is written to tape along with a copy of the 

SYSLOD program, the batch and configuration files, system load maps, 

and assembly listing files (magtape only). The SYSGEN program prints 

the commands necessary to load the CIL onto the RSTS/E system disk with 

SYSLOD. For disk cartridge diqtribution media, the LICIL resides on 

the system generation disk along with the batch and configuration 

files, system load maps, and the listing files. The command to load 

the CIL is never printed because the batch stream performs the load 

operation with the CILUS prograt:n. However, for all distribution media, 

the CIL need not be loaded immediately since the standard procedure 

can be halted just before the load operation. If the LICIL tape or 

system generation disk is preserved, the device can be bootstrapped 

and either SYSLOD or CILUS can be used to load the CIL onto the RSTS/E 

system disk. 

Because the load operation can be performed using either a blank 

or an existing system disk, two general operations are described. Sec

tion 2.9.1 presents the procedures to load a new RSTS/E system onto a 

disk which contains no user files to be preserved. Section 2.9.2 pro

vides guidelines for replacing an existing RSTS/E system on a system 

disk containing system and user files which must be preserved. 
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2.9.1 Loading the RSTS/E CIL onto a Blank System Disk 

The procedure and command strings detailed in this section apply 

only to loading a CIL onto a blank system disk. It is possible to 

overwrite an existing CIL on a system disk which contains system and 

user files without destroying the file structure. This latter proce

dure is described in Section 2.9.2. The procedures below destroy any 

existing file structure on the disk being initialized as the RSTS/E 

system disk. 

2.9.1.1 DECtape and Magtape Procedures Using SYSLOD - The tape 

created during system generation contains a copy of the stand-alone 

program SYSLOD. SYSLOD is loaded from DECtape using one of the 

hardware bootstrap loaders described in Appendix A. When SYSLOD 

is bootstrapped into memory, it will identify itself by printing 

the following lines. 

SYSLOD V08-0lA 
e 

CONSOLE FILL COUNT= 

DATE: ll-JAN-75 
DIALOGUE? 

# 

Type the RETURN key 

Type the date in format shown 

Type the RETURN key 

Before the DIALOGUE query is answered, the disk to be used as the 

RSTS/E system disk should be mounted and write-enabled. In the case 

of an RK, RP~2, RP~3, or RP~4 system disk, an RK cartridge or an RP 

pack must be mounted on drive unit~. No special action is required 

for an RF system disk. SYSLOD does not recognize any device which is 

not mounted and ready when the DIALOGUE query is answered. The RETURN 

key is sufficient response to the DIALOGUE query. SYSLOD responds by 

printing the pound sign (#) when it is ready to accept a command. A 

single command string is sufficient to create and load the elL onto the 

system disk and bootstrap the RSTS/E Initialization code into memory_ 

The exact command which must be entered depends on the type of system 

disk. If any error messages are printed by SYSLOD, consult Appendix 

E for the proper procedure to follow. The following command strings 

are used for the several types of system disks. 

#DF:/NS:256:49/TO:4/HO/BO<DT0:RSTS.LCl 
#DF:/NS:256:49/TO:4/HO/BO<MT0:RSTS.LCL 
#DF:/NS:256:49/TO:4/HO/BO<MM0:RSTS.LCL 
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#DK.0: /NS: 256: 4g/FO/TO: 4/HO/BO<DT.0: RSTS. LCL (RKll System Disk < DECtape) 
#DK.0:/NS:256:49/FO/TO:4/HO/BO<MT.0:RSTS.LCL (RKll System Disk < TUl,e1 Magtape) 
#DK.0: /NS: 256: 4g/FO/TO: 4/HO/BO<MM.0: RSTS. LCL (RKll System Disk < TU16 Magtape) 

#DP.0: /NS: 512: 25/FO/TO: 4/HO/BO<DT.0: RSTS. LCL (RP,e12 or RP,e13 System Disk < DECtape) 
#DP.0:/NS:512:25/FO/TO:4/HO/BO<MT.0:RSTS.LCL (RP,e12 or RP,e13 System Disk < TU1,e1 Magtape) 
#DP.0: /NS: 512 : 25/FO/TO: 4/HO/BO<MM.0: RSTS. LCL (RP,e12 or RP,e13 System Disk < TU16 Magtape) 

#DB.0: /NS: 1.024: 13/FO/TO: 4/HO/BO<DT.0: RSTS. LCL (RP,e14 System Disk < DECtape) 
#DB.0: /NS: 1.024: 13/FO/TO: 4/HO/BO<MT.0: RSTS. LCL (RP,e14 System Disk < TU1,e1 Magtape) 
#DB.0: /NS: 1.024: 13/FO/TO: 4/HO/BO<MM.0: RSTS. LCL (RP,e14 System Disk < TU16 Magtape) 

Messages are printed at the console terminal when SYSLOD starts 

and ends formatting. If any other messages appear, consult Appendix 

E for possible recovery procedures. Upon completion of the load opera

tion, the RSTS/E initialization code is bootstrapped into memory 

signalled by the printing of the OPTION query. 

To load the CIL onto a non-zero unit, include the unit number in 

the output device designator (that is, DKn:, DPn:, or DBn:) and omit 

the /BO switch from the command string. After loading the CIL, SYSLOD 

reprints the # character. Although SYSLOD will load onto a non-zero 

unit, the pack or cartridge must be bootstrapped once from unit ~ to 

install a new bootstrap. Halt the processor and move the system disk 

to unit~. Bootstrap the device using the hardware loader to load the 

initialization code into memory. 

After the OPTION query appears, proceed to Chapter 3 to initialize 

the system disk. If the OPTION query fails to appear, refer to the 

consistency errors described in Appendix B for possible recovery. 

2.9.1.2 Disk Cartridge Procedures Using CILUS - When the disk 

cartridge distribution medium is used, the DOS program CILUS is 

used to load the RSTS/E CIL onto the system disk. CILUS does not 

format an RK cartridge, RP~2, RP~3, or RP~4 pack. Refer to Section 

2.3.3 for procedures to load SYSLOD and format disks. 

Mount the copy of the System Generation DECpack used for the 

system generation on RK unit~. Write enable the drive and bootstrap 

the cartridge to load the DOS/BATCH monitor. Refer to Appendix A for 

DECpack bootstrap procedures. When the DOS monitor identifies itself, 

proceed as shown below to run CILUS. 
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DOS/BATCH V9-20C 

DATE: Il-JAN-75 

TIME: 16:15 

DIALOGUE? 

!LO 1,1 

DATE: Il-JAN-75 

TIME: 16:15 

!RUN GILUS 

CILUS V08-06A 

# 

Type the date in format shown 

Type the time in format shown 

Type the RETURN key 

CILUS prints the pound sign (#) when it is ready to accept a 

command. The CILUS comnand string used to create and load the RSTS/E 

CIL depends on the type of system disk. If the RSTS/E system is con

figured for an RP~2, RP~3 or RP~4 system disk, mount a newly formatted 

\pack on unit ~ and write-enable the drive. If the system is configured 

for an RK system disk, mount a newly formatted RK cartridge on RK 

unit 1. No special action is required for an RF system disk. One of 

the CILUS commands shown below is then used to load the CIL. 

#DF: /NS : 256: 4 9/TO: 4/HO/BO<DK0: RSTS • LCL/LO (RFll System Disk < RK cartridge) 

#DK1: /NS: 256: 49/TO: 4/HO<DK0: RS'tS. LCL/LO (RKll System Disk < RK cartridge) 

9~ '\: Z y~([J 
#DPW': /NS: 512: 25/TO: 4/HO/BO<DK0!: RSTS. LCL/LO (RP,02 or RP,03 System Disk < RK cartridge) 

#DB0: /NS: 1024: 13/TO: 4/HO/BO<DK0: RSTS. LCL/LO (RP,04 System Disk < RK cartridge) 

If the system disk is an RF11, RP~2, RP~3, or RP~4, the CILUS com

mand loads the CIL and then bootstraps the RSTS/E initialization code 

into memory. The INIT code prints the system name followed by the 

OPTION query. The system manager should proce~d to Lnitialize the sys

tem disk as described in Chapter 3. 

The command to load the CIL onto the RK cartridge mounted on 

unit 1 does not bootstrap the RSTS/E Initialization code. When the 

load operation is complete, CILUS reprints the pound sign (#) and 

waits for another command. The system manager exits from CILUS and 

terminates the DOS monitor as shown below. 
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#"C 

\KI 

( $FI 
\ -

) 
TIME: 16 : 16 : 16 

, DOS/BATCH V9-20C 

1 

CONTROL/C exit from CILUS 

"KILL" required by DOS 

FInish for an orderly exit 

Halt the processor by moving the HALT/ENABLE switch to the 

HALT position. Dismount both cartridges and move the RSTS/E system 

disk to RK unit~. When the disk is ready, write-enable the drive 

and bootstrap the disk cartridge (see Appendix A) to load the RSTS/E 

initialization code into memory. Proceed to Chapter 3 to initialize 

the new system disk. 

To load the CIL onto a non-zero unit, include the unit number in 

the output device designator (that is, DKn:, DPn:, or DBn:) and omit 

the /BO switch from the command string. After loading the CIL, CILUS 

reprints the # character and awaits another command. Although CILUS 

will load onto a non-zero unit, the pack or cartridge must be boot

strapped once from unit ~ to install a new bootstrap. Halt the 

processor and move the system disk to unit~. Bootstrap the device 

using the hardware loader to load the initialization code into memory. 

Proceed to Chapter 3 to initialize the system disk. 
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2.9.2 Replacing the RSTS/E System Code 

It is possible to replace the RSTS/E CIL on the system disk with

out destroying the file structure. This capability is important when 

a new system is generated to add or change hardware support or soft

ware features. The SYSLOD or CILUS command strings used for this pur

pose are similar to those in Section 2.9.1 but several precautions 

should be taken to ensure a successful replacement. Careful adherence 

to these procedures is critical to avoid destroying the existing file 

structures (system and user files) on the system disk. 

It is impossible to determine the exact size of the new CIL until 

it is loaded onto a disk. The first step in replacing the CIL, there

fore, is to load the new monitor onto a scratch disk using the standard 

system generation procedures or the SYSLOD or CILUS commands described 

in Sections 2.9.1.1 and 2.9.1.2. The scratch disk must be initialized 

using the DSKINT initialization option (see Section 3.3) to create the 

RSTS. CIL fi-le. When a disk is initialized, pattern checking for bad 

blocks is normally done. However, requesting zero patterns causes 

DSKINT to bypass the pattern checks, saves time, and is a reasonable 

shortcut for the scratch disk. 

The REFRESH initialization option (Section 3.4) is used after 

DSKINT to check the required size of the new RSTS.CIL file. REFRESH 

can be stopped by typing CONTROL/C after the file status table is 

printed. Since the scratch disk is used only to determine the size 

of the new RSTS.CIL file, it is of no further use after these opera

tions are performed. The loading of the new system onto a scratch 

disk and the DSKINT and REFRESH operations take a total of about l~ 

minutes. 

The next step is to determine the size of the CIL to be replaced. 

Simply obtain a directory of the system files account [~,l] under time 

sharing or print the file status table using REFRESH (see Section 

3.4.3.2). The important item is the current size of the RSTS.CIL file 

on the system disk. The REFRESH procedures of Section 3.4 recommend 

that this file be made larger than the required size when the system 

disk is initially built. If the system manager planned for a future 

replacement of the system code, the current size of the old RSTS.CIL 

file will probably be larger than the required size of the new RSTS.CIL 

file. 
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If the old CIL is larger, the replacement can proceed as de

scribed in subsequent paragraphs. Otherwise, the system manager 

can attempt to increase the size of the old RSTS.CIL file using 

REFRESH before attempting the replacement. If the REFRESH is suc

cessful, he can proceed. If REFRESH cannot increase the size of 

the old RSTS.CIL file to at least the required size of the new 

RSTS.CIL file, the replacement cannot be performed. All library 

and user files must be transferred to another disk or external 

medium and the system disk must be initialized (destroying the 

existing file structure). 

Assuming the RSTS.CIL file on the system disk is large enough 

to accommodate the new CIL, the next step is to transfer all library 

and user files from the system disk to a secondary storage medium. 

This is a time consuming but important precaution since a typograph

ical error or a hardware malfunction while replacing the old CIL could 

be disastrous. The transfer is performed under time sharing using 

the old system. The next two sections present the SYSLOD and CILUS 

command strings which replace the old CIL. 

2.9.2.1 DECtape and Magtape Procedures Using SYSLOD - The tape 

created during system generation contains a copy of the stand-alone 

program SYSLOD. SYSLOD is loaded from DECtape or magtape using one 

of the hardware bootstrap loaders described in Appendix A. When 

SYSLOD is bootstrapped into memory, it identifies itself by printing 

the following lines. 

SYSLOD V08-01A 
CONSOLE FILL COUNT= 
DATE: Il-JAN-75 
DIALOGUE? 

# 

Type the RETURN key 

Type the date in format shown 

Before the DIALOGUE query is answered, the old RSTS/E system disk 

should be mounted and write enabled. In the case of an RK, RP~2, RP~3, 

or RP~4 system disk, the cartridge or pack must be mounted on unit ~. 

SYSLOD does not recognize any device which is not mounted and ready 

when the DIALOGUE query is answered. The RETURN key is sufficient 

response to the DIALOGUE query. SYSLOD responds by printing the pound 

sign (#) when it is ready to accept a command. The following SYSLOD 

commands replace an old CIL on the various types of system disks. 
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#DF:/NS:256:49/TO:4/HO/BO<DT0:RSTS.LCL 
#DF:/NS:256:49/TO:4/HO/BO<MT0:RSTS.LCL 
#DF:/NS:256:49/TO:4/HO/BO<MM0:RSTS.LCL 

#DK0:/NS:256:49/TO:4/HO/BO<DT0:RSTS.LCL 
#DK0:/NS:256:49/TO:4/HO/BO<MT0:RSTS.LCL 
#DK0:/NS:256:49/TO:4/HO/BO<MM0:RSTS.LCL 

#DP0:/NS:512:25/TO:4/HO/BO<DT0:RSTS.LCL 
#DP0:/NS:512:25/TO:4/HO/BO<MT0:RSTS.LCL 
#DP0:/NS:512:25/TO:4/HO/BO<MM0:RSTS.LCL 

(RFll System Disk < DEctape) 
(RFll System Disk < TUl0 Magtape) 
(RFll System Disk < TUl6 Magtape) 

(RKll System Disk < DECtape) 
(RKll System Disk < TUl~ Magtape) 
(RKll System Disk < TUl6 Magtape) 

(RP~2 or RP03 System Disk < DECtape) 
(RP02 or RP03 System Disk < TUl~ Magtape) 
(RP02 or RP03 System Disk < TUl6 Magtape) 

#DB0:/NS:1024:13/TO:4/HO/BO<DT0:RSTS.LCL (RP04 System Disk < DECtape) 
#DB0: /NS : 1024: 13/TO: 4 /HO/BO<MT0: RSTS . LCL (RP~4 System Disk < TUl0 Magtape) 
#DB0: /NS: 1024: 13/TO: 4/HO/BO<MM0: RSTS. LCL (RP~4 System Disk < TUl6 Magtape) 

The only difference between these SYSLOD commands for replacing 

a CIL and those used for a blank system disk is the absence of the for

mat switch (/FO) for RK and RP~2, RP~3 or RP~4 system disks. Format

ting destroys everything on a disk and cannot be done if the file struc

ture is to be preserved. 

Upon completion of load operation, the RSTS/E system disk is boot

strapped, the initialization code is loaded into memory, and the OPTION 

query is printed. 

To load the CIL onto a non-zero unit, include the unit number in 

the output device designator (that is, DKn:, DPn:, or DBn:) and omit 

the /BO switch from the command string. After loading the CIL, SYSLOD 

reprints the # character. Although SYSLOD will load onto a non-zero 

unit, the pack or cartridge must be bootstrapped once from unit ~ to 

install a new bootstrap. Halt the processor and move the system disk 

to unit~. Bootstrap the device using the hardware loader to load the 

initialization code into memory. The system manager must. reinstall 

all published patches using the PATCH option (see Section 3.2), set 

keyboard defaults with the SETKEY option (Section 3.5) and establish 

default start up conditions with the DEFAULT option (Section 3.6) be

fore time sharing operations can resume with the new system. The DSKINT 

initialization option is not used in this case since initializing a 

disk destroys any existing file structures. The REFRESH option can be 

used to verify or change any of the system files but is not specifically 

required after replacing the CIL. 
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2.9.2.2 DECpack Procedures Using CILUS - When disk cartridge dis

tribution media is used, the DOS program CILUS loads the new CIL 

onto the old system disk. Since CILUS does not format disks, the 

CILUS commands are the same as for loading a CIL onto a blank system 

disk. The CILUS procedures are repeated below for continuity. 

Mount the copy of the system generation disk cartridge used for 

the system generation on RK unit~. Write-enable the drive and boot

strap the cartridge to load the DOS/BATCH Monitor. Refer to Appendix A 

for bootstrap procedures. When the DOS Monitor identifies itself, 

proceed as shown below to run CILUS. 

DOS/BATCH V9-20C 

DATE: 11-JAN-75 

TIME: 12:30 

DIALOGUE? 

lLO 1,1 

DATE: 11-JAN-75 

TIME: 12:30 

lRUN CILUS 

CILUS V08-06A 

# 

Type the date in format shown 

Type the time in format shown 

Type the RETURN key 

CILUS prints the pound sign (#) when it is ready to accept a com

mand. If the RSTS/E system is configured for an RP~2, RP~3 or RP~4 sys

tem disk, mount the old system disk on unit ~ and write-enable the drive. 

If the system is configured for an RK system disk, mount the old RK 

system disk cartridge on RK unit 1. No special action is required for 

an RF system disk. One of the CILUS commands shown below is then used 

to replace the old CIL. 

#DF0:/NS:256:49/TO:4/HO/BO<DK0:RSTS.LCL/LO (RFll System Disk < RK Cartridge) 

#DK1:/NS:256:49/TO:4/HO<DK0:RSTS.LCL/LO (RKll System Disk < RK Cartridge) 

#DP0:/NS:512:25/TO:4/HO/BO<DK0:RSTS.LCL/LO (RP~2 or RP~3 System Disk < RK Cartric 

#DB0: /NS : 1024: 13/TO: 4/HO/BO<-DK0 : RSTS • LCL/LO (RP~4 System Disk < RK Cartridge) 
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If the system disk is an RFll, RP~2, RP~3, or RP~4, the CILUS com

mand loads the CIL, bootstraps the system disk, and loads the RSTS/E 

Initialization code into memory. The INIT code prints the system name 

followed by the OPTION query. 

The command to replace the CIL on an RK system disk mounted on 

unit 1 does not bootstrap the RSTS/E Initialization code. When the 

load operation is complete, CILUS reprints the pound sign (#) and waits 

for another command. The system manager should exit from CILUS and 
terminate the DOS Monitor as shown below. 

#AC 
.KI 

$FI 
TIME: 12:35:22 

DOS/BATCH V9-20C 

CONTROL/C exit from CILUS 
"KILL" required by DOS 

FInish for an orderly exit 

Halt the processor by moving the HALT/ENABLE switch to the HALT 

position. Dismount both cartridges and move the RSTS/E system disk to 

RK unit~. When the disk is ready, write enable the drive and boot

strap the disk cartridge (see Appendix A) to load the RSTS/E Initiali

zation code into memory. 

To load the CIL onto a non-zero unit, include the unit number in 

the output device designator (that is, DKn:, DPn:, or DBn:) and omit 

the /BO switch from the command string. After loading the CIL, CILUS 

prints the # character and awaits another command. Although CILUS 

will load onto a non-zero unit, the pack or cartridge must be boot

strapped once from unit ~ to install a new bootstrap. Halt the pro

cessor and move the system disk to unit~. Bootstrap the device using 

the hardware loader to load the initialization code into memory. 

When the Initialization code prints the OPTION query, the system 

manager must reinstall all published patches using the PATCH option of 

the Initialization code (see Section 3.2), set keyboard defaults with 

the SETKEY option (Section 3.5) and establish default start up condi

tions using the DEFAULT option (Section 3.6). The DSKINT option is 

not used since initializing a disk destroys any existing file structure. 

The REFRESH option (Section 3.4) may be used to verify or change the 

system files but is not specifically required after replacement of a 

CIL. 
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INITIALIZATION OPTIONS 

The RSTS/E Initialization (INIT) code is a collection of routines 

used to create the file structures, system files, and start up condi

tions required for normal operation of the RSTS/E system. The INIT 

code is essentially one large stand-alone program with many functi~ns. 
Immediately after a system generation, several options must be used 

before the RSTS/E system can be brought up for time sharing. There

after, the initialization code provides the mechanism for altering 

critical system files and parameters as installation requirements 

change. INIT includes routines which ensure the integrity of the 

system disk file structure and provide many checks on the hardware 

configuration. Options are provided which enable the system to 

function even when certain hardware elements are inoperative. Finally, 

the initialization code is responsible for loading the RSTS/E Monitor 

and BASIC-PLUS language code into memory for normal time sharing. 

This chapter contains detailed information on all the initializa

tion options and is essential to the proper and efficient use of 

system features. The system manager should fully understand the 

material presented here before any attempt is made to operate the 

RSTS/E system. 

3.1 OVERVIEW OF INITIALIZATION OPTIONS 

Whenever the RSTS/E system disk is bootstrapped, the initializa

tion code is loaded into memory. The bootstrap operation is performed 

by a hardware ROM bootstrap or by software. In the system generation 

example of Sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.3, the SYSLOD program performed the 

bootstrap operation after the new system was loaded onto the RSTS/E 

system disk. In normal operations, the hardware bootstrap is used. 

When the INIT code is loaded, it prints a header line with the in

stallation name followed by the OPTION query. The system manager must 

then select one of the valid initialization options listed in Table 

3-1. 
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Long Form of 
Operator Response 

PATCH 

DSKINT 

REFRESH 

SETKEY 

DEFAULT 

START 

UNISYS 

BOOT 

LOAD 

ASR33 
VT~5B 
LA3~S 

(FILL OPTIONS) 

Initialization Options 

Table 3-1 

Initialization (Start Up) Options 

Short Form of 
Operator Response 

PA 

DS 

RE 

SE 

DE 

ST or LINE FEED key 

UN 

BO 

LO 

AS 
VT 
LA 

3-2 

Meaning 

Alter the RSTS/E 
System Code to cor
rect problems. 

Initialize and 
optionally format a 
disk. 

Create or rebuild 
the system files in 
account [~,l] on 
the system disk. 

Set keyboard defaults 
for disabling lines 
and for enabling DHll 
lines as local or with 
modem control. 

Establish or change 
start up conditions. 

Start time sharing 
operations. 

Diagnostic aid used 
in conjunction with 
the START option to 
bypass the enabling 
of all terminal inter
faces except the con
sole interface. 

Bootstrap a device. 

Load a stand-alone 
program from the 
RSTS/E CIL. 

Set the fill factor 
of the console termi
nal to that of the 
device specified. 
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The initialization options can run from a system disk mounted on 

any disk unit. The new V~6A-~2 system disk must be bootstrapped once 

from unit ~ to install a RSTS/E bootstrap routine that passes the cor

rect unit information to the initialization routines. Thereafter, the 

system disk may be bqotstrapped from any drive. Because the BASIC-PLUS 

program INlr.BAC depends on unit numbers to mount non-system disks, 

control files have to be modified to run RSTS/E from a non-zero unit. 

After a system generation is performed and the Core Image Library 

(CIL) is loaded onto the RSTS/E system disk, the system manager must 

execute the PATCH, DSKINT,l REFRESH,l DEFAULT, and START options to 

prepare for time sharing. 

The PATCH option provides a mechanism by which the RSTS/E system 

code can be easily altered as problems are discovered and corrected. 

Patches are published in the RSTS/E Installation Notes and in monthly 

software publications. 

The DSKINT option creates the minimal RSTS/E file structure on all 

RSTS/E system disks. In addition, DSKINT formats a disk and performs 

pattern checks to detect bad disk blocks. 

REFRESH creates the system files for normal RSTS/E system operation. 

REFRESH also provides the capability for altering system files as 

installation requirements change. 

The SETKEY option establishes defaults for disabling keyboard lines 

and enabling DHll lines as either local or with modem control. The 

option supplements the SYSGEN program question concerning the number 

of DHll lines to enable. SETKEY is necessary for enabling modem 

control on DHll lines. 

The DEFAULT option establishes start up parameters such as the maxi

mum number of jobs which can be run and the maximum size for each 

job. DEFAULT allows the system manager to determine the most efficient 

use of memory on his system. Suboptions of DEFAULT permit locating 

the BASIC-PLUS language code in high-speed semiconductor memory and 

making certain failing sections of memory unavailable. 

lDSKINT is not used if a new RSTS/E CIL replaces an old system on a 
system disk where the file structure is to be preserved (see Section 
2.9). Furthermore, since system and user file structures are not 
disturbed by the replacement, REFRESH is not required. 
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START brings the RSTS/E up to a full running state. It also per

mits temporary changes to the default start-up conditions mentioned 

above. START is responsible for loading the monitor tables, enabling 

terminal interfaces, loading the RSTS/E Monitor and BASIC-PLUS into 

memory, and starting time sharing. 

UNISYS is a diagnostic aid used in conjunction with the START option. 

Problems are often encountered with new systems due to errors in the 

hardware or software terminal interface configuration. The UNISYS 

option helps to isolate the problem to the terminal interface con

figuration by allowing the system to be brought up for time sharing 

without enabling any terminal interface except for the console device. 

The BOOT option emulates the operation of the hardware bootstrap 

loaders. BOOT bootstraps a program or system from disk or tape 

devices. 

LOAD permits loading and executing stand-alone programs from the 

RSTS/E Core Image Library (CIL) created during system generation. 

SYSGEN provides a way to include the stand-alone program ROLLIN (a 

tape and disk copy utility) in the CIL. 

Finally, the fill options VT~5, ASR33 and LA3~S condition the key

board driver in the IN IT code to insert the proper number of fill 

characters when printing messages on the console terminal. These 

options are used only when the actual console device is some-

thing other than the console terminal specified at system generation 

time. 

If only the RETURN key is typed in response to the OPTION query, 

the following message is printed. 

OPTION: 
PLEASE ENTER ONE OF THE VALID RSTS SYSTEM INITIALIZATION 
OPTIONS OR TYPE 'HELP' FOR A HELP MESSAGE: 

If the user types other than a valid ·response or types HELP, the 

system prints the following information and reprints the OPTION query. 
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OPTION: HELP 
THE VALID RSTS V05 INITIALIZATION OPTIONS ARE: 

BOOT BOOTSTRAP A DEVICE 
LOAD LOAD AND EXECUTE A PROGRAM FROM THIS CIl 
DEFAULT ESTABLISH OR CHANGE STARTUP DEFAULTS 
START START TIMESHARING 
SET KEY SET KEYBOARD DEFAULTS 
DSKINT INITIALIZE DISK TO RSTS FILE STRUCTURE 
REFRESH REFRESH YOUR SYSTEM DISK 

ONLY THE FIRST TWO CHARACTERS NEED BE TYPED. 

OPTION: 

When a valid option name is entered, the system proceeds according 

to the option specified. Typing the CONTROL key and C key combina

tion (CTRL/C) when any of the initialization options is asking for a 

response immediately interrupts execution of the option and ret~ns 

the user to the OPTION query_ 

The following sections explain each of the initialization options 

in detail. 
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3.2 PATCH OPTION - PATCHING THE RSTS/E SYSTEM 

The RSTS/E Initialization code PATCH option provides a convenient 

means for altering the RSTS/E system code as errors are found and cor

rections are published. When a RSTS/E system generation is performed, 

all patches are installed immediately after the Core Image File (CIL) 

is loaded onto the system disk. This is necessary since patches may 

affect the initialization code used to build required file structures, 

create the system files, and set up tables used during normal time

sharing. Patches are published in the RSTS/E Installation Notes if 

problems are uncovered after a "code freeze," but before a new release 

is available from Digital's Software Distribution Center. Thereafter, 

patches are published in the monthly Digital Software News or Software 

Dispatch. 

The PATCH option makes permanent changes to the RSTS/E CIL on 

the system disk. The CIL is made up of several modules including 

INIT (the initialization code) RSTS (the resident monitor and device 

drivers), OVR (Overlay Code), ERR (error messages), and BASIC (the 

BASIC-PLUS compiler and Run Time System). Any of these modules may 

be altered using the PATCH option. 

Patches take many different forms. Some are in-place patches to 

one or more words in one or more modules. Others require patch 

space in the affected modules. Patch space is always included in the 

Monitor, BASIC-PLUS, and the Initialization code. The overlay code 

can be patched using free space in overlay segments or monitor patch 

space. In some cases, patches affect fixed addresses and are straight

forward; however in most cases it is necessary to refer to the system 

load maps to find the addresses of affected sections. Published 

patches describe the prpcedures required to make the alteration cor

rectly. 

The PATCH option is called by typing PATCH or simply PA in 

response to the initialization code OPTION query. PATCH replies by 

asking for a MODULE NAME (one of the five listed above), a BASE 

ADDRESS, and an OFFSET ADDRESS. The module name determines the CIL 

module to be changed. The response "BASIC" indicates that the patch 
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applies to the BASIC-PLUS compiler or Run Time System. The base ad

dress further determines the actual locations to be patched. For 

example, the base address for the Print Using section of BASIC-PLUS 

is found in the BASIC load map and might be entered as the response 

to the BASE ADDRESS query. Finally, the offset address is the first 

location to.be changed relative to the specified base. For example, 

a PRINT-USING patch may begin at an offset of 100 octal bytes from 

the beginning of Print Using. After these items are entered, PATCH 

prints the old contents of the specified location and opens the word 

for change. PATCH opens and changes successive locations depending 

on the user responses. 

Details for the use of the patch option are included in the two 

examples presented below. The first demonstrates some of the com

plexities of patching. The second, a simple INIT patch, emphasizes 

the need for using the BOOT option (Section 3.9) after any patch is 

made to the Initialization code. 

3.2.1 Patching the RSTS/E Monitor - EXAMPLE 

The following example describes the use of the PATCH option to 

alter the RSTS/E monitor. (Note: Whe~ the patch is made, the monitor 

resides on disk and not in memory.) The Initialization Code is in 

memory and the PATCH option allows changes to the monitor disk image 

before it is loaded into memory for normal timesharing. 

OPTION: PATCH 
MODULE NAME ? RSTS 
BASE ADDRESS ? [NAME] 
OFFSET ADDRESS ? 120 
MODULE BASE OFFSET 
RSTS [NAME] 000120 
RSTS [NAME] 000122 
RSTS [NAME] 000124 
RSTS [NAME] 000126 
RSTS [NAME] 000130 
RSTS [NAME] 000132 
RSTS [NAME] 000134 

OPTION: PATCH 
MODULE NAME ? RSTS 
BASE ADDRESS ? [PATCH] 
OFFSET ADDRESS ? 20 
MODULE BASE OFFSET 
RSTS [PATCH] 000020 
RSTS [PATCH] 000022 
RSTS [PATCH] 000024 
RSTS [PATCH] 000026 

OPTION: 

EXAMPLE ONLY: 
NOT A REAL PATCH 

OLD 
104760 
103364 
005062 
012762 
004737 
104726 
010423 

NEW? 
? 004737 
? [PATCH]+20 
? 102637 
? [JBSTAT]-2 
? <LF> 
? 104730 
? tc 

OLD 
000000 ? 
000000 ? 
000000 ? 
000000 ? 

NEW? 
010203 
011104 
000207 
tc 
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All numbers printed by the PATCH option and all numeric responses 

are octal. In the example, the notation [NAME] indicates an address 

that must be found in a load map or a quantity that must be computed. 

PATCH does not perform any arithmetic; hence, expression of the form 

[NAME] + 20 must be manually calculated using 2's complement arith

metic. (If unfam~liar with the octal representation of binary numbers 

or with 2's complement arithmetic, consult a Software Support Repre

sentative.) As PATCH opens successive locations, it prints the cur

rent or old location contents and waits for new data to be entered as 

an octal word. A carriage return (CR) is used to enter the new data. 

PATCH then sequences to the next location. A line feed <LF> with no 

new data causes PATCH to sequence to the next location without alter

ing the current location. PATCH continues to open successive loca

tions until the CONTROLIC combination is typed. CTRLIC returns to 

the initialization code OPTION query. 

Note that changes are made immediately upon typing the carriage 

return key. If an error is made it becomes necessary to ree~ter the 

PATCH option to correct the mistake. Printing the old contents of a 

location provides a check for proper placement of a patch. If the old 

contents of any location shown in a published patch are not identical 

to those printed by the PATCH option, all locations should be restored 

to their old contents. This may indicate an error in the use of 

load maps or an error in the published patch itself. Finally, a 

complete patch may be double checked by reentering the PATCH option 

and using the line feed key to examine successive locations. 

3.2.2 Patching the Initialization Code - EXAMPLE 

Patching the Initialization Code is usually simpler since IN IT 

is the same for all systems. There is usually no need to refer to a 

load map unless the value of a global parameter is needed for the 

patch. Patches are made to the CIL on disk and not in core. This is 

an important distinction when patching INIT since the in-core copy 

(which is running) is not changed by the PATCH option. It is neces-

s~ry to use the BOOT option (described fully in Section 3.8) to load 

the altered INIT code into memory. The example below illustrates the 

procedure for making an INIT patch. 
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OPTION: PATCH 
MODULE NAME ? INIT 
BASE ADDRESS? 67472 
OFFSET ADDRESS? 4724 
MODULE BASE OFFSET 
INIT 067472 004724 
INIT 067472 004726 
INIT 067472 004730 
INIT 067472 004732 

OPTION: BOOT 

BOOT DEVICE ? <LF> 

OLD 
100200 
XXXXXX 
005766 
001000 

RSTS V~6A-~2 TEST SYSTEM 

OPTION: 

NEW? 

EXAMPLE ONLY -
NOT A REAL PATCH 

? 104200 SINGLE WORD PATCH. 
? <LF> OLD CONTENTS VARIABLE. 
? <LF> PRINTED FOR VERIFICATION 
? tc CONTROL/C EXIT. 

BOOT REQUIRED TO LOAD ALTERED 
INIT CODE INTO MEMORY 

LINE FEED BOOTS THE SYSTEM DISK 

3.3 DSKINT OPTION - DISK INITIALIZATION 

ONLY. 

The DSKINT option initializes all disks (system, public, and 

private) to be used on the RSTS/E system. DSKINT writes the minimal 

RSTS/E file structure on the disk. Hence, all disks, except auxiliary 

swapping disks, must be initialized prior to use. DSKINT destroys 

any existing file structure on a disk and should not be used on any 

RSTS/E disk if the file structure is to be preseived. 

The minimal file structure written on all disks consists of the 

following elements: 

(1) The MFD account [l,lJ for the disk, 

(2) The UFO for the system account [O,lJ on the disk, 

(3) Two files for the system account [O,lJ of the disk: 
BADB.SYS and SATT.SYS, and 

(4) A public or private disk designation for the device. 

The initialization of a system disk differs slightly from the 

initialization of non-system disks. When the RSTS/E system disk is 

initialized, the Core Image Library (CIL) is preserved through the 

DSKINT process. Several additional elements are also included 
'~~,p-,...' ••• _~ ....... ~, ................ ",.:,..>._ ...... " .• "7.,¢f'!-~ 

the minimal file structure. These include: 

(1) The system file RSTS.CIL under the system files account 
[O,lJ which maps the Core Image Library (CIL). 

(2) The entry in the MFD for the system library account 
[1,2] 
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The REFRESH option described in Section 3.4 creates the other 

required system files on the system disk. The BUILD process des

cribed in Chapter 4 installs all the system programs under the 

library account [1,2] on the system disk. Finally the REACT system 

program enters user accounts into the MFD on all disks. 

In addition to initializing the disk with a minimal file struc

ture, the DSKINT routines allow the user to format the disk and to 

specify the number of patterns used to check for bad block~?e 

system manager must format any non-system disk before it is used on 

the RSTS/E system. Formatting the disk causes all the necessary timing 
'" I!'IR~ 

and sense marks to be written on the disk and erases any extraneous -

i~formation from the disk. (Forma~ing appiies only to RK a~d RP type 

rernovahie'-'-di~'k;:')'''' The system disk which contains the RSTS/E CIL 

should not be formatted after the CIL is loaded by SYSLOD or CILUS 

since the formatting operation would destroy the CIL. 

The DSKINT option allows the system manager to choose from one 

to eight possible patterns to check for bad blocks on a disk. A bad 

block is a portion of the disk to which information is written but 

from which that same information cannot be read. It is recommended 

that the system manager specify a minimum of two patterns; he must 

specify at least one pattern. 

The specification of a larger number of patterns increases the 

probability that all bad blocks are detected during the initialization 

of the disk and decreases the possibility of loss of valuable system 

information which is later written on the disk. The possibility of 

loss is less since clusters containing detected bad blocks are allo

cated to a file called BADB.SYS stored under account [0,1] on the 

disk. These clusters are never allocated for any other purpose. 

The minimal file structure written by the DSKINT routines enables 

the disk to be used under either the public or the private structure 

of disks in the RSTS/E system. The system manager must, however, 

designate to the DSKINT routines whether the disk is to be public or 

private. Public and private disks are discussed in Section 9.1.2 of 

the BASIC-PLUS Language Manual. Structurally, the only difference be

tween a public and a private disk is that a bit (termed the private 

bit) is set in the MFD of a private disk. Operationally, however, an 

important distinction is made by the RSTS/E system between a private 

and a public disk. 
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During time sharing operations all disks within the public struc

ture must be readied, write enabled, and logically mounted. The 

system treats the entire public structure as one general, default 

reference. A user's file could reside on anyone of the physical 

devices within the public structure and, therefore, all devices in the 

public structure must be available to ensure successful file access. 

In addition, if a user creates a file, the directories of each 

public disk are searched to ensure that a file of the same name does 

not already exist. The system manager makes a public disk available 

by implementing the guidelines in Section 3.1 of the RSTS/E System 

Manager's Guide for mounting disks automatically at start up time. 

Disks within the private structure, however, need not always be 

present during time sharing operations. Access to files on a private 

disk requi~es that the user refer specifically to a distinct physical 

device. To create or access a file on a private disk, only the 

directory of that device need be searched. As a result, private 

packs can be interchanged during time sharing operations if the proper 

disk management procedures are followed. (Refer to Section 7.1.2 of 

the RSTS/E System Manager's Guide for the discussion of disk manage

ment procedures.) 

The system manager must decide how much of his disk resources 

to commit to the public structure or to the private structure. Disks 

are designated public or private only when they are initialized. To 

change the designation, any useful contents of the disk must be pre

served elsewhere and the disk must be reinitialized. If the disk is 

initialized as a private disk, the system manager must enter user 

account information in the MFD of the disk with the REACT system pro

gram, so that files can be created on the disk. (REACT is described 

in Section 4.1 of the RSTS/E System Manager's Guide. 

3.3.1 Using DSKINT 

When the RSTS/E initialization routines are executed, they print 

the system installation name followed by the OPTION query. The 

system manager types DSKINT or simply DS to request the disk initiali

zation option and then types the current date and time in response to 

two successive queries. The following sample dialog illustrates the 

procedure. 
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OPTION: DSKINT 
DD-MMM-YY? 25/JAN/75 
ILLEGAL DATE ENTERED; PLEASE TRY AGAIN 
DD-MMM-YY? 25-JAN-75 
HH:MM? 12:15 

DISK? 

Subsequent DSKINT queries request the user to enter the disk type 

and unit, pack identification and pack cluster size, and the passwords 

and cluster sizes for the MFD and library accounts. The DSKINT quer

ies are presented for reference in Table 3-2. 

If the routines determine that a response is incorrect or un

acceptable, the query is reprinted. The queries are printed in a 

short form to save time. If the system manager types the RETURN key 

in response to any of the queries, DSKINT prints a longer, explanatory 

form of the query or, in some cases, the acceptable responses. 

During the formatting of removable disks, messages are printed 

to indicate the start and the end of the format pass. The time be

tween the messages depends on the size and type of disk. 

If bad blocks are uncovered during a pattern test, a table is 

printed indicating the sector and cluster number (in decimal) in 

which a bad block exists and the contents of the disk hardware 

register (in octal) at th~ time of the error. If an excessive number 

of errors are encountered, a fatal error message is printed. In such 

a case, it is advised that another disk be used. 

The completion of disk initialization is signalled by printing 

the OPTION query. The system manager then builds the system files on 

the initialized system disk using REFRESH as described in Section 3.4. 

The examples contained in the two following sections illustrate the 

use of DSKINT for system and non-system disks. 



Query 

DD-MMM-YY? 

HH:MM? 

DISK? 

UNIT? 

PLATTERS? 

PACK ID? 

PACK CLUSTER SIZE? 

MFD PASSWORD? 

MFD CLUSTER SIZE? 

Initialization Options 

Table 3-2 

DSKINT Queries 

Description of Response 

Type the current date in the exact format 
shown. For example, 3-FEB-75. 

Type the current, 24-hour time, which is used 
to start the Monitor clock, in the exact 
format shown. For example, 13:52. 

Type two characters which indicate the type 
of the disk being initialized. Acceptable 
entries are RF, RS, RK, RP (RP~3), or RB 
(RP~4) . 

For RS, RK, RP and RB type disks. Type 
the physical unit number on which the disk, 
DECpack, or disk pack resides. Acceptable 
entries are ~ through 7, inclusive. 

For RF type disks. Type the number of RSll 
disks (platters) connected to the RFll 
controller. Acceptable entries are 1 through 
8, inclusive. 

Type up to six alphanumeric characters which 
are used when logically mounting or dis
mounting the device. (See the description 
of the MOUNT and DISMOUNT commands in 
Section 6.3.2.1.) 

Type the decimal number of 256-word blocks 
which each cluster allocated on the disk 
will contain. Clusters are described in 
Section 5.4.3. Acceptable pack cluster 
sizes are 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16 for RF, RS, and 
RK disks. For RP~3 disks, acceptable values 
are 2, 4, 8, or 16. For RP~4 disks, 
acceptable values are 4, 8, or 16. 

Type up to six alphanumeric characters which 
become the password of account [1,1] on the 
device. 

Type the decimal number of 256-word blocks 
which a cluster allocated to the MFD will 
contain. Must be equal to or greater than 
the pack cluster size. -The number of user 
accounts which can be created is approximately 
108* MFD cluster size. 
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PUB, PRI, OR SYS? 

LIBRARY PASSWORD? 

LIBRARY UFD CLUSTER 
SIZE? 

FORMAT? 

PATTERNS? 

PROCEED (Y OR N)? 

Initialization Options 

Table 3-2 (Cant.) 

DSKINT Queries 

Description of Response 

Type PUB to designate the disk as public 
or type PRI to designate the disk as 
private. Type SYS to initialize a system 
disk. 

CAUTION: Initializing a system disk as 
PUB or PRI destroys the elL. 

Query is printed only when DSKINTing a 
system disk. Enter up to 6 alphanumeric 
characters which become the password of 
the library account [1,2]. 

Printed only when DSKINTing a system disk. 

Type the decimal number of 256-word blocks 
allocated for each of the seven possible 
UFD clusters for the library account [1,2]. 
The number of files which can be stored under 
any account is approximately 72 * UFD 
cluster size. Library UFD cluster size must 
be greater or equal to pack cluster size. 

For public and private disks only. Type Y to 
write hardware timing and sensing data on the 
disk or type N to omit same. If Y is typed, 
messages are printed indicating the start and 
end of the format pass. All new disk car
tridges and packs must be formatted. System 
disks should never be formatted after the CIL 
has been loaded. 

Type a decimal number between 1 and 8 to 
choose the number of patterns used to 
check for bad blocks. Type the RETURN key 
only to print the time required to execute 
each pattern according to device type. 

Type Y to proceed with the execution of the 
initialization. Type N to abort 
initialization and return to the OPTION 
query. This query is printed to allow the 
system manager to double check the responses 
to the queries. 
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3.3.2 Initializing the System Disk 

After the stand-alone program SYSLOD writes the CIL onto the 

RSTS/E system disk and bootstraps the initialization code into memory, 

the DSKINT option is used to initialize the newly formatted and 

otherwise blank system disk. Initialization of a newly created system 

disk is a unique process and is described solely in this section. 

CAUTION 

DSKINT destroys any existing file structure 
on a disk and must not be used on any RSTS/E 
disk if the file structure is to be preserved. 
If SYSLOD or CILUS is used to write a new 
RSTS/E CIL onto an old system disk and the 
existing file structure is to be preserved, 
the DSKINT option is not used. 

When the SYSLOD or CILUS run terminates, a new system disk 

contains only a contiguous CIL which is loaded beginning at sector 

49 (for RF or RK type disks) or sector 5~ for RP~2 and RP~3 disks and 

sector 52 for RP~4 type disks. The CIL extends for as many blocks 

as needed to contain the RSTS/E code. Sector ~ of the system disk 

contains a bootstrap record and sectors I through 48 or 49 are 

reserved for directories and other system files. The pure code of tue 

CIL must be incorporated into a structure which enables the RSTS/E 

system to access and manipulate its contents. The DSKINT initializa

tion option creates the minimal RSTS/E file stru~ture including a 

file which maps the CIL on the system disk (RSTS.CIL). 

Under normal circumstances, initialization destroys all data on 
. .. .. ---...-.... '-"- ..... .., .. ·"""'·.",., .... '·--·"".,.~~'~~""'~-·"""_..:.i&.._ ............ l<.~'-."""""_"~"...L ..... ·"-, __ ... ."..,-..,~-. ... '" .,""'._ .... _." 

a disk. However, the CIL is preserved if it was bo~apped into 

memory. The system disk may be bootstrapped from SYSLOD or CILUS 

(/Bd switch) or by using the hardware bootstrap. The bootstrapping 

operation provides pointers to the initialization code which are used 

to determine the size and location of the CIL. With this information 

the CIL (but not user files) is preserved through the DSKINT process. 

The following is a sample dialog, each line of which is denoted 

by a letter and explained in the subsequent text. 
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OPTION: DSKINT 

DISK? RP 

UNIT? 0 

Initialization Options 

PACK ID ? SYSPAK ~ 

PACK CLUSTER SIZE? 2 
MFD PASSWORD? SYSMFD ~ 
MFD CLUSTER SIZE ?_~" ___ o..U:i.-Ul~)~Sl1~1S pt<-~k,., 
PUB, PRI, OR SYS ?~ 
LIBRARY PASSW~w~ SYSLIB 
LIBRARY UFI(CLUSTER SIZE? 4 
PATTEnNS

q 

? 2 ~ ~J.f & .. L,<~t 

(line a) 

(line b) 

(line c) 

(line d) 

(line e) 

(line f) 

(line g) 

(line h) 

(line i) 

(line j) 

(line k) ".f/ PROCEED Y OF. N ? Y 
PATTERN # 2 !;/~.:,r 

PATTERN # 1 

OPTION: 

At line a, the system manager types a two-letter designator of 

the disk that was bootstrapped; valid designators are RF, RK, RP, or 

RB. The query at line b for an RK, RP, or RB system disk requires 

the unit number of the device on which the system disk is mounted. 

For an RF system disk, the query UNIT is replaced by the query PLATTERS, 

to which the system manager responds by typing the number of RSll 

disks (platters) connected to the RFll controller. 

The system manager types from one to six alphanumeric characters 

in response to the query at line c. The characters typed are called 

the pack identification or pack label and are used internally by 

RSTS/E as the password of system account [~,l]. 

The system manager must specify, at line d, the pack cluster 

size for the system device. Pack cluster sizes for an RFll disk or 

an RK~5 or RK~3 cartridge can be 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16, or, for an RP~2 or 

RP~3 disk pack, 2, 4, 8, or 16. For an RP~4 disk, pack cluster sizes 

are 4, 8, or 16. In general, larger pack cluster sizes permit 

faster access to data stored on the "dIsk at: 'El're-·~'exp'elfse of possible 

wasted di"sksp(ice·'~·'·--vEfrnaller'~'p~;kCfuster sizes p;;mli more efficient 
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allocation of disk storage space at the expense of more frequent 

access to retrieval information (pointers to file data) stored in 

user file directories. The latter situation is improved by clustering 

individual files and user file directories (UFDs) at some cluster 

size greater than the pack cluster \,size. Therefore, the IJ1inimal 

cluster size is recommended for almost all installations. 

The system manager types from one to six alphanumeric characters 

in response to the query printed at line e. The characters are used 

as the password of the MFD account [1,1] on the system device. 

The MFD password should be kept secret, since irresponsible access to 

the Master File Directory or for that matter, to any privileged ac

count, can destroy system software. 

At line f, the DSKINT routines request the cluster size of the 

MFD account [1,1]. With the restriction that no cluster size be less 

than the pack cluster size, the MFD cluster size can be 1, 2, 4, 8, 

or 16. The DSKINT routines prevent the use of any unacceptable values. 

The cluster size of the MFD on the system disk determines the maximum 

number of user accounts that the system manager can create. It is 

recommended that the MFD cluster size be the same as the pack cluster 

size unless the system requires a larger number of user accounts than 

that value allows. The maximum number of user accounts allowed is 

approximated by multiplying the MFD cluster size by 108. 

The system manager must type SYS in response to the query shown 

at line g to specify initialization of a system disk. The queries 

at lines hand i concern the password and UFD cluster size of the 

system library account [1,2]. The password can be up to six alpha

numeric characters. 

It is recommended that the system manager set the UFD cluster 

size of the account [1,2] to a minimum value of 4. A larger cluster 

size may be set if the system manager intends to increase the system 

library files above those supplied by DIGITAL and those required to 

build the system library. (The total number of files created under 

account [1,2] as a result of following the procedures described in 

Chapter 4 is approximately 6~.) The maximum number of files allowed 

by any account is approximated by multiplying the UFD cluster size 

by 72 .. 

The query at line j requests the number of patterns (between 

1 and 8) to be used when the disk is tested for bad blocks. 
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The query at line k is printed as a safety measure to allow the 

system manager to make final checks and to ensure that he desires 

to proceed. If N is typed, the DSKINT routines are not executed. 

The initialization routines return to the OPTION query. If Y is 

typed, DSKINT checks for bad blocks as shown in the example. 

3.3.3 Initializing a Non-System Disk 

DSKINT is used to initialize, format, and pattern check non

system disks on the RSTS/E system. System disk initialization is 

described in Section 3.3.2. The examples below apply only to non

system disks. 

disk: 

The following example initializes an RK cartridge as a private 

DF'TIDU: [)SKI~H 

DD-MMM-YY? 22-JUL-74 
HH: tH1? 11: 3:£1 

[:.I5K ? r.~K 

UUIT ? 1 
PACK ID ? MYPAC~ 
f' A c: K C L U S T E~: S I Z E ? i 
MFD PASS~DRD ? MYMFD 
MFD CLUSTER SIZE? 1 
F' UB, F' r.~ I I S 'r' S ? P r.~ I 
F[lRt1AT? 'r'ES 
f'ATTER~lS ? 4 
PROCEED (Y DR N) ? Y 

STARTIUG RK FORMAT PASS 
END RK FORMAT PASS 

f'ATTER~~ tt 4 
PArTEr~~~ tt 3: 
f'ArTER~J tt .... 

c: 

f'ArTER~J tt 1 

OF'TIO~l: 

3.3.4 Using DSKINT to Pattern Check a Swapping Disk 

The DSKINT option may be used to perform a basic reliability 

test on RFll, RS03, and RS04 disks configured as swapping disks on 

the RSTS/E system. Swapping disks do not require the minimal file 

structure created by DSKINT. Using DSKINT for this purpose writes 

the minimal file structure on the swapping device but is useless for, 

and is overwritten, under normal time sharing operations. 
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During initial hardware installation or if a hardware malfunc

tion is suspected, DSKINT can supplement the tests performed by 

standard diagnostic methods. DSKINT does not duplicate all the tests 

performed by diagnostic programs and should be used only in addition 

to standard hardware maintenance procedures. 

The example below depicts pattern tests on RS03 drive unit 2. 

Note that DSKINT does not ask whether the drive is an RS03 or RS04. 

The initialization code reads the drive type registers for RS03 and 

RS04 units to determine the type and size of the device (RS03 = 1024 

256-Word segments, RS04 = 2048 256-Word segments). 

[lPTI(I~J: ()sr.:I~n 

DD-HHH-YY? 22-JUL-74 
~: H : ~Hl? 1 2 : £1[1 

r){ :; K ? p:~ S 
lI~HT r, 2 
f' A C K J [) ? T EST 
F' R c: K (: L LI S T E F.: S I Z E ? 1 
MF) PRSSWORD ? TEST 
MFD CLUSTER SIZE ~ 1 
f' UB, P F.~ I I (I f.~ S ~' :; ? P U E: 
f' ArT E f.~ ~J S '} E: 
PROCEED (Y (lR N\ ? Y 

f' AT T EFnJ tt E: 
F' R r T E F.~ ,.J tt ? 
f'RrTEf.~~J tt f. 
f'ArrEF.~N tt t:' 

... 1 

f'ArTEf.~~J It 4 
f'ArTEf.:~J tt 3: 
F' ArT E f.~ U tt 2 
F' ArT E f.~ ~J tt 1 

OPTIDU: 

If bad blocks are detected on a swapping device (denoted by a 

table of bad blocks being printed), the swapping disk should normally 

not be used. Call DEC field service to locate the hardware problem. 

As a temporary measure, the swap files can be moved to the system 

disk or several swap files can be used to avoid the malfunctioning 

portion of the swapping device. Swap files are discussed in 

Section 3.4.2.4. 
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3.4 REFRESH OPTION - CREATING THE SYSTEM FILES 

Normal RSTS/E system operation requires certain system files 

under the system files account [0,1]. The DSKINT option creates the 

system files account and two system files (BADB.SYS and SATT.SYS) 

required on all disks. When DSKINT is used to initialize a system 

disk, a third system file (RSTS.CIL) is also created to map the 

RSTS/E Core Image Library. The remaining system files are created 

by the REFRESH option of the Initialization code. 

Table 3-3 lists the system files with a brief description of 

each. An overview of the REFRESH option is included below to empha

size the importance of using the option to full advantage when the 

system disk is first built. Detailed discussions of each system file 

is then presented to provide background information for proper use of 

the option. Finally, the details of using REFRESH are presented with 

several examples. 
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Table 3-3 

Contents of System Account [O,lJ 

File Name Location 

BADB.SYS Each disk device 
in system except 
swapping disks. 

RSTS.CIL System disk only 

Status 

Required 

Required 

SATT.SYS Each disk device Required 

SWAP~.SYS 

SWAPI.SYS 
SWAP2.SYS 
SWAP 3 . SYS 

OVR.SYS 

ERR.SYS 

BUFF.SYS 

in system except 
swapping disks 

System or swapping Required 
disk only 

System or swapping Optional 
disk only 

System or swapping 
disk only 

System or swapping 
disk only 

System or swapping 
disk only 

Optional 

Optional 

Required 
for DEC tape 

CRASH.SYS System disk only Optional 
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Description 

Created by the initial
ization option DSKINT; 
all clusters containing 
bad disk blocks detected 
during disk initializa
tion are allocated to 
this file to prevent 
possible loss of data. 

RSTS/E Core Image 
Library containing resi
dent and non-resident 
(overlay) code, BASIC
PLUS language code, error 
messages, initializa
tion code, and stand
alone programs such as 
ROLLIN. 

Storage allocation 
table. This file is a 
bit map used to control 
allocation of disk space. 

Files used to store user 
job images not in core. 

Auxiliary swap files 
used to store additional 
user job images not in 
core. 

Copy of non-resident 
(overlay) code from CIL 
(RSTS.CIL) . 

Copy of error messages 
from CIL (RSTS.CIL) 
which can be accessed 
and modified by system 
manager. 

File to retain DECtape 
directories during pro
cessing. 

File used to store exact 
image of valuable con
tents of core following 
a system crash. 
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3.4.1 REFRESH Option Overview 

The REFRESH option allows the system manager to create, modify, 

reposition, and, in some cases, delete system files stored under the 

system files account [~,l]. The system files reside ori the system 

disk or on auxiliary swapping disks. (In either case, these files 

are catalogued by the directory for account [~, 1] on the system disk.) 

The REFRESH routines assume that the system disk contains at least 

the minimum RSTS/E file structure as written during the initialization 

of the system disk using the DSKINT option. The REFRESH operation 

verifies that the entire disk structure is intact, but only the files 

stored under account [~,l] are manipulated. Thus, it is possible 

to refresh a system disk which contains many files and accounts with

out destroying the existing files. 

The REFRESH option must be used to initially create the required 

system files. This is done immediately after the system disk is 

initialized with DSKINT and all patches have been installed. Proper 

use of REFRESH when the system disk is created ensures that changes 

can be made to the system files at a later date. 

Before REFRESH is used, the system manager must understand the 

principles in the construction of the system disk. The logical 

structure of the system disk is such that a linear string of unallo

cated space exists on the disk prior to loading the elL. When the 

RSTS/E elL is written on the system disk, it occupies the lower physical 

portion of the disk. Initializing the system disk writes a minimum 

RSTS/E file structure on the disk and assimilates the pure code of 

the eIL into the minimum file structure. 

If the hardware includes ·0Re or more swapping disks, these 

devices are considered logical extensions of the system disk. Figure 

3-1 shows how disk sectors are numbered for several possible system 

and swapping disk configurations. Swapping disks do not require a 

file structure or directory information to be on the disk. All such 

information is included in the directories on the system disk. To 

allocate space for system files on the swapping devices, the initiali

zation code temporarily extends the system disk storage allocation 

table (SATT.SYS) to include the space on the configured swapping 

devices. Only the REFRESH option manipulates swapp~ng disk space. 

When REFRESH completes manipulation of the system files, the allo

cation table is updated on the system disk. Once written back 
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9 

~ 9 

f. RK~5 SYSTEM DISK 
48~~ BLOCKS 

3 
9 
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~ 9 
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4~~~~ BLO~KS 

7 
9 
9 
9 

~ 9 

I RP~3 SYSTEM DISK 
8~~~~ BLOCKS 

7 
9 
9 
9 

~ 9 

l RP~3 SYSTEM DISK 
8~~~~ BLOCKS 

1 
6 
7 
1 
9 

~ 9 

I RP~4 SYSTEM DISK 
1672~~ BLOCKS 

1 
6 
7 
1 
9 

~ 9 

I RP~4 SYSTEM DISK 
1672~~ BLOCKS 
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4 6 
8 8 
~ 4 
~ 7 

RFll SWAPtING DISK 
1~24 BLOCKS :1~24 BLOCKS 

4 4 4 4 

~ 1 1 2 

~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ 2 2 4 

~ 3 4 7 

RS~3 RS~3 
1~24 BLOCKS 1~24 BLOCKS 

8 8 

~ 2 

~ ~ 
~ 4 
~ 7 

RFll SWAPPING DISK 
1~24 BLOCKS : 1~24 BLOCKS 

8 8 8 8 
~ 1 1 2 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ 2 2 4 
~ 3 4 7 

RS~3 RS~3 

1~24 BLOCKS 1~24 BLOCKS 

1 1 1 1 
6 6 6 7 
7 9 9 1 
2 2 2 2 
~ 4 4 9 

~ 7 8 5 

RS~4 RS~4 
2~48 BLOCKS 2~48 BLOCKS 

1 
6 
7 
2 
~ 
~ 

1 1 1 
6 6 7 
9 9 ~ 
2 2 2 
4 4 7 
7 8 1 

RS~4 RS~3 
2,0'48 BLOCKS 1~24 BLOCKS 

Figure 3-1 

Disk Sector Numbers 
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CONFIGURATION 

RK~5 SYSTEM DISK 
2 PLATTER RFll SWAPPING DISK 

RP.02 SYSTEM DISK 
2 RS~3 SWAPPING DISKS 

RP~3 SYSTEM DISK 
2 PLATTER RFll SWAPPING DISK 

8 8 
2 3 
~ ~ 
4 7 7 
8 1 

RS~3 RP~3 SYSTEM DISK 
1~24 BLOCKS 3 RS~3 SWAPPING DISKS 

RP~4 SYSTEM DISK 
2 RS~4 SWAPPING DISKS 

RP~4 SYSTEM DISK 
RS~4 AND RS~3 SWAPPING DISKS 
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out to the system disk, the allocation table does not map any space 

on the swapping disks regardless of whether the space is free or 

allocated. REFRESH allocates space on swapping devices based on cal

culated sizes of configured swapping disks. The physical devices are 

never accessed during REFRESH. Hence the swapping disks need not be 

physically present for normal REFRESH operation. 

The size of RCll and RFll swapping disks vary depending on the 

number of platters. Each RC platter is 64K words or 256 segments; 

Each RF platter is 256K words or 1024 segments. RFll and RCll disks 

are considered one unit regardless of the number of platters. Hard

ware permits data transfers to continue across these boundaries. The 

total space available is the sum of the platters sizes. RSTS/E sup

ports the hardware maximum or eight RF platters or four RC platters. 

RS03 and RS04 fixed-head disks are treated as separate units. 

The system files must fit on a unit and may not cross unit bound

aries. Each RS03 is 256K words or 1024 segments; each RS04 is 5l2K 

words or 2048 segments. If a system contains both RS03s and RS04s, 

all RS04s logically follow the system disk and all RS03s follow 

the RS04s. Physical unit numbers need not be known to use REFRESH. 

Physical-to-logical unit mapping is done at Start up time. These 

distinctions are important when trying to locate system files on 

particular RS units. RSTS/E supports only four RS disk units for 

swapping but additional units may be attached to the RHll controller 

for use by other operating systems. 

If the REFRESH operation proceeds without the system manager's 

requirements, only required system files are created on the system 

disk. These files are allocated the minimum required storage space 

in disk sectors immediately following the space occupied by the CIL. 

A typical representation appears as follows: 

Physical 
Sector 

Boot-
strap 

1 

MFO[l,l] 
UFO[O,l] 
UFO[1,2] 
SATT.SYS 

48 49 

RSTS/E CIL 

(RSTS.CIL) 

289 

BUFF.SYS 
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SWAP.0'.SYS i Unallo
cated 
Space 
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Such distribution of the required system files is seldom optimal. 

For example, the default size of SWAP~.SYS can handle only the con

figured number of jobs at the default size of 8K words. Most RSTS/E 

systems wifl run BASIC-PLUS programs larger than 8K. Furthermore, 

REFRESH locates all the system files on the system disk, any swapping 

disks are not used. 

At the time the system manager builds the system disk, he has 

available all the contiguous unallocated storage space. If he does 

not use this file space, he may be limited by the existing structures 

at a later time, since time sharing operations cause storage space 

on the system disk to be allocated randomly on an as-needed basis. 

The free contiguous space at the front portion of the system disk can 

be allocated to user and system program and data files, thus limiting 

and restricting later structural changes to the system files in 

account [O,lJ on the system disk. 

A few examples can show the significance of fully using 

REFRESH. The RSTS.CIL file is created at the minimum required size 

during the DSKINT process. (The minimum required size is actually 

rounded up to span an integral number of disk clusters, as deter

mined by the pack cluster size.) The contiguous storage space at the 

lower portion of the system disk immediately following the RSTS.CIL 

file is allocated to whatever other system files are created by 

REFRESH. During time sharing operations, subsequent contiguous 

storage space is allocated to user and system program and data files. 

Future expansion of storage space occupied by CIL becomes restricted. 

If the system manager wishes to augment the system at some 

future date with either new hardware or software features, the size 

of the CIL will necessarily increase by an undetermined amount. The 

probability of successfully incorporating a newly generated CIL into 

an existing file structure is greatly improved if the system manager 

increases the size spanned by the CIL when the system files are 

initially built on the system disk. The REFRESH option provides this 

capability. Thus, to allow for future changes, the system manager 

specifies from 20 to 40 extra blocks for the RSTS.CIL file. The 

extra contiguous space is then allocated to the CIL file at the lower 

portion of the disk, allowing for possible future, successful incor

poration of a new CIL without destroying system and user files on the 

system disk. 
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For certain system files, the position of those files on the disk 

influences the efficiency of the system operation. For systems having 

a moving head system disk without a swapping disk, the system manage~ 

can position certain system files in the center portion of the disk. 

This appreciably reduces the average amount of SEEK time since the 

moving heads are not operating back and forth from opposite ends of 

the disk. Again, allocation of oversize files when the disk is built 

ensures that future growth can be accommodated. An attempt to position 

the files on the disk later at an optimal location becomes increasingly 

difficult as more of the contiguous file space is allocated during 

time sharing operations. 

The system manager has the capability to structure the system 

files by responses to the many queries printed by REFRESH. The 

response to each file-related query determines how and where each 

system file is accessed and positioned. REFRESH queries are des

cribed in Section 3.4.3.3. The next section provides detailed infor

mation on each of the system files. 
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3.4.2 System Files 

The system manager must know the purpose of each system file 

(Table 3-3) to use REFRESH properly. This section contains more 

detailed information on each of the system files noting the opera

tions performed by REFRESH. 

3.4.2.1 BADB.SYS ~ Bad Block File 

The bad block file permanently allocates bad disk segments and 

makes them unavailable for use by system and user files. The bad 

block file is required on all disks (except swapping disks) used under 

RSTS/E. The file length can be zero if there are no known bad blocks. 

BADB.SYS is created during the pattern checks performed by the DSKINT 

option. A bad block is defined as a disk segment to which data can 

be written but the same data cannot be retrieved. Disks are usually 

not guaranteed to be error free. Hence, it is important to perform 

the pattern tests when the disk is initialized. If bad blocks are 

found, the clusters (equal to the pack cluster size) containing the 

bad blocks are allocated to the bad block file. REFRESH only prints 

a list of bad blocks: the capability for adding blocks to the bad 

block file has not yet been implemented. 
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3.4.2.2 RSTS.CIL - Core Image Library 

The RSTS.CIL file contains the initialization code, monitor code, 

BASIC-PLUS compiler and Run Time System, overlay code, error messages, 

and usually the stand-alone program ROLLIN. This file exists only on 

the system disk. The CIL is loaded during system generation by 

either the DOS/BATCH program CILUS or the stand-alone program SYSLOD. 

When the system disk is initialized using DSKINT the CIL is preserved 

and mapped into the RSTS.CIL file. 

The RSTS.CIL file cannot be moved by REFRESH and will always 

be located on the lower physical portion of the system disk. DSKINT 

creates the RSTS.CIL file at its minimum required size in the range 

of 250-350 disk segments of 256 words each. The size of the CIL de

pends on the monitor and BASIC-PLUS options included. As stated 

earlier, the size of the RSTS.CIL file can be increased by REFRESH to 

allow replacement of the CIL at a later time without disturbing the 

existing file structure on the system disk. The system manager per

forms new system generations as the installation requirements change. 

Hence, the CIL file should be made large enough to cover any foresee

able additions to the system. At the time of the initial system 

generation, increasing the size of RSTS.CIL by 20 to 40 segments over 

the required size allows for replacement by a substantially larger 

monitor. If the contiguous file space immediately following the 

RSTS.CIL file is allocated to user files under normal time sharing, 

then it may not be possible to increase the size of the CIL at a later 

time. 
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3.4.2.3 SATT.SYS - Storage Allocation Table 

The storage allocation table is a bit map used to keep track of 

disk space. Each bit in the map represents one disk cluster of_n 
t --2!iiIiiiao 

256-word segments where n is the pack cluster size. A one bit repre-
.' "" i:! fl. n .~ J W .."". 

sents an allocated (in use) cluster and a zero bit represents a free 

cluster. The SATT.SYS file is required on all disks (except swapping 

disks) and is created by DSKINT. The disk space mapped by the 

SATT.SYS file on each disk includes only the actual space on that 

disk. The size of the file varies depending on disk size and the pack 

cluster size. The maximum size is 10 segments for all disk devices 

currently supported under RSTS/E. 

REFRESH will permit repositioning of the SATT.SYS file on a 

moving head system disk. This capability is primarily used when no 

swapping disk exists and the swap files and other system files must 

also be located on the moving head device. Grouping all system files 

near the center of the disk tends to reduce average seek time for the 

moving heads. 
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3.4.2.4 SWAPn.SYS - SWAP Files 

During normal timesharing operations, user job images are fre

quently moved (swapped) to disk in order that other jobs can be 

loaded into memory and executed. The REFRESH option is used to create 

the required swap areas or swap files according to installation re

quirements. Under RSTS/E there are four possible swap files called 

SWAP~.SYS, SWAPl.SYS, SWAP2.SYS, and SWAP3.SYS. These system files 

may be located on the system disk, on auxiliary swapping disks, or 

on combinations of the system and swapping disks. Guidelines for 

creating an efficient swapping structure and the RSTS/E swap algorithm 

are described below. The material presented here should be fully 

understood before REFRESH is used to create the swap files. 

SWAP~.SYS is the only required swap file. However, other swap 

files may be needed depending on the hardware configuration and the 

installation requirements. The sizes of existing swap files 

limit the values of JOBMAX and SWPMAX which can be specified when 

using the DEFAULT and START initialization options. JOBMAX is the 

maximum number of jobs which can be run simultaneously. JOBMAX must 

always be less than, or equal to the maximum number of jobs configured 

during system generation. SWPMAX may be set to any number between 8 
1 

and 28 .'K) words. For the purpose of calculating the size of swap 

files, ~ provision is made for limiting certain jobs or even certain 

numbers of jobs to less than the system wide SWPMAX. Thus if any 

job is allowed to expand to 16K, the amount of swap space reserved 

for all jobs must be 16K each. 

Each of the swap files holds an integral number of user job 

images determined by the size of the file and the desired SWPMAX. 

The following equations describe the relations between size of the 

swap files, SWPMAX, and JOBMAX. 

JOBS for SWAPn.SYS Size of SWAPn.SYS in segments (truncated) 
(Desired SWPMAX(K) * 4) 

~ 

If more than one swap file is created, the total number of jobs 

which can be run simultaneously is equal to the sum of jobs accommo

dated by each swap file. 

3 
JOBMAX = L JOBS for SWAPn.SYS S Configured number of jobs. 

n=O 

IThe BASIC-PLUS language code limits the maximum size of BASIC-PLUS 
programs to 16K words. 
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The RSTS/E monitor uses four swap bit maps (one for each of the 

four possible swap files) to control allocation of swap space. Each 

bit map contains 4 words or 64 bits and each bit represents a swap 

"slot" of size SWPMAX. In the bit maps, a zero bit represents an 

allocated slot and a one bit represents a free slot. Bit ~ (out of 

64) in each map is always ~ (allocated). Thus each swap file and its 

corresponding map can handle the theoretical maximum of 63 jobs, or up 

to 63 jobs could be spread over 1 to 4 swap files (see Figure 3-2). 

Swap slots are dynamically allocated when a job is swapped out to 

disk. The bit map is scanned forward for actively running jobs. 

Hence, if SWAP~.SYS is located on the fastest swapping device, active 

jobs will be swapped to the fastest medium. If a job is inactive, 

the bit map scan is reversed. Hence, inactive jobs will be swapped 

to the higher numbered swap files. 

This mechanism is used for several reasons. First, to handle 

multi-unit swap structures such as multiple RS03 and/or RS04 fixed 

head disks. RS03s and RS04s are addressed by unit in the same way 

that RP03 or RK05 drives are referenced by unit. A data transfer may 

not continue across a physical unit boundary. The RF1I and Rell fixed 

head disks are addressed as one unit regardless of the number of 

platters. For these devices, a data transfer may continue across 

platter boundaries. Secondly, this method allows systems which only 

occasionally run many jobs, to operate with less fast swapping space. 

Jobs which would overflow swapping space on the swapping disk(s) are 

simply swapped into a file on the system disk. 

To demonstrate proper and efficient use of the swap files, 

several systems are considered. The first system requires only a 

single swap file to satisfy system requirements. The second case is 

when two swap files are used. The third is a large system that must 

use three swap files. 

For the first example, consider a system that runs 15 jobs with 

the maximum size of 16K words. The required swap space in disk seg

ments is calculated as 

SWAP SIZE = JOBMAX * SWPMAX (in K) * 4 (SEGMENTS PER K) 
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I ..... t------l 6 BIT S ----t .. ~1 

~ SWAP~.SYS BIT MAP 
2 
4 Up to 63 swap slots 
6 in each file. 

10 SWAP1.SYS BIT MAP 
12 
1 4 

16 
20 

22 

24 
26 
30 

32 
34 

Total # of swap slots 
< Configured JOB MAX < 63 

SWAP2.SYS BIT MAP 

~ BIT = slot allocated 
1 Bit = slot free 
SWAP3.SYS BIT MAP 

Bit ~ out of 64 in each 
36 map is always ~. 

1 

Swap bit map search for 
active jobs begins with 
SWAP~.SYS and continues 
in this direction until 
a slot is found. SWAP~.SYS 
should always be located on 
fastest swapping disk. 

For inactive jobs, the 
bit map scan begins at 
the last non-zero byte 
of the highest numbered 
existing swap file. If 
this swap file resides on 
the ~lowest swapping device, 
inactive jobs will be 
swapped to the slowest 
disk. 

Figure 3-2. SWAP Bit Maps 
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In this case 15 jobs at 16K requires 960 disk segments. Als~ 

assume that the hardware configuration includes a single platter<""RFll 

disk (1024 segments) as the swapping device. Note that the same num

bers apply for a single RS03 unit which is also 1024 segments. Since 

the required swap space is available on the swapping device, a single 

swap file is sufficient to meet installation requirements. The 

REFRESH option is used to create SWAP~.SYS on the swapping disk at 

size equal to 960 segments. 

It is also advantageous to locate other system files including 

OVR.SYS (overlay code), ERR.SYS (error messages), and BUFF.SYS 

(DECtape buffers) on the swapping device to speed up access to these 

files. In the example above, 64 disk segments remained on the swap

ping disk. This is more than enough space to hold the overlay code, 

error messages, and any required DECtape buffers. These system files 

would be created and located on the swapping disk using the REFRESH 

option. 

If the installation requirements for the system described above 

are increased to 20 jobs at 16K, the amount of swap space required 

would increase to 1280 disk segments. With the physical limit of 

1024 segments on the RFll disk, a second swap file must be used to 

accommodate the overflow. The system files OVR.SYS, ERR.SYS, and 

BUFF.SYS could be moved to the system disk to free up space for one 

additional job on the swapping disk. Fast access to these files is 

more important than one extra job on the swapping disk, however. 

The previous structure will be left intact and a second swap file 

added to handle the five additional jobs. SWAPl.SYS would be 

created on the system disk at size equal to 320 segments. Note that 

this arrangement will have little effect on system performance since 

inactive jobs are swapped on the slower system disk and active jobs 

are swapped on the faster device. 

For an example of the third system, consider a very large 

system used to service several elementary schools. During the day, 

the system must service up to 48 student jobs. At non-peak hours 

the system is also used for large administrative programs. The 

installation requires a JOBMAX of 48 and SWPMAX of 16K due to the 

administrative processing performed. 
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The hardware confaguration includes two RS03 fixed-head disks 

(1024 segments each) for swapping. Three swap files are required 

to handle the peak load of 48 jobs at 16K. SWAP~.SYS is created on 

the first RS03 to handle 16 jobs (1024 segments). SWAP~.SYS com

pletely fills the first RS03 unit. SWAP1.SYS resides on the second 

RS03, but handles only 15 jobs (960 segments) to leave room for the 

other system files. Finally SWAP2.SYS is located on the system 

disk and handles the remaining 17 jobs (1088 segments). 

Note that if the swapping device is two-platter RFIl disk rather 

than the two RS03 units, only one swap file is needed to cover both 

RFll platters. As mentioned above, data transfers may cross platter 

boundaries on the RFII but may not cross RS03 or RS04 unit boundaries. 

Hence, it was necessary to create two distinct swap files to use both 

RS03s. The BASE query described in Section 3.4.3.3 provides the 

mechanism by which the system files are located on specific RS03 or 

RS04 units. 

If the hardware configuration does not include a swapping disk, 

a single swap file (SWAP~.SYS) on the system disk is normally used 

for all jobs. Several swap files are used only if the required con

tiguous file space is not available to handle all jobs in one swap 

file. 

The REFRES~ option blindly creates the swap files ensuring only 

that they fit on the configured system disk and/or swapping disk(s). 

The DEFAULT and START options described in Sections 3.5 and 3.6 ensure 

proper correlation between JOBMAX, SWPMAX, and the sizes of the swap 

files created by REFRESH. The START option, furthermore, loads the 

monitor swap bit maps for use during normal timesharing. 
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3.4.2.5 OVR.SYS - Overlay Code 

The non-resident (overlay) code in the RSTS/E system may b~ 

accessed directly from the Core Image Library file RSTS.CIL or it 

may be accessed as a separate file OVR.SYS. If the system disk is 

a fixed-head disk, there is no need to create a separate copy of the 

non-resident-code. However, if the system disk is a moving-head 

device and an auxiliary swapping disk i~_~_y:~~J_ctp.:1_§! __ gn __ th§ _____ §ystem, 

performance is increased by haY~l1g_t::tl~I1on:-resigent code as a separate 

file on the fast swapping disk. 

REFRESH allows the OVR.SYS file to be created and positioned 

wherever desired. If a swapping disk is not included in the hardware 

configuration but the system files are being positioned near the cen

ter of a moving head disk (to reduce average seek time), OVR.SYS 

could be created and positioned with the other system files. 

The size of the overlay code is the same for all systems. Our-
'"""'\"'""' ~;; Oi: • kliUI 

ing system generation some of the overlay code may be made resident 

to increase system performance. The size of OVR.SYS is not reduced 

by making parts of the overlay code resident. If OVR.SYS is created, 

REFRESH allows its size to be greater than the required size. This 

provides a means to reserve contiguous file space on the system disk. 

If the OVR.SYS file is created, the system will access the over

lay code from this file. During REFRESH, the file contains no useful 

information and is not accessed in any way. The overlay code is 

transferred from the CIL to the OVR.SYS file when the system is 

brought up for normal time sharing with the START option. 
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3.4.2.6 ERR.SYS - Error Messages 

Like the non-resident code, the RSTS/E system error messages may 

exist as a separate file, ERR.SYS, or they may be accessed directly 

from the RSTS.CIL file. If the system manager wishes to modify the 

error messages or have access to them on line, the ERR.SYS file must 

be created. Otherwise, the choice is based on fast access to the 

error messages and reducing the accesses to the system disk. 

If the system disk is a fixed-head disk, there is normally no 

need to create the separate file except to allow modifications. If 

the system disk is a moving-head device and an auxiliary swapping 

disk is available on the system, the error messages can be retrieved 

faster if they exist as a separate file on the fast swapping device. 

The separate file on the swapping disk also reduces the burden on 

the system disk and helps in a small way to speed user file processing 

on the system disk. As in the case of the overlay code, REFRESH 

permits the ERR.SYS file to be created and positioned wherever desired. 

If a swapping disk is not included in the hardware configuration but 

the system files are being positioned near the center of a moving 

head disk, ERR.SYS could be created and positioned with the other 

system files. 

The size of ERR.SYS is 2K words (8 blocks) for all systems. 

REFRESH allows the size of ERR.SYS to be greater than this required 

size to reserve contiguous file space. If the ERR.SYS file is created, 

the system reads the error messages from the file rather than the CIL. 

During REFRESH, the ERR.SYS file contains no useful information and 

is not accessed in any way. The error messages are transferred from 

the RSTS.CIL file to the ERR.SYS file when the system is brought up 

for normal timesharing with the START option. 
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3.4.2.7 BUFF.SYS - DECtape Buffers 

DECtape processing in the RSTS/E system requires three 256-Word 

blockspf buffer storage for each drive unit in the system configura

tion. Thus, one TU56 Dual DEC tape transport requires six blocks of 

buffer storage space. The file BUFF.SYS provides the required buffer 

space for DECtape operations. BUFF.SYS is required only on systems 

configured for DECtape. 

The required size of BUFF.SYS is fixed by the number of con

figured DEC tape units. REFRESH allows the size of BUFF.SYS to be 

increased to any number of blocks greater than the required size of 

three blocks per unit. This facility should be used if additional 

DECtape transports are added in the future. BUFF.SYS may be located 

on the swapping disk if one exists or may be positioned anywhere 

desired on a moving head system disk. On systems without DECtape, 

BUFF.SYS may be created to reserve contiguous file space on the 

system disk. 
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3.4.2.8 CRASH.SYS - Crash Dump File 

The crash dQmp file CRASH.SYS is always optional but, if present, 

must reside on the system disk. The CRASH.SYS file must exist if the 

crashdump""ra'cfIlt:.y"'is to be enabled at the start of time sharing 

operations when using the START option or when establishing default 

start-up conditions using the DEFAULT option. 

If the RSTS/E error handling code detects an error from which it 

cannot recover, the system is reloaded. In this controlled-crash 

sequence, the contents of the read/write area of monitor memory is 

dumped to the CRASH.SYS file. For example, iIi,' 'a memory parity error 

occurs in the area of memory occupied by the monitor or the BASIC

PLUS Run Time System, reloading the system is the safest recovery. 

This is done by the parity error handling code in the monitor. Since 

the dump preserves the state of the system at the time of the crash, 

it contains useful diagnostic information. Parity errors, for example, 

are logged by the error logging routines in the monitor. There is, 

however, a,finite delay between the time an error is logged and the 

time this information can be picked up by the ERRCPY program. If the 

error causes a crash or if a crash occurs for any reason before ERRCPY 

can save the error information, th~s data (and probably the cause of 

the crash) will be lost if the dump was not performed. Hence, it is 

important that CRASH.SYS exist and the crash dump facility is enabled. 

The size of CRASH.SYS depends on the size of t~e read/write 

portion'of the monitor. The RSTS/E Monitor includes many tables and 

data areas which change during normal operation. This information 

resides in the lowest portion of memory (lowest physical addresses). 

The rest of the Monitor is system code (instructions) which is never 

changed under time sharing. Similarly, the BASIC-PLUS compiler and 

Run Time System is pure code which never changes. This "read only" 

code need not be dumped at the time of a crash. The size of the 

read/write area depends on the hardware and software configuration 

at each site. ,Hence, the size of CRASH.SYS is fixed at system gen

eration time. The size is not the same on all systems but is 

normally 8 to 16K words (32 to 64 blocks). 

REFRESH provides only the option to create or delete the 

CRASH.SYS file. If created, the size of CRASH.SYS will be the re

quired size as discussed above. Furthermore, it will reside on the 

system disk wherever REFRESH can find sufficient contiguous file space. 
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3.4.3 Using REFRESH 

The REFRESH option is invoked by typing REFRESH or simply RE in 

response to the initialization OPTION query. REFRESH responds by 

asking for the date and time followed by a series of questions. The 

complete REFRESH example on the following pages is included without 

comment to show the general flow of the REFRESH option. This example 

is repeated with detailed comments in Section 3.4.4.1. The sections 

below explain each of the REFRESH queries and the File Status Table. 

OPT I ON: PEFF.:ESH 
DD-MMM-YY? 22-JUL-74 
HH: t'1W? 12: 3:[1 

OLD ? NO 

FILE 
NAt'1E F.:Et;!lJ I F.:ED? 

BADE: SiT'S 'rIES 
1~:5T::; CIL 'r'ES 
5ATT S1T1S 'rIES 
Sl·JAP(1 S'rIS YES 
Sl·JAP1 SIT'S NO 
Sl·JAP2 SITI S NO 
5l·JAP3: SiT'S NO 
OVF.: 5 IriS NO 
EF.:R· S'rIS NO 
BUFF SIT'S 'r'ES 
CF.:ASH Sir'S NO 

BRDS ? LIST 

E::-nST 

S'rIS 
SIT'S 
5'r'S 

NO 
NO 
r·~o 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
r·~o 

THERE ARE NO BAD BLOCKS 

BAD:::'? <LF> 

RSTS. CIL CHANGES ? YES 

SIZE ? 3:(1(1 

SRTT. SY5 CHANGES ~ YES 

SWAP(1. SYS CHANGES ? YES 

SIZE? :U)24 

DISK? Sl·JP 

BRSE ? <LF> 

5WAP1. SYS CHANGES ? YES 

S 1 ;?E ? 960 

CUF.:F.:ENT 
STATU::: ::'.1 ::E 

OK [1 
[:' ..... (: ;;::74 
D .. ···C 1[1 
CF.:E ~Z1 

OK (1 
OK (1 

OK [1 

OK (1 

OK (1 

CF.:E [1 

OK (1 
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F.:EG!U I F.:ED 
SIZE 

(I 

;;::74 
V) 

1.;;:::::0 
(1 

(1 

[1 

:;:~E! 
c· .... 

12 
3:7 

STFIPT START 
CLUSTEF.: SECTOF.: 

24 5(1 
'"". 6 .-::. 

<LF> denotes 
typing the LINE 
FEED key 
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[) I SK ? Sl·JP 

BASE ? :::1(124 

SWAP2. SYS CHANGES ? YES 

SIZE? 1t]:::::: 

DISK? S',.'S 

BASE ? 4[1 (1{)(1 

SWAP}. SYS CHANGES ? NO 

OVR. SYS CHANGES ? YES 

eIL ? NO 

SIZE ? <LF> 

[) I SK ? Sl·JP 

BASE ? <LF> 

ERR. SYS CHANGES ? YES 

elL ? NO 

SIZE ? <LF> 

DISK? Sl·JP 

BASE ? <LF> 

BUFF. SYS CHANGES ? YES 

SL~E ? <LF> 

DISK? Sl·JP 

BASE ? <LF> 

e~:ASH ? ',.'ES 

FILE CUF.:F.:ENT F.: E C! U I ~: E [:, 
NAt1E ~:EG!U I F.:E[:'? E::-::IST 5TFrTUS SIZE SIZE 

8A[)B SYS ',.'E5 5',.'5 OK (1 ff 
F.:5TS elL ',.'ES '-"C =. T_' OK 3:(1(1 ;;::7'4 
SATT 5',.'5 ',.'E5 SIT'S OK 1(1 1(1 
5l·JAPO 5',.'S YES 5l..,P OK 1[1;;::4 :1.2:::0 
Sl·JAP1 S'r'5 NO 5l·JP OK 96(1 (1 
Sl..,AP2 5',.'5 t·~O 5',.'5 OK 1(1:;::::: 0 
Sl·JAP3: SITIS t·JO t·JO OK ~::1 (1 
OVR s",'s t·JO 5l·JP OK ;;:~ ::: ''":,1'::' .:.. ... ' 
ERF.: 5',.15 NO S~JP Of< .-. 

':' c· 
'-' 

BUFF SIT'S ',.IES 5l..,P OK 1. ;;:: :1-::' 
CRASH C"'-_. T =. NO '-"C =, T_' OK 3:::: 3:"? 

OPTION: 

<LF> denotes 
typing the LINE 
FEED key 

STFIF.:T STFIF.:T 
CLUSTEF.: SECTOP 

24 5(1 
19999 4[1(10(1 
3:5'5'515' :::(1000 
4051.1. E:1024 
20004 4(1):1.[1 

4(1991 E::1 .. 9:::4 
41(1(15 :::;;::(11;;:: 
41.0f19 :::;;::[120 

17'4- 3::;(1 
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3.4.3.1 Selecting the Short- or Long-Form of REFRESH 

Immediately after the date and time are entered, REFRESH prints 

the OLD query. The response determines the type of REFRESH operation 

performed. When a new system disk is built, there are two basic 

alternatives. The system manager may let REFRESH do all the work and 

accept the default structure of the system files (short form). 

Alternatively, he may enter specifications for each system file (long 

form). One of these two options is selected by the response to the 

OLD query. Valid responses are listed in Table 3-4. 

If the short form is selected, REFRESH creates the system files 

without further interaction. The answers to all file related queries 

are extracted from the existing file structure and configuration 

parameters. All required files are created at their required sizes 

and reside on the system disk. Optional files are not created at 

all. This procedure is not recommended since it seldom provides a~ 

optimal structure for the system files. The short form of REFRESH 

is primarily used on test systems where optimal structures are not 

required. The ability of REFRESH to extract answers to file related 

queries is helpful when REFRESH is used to alter the system files as 

installation requirements change. The long form of REFRESH is used 

but file related queries can be answered with the LINE FEED key to 

leave a current file specificatiop unchanged. 
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Table 3-4 

Valid Responses to OLD Query of REFRESH 

Response 

YES or OLD 

Y, 0, or LINE FEED key 

NO 

N 

Anything Else 

Meaning 

The short form of REFRESH. File 
characteristics are extracted from 
existing file structure and con
figuration parameters. Only non
existent required files are 
created. Not recommended. 

Same as YES but the first File 
Status Table is not printed. 

The long form of REFRESH. Individual 
file characteristics will be entered. 
REFRESH subsequently prints queries 
for each system file. Recommended. 

Same as NO except the first File 
Status Table is not printed. 

Repeats the OLD query. 

The answer to the OLD query also determines whether the File 

Status Table is printed before the REFRESH operation is performed. 

The table is always printed before the option terminates to show 

the current structure of the system files. Normally, both tables 

are useful for reference. If several passes through REFRESH are 

needed due to some oversight, the table printed at the end of the 

previous pass is sufficient reference. Time can be saved by not 

printing the table on a subsequent try. 
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3.4.3.2 File Status Table 

A File Status Table is printed twice during REFRESH. It is 

printed before any REFRESH action so that the system manager can see 

the current status of each system file and any REFRESH action required. 

The table is also printed at the end of the REFRESH operation to re

flect any changes made. The status information given in the printout 

is summarized in Table 3-5. 

The entry in the REQUIRED column indicates whether the file in 

that row of the table is necessary for operation of the RSTS/E system. 

The files BADB.SYS (bad block file) and SATT.SYS (storage allocation 

table) are required on all RSTS/E disks. The RSTS.CIL file is re

quired on the system disk since it contains the permanent copy of the 

system code. One swap file (SWAP~.SYS) is required while the others 

are optional. Separate copies of the overlay code and error messages 

may exist apart from the CIL as files OVR.SYS and ERR.SYS. These 

two files are not considered required since the information they con

tain may be accessed directly from the RSTS.CIL file. BUFF.SYS 

(DECtape buffers) is only required on systems configured for DECtape. 

Finally, the crash dump file (CRASH.SYS) is recommended for all 

systems but is not required. 

The EXIST column merely indicates whether the file exists on the 

system disk (SYS) , on the swapping disk or disks (SWP) , or does not 

exist at all (NO). The entries in the STATUS column indicate to the 

system manager, the action which REFRESH must take independent of any 

changes he may specify. The STATUS column indicates that no REFRESH 

action is required (OK), the file must be created (CRE) , or it must 

be deleted and then re-created (D/C). If any REFRESH action is re

quired or requested on any of the system files, the other existing 

system files are also deleted and recreated. This is done to free up 

as much contiguous file space as possible before any attempt is made 

to restructure the system files. 

Entries in the CURRENT SIZE and REQUIRED SIZE columns of the 

file status table display the decimal number of 256-word blocks 

occupied by and necessary for each s§St&fu £~Ie. the valU:S shown in 

the-REQUIRED SIZE column depends on either the fixed system require

ment for the particular file or the configuration of the system. For 

example, ERR.SYS is always 8 blocks (2K words) for all systems where

as the required size of the RSTS.CIL file depends on the hardware and 
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Status Table 
Entry Heading 

FILE NAME 

REQUIRED? 

EXIST 

STATUS 

CURRENT SIZE 

REQUIRED SIZE 

START CLUSTER 

START SECTOR 
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Table 3-5 

System Files Status Table Entries 

possible Entries 

All system files in 
account [0,1] 

YES 

NO 

NO 

SYS 

SWP 

OK 

CRE 

DEL 

DIC 

n 

n 

n 

n 
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Meaning 

See Section 3.4.2 for 
descriptions of system 
files in account [0,1]. 

The file is currently 
necessary on the local 
installation system. 

The file is not needed to 
operate the system. 

The file does not currently 
exist. 

The file currently exists 
on the system disk. 

The file currently exists on 
the swapping disk. 

No REFRESH action is 
required. 

File is marked for creation. 

File is marked for deletion. 

File is marked for deletion 
and re-creation. 

The decimal number of 256-
word blocks the file occu
pies on the disk. 

The decimal number of 256-
word blocks the file 
minimally requires. 

The decimal number of the 
first logical qluster occu
pied by the file. 

The decimal number of the 
physical sector occupied 
by the first 256-word block 
of the system file. 

Disk sectors are numbered 
from ~ to (disk size -1) 
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software configuration at each site. REFRESH normally does not per

mit the system manager to create any required file at a size smaller 

than the REQUIRED SIZE. The one exception is the SWAP~.SYS file. 

The REQUIRED SIZE shown for SWAP~.SYS handles the configured number 

of jobs at a maximum size (SWPMAX) of SK. Since the actual number 

of jobs may be anything less than or equal to the configured maximum, 

the size of SWAP~.SYS may be less than, equal to, or greater than the 

stated REQUIRED SIZE. The absolute minimum size allowed for SWAP~.SYS 

is 32 blocks (1 job at SK). For files such as OVR.SYS and ERR.SYS 

which are not explicitly required for correct system operation, the 

REQUIRED SIZE column indicates the number of blocks needed if the 

file is created. 

The values in the CUREENT SIZE and REQUIRED SIZE columns may 

differ for several reasons. The most obvious is a system file which 

Idoes not yet' exist. The CURRENT SIZE will be zero while the REQUIRED 

~IZE will reflect the fixed system or configuration requirement. 

Secondly, the system manager may change the size of certain system 

files to meet installation needs. One such possibility with SWAP~.SYS 

was mentioned above. The CURRENT SIZE of SWAP~.SYS may be less than, 

equal to, or greater than the required size. Furthermore, if the 

system manager chooses to plan for future expansion, the CURRENT 

SIZE of system files such as RSTS.CIL and BUFF.SYS may be greater than 

the REQUIRED SIZE. Finally, system files occupy space to the nearest 

cluster boundary. Thus, if the REQUIRED SIZE is not an integral 

number of clusters at the system disk pack cluster size, REFRESH 

automatically rounds up to an integral number of clusters when the 

file is created. This round up is reflected in the CURRENT SIZE of 

the file. The sizes of the system files can be changed by response 

to the SIZE query printed by REFRESH. In all cases, REFRESH will pre

vent changes to the system file which are explicitly illegal. 

The START CLUSTER and START SECTOR columns indicate, respectively, 

the logical and physical beginning address of the system file in ques

tion. The START CLUSTER cclump is a diagnostic aid to the designers. 

It has little practical value to the system manager. The START 

SECTOR column indicates the actual physical location of the file. 

Each of the system files occupies a contiguous area on the system disk 

or swapping disk(s). Disk sectors (256-word blocks) are numbered from 

~ to the size of the disk minus one. An RK05 DECpack contains 4S00 

sectors or blocks numbered 0 to 4799. An RP02 contains 40000 

sectors numbered 0 to 39999. An RP03 pack contains SOOOO 
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sectors numbered ~ to 79999. RP~4 sectors are numbered ~ to 167199. 

Since swapping disks are considered logical extensions of the system 

disk, swapping disk sectors are numbered starting at the end of the 

system disk (e.g., 48~~ and up for an RK~5 system disk, 4~~~~ and up 

for an RP~2 system disk, 8~~~~ and up for an RP~3 system disk and 

167 2~~ and up for an RP~4 system disk). Thus, by looking at the START 

SECTOR column, it is possible to know exactly where the system files 

reside. The BASE query of REFRESH permits locating certain system 

files at any desired start sector subject to availability of contigu

ous file space. 
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3.4.3.3 REFRESH Queries - All of the file related queries are listed 

for reference in Table 3-6. Additional comments are included below. 

The < filename> CHANGES query allows an existing system file to 

be left unchanged by use of the NO, OLD, or LINE FEED response. When 

necessary to accommodate other system files, REFRESH repositions 

the system files even if no change is requested. The size of a file 

and the disk used are not changed, however. The situation is different 

if a required file does not yet exist. This situation arises when a 

new system disk is built. REFRESH creates a required file at the 

required size on the system disk if the CHANGES query is answered 

with the NO, OLD, or LINE FEED response. 

Table 3-6 

REFRESH File-Related Queries 

File-Related 
Query 

BADS? 

< filename> 
CHANGES? 

Applicable 
Files 

BADB.SYS 

RSTS.CIL 
SATT.SYS 
SWAP.0.SYS 
SWAP1. SYS 
SWAP2.SYS 
SWAP3.SYS 
OVR.SYS 
ERR.SYS 
BUFF.SYS 

Possible 
Responses 

LIST 

ADD 

YES 

NO, OLD or 
LINE FEED 
key 
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Meaning 

Print the start sector 
numbers of clusters which 
contain bad blocks. 

ADD option not yet imple
mented. 

Causes more queries to be 
printed each of which is 
directly related to the 
possible changes that can 
be made to the specific 
system file. (See indi
vidual file descriptions 
in Section 3.4.2.) 

Causes the answers to the 
related filename changes 
queries to be extracted 
from the existing file 
structure or from system 
configuration parameters. 

(continued on next page) 



File-Related 
Query 

SIZE? 

DISK? 

BASE? 
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Table 3-6 (Cant.) 

REFRESH File-Related Queries 

Applicable 
Files 

RSTS.CIL 
SWAP~.SYS 
SWAPl.SYS 
SWAP 2 • SYS 
SWAP 3 . SYS 
OVR.SYS 
ERR.SYS 
BUFF.SYS 

SWAP~.SYS 
SWAPl.SYS 
SWAP2.SYS 
SWAP3.SYS 
OVR.SYS 
ERR.SYS 
BUFF.SYS 

SATT.SYS 
SWAP~.SYS 
SWAPl.SYS 
SWAP2.SYS 
SWAP3.SYS 
OVR.SYS 
ERR.SYS 
BUFF.SYS 

Possible 
Responses 

OLD or 
LINE FEED 
key 

n 

OLD or 
LINE FEED 
key 

SYS 

SWP 

OLD or 
LINE FEED 
key 

n 

o 
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Meaning 

If the file exists, retain 
the current size. If the 
file is being created, 
create at the required size. 

An integer decimal number 
which specifies the size 
in 256-word blocks. The 
value n must be greater than 
or equal to the required 
size except for SWAP~.SYS 
which may be any size 
greater than 32 blocks. 

The file is written to the 
disk on which it previously 
resided. If file is newly 
created, place it on the 
system disk. 

The file is created on the 
system disk. 

The file is created on the 
swapping disk. 

If the file existed on the 
disk, causes the file to be 
placed at the base physical 
sector number used pre
viously. If the file is 
new, the base cluster value 
is the default of 0 (any
where on the disk). 

An integer decimal number 
which specifies the base 
sector at which the file 
begins on the disk device. 
Sectors are numbered from 
o to the capacity of the 
disk (in 256-word blocks) 
minus 1. See Figure 3-1. 

If the number 0 is speci
fied, the file is placed 
anywhere on the disk. 

(continued on next page) 



File-Related 
Query 

CIL? 

DELETE? 

CRASH? 
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Table 3-6 (Cont.) 

REFRESH File-Related Queries 

Applicable 
Files 

OVR. SYS 
ERR.SYS 

BUFF.SYS 
SWAPI.SYS 
SWAP2.SYS 
SWAP3.SYS 

CRASH.SYS 

possible 
Responses 

YES 

NO 

OLD or 
LINE FEED 
key 

YES 

NO or 
LINE FEED 
key 

YES 

NO 

Meaning 

Indicates that the system 
accesses directly the 
relevant code in the CIL 
file (RSTS.CIL) on the 
system disk. Any existing 
copy of the file is deleted. 

Indicates that the system 
manager desires a separate 
copy of the relevant code 
to be created. The file is 
created and the contents 
of the CIL code is copied 
to the file at start up tima 

Retain the file if it pre
viously existed; otherwise, 
the code in the CIL is ac
cessed directly. 

Causes file to be marked 
for deletion. 

Causes more queries to be 
printed: SIZE?, DISK?, 
and BASE? 

Causes the file CRASH.SYS 
to be created. 

Causes the file CRASH.SYS 
to be deleted. 

The SIZE query is printed for several fixed-length system files. 

This provides a way to reserve contiguous file space on the system 

disk to allow for future expansion of the system files and provide 

for a swapping disk failure. For example, on a system with a single

platter RFII (or RS03) swapping disk, a swap file normally resides 

on this swapping device. In the event of a swapping disk hardware 

failure, the system can continue to operate normally if this swap 

file is moved to the system disk. REFRESH moves the swap file if 

there is sufficient contiguous space available on the system disk. 

This space will probably not be available unless corrective action 

for such failures are considered when the system disk is initially 

built. By locating one of the system files such as BUFF.SYS 

(whether required or not) on the system disk and making its size equal 
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to 1024 blocks (size of the RFll) plus the required size o~ BUFF.SYS, 

the system can operate normally even if the swapping disk is down. 

REFRESH is used to move all files from the swapping disk to the sys

tem disk and BUFF.SYS is reduced to the required size. The files 

which previously resided on the swapping disk merely fill in the pre

viously unused area of the BUFF.SYS file. The reverse procedure is 

performed when the swapping disk is again operational. The system 

files are moved back to the swapping disk and the size of BUFF.SYS 

is increased to 1024 blocks plus the required size. The RSTS.CIL 

file (which must reside on the system disk) can be enlarged for the 

same reasons. This has the added advantage of allowing a larger system 

(CIL) to replace the current CIL when a new system generation is per

formed. 

The DISK query is printed only if a swapping disk(s) is included 

in the hardware configuration. If there is no swapping disk, all the 

system files must reside on the system disk. 

The BASE query allows the system files to be positioned anywhere 

desired on the system or swapping disks. If a sector number is 

entered, it is considered a preferred location for the file rather 

than an absolute requirement. The disk allocation routines use this 

number as a place to start looking for contiguous file space. Any 

location between the specified BASE and the physical end of the disk 

is considered a legal start sector for the file. REFRESH works in 

two passes with regard to these preferred locations. If on the first 

pass, sufficient space is not available between the specified BASE 

and the end of the disk for any of the system files, a second try is 

automatically performed. Before the second try, all the preferred 

locations for a.ll the system files are discarded. Thus, this second 

pass attempts to find sufficient space anywhere on the system disk or 

swapping disk(s). The particular disk used for a particular file is 

determined by the DISK query. REFRESH never moves a file from the 

swapping disk to the system disk (or vice-versa) unless told to do 

so by the appropriate response to the DISK query. 

The DELETE query is printed only for optional files. For in

stance, if the BUFF.SYS file is created but is not required, the sys

tem manager has the option to delete the file using the REFRESH option. 
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3.4.3.4 REFRESH Action Message 

After all file-related questions are answered, the REFRESH 

routines attempt to build the system file structure, as specified. 

If the REFRESH operation is successful, the File Status Table is 

reprinted indicating the new structure of the system files. The 

initialization routines then return to the OPTION query. The system 

manager should proceed to Section 3.5 and follow the procedures to 

establish the default start up conditions. 

If the REFRESH routines are not able to make the requested 

changes, the following message is printed. 

UNABLE TO CREATE REQUIRED FILES - REBUILDING DISK 

There is a short pause while REFRESH reconstructs the original system 

files. The message 

DISK REBUILT 

appears after REFRESH recreates the original files and the File 

Status Table is printed. The table reflects the old file structure. 

If the REFRESH operation is unsuccessful, the system manager 

must consider what caused the failure. The most likely reason for an 

unsuccessful REFRESH is an attempt to allocate more blocks to a file 

(or files) than there are blocks on the disk. (An RK05 DECpack has 

4800 blocks; an RP02 has 40000 blocks; an RP03 has 80000 blocks; an 

RP04 has 167200 blocks; each RS03 unit and RFll platter has 1024 

blocks; and an RS04 has 2048 blocks). The system manager should re

peat the REFRESH procedure. 
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3.4.4 REFRESH Examples 

Two REFRESH examples are included in this section. The examples 

are intended to show some of the possible philosophies which can be 

used with REFRESH. In the first example, the system files are 

structured to allow for future expansion and even a hardware failure 

in the swapping disks. The second example is a small system where 

disk space is of primary importance. A reasonable structure of sys

tem files is created but no provision is made for future expansion. 

3.4.4.1 RP~3 System Disk with two RS~3 Swapping Disks 

The first example is a typical REFRESH for a large system. The 

hardware configuration includes an RP03 system disk and two RS~3 

fixed-head swapping disks. The only other relevant hardware included 

is four DECtape units. The system is configured for a maximum of 

40 jobs and the desired swap maximum is 16K. The REFRESH proceeds 

as shown on the following pages. 

After the date and time are entered, the OLD query is printed 

at line a. The NO response is used to request the long form of 

REFRESH. The system manager enters his requirements for each of the 

system files. The File Status Table is then printed indicating that 

only the BADB.SYS, RSTS.CIL, and SATT.SYS files currently exist. 

These three files are created by the DSKINT option. A request to 

LIST bad blocks at line b results in the message, THERE ARE NO BAD 

BLOCKS. If DSKINT had found any bad blocks on the RP~3 pack, REFRESH 

prints the start sector numbers of the clusters containing bad blocks. 

When the BADS query is repeated at line c, the LINE FEED response is 

used to continue. 

Changes are made to the RSTS.CIL file beginning at line d. The 

only operation permitted by REFRESH is to increase the size of the CIL 

file. The required size in this case is 274 blocks. The size is in

creased to 300 blocks to allow for future replacement of the CIL. 

The only change which can be made to the SATT.SYS file (line e) 

is to position the file on the moving head RP~3 disk. The Storage 

Allocation Table is referenced frequently under time sharing. It is 

therefore located near the center of the disk. The SWAP2.SYS file is 

also located near the center of the disk. The effect is to create a 
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OPTION: F.:EFF.:ESH 
D D - t1 t·1t1- IT"TI ? 22-.JUl-74 
HH : t1t1? 12: 3:(1 

OU) '? NO (line a) 

FILE CUF.:F.:ENT F.:EG!U I RE[:. STAF.:T STAF.:T 
NAt1E F.:EG!U I F.:ED? E~~:IST STFtTUS SIZE SIZE CLUSTER SECTOF.: 

BADE: S'rIS 'rIES SITIS OK t1 £1 
~:STS CIl 'lIES S'rIS [:..····C ~:74 27'4 24 !5€1 
SATT S'rIS 'r'ES S'rIS [:./C 1£1 1£1 2 E: 
~;~4APO S'r'S 'rIES NO CF.:E £1 128£1 
S~·JAPl S'rIS r·~o NO OK f1 £1 
S~4AP2 S'rIS NO NO OK (1 £1 
S~4AP3: S'rIS NO NO OK €1 £1 
o I.", F.: S'rIS NO NO OK ~Z1 ~~::: 

ERF.: S'rIS r'JO NO OK £1 c· .... 
BUFF SIr'S 'rIES NO CF.:E £1 1'-' ~ 
CF.:ASH Sir'S NO r'JO OK £1 3:7' 

BADS ? lIST (line b) 

THERE ARE NO BAD BLOCKS 

RSTS. CIl CHANGES? YES 

SIZE it ],0(1 

SATT. SIr'S CHANGES '? ',.IES 

BASE '? 40000 

SL4APO. S',.IS CHANGES --;:. ',.'ES 

SIZE i' 1024 

OISK ';'- SWP 

BASE '? <LF> 

Sl4AP1. S~IS CHANGES ~ .. ',.IE5 

SIZE f' 960 

[) I SK !' SL4P 

BASE '? 81(124 

Sl4AP2. S',.'S CHANGES ';:- 'r'ES 

SIZE? 1088 

OISK ? S'rIS 

BASE ? 400(1(1 
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typing the LINE 
FEED key (line c) 

(line d) 

(line e) 

(line f) 

(line g) 

(line h) 
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SWAPl. SYS CHANGES ? <LF> 

DISK ? .5l~P 

BASE ? <LF> 

ERR. SYS CHANGES ? YES 

ell ? NO 

SIZE ? <LF> 

DISK ? Sl~P 

BASE ? <LF> 

BUFF. SYS CHANGES ? YES 

SIZE ? <LF> 

DISK ? SWP 

BASE ? <LF> 

LdA~n A 
CRASH '? 'r'ES Do \·to U 

(YeS: / 

F'"I l E 
NAt1E F.~Et;!U I F.~E[:'? E>nST STATUS 

BAC'E: S'r'S 'TIES S'rIS OK 
~~STS ell 'TIES S',.IS OK 
5ATT CIIC _, T_' 'lIES 5'115 OK 
5l~AP(1 S'rIS 'lIES SWP OK 
Sl~AP1 5 'lIS NO SWP OK 
Sl4AP2 5'1'5 NO 5'115 OK 
Sl4APl S'r'S NO NO OK 
ovr;,~ S'T'S NO SWP OK 
E F.~F.~ S'r'S NO SWP OK 
BUFF S'r'S 'T'ES S~JP OK 
CRASH SIr'S NO Sir'S OK 

OPTION: 

( 

<LF> denotes 
typing the LINE 
FEED key 

r-; "J k ~ .. ~_ 
\,-1 r~ ness.·~ ~ 1 (1.~ ,\ 

<-",.CK .... A TI "Dr....)) 

p- ~ 
ILL::;' , 

CUR~~ENT ~~Eb!U I F.~E[) STAF.~T 

SIZE SIZE ClUSTEF.~ 

0 £1 
3:(10 27'4 24 

1(1 1£1 19999 
1(124 128(1 3:9999 

96(1 0 4(1:i11 
1.(188 (1 2(1(104 

(1 (1 
~:E: 2::: 4(1991 

c' '-' c' '-' 41(105 
12 1·-' .i.. 41(1(19 
3:::: 3:7 174 
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(Line j) 

(line k) 

(line 1) 

(line m) 

STAF.~T 

SECTOr;,: 

5(1 
4(10(1(1 
8(1(10(1 
81(124 
4(1(110 

81984 
82012 
82(12£1 

3:5€1 

(line n) 
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quiescent or "horne" position for the heads, near the center of the 

disk. The seek distance to access user file data on either side of 

center is thereby reduced. This will have more effect as user files 

and directories are scattered over the full disk surface. 

The questions for SWAP~.SYS begin at line f. Both RS03 drives 

are available for swap files and other system files. SWAP~.SYS is 

located on the first RS03 unit. This choice is an arbitrary one in 

this case since both swapping disks are equally fast and are equal 

in size. The size of 3WAP~.SYS is set to 1024 blocks which is equal 

to the capacity of the drive. SWAP~.SYS handles 16 jobs at 16K words 

each. 

The second swap file, SWAP1.SYS (line g), is located on the 

second RS03. The response to the BASE query shown in the example 

forces REFRESH to try the allocation beginning at sector 81024 which 

is the first sector of the second RS03 (see Figure 3-1). It is not 

necessary to specify a BASE since all the space on the first RS03 

has already been assigned. The second RS03 is used for SWAP1.SYS 

even if BASE were answered with the LINE FEED key. The size of 

SWAP1.SYS is set at 960 blocks to support 15 jobs at 16K. This 

leaves room on the swapping disk for other system files as discussed 

below. 

Beginning at line h SWAP2.SYS is created on the system disk. 

SWAP2.SYS is purposely larger than necessary to allow for future 

expansion to 48 jobs. Expansion to 48 jobs requires a new SYSGEN 

but a newelL can replace the current eIL without affecting the file 

structures on this system disk. With the size of SWAP2.SYS set to 

1088 blocks, this file handles 17 jobs at 16K words. The size of 

SWAP2.SYS also provides for recovery from a total failure of the 

swapping disk subsystem (controller and/or both drives). In the 

event of a failure, SWAP~.SYS moves to the system disk to replace 

SWAP2.SYS. SWAP1.SYS and SWAP2.SYS can be deleted if there is insuf

ficient contiguous space to accommodate these files. Even if no 

other contiguous space is available, the space reserved in SWAP2.SYS 

is enough to handle 16 jobs at 16K with 64 blocks left over for the 

other system files. SWAP2.SYS is located near the center of the disk, 

physically adjacent to the SATT.SYS file. 
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The SWAP3.SYS CHANGES ,query is answered with the LINE FEED 

response (line i) since a fourth swap file is not needed. Since 

SWAP3.SYS does not exist, REFRESH does not create it. 

The overlay code (OVR.SYS), error messages (ERR.SYS), and the 

DEC tape buffers (BUFF.SYS) are all located on the second RS03. The 

CIL query for both OVR.SYS and ERR.SYS is answered NO to cause these 

files to be created. The SIZE queries for OVR.SYS, ERR.SYS, and 

BUFF.SYS are all answered with the LINE FEED key to allow REFRESH 

to create these files at their required sizes. There is no need to 

allocate extra space to these files when they reside on a swapping 

disk since unallocated space is never used for user files. The DISK 

queries are answered with the SWP response to locate all three files 

on the swapp,ng disk. Finally, the BASE queries are also answered 

with LINE FEE~ to allow REFRESH to position these files wherever 

space is available on the swapping disk. 

The CRASH.SYS file is created by the YES response to the CRASH 

query at line m. If the crash dump file is not created at this time, 

the system manager can not enable the crash dump facility using the 

DEFAULT or START option and valuable diagnostic information is lost 

in the event of a system crash. 

The CRASH query ends the REFRESH interaction. There is a pause 

while REFRESH builds the system file structure as specified. The 

File Status Table is then reprinted to reflect the new structure. 

Note in the example that REFRESH positions all the files, as requested. 

The only other notable thing in the table is the expansion of the 

CRASH.SYS file to 38 blocks from the required size of 37 blocks. The 

pack cluster size of the RP03 system disk is the minimum pack cluster 

size of 2 blocks. The size of CRASH.SYS is rounded up to an integral 

number of clusters (38 blocks is 19 clusters with a pack cluster size 

of 2). 

The printing of the OPTION query at line n signals the end of the 

REFRESH operation. The system manager then proceeds to the DEFAULT 

option (described in Section 3.5) to establish start up conditions 

for his system. 
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3.4.4.2 RK05 System Disk without an Auxiliary Swapping Disk 

The second example is a REFRESH for a smaller system which in

cludes an RK system disk but no swapping disk. The system is con

figured for 16 jobs. Two DEC tape drives are also included in the 

hardware configuration. The REFRESH operation is shown and explained 

below. 

OPTION: REFRESH 
DD-MMM-YY? 22-JUl-74 
HH : t1t1? 1:::: 3:(1 

OLC) ? NO 

FILE CUF.:~:ENT F.:EG!U I F.:E[) 
NAt1E REG!UI~:E[)? E:>:: I 5T STATUS SI2:E 512:E 

BfiDE: SlrlS ~IE5 CII~ ._. r .:. OK €1 ~~i 

RSTS CIl ~IES '-'IIC .:. r _' CI.····C 264 264 
SATT SITtS lylES CIIC [)/C .-:. .-. _. T_' .::.. .::. 
Sl·~AP(1 S~IS VES r'JO C~:E [1 ~512 
Sl·JAP1 SIT1S NO r'JO OK [1 [1 
~:;t·JAP2 SiT'S t·JO NO OK 121 [1 
St~APJ: CII'-_. r ::. NO NO OK [1 [1 
o I.", F.: S'TI 5 NO r'JO OK [1 ~~::: 
Ef~:R SlrlS t·JO NO OK ~~1 c· 

'-' 
BUFF SlrlS lylES NO eRE [1 6 
C~:ASH SIrl5 NO r'JO OK [1 28 

BADS ? <LF> 

RSTS. ell CHANGES 60 
<LF> denotes 
typing the LINE 
FEED key 

SATT. S'rIS CHANGES ~! 'r'E"~ 
\ /L"::'" (:~~ I\llr BASE ? 160[1 ~ .-;-, we 

5t·JAP0. 5~15 CHANGES? 'lIES .~ 

'" SIZE ? 1024 -LU~1 f1 V1AJL 

·4~iq· ~ IS 
BASE ~. 1600 

Sl·JAP1. 5 IrIS CHANGES 0-;:- <LF> ~- (f.t? sS«l 

5t·~AP2. S'r'S CHANGES ';=' <LF> 

5l~AP3:. 5 IriS CHANGES ~. <LF> 
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(line b) 

(line c) 

(line d) 



;/1 
IOVR.SYS CHANGES? 

I 
'TIES 

/ CI l ? NO 
/ 
i 

\ 
\ 

"\ 

SIZE ? <LF> 

\ BliSE ? 1600 

" ERR. SYS CHANGES ? VES 
// 

/ CIl ? NO 

SIZE ? <LF> 

BASE ? 16(10 

BUFF. SYS CHANGES ? YES 

SIZE? <LF> 

BASE ? 160f1 

C~:ASH ? 'r'ES 

FILE 

Initialization Options 

<LF> denotes 
typing the LINE 
FEED key 

(line f) 

(line g) 

(line h) 

(line i) 

CUF.:F.:ENT REQUIRED START START 
NAt'1E REt]U I F.:E[:t? E~< I ST STATUS SI2:E SIZE CLUSTER SECTOR 

BADB SIT'S 'TIES SITIS 
RSTS CIl 'TIES ,=IIr-_, T ::.' 
SATT 5 'TIS ',-IEs ~:ITIS 

St~AP0 S',-IS ',-IE5 S.,.IS 
St~APl 5',-15 r·~o NO 
St,JAP2 S',-IS r~o NO 
St,JAP3: SIT'S NO r·~o 
o I,,.. F-: SIT'S NO SIT15 
E F.: F.: SITIS NO SY~, 

BUFF SYS l'Es SITIS 
CRASH S'TIS r·~o SYS 

OPTION: 

OK ~:::i 

OK ;;::E:4 
OK .-, 

.::. 
OK 1))24 
OK ~:::1 

OK (1 

OK t1 
OK :;::::: 
OK c· 

'-' 
OK 6 
OK ~:E: 
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264 48 49 
2 1599 1600 

512 1601 1602 
t1 
€1 
t1 

,-, 
.:' 
6 2661 

12 

2626 
2654 
2662 
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This REFRESH is simpler than the previous example since there 

are fewer possibilities when no swapping disk exists. The REFRESH 

operation shown also has slightly different goals. On systems with 

RK disks, disk space for user files is usually in short supply. In 

this example, no disk space is reserved for future expansion. All 

of the system files (except SWAP~.SYS) are created at their required 

sizes. Since the RK system disk is small in comparison to an RP~3 (4800 

blocks vs. 80000 blocks), it is not difficult to backup and delete 

all library and user files to gain space for future expansion. On 

systems with many RK drives, a completely different philosophy can 

be used. The system disk may be totally dedicated to system and 

library files. All unused space can be reserved by creating a dummy 

file under time sharing which completely fills all space not required 

for system or library files. The library can be easily saved and the 

dummy file deleted during time sharing to allow restructuring or 

expansion of the system files at a later date. 

As shown in the example, the OLD query is answered NO at line a 

to request the long form of REFRESH. As in the previous example, the 

File Status Table indicates that only the BADB.SYS, RSTS.CIL, and 

SATT.SYS files exist before the initial use of REFRESH. The BADS 

query at line b is answered with the LINE FEED key since the status 

table indicates there are no bad blocks (size of BADB.SYS is zero). 

At line c, no change in the RSTS.CIL file is requested. The choice 

is to conserve disk space rather than plan for future expansion. 

Hence, the size of the CIL file is not increased to allow for replace

ment of the system at a later time. 

The movable system files are all located near the center of the 

disk to reduce average seek time for the moving heads. At line d 

a change to SATT.SYS is requested and the file is positioned at sector 

1600. The center of an RK cartridge disk is actually sector 2400. 

The system files span a range of sectors on each side of center. 

Beginning at line e, a single swap file, SWAP~.SYS is created to 

support 16 jobs at 16K and is positioned adjacent to the SATT.SYS 

file. Note that the DISK query is not printed in this case since the 

syst~m is not configured for a swapping disk. The auxiliary swap files 

are not needed so the CHANGE queries for the other swap files are 

answered with the LINE FEED key. 
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Beginning at line f, the overlay code (OVR.SYS) and error message 

(ERR.SYS) files are created so that they can be positioned with the 

other system files. If disk space is extremely critical, this data 

can be accessed from the RSTS.CIL file. The DEC tape buffer file is 

required and is created ai the required size by the responses shown 

at line h. Finally, the CRASH.SYS file is created despite the space 

constraint since the crash dump facility cannot be enabled and 

valuable error logging information could be lost if the CRASH.SYS 

file did not exist. 

The File Status Table is printed to reflect the new file structure 

and REFRESH terminates by returning to the OPTION query. The system 

manager proceeds to the DEFAULT option to establish start up conditions. 
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3.5 SETKEY - SETTING KEYBOARD DEFAULTS 

The initialization option SETKEY sets default conditions for key

board lines on the RSTS/E system. The option allows the user to 

enable and disable individual lines and to specify whether a DRll 
~ 

multiplexor line is to be enabled with or without modem control. 

The SETKEY option is required only if modem control must be 

enabled on a DRll-AA or DRII-AC multiplexor line (with DMll-BB modem 

control hardware) or on a DRI1-AD line. SETKEY can optionally be used 

to disable any terminal interface or DRll line which should not be 

used. At start up time, the initialization code enables all terminal 

interfaces (if the hardware is present) except those lines specifically 

disabled with SETKEY. DRIl lines wired for modem control are enabled 

as local lines unless modem control is specifically enabled with the 

SETKEY option. Modem control is always enabled on DLllE and DCll 

single line interfaces unless the interface is disabled with SETKEY. 

The default conditions established by SETKEY remain in effect 

until altered by SETKEY. Each time the system starts up, the initiali

zation code enables terminals according to the SETKEY default values 

and the presence or absence of hardware. 

To execute the SETKEY option, type SETKEY or SE in response to 

the OPTION: message printed by the initialization code. In response 

to SE, the query COMMAND is printed and one of the responses shown 

in Table 3-7 can be typed. The following dialog demonstrates the 

sequence. 

OPTION: SETKEY 
COMMAND? 

To terminate SETKEY, type the EXIT command or the LINE FEED key and 

the OPTION: message is printed again. 
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Table 3-7 

Responses to the SETKEY COMMAND Query 

Response 

DISABLE 

ENABLE 

LIST 

LOCAL 

MODEM 

EXIT 

Type the 
LINE FEED 
key 

Type the 
RETURN key 

Short 
Form 

DI 

EN 

LI 

LO 

MO 

EX 

Meaning 

Disable a keyboard. 

Enable a keyboard on a single line 
interface or enable a keyboard as local 
on a DHII multiplexer interface. 

Print a list of current default con
ditions for all keyboards configured 
on" the system. 

Enable a keyboard as local on a DHII 
multiplexer interface or enable a 
keyboard on a single line interface. 

Enable a keyboard with modem control 
on a DHll-AA or DHII-AC multiplexer 
interface with DMII-BB modem hardware 
or on a DHII-AD multiplexer interface. 

Exit to the OPTION: message. 

Exit to the OPTION: message. 

Print a list of legal commands and an 
accompanying description of action. 

If either DISABLE, ENABLE, LOCAL, or MODEM is entered in response 

to the COMMAND query, the prompting message KB NUMBER is printed. 

Typing the unit number of the keyboard causes the related default 

condition to be set for the specified keyboard. The system continues 

printing the prompting message until the LINE FEED key is typed. 

The following sample dialog shows the procedure. 

COMMAND? DISABLE 
KB NUMBER? 1 
KB NUMBER? 3 
KB NUMBER? <LF> 

COMMAND? EXIT 

OPTION: 

< LF > denotes typing the LINE FEED key 
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Typing DISABLE causes the system to print the prompting message. 

The disable condition is set when the keyboard unit number is entered. 

Typing the LINE FEED key returns to the COMMAND query. The EXIT com

mand returns to the OPTION: message. 

The LIST command causes the system to print a list containing 

keyboard unit designators, addresses, and current default settings. 

Each entry has the following general format. 

KBn: 
address 

or 
address/address 

IS default setting 

The designation n gives the unit number of the keyboard. The address 

is either a single line interface address or the DHll multiplexer 

address. If two addresses are present and separated by a slant char

acter, the first address is that of the DHll multiplexer and the sec

ond is that of the DM1I-BB modem control. The default setting can be 

either DISABLED, ENABLED, or ENABLED WITH MODEM. 

Because pseudo keyboards are not physical devices, they do not 

have device registers in the peripheral address space. The address 

printed by SETKEY for pseudo keyboards is the address of a word in 

memory which serves as a pseudo device register. This word allows 

pseudo keyboards to be treated as physical devices by the terminal 

service code. An address less than 16~~~~(octal) indicates a pseudo 

keyboard. 

The following sample dialog demonstrates the usage of the SETKEY 

commands. 

OPTION: SETKEY 
COMMAND? DISABLE 
KB NUMBER? 
ENTER KEYBOARD NUMBER OR <LF> TO EXIT? 5 
KB NUMBER? 13 
KB NUMBER? 1 
KB NUMBER? 

COMMAND? MODEM 
KB NUMBER? 2~ 
KB NUMBER? 
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COMMAND? LIST 
KB0: (177560) IS ENABLED 
KB1: (175610) IS DISABLED 
KB2: (175620) IS ENABLED 
KB3: (032424) IS ENABLED 
KB4: (032430) IS ENABLED 
KB5: (032434) IS DISABLED 
KB6: (032440) IS ENABLED 
KB7: (160020/170500) IS ENABLED 
KB8: (160020/170500) IS ENABLED 
KB9: (160020/170500) IS ENABLED 
KB10: (160020/170500) IS ENABLED 
KB11: (160020/170500) IS ENABLED 
KB12: (160020/170500) IS ENABLED 
KB13: (160020/170500) IS DISABLED 
KB14: (160020/170500) IS ENABLED 
KB15: (160020/170500) IS ENABLED 
KB16: (160020/170500) IS ENABLED 
KB17: (160020/170500) IS ENABLED 
KB18: (160020/170500) IS ENABLED 
KB19: (160020/170500) IS ENABLED 
KB20: (160020/170500) IS ENABLED WITH MODEM 
KB21: (160020/170500) IS ENABLED 
KB22: (160020/170500) IS ENABLED 

COMMAND? 

In the example above, the DISABLE command disabled keyboards 1, 5, and 

13. The MODEM command enabled modem control on one DHll multiplexer 

line (keyboard 2~). The LIST command prints a listing of conditions 

for all keyboard units on the system. The listing shows the follow

ing conditions. Keyboard units ~ through 3 are single line interfaces 

with discrete addresses in the I/O address space. Keyboard unit 1 

is shown disabled as a result of the DISABLE command. Keyboard units 

3 through 6 are pseudo keyboard lines, unit 5 of which is disabled 

as a result of the DISABLE command. Keyboard units 7 through 22 are 

DHll multiplexer lines. The two addresses shown with each line are 

the UNIBUS addresses of the DHII multiplexer and the DMII-BB modem, 

respectively. The listing shows that all DHII lines are enabled and 

that keyboard unit 2~ is enabled with modem control as a result of 

the MODEM command. 
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3.6 DEFAULT OPTION - SETTING TIME SHARING DEFAULTS 

The DEFAULT initialization option is used to establish certain 

default start up conditions for the RSTS/E system~ These conditions 

include: 

a) The maximum number of jobs the system allows during time 
sharing operations. 

b) 

a jo 
,~----------------~--------~-------

c) The allocation of the BASIC-PLUS Compiler and Run Time 
System to an area of memory. 

d) The assignment of certain portions of memory as usable 
or not usable,' either by the system or user jobs. 

e) The enabling or disabling of the crash dump facility. 

The system manager is required to establish the initial default 

start-up conditions. The DEFAULT option is used immediately after 

the REFRESH operation is completed. During the first use of DEFAULT, 

the system manager may accept the system-assigned defaults or change 

them to meet the installation needs. The DEFAULT option may also be 

used at any later time to change the start up conditions as installa

tion requirements change. 

This section describes the start up conditions and the use of the 

DEFAULT option in detail. The options available with DEFAULT are also 

available when the START option is used to begin time sharing. It 

is possible to set job and swap maximums, to alter the memory alloca

tion, and to enable or disable the crash dump facility, using either 

the DEFAULT or START options. There is an important distinction, 

however; the start up conditions established with DEFAULT are perma

nent. Parameters are saved in the RSTS.CIL file on the system disk 

so tbat they can be used each time the system is brought up. The 

DEFAULT start up conditions may be overridden for one time sharing 

session by making changes with the START option. Thus, changes to 

the start up conditions made with the START option are temporary. 

The DEFAULT parameters are used if the system is restarted. The 

permanent DEFAULT start up conditions can only be changed by a sub

sequent use of the DEFAULT option. 
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3.6.1 Using the DEFAULT Option 

The system manager requests the DEFAULT option by typing DEFAULT 

(or DE) in response to the initialization code OPTION query. The 

DEFAULT routines print a series of three queries to determine which 

start up conditions are to be changed. A brief description of the 

DEFAULT queries is provided in Table 3-8. Valid responses and addi

tional related options are described in subsequent sections. 

Query 

JOB OR SWAP 
MAX CHANGES? 

ANY MEMORY 
ALLOCATION 
CHANGES? 

CRASH DUMP? 

MAGTAPE LABEL
LING DEFAULT 
(NONE): 

Table 3-8 

DEFAULT and START Option Queries 

Meaning 

Allows system manager to 
change (or establish) 
either the number of jobs 
allowed to run during 
time sharing (JOB MAX) 
or the length of the job 
swap area in the swapping 
files (SWAP MAX) • 

Allows system manager to 
locate the Run Time Sys
tem in an area of memory 
and to prohibit or allow 
use of certain portions 
of memory by "the system. 

Allows system manager to 
either enable or disable 
the crash dump facility. 

Sets magtape labelling 
default to either DOS 
or ANSI format. 

References 

See Section 3.6.2 for 
the operational descrip
tion and Table 3-9 for 
the possible responses. 

See Section 3.6.3 for 
the operational descrip
tion and Table 3-11 for 
the possible responses. 

See Section 3.6.4 for 
the operational descrip
tion and Table 3-14 for 
the possible responses. 

See Section 3.6.5 and 
Table 3-15. 

The following sample dialogue illustrates the DEFAULT option. In 

this particular example, ~ld DEFAULT start up conditions are being 

printed for reference. When DEFAULT is used for the first time on a 

new system, the message NO DEFAULTS ARE CURRENTLY SET precedes the di

alogue and the Memory Allocation Table is printed automatically. 
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OPTION: DEFAULT 

YOU CURRENTLY HAVE: ~ .. -. c:.. c:...1 

JOB MAX OR SWAP MAX CHANGES ? 

ANY MEMORY ALLOCATION CHANGES ? YES 

TABLE OPTION ~ LIST, 

MEMORY ALLOCATION BREAKDOWN: 

0000000 - 0117777( 20K) 
0120000 - 0207777( 14K) 
0210000 - 0417777( 18K) 
044(10(1(1 - END 

TABLE OPTION? E~IT 

YOU CURRENTLY HAVE: CRASH DUMP ENABLED 

MAGTAPE LABELLING DEFAULT (DOS) ? OLD 

RSTS V06A-02 TEST SYSTEM 

OPTION: 

= 16f( 

The DEFAULT code is the most critical of the RSTS/E initializa

tion routines. Prior to using this option, the KTll memory manage------ment unit, physical memory above 28K, and the memory parity registers 

(if any) have not been used. DEFAULT enables memory mapping and 

scans the l24K of physical address space to determine the size and 

location of all available memory. DEFAULT also enables memory parity 

checking to determine the association between parity registers and 

the parity memory banks. If any of this hardware is not operating 

properly, it is very likely that DEFAULT will fail. If a crash occurs 

during execution of the DEFAULT option, the components mentioned 

should be carefully checked with diagnostics. 
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3.6.2 JOB and SWAP Maximums 

The DEFAULT and START options allow the system manager to estab

lish limits on the number of jobs which can be run during time 

sharing and the maximum size to which each job can expand. The JOB 

MAX and SWAP MAX established with the DEFAULT option are in effect 

each time the system is brought up unless specifically changed at 

start up time. If JOB MAX or SWAP MAX are changed using the START 

option, the change is in effect only for that one time sharing session. 

Normally JOB MAX and SWAP MAX are set with the DEFAULT option and are 

left unchanged when the system is brought up. 

With either option, the system prints the current values of 

JOB MAX and SWAP MAX and then asks if any changes are desired. The 

sequence appears as shown below. 

OPT I ON: [:rEFAUL T 

CURRENTLY HAVE: JOB MAX = ~ .. -. ..;:.c:. •• 

JOB MAX OR SWAP MAX CHANGES ? 

When the DEFAULT option is used for the first time, the value 

of JOB MAX is the maximum number of jobs configured at system genera

tion time. The value of SWAP MAX is SK. These system defaults will 

probably be changed since few installations are satisfied with the SK 

SWAP MAX. The system manager can request a change by the appropriate 

response to the JOB MAX or SWAP MAX CHANGES query. The possible 

responses are shown in Table 3-9. 
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Table 3-9 

possible Responses to JOB OR SWAP MAX CHANGES Query 

Response(s) 

NO 
N 
OLD 
o 
LINE FEED key 

RETURN key 

CONTROL key 
and C combination 

YES 

Meaning 

Causes the currently established default 
values to remain unchanged and the second 
in the series of three queries, ANY MEMORY 
ALLOCATION CHANGES?, to be printed. 

Causes an explanatory form of the query to 
be printed, after which the system manager 
types his response. 

Causes interrupt of execution and printing 
of the OPTION query. 

Indicates system manager wants to change 
either JOB MAX or SWAP MAX and causes 
additional related queries to be presented. 

If a change is requested, additional queries ask the system 

manager to specify a new value for JOB MAX and/or SWAP MAX. These 

two variables are dependent on each other and on the sizes of the 

swap files created by the REFRESH option. Recall from the discussion 

of the swap files (see Section 3.4.2.4) that each file holds an in

tegral number of jobs defined by 

JOBS for Swap File n = Size of SW~~~M!~~4in _segments (truncated) 

~~"-? S' )( Swp x't -=- S' 1'-~ 

The sum of the jobs held by each of the existing swap files must 

be greater than or equal to the desired JOB MAX specified. The de

sired JOB MAX and SWAP MAX are entered in response to the queries 

shown in Table 3-10. 

The initialization routines accept any value for JOB MAX between 

1 and the configured maximum number of jobs. Any value of SWAP MAX 

between 6{K) and 28(K) is accepted. The BASIC-PLUS Run Time System 

does not allow any job to exceed 16K, however. The large range of 

values accepted for SWAP MAX is intended to provide for future addi

tions to the RSTS/E system. After a new JOB MAX and/or SWAP MAX is 

entered, the DEFAULT routines print the new values and check them 

against the sizes of the swap files. If the existing swap files do 
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Table 3-10 

possible Responses to NEW JOB MAX and NEW SWAP MAX Queries 

Query 

NEW JOB MAX? 

NEW SWAP MAX? 

EITHER OF ABOVE 
QUERIES 

possible 
Responses 

1 to maximum number 
of jobs configured at 
system generation time 

6 to 28 

RETURN key 

LINE FEED key, 
NO, or OLD 

Meaning 

Set the maximum num
ber of jobs which can 
be run during normal 
time sharing opera
tions. 

The amount of storage 
space in K (1024) 
words to be allocated 
for each job in the 
swap file. Determines 
the maximum size to 
which each job is 
allowed to expand. 
(See text below.) 

Causes an explanatory 
message to be printed 
after which the query 
is reprinted. 

Do not change current 
maximum. 

not accommodate the SWAP MAX and JOB MAX specified, an error message 

is printed and the system manager must enter new values. If the new 

JOB MAX and SWAP MAX are consistent with the sizes of the existing 

swap files, the JOB MAX OR SWAP MAX CHANGES query is reprinted. The 

system manager normally requests no further changes and proceeds to 

set up the memory allocation table described in Section 3.6.3. 

The example below demonstrates the procedure for changing JOB 

MAX and SWAP MAX. The example assumes two swap files: SWAP~.SYS 

is 1024 segments long; SWAP1.SYS has 960 segments. 
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OPTION: DEFAULT 

'-r'OU CUR~:ENTL .,.' HAVE: ,JOE: t1Ai-:: = 3:2 .. S~~AF' til A:": = SK. 

.JOE: t1A::':: O~: SWAP t'1AX CHANGES "7-' .,.'ES 

NEW .JOE: t1Ai~: '? 

NE~·J S ~~ FIP t1Ai'~ '7-' 16 

'-r'OU CUF.:~:ENTL IT' HAVE: .JOE: t1Ai< = 3:2.- S~~FIF' t'1A >:; = 1.6K. 

YOUR CURRENT ,JOE: AND/OR SWAP MAXIMUMS ARE INCONSISTENT 
WIT H THE S 1 Z E ( S ) 0 F THE E i~: 1ST I N G S ~~ A P F I L E ( S ) . ',.' 0 U MUS L 
THEREFORE, SPECIFY A NEW J08 MAX OR SWAP MAX. 

NEW JOB MAX? 11 

YOU CURRENTLY HAVE: ,JOE: MAX = 11, SWAP MAX = 16K. 

JOB MAX OR SWAP MAX CHANGES ? NO 

ANY MEMORY ALLOCATION CHANGES? 

Note in the example that the attempt to set JOB MAX to 32 and 

SWAP MAX to 16K failed because the swap files are not large enough. 

SWAP~.SYS (1024 segments) handles 16 jobs at 16K. SWAPl.SYS (960 

segments) holds only 15 jobs at 16K. The second attempt which reduced 

JOB MAX to 31 while leaving SWAP MAX at 16K was successful. Note also 

that with the same swap files, other JOB MAX and SWAP MAX combinations 

can be accommodated. For example, 33 jobs can be run with a SWAP MAX 

of 15K. 

If there are any problems arriving at the desired JOB MAX and 

SWAP MAX, it may be necessary to abort the DEFAULT (or START) option 

by typing CONTROLIC and to enter REFRESH to check the sizes of the 

existing swap files. After REFRESH prints the File Status Table (see 

Section 3.4.3.1), the system manager can determine from the sizes of 

the swap files what values of JOB MAX and SWAP MAX are allowed. If 

no changes to the swap files are desired, REFRESH can be aborted with 

CONTROLIC after the File Status Table is printed. The system manager 

can then reenter DEFAULT (or START) and enter new values for JOB MAX 

andlor SWAP MAX. Alternatively, a complete REFRESH can be performed 

to increase the size of the swap files so that the desired JOB MAX 

and SWAP MAX are accepted. 
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3.6.3. Memory Allocation 

The DEFAULT option allows the system manager to allocate a spe

cific area of memory to the BASIC-PLUS Run Time System, to make cer

tain portions of memory either unavailable or available for use, and 

to list the current usage and types of memory on the system. 

When DEFAULT is used to establish the start up conditions for a 

new system, a memory allocation table is printed as shown in the 

example of Section 3.6.1. The system manager may accept the system 

default memory allocation or make changes by appropriate responses to 

the TABLE OPTION query. The memory allocation table is not printed 

automatically after the initial use of the DEFAULT option. Instead, 

the system prints the query, ANY MEMORY ALLOCATION CHANGES? The 

system manager may leave the defaults as they stand or request a 

change in the memory allocation by one of the responses shown in 

Table 3-11. 

Table 3-11 

possible Responses to ANY MEMORY ALLOCATION CHANGES Query 

Response(s) Meaning 

NO Causes currently established memory alloca-
OLD tion assignments to remain unchanged and 
0 or next quer.y, CRASH DUMP?, to be printed. 
LINE FEED key 

RETURN key Causes an explanatory form of the query 
to be printed, after which the user types 
his response. 

YES Causes printing of the query TABLE OPTION? 
See Table 3-12 for additional related queries. 

CONTROL key Causes interrupt of execution and the 
and C printing of the OPTION query. 
combination 

If the system manager indicates that he wishes to alter the cur

rent memory allocation, the TABLE OPTION query is printed. The possi

ble responses to the TABLE OPTION query are summarized in Table 3-12. 

Subsequent sections describe each of the table options in more detail. 
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Table 3-12 

Additional Related Queries and Responses to 
ANY MEMORY ALLOCATION CHANGES Query 

Response(s) 

RETURN key 

LIST 
------

PARITY 

LOCATE 

UNLOCK 

RESET 

CACHE 

EXIT 

Result 

Causes a list of the options to 
be printed after which the TABLE 
OPTION query is reprinted and 
user is allowed to type his re
sponse. 

Causes the current memory allo
cation breakdown to be printed. 

Used as a diagnostic tool to iden
tify various types of parity mem
ory on the system. 

Used to load BASIC-PLUS at a cer
tain available portion of memory. 
Causes the query NEW RUN-TIME 
SYSTEM ADDRESS IS? to be printed. 
(See description of this query 
below. ) 

Used to prevent the system from 
accessing some portion of memory. 
Prints LOCKOUT ADDRESS IS? query. 
(See query described below.) 

Used to allow a currently locked 
portion of memory to be available 
for a user job. Causes an addi
tional query (UNLOCK ADDRESS IS?) 
to be printed. (See additional 
query described below.) 

Allows the initialization code to 
set up the memory allocation table. 
Unlocks all locked memory, locates 
RTS immediately after the monitor, 
and makes available for use any 
new memory added to the system. 

Allows allocation of a certain por
tion of memory for disk caching 
operations. Causes additional 
query DISK CACHE ADDRESS RANGE to 
be printed. (See query described 
below. ) 

Causes exit from routine which 
changes memory allocation and prints 
next DEFAULT option query, CRASH 
DUMP? 

(continued on next page) 
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SYSTEM 
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UNLOCK 
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Table 3-12 (Cont.) 

Additional Related Queries and Responses to 
ANY MEMORY ALLOCATION CHANGES Query 

Response(s) 

RETURN key 

xxx xxx 

RETURN key 

xxxxxxx 

or 

Result 

Causes an explanatory message to 
be printed and the query to be re
printed, after which the user types 
the six digit octal number, xxxxxx. 

The six digit octal number repre
senting the 18-bit address of the 
portion of memory at which BASIC
PLUS is loaded. (Loading is done 
from low memory to high memory.) 
The octal number can be derived 
from the current memory allocation 
breakdown. 

Causes explanatory message to be 
printed, after which the query 
ADDRESS OF IK MEMORY SECTION IS? 
is printed. 

J 
The four-to-seven digit octal num-
ber which corresponds to the 22-bit 
address of the IK portion 'of memory 
to be locked out. The octal number 
can be derived from the current 
memory allocation breakdown. 

xxxxxxx-xxxxxxx Two numbers, separated by a dash, 
specifies a range of successive lK 
portions of memory to be locked. 

RETURN key 

xxxxxxx 

or 

Causes explanatory message to be 
printed, after which the query 
ADDRESS OF IK MEMORY SECTION IS? is 
printed .' 

The four-to-seven digit octal num
ber which corresponds to the 22-bit 
address of the IK portion of memory 
to be unlocked. The octal number 
can be derived from the current 
m~mory allocation breakdown. 

xxxxxxx-xxxxxxx Two numbers, separated by a dash, 
specifies a range of successive lK 
portions of memory to be unlocked. 

xxxxxxx-xxxxxxx Two octal numbers, separated by a 
dash, specifies a range of IK por
tions of memory to be reserved for 
disk caching operations. 
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Table 3-12 (Cont.) 

Additional Related Queries and Responses to 
ANY MEMORY ALLOCATION CHANGES Query 

Additional 
Related 

Query Response(s) Result 

DISK CACHE xxxxxxx One octal number specifies a single 
ADDRESS lK portion of memory to reserve. 
RANGE? (cont. ) 

REMOVE Remove the memory from disk cache 
and return it to user job space. 

3.6.3.1 LIST Table Option 

The LIST table option prints the current memory allocation break

down on the console terminal. The breakdown provides useful informa

tion on the size of the RSTS/E Monitor, the size of the BASIC-PLUS 

Run Time System (compiler and interpreter), the amount of memory avail

able for user jobs, which portions of memory (if any) are disabled or 

assigned to disk caching, and the total size of the memory on the 

machine. The table covers the full physical address space and shows 

the allocation or state of each range of addresses with appropriate 

symbols. The following example demonstrates the use of the LIST table 

option. 

TABLE OPTION? LIST 

MEMORY ALLOCATION BREAKDOWN: 

0000000 - 0127777 ( 22K) EXEC 
0130000 0237777 ( 18K) USER 
0240000 - 0247777 ( 2K) LOCKED 
0250000 - 0477777 ( 
0500000 0567777 ( 

USER 
14K) BASIC 

0700000 - END 
0570000 - 0677777 ( 18K) USER 

NXM 

Each row of the memory allocation breakdown represents a variable 

range within the physical address space. Included are the starting 

and ending octal addresses of the range, the amount of memory occupied, 

and the purpose for which that portion of memory is employed. The 

symbols used in the memory allocation table are listed and described 

in Table 3-13. 
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EXEC 

BASIC 

USER 

LOCKED 

CACHE 

NXM 
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Table 3-13 

Memory Allocation Table Symbols 

Meaning 

Occupied by RSTS/E Monitor (Executive) 

Occupied by BASIC-PLUS (Compiler and Run Time System) 

Available for user space 

Memory has been made unavailable for use (locked) 

Reserved for disk caching 

Memory does not exist (nonexistent) on this PDP-II 

The LIST table option can be used as often as desired in both the 

DEFAULT and START options. If changes are made to the memory alloca

tion table using the LOCATE, LCK (LOCK), UNLOCK, CACHE, or RESET table 

options described in the following sections, a copy of the final 

DEFAULT memory allocation breakdown should be kept with other system 

documentation for future reference. 
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3.6.3.2 PARITY Table Option 

The PARITY table option is used primarily as a diagnostic tool 

to identify and locate the various types of parity memory on the sys

tem. The option is useful to DIGITAL Field Service personnel to veri

fy the memory configuration when the system is installed. It is also 

useful to identify the physical address of MaS memory on PDP-ll/45 

systems. The types of memory (MaS or core) are determined by looking 

at the hardware parity registers. It is impossible for the software 

to determine the type for non-parity memories. 

On a PDP-ll/7~ configuration, the listing of the parity configu

ration is as follows. 

TABLE OPTION? PARITY 

PARITY REGISTER BREAKDOWN: 

ALL MEMORY IS 11/70 PARITY MEMORY. 

TABLE OPTION? 

The following example shows a configuration for a PDP-ll/4~ or 

PDP-ll/45 system. 

TABLE OPTION? PARITY 

PARITY REGISTER BREAKDOWN: 

0000000 - 0277777 ( 48K) 00/02 
0300000 - 0377777 ( 16K) 20(NA) 
0400000 - 0477777 ( 16K) 24(NA) 
0500000 - 0577777 ( 16K) 14 
0600000 - 0677777 ( 16K) NO 
0700000 - END NXM 

The following are the meanings of the codes indicating the type of 

parity memory. 

NO 
NXM 
nn/mm 
nn 
nn(NA) 

Non-parity memory 
Nonexistent memory 
Interleaved memory 
Parity memory with address information 
Parity memory with no address information 
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The values nn and rom are the last two octal digits of the address 

of the parity register responsible for that section of memory. Up to 

16 parity registers are in the UNIBUS address range 7721~~ to 772136. 

When a parity error is detected, the parity register re'sponsible for 

that section of memory usually contains information on the location of 

the last error detected. The code NA indicates that the parity regis

ter contains no address information on the location of the error. All 

core memory returns address information. 

One parity register controls either 24K (MMII-LP) or 32K words 

(MMII-UP) of parity core memory. If core memory is interleaved, two 

parity registers are used for either 48K (MMII-LP) or 64K words 

(MMII-UP). For MaS memory one parity register handles one 16K bank. 

MaS memory cannot be interleaved. 

Interleaving means that one bank of memory responds to "even" 

word memory addresses while another bank responds to "odd" word ad

dresses as shown below: 

ADDRESS PARITY REGISTER 

~~~~~~ EVEN nn 
~~~~~2 ODD rom 
~~~~~4 EVEN nn 
~~~~~% ODD rom 
~~~~l~ EVEN nn 
~~~~12 ODD rom 

Interleaving is used because core memories are destructive read 

out devices. After each read from a core memory, the original data 

must be restored. However, once the processor receives the data re

quested, it can go on to other things (presumably ,another memory refer

ence) during the restore cycle in the memory bank just referenced. The 

bank remains busy until the restore cycle completes. When memory is 

interleaved, the probability is low that the same bank will be refer

enced on the next memory cycle. Hence, interleaving allows some over

lap of memory operations with a resultant speed up in program execution. 
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3.6.3.3 LOCATE Table Option 

The LOCATE table option allows the system manager to position the 

BASIC-PLUS Run Time System (compiler and interpreter) anywhere in the 

first l24K words of memory. For example, if the hardware configuration 

on a PDP-ll/45 computer includes 16K words of MOS memory, it is advan

tageous to locate BASIC-PLUS in that memory. The bulk of processing 

done by the RSTS/E system involves executing BASIC-PLUS programs. Tim

ing studies indicate that 70% to 80% of the CPU time is spent executing 

code in BASIC-PLUS. Hence, optimal performance is realized if this 

code resides in the fastest memory available on the machine. If the 

machine has a mixture of fast and slow core memory, there may be some 

small advantage in locating BASIC-PLUS in fast core. On most systems 

without semiconductor memory, the only reason to locate BASIC would be 

to avoid a defective section of memory. BASIC-PLUS would normally fol

low immediately after the Monitor in the lowest physical memory ad

dresses. 

When the LOCATE table option is requested, the system prints one 

additional query, NEW RUN-TIME SYSTEM ADDRESS IS? The system manager 

enters the 6-digit octal address of a lK section of memory that is to 

become the lowest address of BASIC-PLUS. The initialization code checks 

the address to ensure that sufficient contiguous memory is available 

to load the RTS starting at the specified address. If any of the mem

ory in the required address range is locked out, nonexistent, allocated 

to the Monitor, or extends above address ~77~~~~(octal), an error mes

sage is printed and the TABLE OPTION query is reprinted. The system 

manager is free to try again. If the new BASIC-PLUS address is ac

cepted, the TABLE OPTION query is reprinted and another option can be 

entered. The LIST table option can be used to verify the location of 

BASIC-PLUS. The procedure is shown in the example below. 

ANY MEMORY ALLOCATION CHANGES? YES 

TABLE OPTION? LIST 

MEMORY ALLOCATION BREAKDOWN: 

0000000 - 0117777 ( 20K) EXEC 
0120000 - 0207777 ( 14K) BASIC 
0210000 - 1777777 (222K) USER 
2000000 - END NXM 

TABLE OPTION? LOCATE 
NEW RUN-TIME SYSTEM ADDRESS IS ? 300000 
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TABLE OPTION? LIST 

MEMORY ALLOCATION BREAKDOWN: 

0000000 - 0117777 ( 20K) EXEC 
0120000 - 0277777 ( 28K) USER 
0300000 - 0467777 ( 14K) BASIC 
0470000 - 1777777 (194K) USER 
2000000 - END NXM 

Under certain conditions, BASIC-PLUS should not be located in 

high-speed memory. Consider the configuration below where the memory 

allocated to the Monitor is shown but, for the purpose of this illus

tration, the location of BASIC-PLUS is not shown. 

Locations ~~~~~~~ through ~117777 (20K) are RSTS Executive 
Locations ~12~~~~ through ~177777 (12K) are available core 
Locations ~2~~~~~ through ~277777 (16K) are available MOS 
Locations ~3~~~~~ through ~337777 ( 8K) are available core 
Locations ~34~~~~ upwards are nonexistent. 

Assume that the size of BASIC-PLUS is 14K words. If BASIC-PLUS 

is located at address 2~~~~~, the remaining user memory is divided into 

one 12K section below and one l~K section above. Because user job 

images are loaded into contiguous physical memory, no program larger 

than 12K can run with this memory configuration. Therefore, it is 

better to locate BASIC-PLUS at the high end of available memory start

ing at address 25~~~~ and leave 22K words of contiguous memory for 

user jobs between the Monitor and BASIC-PLUS. This configuration al

lows 16K programs to be run at the expense of not using the high speed 

MOS memory to full advantage. Only 6K words of MOS are used for the 

RTS while the other l~K words are part of the 22K words of user memory. 

Similar situations force each memory configuration to be considered 

individually. 
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3.6.3.4 LOCK (LCK) Table Option 

The LOCK table option locks out certain portions of memory. 

Locking memory prevents the RSTS/E system from using that memory dur

ing time sharing operations. This capability is valuable if a cer

tain section of memory is defective and disrupting RSTS/E system op

eration. Providing sufficient user memory remains after the malfunc

tioning sections are locked, the system can be started for normal time 

sharing. 

The system responds to LCK by printing a related query LOCKOUT 

ADDRESS? The system manager can then type a 4- to 7-digit octal num

ber to specify the 22-bit address of the lK section of memory to be 

locked. If two numbers, separated by a dash, are entered, a range of 

successive lK sections is locked. The lK section corresponding to the 

first address and successive lK sections between and including the sec

ond address are locked. After either a valid address or a range of 

addresses is entered, the TABLE OPTION query is reprinted and another 

option may be entered. The LIST option can be used to verify that the 

desired sections were locked out. The following example illustrates 

the procedure. 

ANY MEMORY ALLOCATION CHANGES? YES 

TABLE OPTION? LIST 

MEMORY ALLOCATION BREAKDOWN: 

0000000 0117777 ( 20K) EXEC 
0120000 - 0507777 ( S2K) USER 
0510000 0517777 ( 14K) BASIC 
0600000 END NXM 

TABLE OPTION? LCK 
LOCKOUT ADDRESS IS? 240000-254000 

TABLE OPTION? LIST 

MEMORY ALLOCATION BREAKDOWN: 

0000000 0117777 ( 20K) EXEC 
0120000 0237777 ( 20K) USER 
0240000 0253777 ( 4K) LOCKED 

0507777 ( USER 
0510000 0577777 ( 14K) BASIC 
0600000 END NXM 

TABLE OPTION? 
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Certain restrictions apply to locking out memory. Memory in use 

by the Monitor cannot be locked because the Monitor can not be relo

cated to another section of memory. Similarly, memory currently in 

use by BASIC-PLUS cannot be locked until it is relocated to a usable 

area of memory. If an attempt is made to lock out a portion of memory 

already in use by the Monitor or BASIC-PLUS, the error message PART OF 

THAT AREA IS ALREADY IN USE is printed. Finally, to remove a full 

bank of memory from use, the 4, 8, 16, or 32 contiguous lK sections 

which comprise the hardware bank must all be locked. If the bad memory 

bank is interleaved, an amount of memory equal to twice its length 

should be locked. 

Certain types of memory failures affect only one word. Other 

types affect larger sections or even the full hardware bank. Any mem

ory failure must be carefully analyzed to determine which IK section 

must be locked. After locking memory, study the resultant memory con

figuration to ensure that sufficient contiguous user memory is avail

able to run the installation's programs. (See related discussion in 

Section 3.6.3.3.) 

RSTS/E can continue running with certain types of memory failures. 

On systems with parity memory, parity errors are logged by the error 

handling routines in the monitor. The recovery procedures depend on 

the usage of the offending section of memory at the time of the error. 

Four cases need to be considered. 

The first case is a parity error in a section of memory allocated 

to the Monitor, BASIC-PLUS, or the disk caching. Since continued sys

tem operation would be risky, the error is logged, a crash dump is 

taken (if the crash dump facility is enabled), and the system is re

loaded. When the system restarts, the ERRCRS program is used to ex

tract the error log information from·the CRASH.SYS file and ERROIS is 

used to print the location of the error. ERRDIS provides sufficient 

information to identify a lK (Core) or 4K (MaS) section which should 

be locked out. If the error occurred in BASIC-PLUS or disk caching 

memory, these items can be relocated and the sections locked. If the 

error was in Monitor memory, the hardware must be repaired. In either 

case, a hard failure may prevent the system from running at all and, 

hence, neither ERRCRS nor ERRDIS can be run. The only recourse in such 

cases is to run memory diagnostics to locate the problem. If the fail

ure was transient, the system manager can shut the system down to lock 
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out memory or can continue time sharing. At some point, memory diag

nostics should be run to reproduce the failure, if possible. 

The second case differs slightly from the first case. If a par

ity error occurs in user memory, the parity error handling routines 

determine whether a single user is affected (resides in the malfunc

tioning section) or more than one user is affected. If more than one 

user is affected, the system is reloaded as described above. If a 

single user is affected, that user is aborted with the error message 

MEMORY PARITY FAILURE. The error is logged, the section is automati

cally locked out from future use (if the error was reproducible), and 

the system continues running. The bad section of memory should be 

permanently locked out (until repaired) using the LCK table option 

the next time the system is started. 

The third case involves multiple parity errors which occur in 

rapid succession. RSTS/E halts at location 54 (56 is displayed in the 

address lights) if a second parity error occurs while the first parity 

error is being processed. Memory diagnostics must be used to locate 

the malfunctioning memory. 

The fourth case concerns a parity error on a POP-II/7~. If the 

POP-II/7~ hardware cache malfunctions and causes a parity error, the 

hardware refetches the needed word from main memory and causes a warn

ing parity trap to occur. RSTS/E logs this type of error, and, if the 

error occurs twice within one minute and is reproducible, the half of 

the cache causing the malfunction is disabled. RSTS/E continues run

ning but with degraded performance. No message is printed but two 

successive errors within the same minute in the ERROIS printout should 

alert the user. Examination of the control register data reported by 

ERROIS shows which half of the cache is disabled. 

On systems without parity memory, no way exists for the software 

to detect or locate a memory failure. Programs may get wrong results, 

memory management errors may occur, or any number of random problems 

may be observed. At worst, the system may crash with misleading clues 

to the cause. 
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3.6.3.5 UNLOCK Table Option 

The UNLOCK table option is used to free a previously locked por

tion of memory for use by BASIC-PLUS or by user jobs. Typing UNLOCK 

in response to the TABLE OPTION query causes the system to print the 

related query UNLOCK ADDRESS IS? The system manager can then enter 

one address, or two addresses separated by a dash, to unlock either a 

single lK section or a range of successive lK sections of memory. The 

procedure is the same as that described for LOCK. If the memory speci

fied is not locked, the error message PART OF THAT AREA WAS NOT LOCKED 

is printed followed by the TABLE OPTION query. 
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3.6.3.6 RESET Table Option 

The RESET option allows the initialization code to set up the mem

ory allocation table. All memory which was locked is unlocked. BASIC

PLUS is moved to follow immediately after the Monitor in low physical 

memory. All memory reserved for disk caching is released to user space. 

Any new memory added to the system is made available for use. In fact, 

the RESET table option must be used whenever additional new memory is 

added. The initialization code recognizes and does not attempt to use 

memory which has been removed. However, the initialization code does 

not alter the memory allocation table to include previously nonexistent 

memory unless told to do so. 

RESET can be used with either the DEFAULT or START option. It usu

ally does not make sense to use RESET at startup time, however. The 

types of memory allocation changes described above are most often per

manent changes. RESET should only be used, therefore, with the DEFAULT 

option. The effect of RESET is demonstrated in the example below. 

ANY MEMORY ALLOCATION CHANGES? YES 

TABLE OPTION? LIST 

MEMORY ALLOCATION BREAKDOWN: 

0000000 0117777 ( 20K) EXEC 
0120000 0237777 ~ 20K) USER 
0240f;00 0253777 ~ 4K) LOCKED 
025400f; 04f;7777 ~ 22K) USER 
f;410000 0477777 ~ 14K~ BASIC 
0500000 END NXM 

TABLE OPTION? RESET 

TABLE OPTION? LIST 

MEMORY ALLOCATION BREAKDOWN: 

0000000 0117777 ( 20K) EXEC 
:012:0:0:0:0 0207777 ( 14K) BASIC 
:02100:0:0 :0577777 ( 62K) USER 
:06000:0:0 END NXM 

TABLE OPTION? 
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3.6.3.7 CACHE Table Option 

The CACHE table option allows the system manager to reserve lK 

portions of memory for disk caching by the FIP buffering module. 1 Any 

memory reserved for disk caching is employed solely by the FIP buffer

ing module. The cache memory maintains a constant amount of FIP buf

fering on his system because all of the memory reserved for disk cach

ing must be claimed before small buffers are used by the FIP buffering 

module. 

When the CACHE command is typed, an additional query DISK CACHE 

ADDRESS RANGE? is printed. A 4- to 7-digit octal number must be 

entered to specify the 22-bit address of the IK section of memory to 

be reserved for disk caching. If two numbers, separated by a dash, 

are entered, a range of successive IK sections is reserved. The range 

consists of the IK sections between the first address and including 

the IK section specified by the second address. 

The lowest lK section must start above the lowest 28K words of 

memory (addresses ~~~~~~~ through ~157777(octal)). The range of mem

ory must be available as user space and not reserved for other usage. 

There is no limit on the address of the upper IK section. However, 

the FIP buffering module can only make use of the first 175K words of 

the range. 

The number of directory blocks which a given range of disk caching 

memory holds is approximately one less than four times the number of 

lK word sections in the range. If N is the number of IK sections in 

the range, the number of disk blocks is given exactly by the following 

formula. 

minimum ( (1~24 * N) - 32 682) 
262 

Any remainder from the division is truncated. 

The number of directory blocks held in the small buffer pool varies 

depending on the demands for small buffers. A reasonable approximation 

is the number of free small buffers divided by 2~ and the number of 

IThe FIP buffering module is optional and is not present on all RSTS/E 
systems. See Section 2.7.22 for more information on FIP buffering. 
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large buffers. The FIP buffering module does not use either small or 

large buffers if more than SK words of memory are reserved for disk 

caching. 

To release disk caching memory for user job area, type REMOVE in 

response to the DISK CACHE ADDRESS RANGE query. To reserve a portion 

of memory for disk caching when a portion is currently reserved, type 

the new range. The CACHE routines automatically release the current 

disk cache memory to user job space and reserve the new portion speci

fied. 

The following sequence demonstrates the use of the CACHE table 

option. 

TABLE OPTION? CACHE 

DISK CACHE ADDRESS RANGE? 700000-1100000 

TABLE OPTION? LIST 

0000000 0123777 ( 21K) EXEC 
001240000 00213777 ( 14K) BASIC 
002140000 00603777 ( 62K) LOCKED 

- 0677777 ( 15K) USER 
007000000000 - 1103777 ( 33K) CACHE 
11040000 2777777 (239K) USER 
3000000000 - END NXM 

TABLE OPTION? 

Impact of Disk Caching on System Performance 

Disk caching improves performance of system operations which in

volve accessing directory blocks. The following are representative 

examples. 

File OPEN and CLOSE operations 
Updating an in-core window of a file 
Listing directories 
Wild card file operations 
Disk cleaning operations 

The improvement of individual operations can be none (when the opera

tion accesses no blocks in the cache) or as much as a l~-fold increase 

in speed. 
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Disk caching slightly degrades performance of system operations 

which involve computing. This degradation is caused by increased over

head in the monitor and can be as low as a fraction of 1% or as high 

as 12%. In general, the central processor degradation increases in 

direct proportion to the improvement in directory related operations. 

To determine the usefulness of disk caching and the FIP buffering 

module, the system manager should study the characteristics of the proc

essing to be done on the system. If the most important jobs on the 

system are heavily compute bound, do not make many directory references, 

and require good response, the CPU degradation caused by disk caching 

may outweigh any performance improvement. If the small buffer pool is 

heavily utilized (less than 5~ free small buffers are typically avail

able) and memory space is not available to increase the number of buf

fers, the FIP buffering module may not be useful. Additionally, if 

memory requirements are currently strained, disk caching can not be ef

fectively used. In the final analysis, the increase in size caused by 

the FIP buffering module may make the Monitor unacceptably large. 
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3.6.3.8 EXIT Table Option 

When all desired changes to the memory allocation table have been 

made, the EXIT command causes the DEFAULT (or START) routines to con

tinue to the next query, CRASH DUMP? The crash dump facility can be 

enabled or disabled as ~escribed in Section 3.6.4. 
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3.6.4 CRASH DUMP Facility 

After the memory allocation has been determined, the DEFAULT 

and START routines print the current status of the crash dump facility. 

A subsequent query allows the system manager to enable or disable 

crash dumps. The CRASH.SYS file created by the REFRESH option 

(see Section 3.4.2.8) must exist if crash dumps are to be en

abled. 

When the DEFAULT option is used for the first time, crash dumps 

are disabled even if CRASH.SYS exists. Whenever crash dumps are 

disabled but the CRASH.SYS file exists, the following message is 

printed, followed by the CRASH DUMP query. 

YOU CURRENTLY HAVE CRASH DUMP DISABLED. 

CRASH DUMP? 

If the crash dump facility is enabled and CRASH.SYS exists, the 

message reflects the current condition. 

YOU CURRENTLY HAVE CRASH DUMP ENABLED. 

CRASH DUMP? 

If the CRASH.SYS file does not exist, the following message is 

printed regardless of the current state of the crash dump facility. 

BUT, SINCE THE CRASH DUMP FILE DOESN'T EXIST, CRASH 
DUMP MUST BE DISABLED. 

The initialization routines automatically disable the crash 

dump facility if the CRASH.SYS file does not exist. If the system 

manager wishes to enable the crash dump facility, he must use the 

REFRESH option to create the CRASH.SYS file. Once the file is 

created, the crash dump facility can be enabled permanently, using 

the DEFAULT option, or temporarily, using the START option. If the 

crash dump facility is disabled automatically, the DEFAULT routine 

saves the specified default parameters in the RSTS.CIL file on the 

system disk and returns to the OPTION query. 

When the CRASH DUMP query is printed by either the DEFAULT or 

START option, the responses shown in Table 3-14 are valid. 
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Table 3-14 

possible Responses to CRASH DUMP Query 

Response(s) Meaning 

LINE FEED key The default response. If typed, the system 
OLD checks for the existence of the CRASH.SYS 
0 file and establishes the result shown below 

based on the current condition of the crash 
dump facility and the existence of CRASH.SYS. 

Current CRASH.SYS 
Condition Exists? Result 

Enabled Yes Remains enabled 

Enabled No Automatically 
disabled 

Disabled N/A Remains disabled 

YES Enables the crash dump facility. 
Y 

NO Disables the crash dump facility. 
N 

RETURN key Causes an explanatory form of the query to 
be printed, after which the user types his 
response. 

CONTROL key Returns user to OPTION query. 
and C combination 

After enabling or disabling the crash dump facility, the DEFAULT 

routines print the next query described in Section 3.6.5. START rou

tines continue by asking for the current date and time prior to load

ing the system for normal timesharing. 

For more information on the crash dump facility, see Sections 

2.3 and 3.1 of the RSTS/E System Manager's Guide. 
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3.6.5 Magtape Labelling Default 

At system generation time, the DEFAULT routines print the labelling 

question as follows. 

MAGTAPE LABELLING DEFAULT (NONE) 

Because a default is not set, the text indicates NONE as the current 

default. Either DOS or ANSI must be typed to set the default. 

After the default is initially established, the DEFAULT routines 

print the current setting in the labelling question as follows. 

MAGTAPE LABELLING DEFAULT (DOS) : 

Table 3-15 gives the valid responses to the LABELLING query. 

Table 3-15 

Valid Responses to LABELLING Query 

Response(s) Meaning 

LINE FEED key or Keep the current default. (Not valid if 
OLD current default is NONE.) 

DOS Set the default format to DOS/BATCH-II 
labelling. 

ANSI Set the default format to ANSI standard 
labelling. 

RETURN key Print explanatory form of query. 

After the response to the labelling query is answered, the DEFAULT 

routines save the default parameters and return to the OPTION query. 

The magtape labelling format set by DEFAULT can be reset and re

stored for individual jobs during time sharing. An individual job can 

set the default by the ASSIGN command described in Section 2.7.4 of 

the RSTS-ll System User's Guide. An individual program can set the 

default by the MODE option in the magtape OPEN statement described in 

Section 2.2 of the RSTS/E Programming Manual. The default for the sys

tem can be reset only by running the DEFAULT option. 
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3.7 START OPTION - STARTING TIME SHARING OPERATIONS 

The START initialization option is used to bring the RSTS/E 

system up for normal time sharing. The START option is similar to 

the DEFAULT option in that job and swap maximums, the current memory 

allocation, and the condi~ion of the crash dump facility may all be 

set during the START sequence. As emphasized in the previous section, 

any changes made to the start-up parameters override the DEFAULT 

parameters for only one time sharing session. The DEFAULT start-up 

conditions always apply unless specifically changed each time the 

START option is used. 

The START option is requested by typing START, or ST, or simply 

the LINE FEED key in response to the initialization code OPTION 

query. The following sample dialogue shows the normal procedure 

for bringing up a new RSTS/E system for the first time. 

OPTION: START 

YOU CURRENTLY HAVE: JOB MAX = 11, SWAP MAX = 16K. 

JOB MAX OR SWAP MAX CHANGES ? 

ANY MEMORY ALLOCATION CHANGES? 

CRASH DUMP ? 

DD-MMM-YY? 22-JUL-74 
HH:MM? 12:18 

CAN'T FIND FILE OR ACCOUNT 
PROGRAM LOST - SORRY 

READY 
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The first three queries are the same as those printed when the 

DEFAULT option is used. Job and swap maximums are described in 

Section 3.6.2. Memory allocation options are discussed in section 

3.6.3. The enabling or disabling of the crash dump facility is the 

subject of Section 3.6.4. Normally the DEFAULT start-up conditions 

are not changed. In the example, these queries are answered with the 

LINE FEED key which implies no change to the related DEFAULT start

up condition. 

START continues by asking for the date and time which must be 

entered in the exact format shown. After date and time are accepted, 

there is a pause while the START code is executed. During these 

several seconds the start-up routines enable all configured terminal 

interfaces, dump the overlay code and error messages from the RSTS.CIL 

file to the OVR.SYS and ERR.SYS files (if they exist), set up monitor 

tables, turn on memory management, load the Monitor and Run Time 

System, and start the system clock. Finally the system attempts to 

execute the IN IT system program (described in Section 3.1 of the 

RSTS/E System Manager's Guide). When a new system is brought up for 

the first time, INIT does not yet exist in the system library. As a 

result, the error messages shown in the example are printed. The sys

tem initialization routines terminate as signaled by the printing of 

the READY message. 

When the READY message is printed, job 1 is logged into the 

system at the console terminal under account [1,2] and is at the 

BASIC-PLUS command level. The situation is the same as if the system 

manager had logged into the system by use of the HELLO command des

cribed in Section 2.1.2 of the RSTS-ll System User's Guide. At this 

point, the system manager begins to build the files in the system 

library on the system disk. 

The system library consists of two types of files: compiled 

system program files and formatted ASCII text and message files. 

The system manager follows the procedures described in Section 4.2 

to build the compiled files. After the compiled files are created, 

the system manager must follow the procedures described in Section 
4.3 to create the ASCII text and message files. 
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3.7.1 Start Up Errors and Messages 

The START sequence is a critical part of the system initializa

tion. START references all configured terminal interfaces and 

disables any that do not respond. The KTll memory management unit is 

activated to determine the size of available memory (as in DEFAULT), 

to load the monitor and Run Time System, and to prepare for normal 

time sharing. START, furthermore, loads the stack limit register, 

enables parity traps for all parity memory, and activates the system 

clock to begin time shar~ng. Terminal interfaces, other than that for 

the console terminal, and the stack limit register have not been used 

up to this time. Even the clock was not critical to the operation of 

the System Generation Monitor or the other initialization routines. 

If the system does not come up as shown in the preceding example, 

these components are suspect and should be exercised with the standard 

diagnostics. 

The message "SWAP MAX OF XX BEING LOWERED TO yy" is printed if 

the available contiguous memory is not large enough to support the 

requested value of SWAP MAX (see Section 3.6.2). This condition can 

occur if the BASIC-PLUS Run Time System is located such that it sub

divides the contiguous user memory. To correct this situation the 

DEFAULT option can be used to relocate the BASIC-PLUS Run Time System 

(see LOCATE and LIST memory allocation options in Sections 3.6.3.1 

and 3.6.3.3). A similar situation can occur on systems with a minimum 

amount of memory but many peripherals or software options. The 

amount of user memory left over may not be sufficient to support the 

desired SWAP MAX. The only way to correct this situation (other than 

adding memory) is to perform a new system generation requesting few 

jobs and fewer options. In either case, the RSTS/E system operates 

normally with the lower SWAP MAX but there may be limitations on 

which system programs can be run. 

The START code attempts to enable all configured terminal inter

faces, DHll terminal multiplexers, and DMllBB modem control multi

plexers. If any of these configured devices are not found, a m~s

sage is printed indicating that the keyboards associated with these 

interfaces are being disabled. The hardware or software may not be 

configured properly or certain interfaces may be missing or inopera

tive. DEC Field Service should check the hardware configuration if 

unexplained messages of this type are printed. In most cases the 
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system will operate normally after the affected keyboards are dis

abled. However, it is impossible for the software to run with certain 

types of hardware configuration errors. These messages may precede 

a crash or signal hardware problems. 

Finally, if the processor halts during the START sequence, the 

possibility exists that the wrong type of system clock was configured. 

START also performs certain software checks to verify that the 

required system files exist and the DEFAULT start-up conditions have 

been established. Any attempt to start time sharing before the 

DEFAULT option is run results in the following message. 

OPTION: START 

DEFAULTS MUST BE SET PRIOR TO STRRT UP 

OPTION: 

The system manager must execute the DEFAULT option (see Section 

3.6) before he can begin timesharing. 

Similarly, if the required system files do not exist, the 

START sequence aborts with the message below. 

OPTION: START 

CANNOT START WITH THIS SYSTEM DISK - PLEASE REFRESH 

OPTION: 

The REFRESH option must also be used to create the system files 

before timesharing can begin. 
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3.8 UNISYS OPTION 

The UNISYS option provides a way to bring up the RSTS/E system 

for time sharing without enabling any terminal interfaces except the 

console (KB~) interface. UNISYS is used as a diagnostic tool in 

cases where the system will not corne up. If an otherwise nonworking 

system does work with UNISYS, the hardware or the software terminal 

configuration is probably faulty. Responses given in the SYSGEN 

questions should be checked against the hardware configuration. 

Communications devices and terminal interfaces should be checked by 

DEC Field Service for proper UNIBUS addresses and interrupt vectors. 

The UNISYS option merely sets a flag which is checked at start

up time. The only way to clear the flag is to reboot the RSTS/E 

system disk to reload the initialization code (see BOOT option in 

Section 3.9). UNISYS is therefore used immediately before the START 

option. When the flag is set, START bypasses the code which enables 

terminal interfaces. The option is used as shown below. 

OPTION: UNI5Y5 

OPTION: START 

(normal START messages) 
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3.9 BOOT OPTION - BOOTSTRAPPING A DEVICE 

The RSTS/E initialization code includes bootstrap routines for 

common disk and tape devices. The BOOT option is provided as a con

venient means to simulate the hardware ROM bootstraps. BOOT is used 

to load another operating system into memory from its system disk and 

to reload an altered copy of the RSTS/E initialization code into 

memory after an INIT patch has been installed. 

The BOOT option is run by typing BOOT or BO in response to 

the OPTION query. BOOT replies by asking for the device to be boot

strapped. The system verifies that the device exists before attempt

ing the bootstrap operation. The following example demonstrates the 

use of the option. 

OPTION: BOOT 
BOOT DEVICE: 
BOOTABlE DEVICES ARE: 

DT DEC TAPE DRIVE 0 
MT MAGTAPE DRIVE 0 
MM TU16 MAGTAPE DRIVE 0 
DC RCll DISK 
[:rF RFll DISK 
DK RKll DISK 
DP RPll DISK 
DB RP04 DISK 

PLEASE SELECT ONE OF THOSE DEVICES: DT 

For RK, RP~2, RP~3, and RP~4 disks, the BOOT option allows a non

zero unit to be bootstrapped. Another query is printed as shown below. 

BOOT DEVICE: DB 
BOOT UNIT ? 1 

Typing the LINE FEED key in response to the BOOT DEVICE query bootstraps 

the device on which the RSTS/E system disk is mounted. The BOOT rou

tines determine which device has the system disk and therefore the BOOT 

UNIT query is not printed. The LINE FEED key is not an acceptable re

sponse to the BOOT UNIT query. 

The program or secondary bootstrap for the monitor to be loaded 

must reside on unit ~ if the device requested is not disk. 
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The first 64 words from block ~ on the device are read and loaded 

into the first 64 words of memory. Control then transfers to address ~. 

Any monitor or program which can be loaded using the hardware bootstraps 

can also be loaded using the BOOT option. The new monitor overlays the 

RSTS/E initialization code. 

The RSTS/E system disk can be dismounted if the drive is needed 

for the system to be loaded. The initialization code continues run

ning when the system disk is removed from the drive. Hence, if a 

different operating system is to be loaded, its system disk can re

place the RSTS/E system disk. 

The default device (LINE FEED response to the BOOT DEVICE query) 

is useful when the initialization code is patched using the PATCH op

tion (see the example in Section 3.2.2). The PATCH option modifies the 

RSTS.CILfile. To load the altered INIT code into memory, the LINE FEED 

response is used to bootstrap the RSTS/E system disk. 
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3.10 LOAD OPTION - LOADING STAND-ALONE PROGRAMS 

The LOAD option provides a mechanism for loading and executing 

stand-alone programs from the RSTS.CIL file. The DEC supplied pro

gram which currently can be included in the CIL is ROLLIN. The option 

is invoked by typing LOAD or LO in response to the OPTION query. The 

option then asks for the name of the program to load. A table of 

loadable programs will be printed if the RETURN key is typed in 

response to the LOAD PROGRAM query as shown in the example below. 

OPTION: LOAD 
LOAD PROGRAM: 

TABLE OF LOADABLE PROGRAMS: 
NAME IDENT LOAD SIZE TRANSFER 

ROLLIN VB? 001000 020672 001112 
PLEASE ENTER NAME OF PROGRAM TO LOAD: ROLLIN 

ROLLIN VB? 

# 
1 If the program to be loaded has an odd transfer address , the 

following message is printed. 

THE TRANSFER ADDRESS OF THE SPECIFIED PROGRAM IS ODD. 

PLEASE ENTER A NEW (EVEN) TRANSFER ADDRESS OR TYPE 

CONTROL/C TO ABORT PROGRAM LOAD, NEW TRANSFER ADDRESS? 

The PDP-II computer traps to an error vector if an odd (byte) 

address is specified. Therefore, the user types an even (word) 

octal address at which the program is to be started or types the 

CONTROL key and C key combination simultaneously (CTRL/C) to abort 

the LOAD operation. 

If the new transfer address typed is odd, the following message 

is printed and INIT returns to the OPTION query. 

ILLEGAL NEW TRANSFER ADDRESS ·SPECIFIED 

OPTION: 

If the transfer address entered is even, the system searches 

for the specified program, loads it into memory, and starts execu

tion. When execution of the stand-alone program has completed, 

RSTS/E can be restored by following the applicable bootstrap proce

dures. For ROLLIN, simply type the command /BO:dev. 

1 Programs assembled or linked without specifying a transfer address 
are given a default transfer address of 000001. This is an odd 
address. 
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3.11 FILL OPTIONS - ALTERING CONSOLE TERMINAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The characteristics of the console terminal (KB~:) are determined 

by the response to the system generation question CONSOLE TYPE? The 

response to the question establishes the device data block (DDB) for 

that type of terminal. If the console terminal is either an LA3~ or 

a VT~5, the response also establishes proper fill characteristics in 

the initialization code and in the ROLLIN module included in the RSTS/E 

core image library (CIL). 

The console terminal characteristics can be overridden so that, 

while the initialization code is running, a different fill factor is 

used. The fill option commands ASR33, VT~5B, and LA3~S set the fill 

characteristics to enable the initialization code to be run on a con

sole terminal other than the type specified at system generation time. 

These characteristics are effective only while the current copy of the 

initialization code is running. When the system disk is bootstrapped 

again or when time sharing starts, the characteristics of the console 

terminal revert to those set at system generation time. The fill op

tion commands do not affect the characteristics set in the ROLLIN mod

ule at system generation time. 

If the characteristics of the console terminal are to be altered 

for time sharing without regenerating the system, the proper macro com

mand can be placed in the START.CTL and CRASH.CTL control files. At 

each system start up, the DDB for KB~: is set by TTY SET rather than 

determined by the system generation characteristics. For more informa

tion on control files, see Section 3.1 of the RSTS/E System Manager's 

Guide. 
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BUILDING SYSTEM LIBRARY FILES 

The system generation procedures continue with the system 

manager building the system library files and creating user accounts. 

The DSKINT initialization option creates the system library 

account [1,2] on the system disk. The BUILD program is used under 

time sharing to create the system library files. Tailored text 

and message files are created with PIP or EDIT and user accounts are 

created with REACT. 

When time sharing operations start, the monitor sets up job 1 

under account [1,2] and attempts to run the INIT system program. 

Since no programs initially exist in account [1,2], the monitor 

generates the CAN'T FIND FILE OR ACCOUNT error and prints the READY 

message. The console terminal (KB~:) is at BASIC-PLUS command 

level and job 1 is active as if a user had logged into the system. 

with the console terminal at command level, a single conwand is 

typed to run BUILD from the medium on which the RSTS/E system library 

files are stored. Once started, the BUILD program runs detached, 

reads commands from a control file, and executes thos'e commands at 

the console terminal. Upon completion, the BUILD program reattaches 

job 1 to the console keyboard. 

The RSTS/E software contains several control files listed 

and described below. 

BUILD.CTL 

SPLER.CTL 

Builds a standard system library 
usable on all systems. 

Builds files executable only on 
a system with a SWAP MAX value 
larger than 8K words. 
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RJ278¢.CTL 

AUXBLD.CTL 

Building System Library Files 

Builds a file executable only 
on systems having the RSTS/278¢ 
optional software. 

Builds auxiliary run time sys
tem used by languages other 
than BASIC-PLUS. 

The BUILD program must be run once for each set of files required. 

Section 4.1 depcribes the files created by each control file and 

Section 4.2 describes the procedures to run BUILD from the three 

types of media. The system programs built by these procedures are 

documented in Chapter 4 of the RSTS-ll System User's Guide and in 

the RSTS/E System Manager's Guide. The system manager can remove from 

the RSTS-ll System User's Guide descriptions of programs he does not 

wish to be run on the system. The RJ278¢ program is described in the 

RSTS/E RJ278¢ User's Guide. 

After the appropriate files are built, several ASCII text and mes

sage files must be created. The procedures to do this are given in 

section 4.3. The user accounts must be created on the system disk. 

The procedures for this activity are in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 de

scribes the auxiliary run time system .build procedures and Section 4.6 

describes the COBOL build procedure. 
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4.1 CONTROL FILES FOR THE BUILD PROGRAM 

This section describes the programs and files created by BUILD 

when it executes commands in each control file. 

4.1.1 BUILD.CTL File 

Commands in the BUILD.CTL file create a standard system library 

for all systems. The programs and files are listed and described 

in Table 4-1. Procedures to change the sample ASCII text and 

messages are given in Section 4.3. References provided in Table 

4-1 are section numbers in either the RSTS-ll System User's Guide 

(SUG) or the RSTS/E System Manager's Guide (SMG). 
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Program or 
File Name 

LOGIN.BAC 

LOGOUT.BAC 

BUILD.BAC 

UTILTY.BAC 

INIT.BAC 

SYSCAT.BAC 

PRIOR.BAC 

TALK.BAC 

ANALYS.BAC 

SYSTAT.BAC 

UMOUNT.BAC 

QUOLST.BAC 

ERRCPY.BAC 

ERRDIS.BAC 

ERRDI1.BAC 

SHUTUP.BAC 

PIP.BAC 

Building System Library Files 

Table 4-1 
BUILD.CTL Programs and Files 

Protection 
(if other 
than <124» Description 

<232> Logs users into system 

<232> Logs user off system 

<232> 

<232> 

<232> 

<232> 

Builds system library 
files 

System utility program 

Time sharing initiali
zation program 

Creates a directory 
listing of accounts on 
a file structured 
device. 

Changes priority, run 
burst, and SWAP MAX 
value. 

Terminal communications 

Crash analysis 

Status reports 

Private disk mounter 
and dismounter 

Lists disk quota and 
usage data for current 
user 

Section 
Reference l 

SUG - 2.1, 4.1 

SUG - 2.1, 4.2 

Chapter 4 

SMG - 7.1 

SMG - 3.1 

SMG - 4.3 

SMG - 3.3 

SMG - 7.8.2 

SMG - 6.2 

SMG - 7.2 
SUG - 4.3 

SUG - 4.14 

SUG - 4.6 

Copies hardware error SMG - 6.1.1 

<1,04> 

data to a disk file 

Formats data saved by SMG - 6.1.3 
ERRCPY.BAC and ERRCRS.BAC 

Chained to by ERRDIS.BAC SMG - 6.1.3 

Performs standard system 
shut down 

SMG - 3.2 

Peripheral interchange SUG - 4.4 
program to transfer files 
(8K -version) 

(Continued on next page) 

IThe abbreviation SUG refers to the RSTS-ll System User's Guide 
and SMG refers to the RSTS/E System Manager's Guide. 
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Program or 
File Name 

FILCOM.BAC 

HONEY.BAC 

GRIPE.BAC 

REACT.BAC 

TTYSET.BAC 

PLEASE.BAC 

INUSE.BAC 

RESEQ.BAC 

CREF.BAC 

START.CTL 

CRASH.CTL 

ACCT.SYS 

TTYSET.SPD 

PIP.TXT 

ERRDIS.HLP 

HELP.TXT 

Building System Library Files 

Table 4-1 (Cont.) 
BUILD.CTL Programs and Files 

'Protection 
(if other 
than <124» Description 

<1~4> Compares ASCII files 

<1~4> System accounting 
program 

<232> User comments program 

<232> 

<232> 

<232> 

<1~4> 

<1~4> 

<6J:1> 

<6~> 

<6.0> 

<6YJ> 

<4YJ> 

<6YJ> 

<4~> 

Account creator 

Terminal characteristics 
setter 

Console terminal 
request printer 

Terminal in use warning 

B~ ... SIC-PLUS line 
resequencer 

BASIC-PLUS cross 
reference program 

Sample system start up 
control file 

Sample system crash 
recovery control file 

Sample system accounts 
file 

Sample terminal speed 
control file 

PIP help message 
text file (8K version) 

Error display program 
help file 

Sample system help 
message text file 

Section 
Reference 1 

SUG - 4.15 

SUG - 4.7 
SMG - 4.2 

SUG - 4.8 
SMG - 7.7 

SMG - 4.1 

SUG - 4.5 
SMG - 7.4 

SMG - 7.8.1 

SUG - 4.16 

RESEQ.DOC 

CREF.DOC 

SMG - 3.1.2 

SIvlG - ·3. 1 • 2 

SMG - 4.1.3 

SMG - 7.4.1 

SUG - 4.4.2 

SHG - 6.1.3 

SUG - 2.1.4 

(Continued on next page) 

IThe abbreviation SUG refers to the RSTS-ll System User's Guide 
and SMG refers to the RSTS/E System Manager's Guide. 
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Program or 
File Name 

NOTICE.TXT 

RESEQ.DOC 

CREF.DOC 

EDIT.BAC 

EDITCH.BAC 

BACKUP.BAC 

BACKDK.BAC 

ODT.BAC 

DSKINT.BAC 

DIRECT.BAC 

COPY.BAC 

ERRCRS 

REORDR 

BACKUP.TXT 

UTILTY.TXT 

COPY.TXT 

Building System Library Files 

Table 4-1 (Cont.) 
BUILD.CTL Programs and Files 

Protection 
(if other Section 

Reference l than <124» Description 

<4~> Sample system notices 
text file 

SUG - 2.1.2, 
4.1.1 

<4~> 

<4~> 

<1~4> 

<1.04> 

<232> 

<232> 

<232> 

<1.04> 

<4.0> 

<6~> 

<4~> 

RESEQ program 
document file 

CREF program document 
file 

DOS/BATCH-II compatible 
text editor 

Chained to by EDIT.BAC 

System back up (fail 
safe) 

Chained to by 
BACKUP.BAC 

Octal debugging tool 

Initializes disks 

Disk directory lister 

Copies entire tapes 
and disk cartridges 

I 

SUG - 4.9 

SUG - 4.9 

SUG - 4.l~ 

SUG - 4.l~ 

SMG - 6.3 

SMG - 7.5 

SUG - 4.13 

SUG - 4.4.7 

Recovers error data from SMG - 6.1.2 
CRASH.SYS file 

Restructures directory SMG - 7.6 
blocks for optimal access 

Describes BACKUP program SUG - 4.10 

UTILTY program help mes- SMG - 7.1.1 
sage file 

COpy program help message SUG - 4.17 
file 

lThe abbreviation SUG refers to the RSTS-ll System User's Guide 
and SHG refers to the RSTS/E System Manager's Guide. 
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4.1.2 SPLER.CTL Files 

Commands in the SPLER.CTL file create programs which require a 

job area larger than 8K words. Table 4-2 describes these programs 

and gives an approximate job size for each. References in Table 4-2 

are section numbers in either the RSTS-ll System User's Guide (SUG) 

or the RSTS/E System Manager's Guide (SMG). 

To build these files, the system SWAP MAX value must have been 

set large enough when the DEFAULT initialization option was run. 

If the current job size is too small when BUILD creates a given 

program, the system generates the MAXIMUM CORE EXCEEDED error. After 

the BUILD program terminates, all of the SPLER.CTL files exist in 

the system library. Those program which generated the MAXIMUM CORE 

EXCEEDED error are not runnable and must be deleted to prevent 

further errors. If the queue management and batch facilities are 

not required, delete the programs QUE, SPOOL, BATCH, QUEMAN, and 

CHARS from the library and replace the special version of SHUTUP 

with the version supplied in the BUILD.CTL file set. 

4.1.3 RJ278~.CTL File 

Commands in the RJ278~.CTL file create the RJ278~.BAC program 

with a protection code of <232>. This file is for use by customers 

who have purchased the RSTS/E 278~ software package and have 

included the appropriate software in the RSTS/E system. The program 

is described in the RSTS/E 278~ User's Guide. 
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Table 4-2 
SPLER.CTL Programs and Files 

Protection 
Program or (if other 
File Name than <124>) 

CHARS.BAC 

QUE.BAC <232> 

QUEMAN.BAC 

SPOOL.BAC 

BATCH.BAC 

RUNOFF.BAC <232> 

VT5DPY.BAC <232> 

SHUTUP.BAC 

ERRDIS.BAC 

START.CTL < 6$i1> 

CRASH.CTL 

RUNOFF.DOC <4$i1> 

RUNOFF.RNO <4$i1> 

Job 
Size 
(in 

words) 

8K 

l.0K 

14K 

l$i1K 

13K 

14K 

15K 

8K 

12K 

Description 

Creates the character 
generation file 

Creates requests for 
spooling programs 

Queue manager 

Line printer spooling 
program 

Batch control spooling 
program 

Document formatting pro
gram 

System status display 
on VT$i15 

Performs standard sys
tem shut down and ter
minates spooling opera
tions automatically 

Special version of 
ERRDIS not requiring 
chain module ERRDII. 
BAC 

Special version of 
START.CTL for systems 
with spooling 

Special version of 
CRASH.CTL for systems 
with spooling 

Explains use of sample 
file RUNOFF.RNO 

Sample RUNOFF text 
file 

Section 
Reference l 

SMG - App. C 

SUG - 4.11 

SMG - 5.1 

SMG - 5.2 

SUG - 4.12 
SMG - 5.3 

RUNOFF.DOC 
and RUNOFF 
USER'S GUIDE 

SMG - 7.3 

SMG - 3.2 

SMG - 6.1.3 

SMG - 3.1 

SMG - 3.1 

See RUNOFF. 
BAC 

See RUNOFF. 
DOC 

lThe abbreviation SUG refers to the RSTS-ll System User's ~uide and 
SMG refers to the RSTS/E System Manager's Guide. 
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Program or 
File Name 

BATDCD.BAC 

PIP.BAC 

VT5JJpY.BAC 

PIP.TXT 

Building System Library Files 

Table 4-2 (Cont.) 
SPLER.CTL Programs and Files 

Job 
Protection Size 
(if other (in 
than <124» words) Description 

BK Creates BATCH program 
command decoding file 
BATCH.DCD 

<232> 15K Extended Peripheral 
Interchange Program 

<232> 15K Status display program 
for VT5JJ. Created from 
DISPLY.BAS and VT5JJ.DPY 

<4JJ> Extended PIP help mes-
sage file 

Section 
Reference 1 

SMG - C.2· 

SUG - 4.1B 

SMG - 7.3 

SUG - 4.1B 

lThe abbreviation SUG refers to the RSTS'-ll System User's Guide and 
SMG refers to the RSTS/E System Manager's Guide. 
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4.2 STARTING TIME SHARING TO BUILD THE LIBRARY 

After the DEFAULT option described in Section 3.·6 is executed, 

type START in response to the OPTION query to begin time sharing. 

The following sample dialog shows the procedures. 

OPTION: START 
YOU CURRENTLY HAVE: JOB MAX = 17, SWAP MAX = 28K 
JOB OR SWAP MAX CHANGES? <LF> <LF> denotes typing the 
ANY MEMORY ALLOCATION CHANGES? <LF> LINE FEED key. 
CRASH DUMP? <LF> 

DD-MMM-YY? 20-AUG-74 
HH:MM? 8:55 

CAN'T FIND FILE OR ACCOUNT 
PROGRAM LOST - SORRY 

READY 

The remaining steps depend upon the medium on which the RSTS/E soft

ware is stored. For the magtape procedure, go to Section 4.2.1; for 

disk cartridge, go to Section 4.2.2; and for DECtape, go to Section 

4.2.3. 
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4.2.1 Building the System Library from Magtape 

Perform the following steps: 

Ensure that the write enable ring is removed from the 

reel labelled DEC-ll-ORSLA-D-MA7 (7-track) or DEC-ll

ORSLA-D-MA9 (9-track), SYSTEM LIBRARY & RELIABILITY 

TAPE. 

Mount this tape on unit %. Ensure that no other 

drive is selected to ~. 

Ensure that the FILE PROT indicator is on. 

Position the tape at its load point. (The LD PT 

indicator comes on.) 

Set the ON-LINE/OFF-LINE switch to its ON-LINE 

position. Ensure that the READY indicator comes 

on. 

4.2.1.1 Building the Standard System Library, BUILD.CTL - Users on 

all systems must execute the commands from the BUILD.CTL file. Type 

the following command to execute the BUILD program from either TUl% 

or TU16 magtape. 

C,3JSV~ 
RUN .MJf1J:BUILD$ 

BUILD runs and prints the following lines: 

SYSTEM BUILDER 
SYSTEM BUILD? YES 
SYSTEM BUILD DEVICE? MT0 [ /, 3 J S Y : 

Type YES in response to the SYSTEM BUILD question and type MT% (omit 

the colon) in response to the subsequent SYSTEM BUILD DEVICE question. 

The BUILD program begins executing commands in the BUILD.CTL file. 

NOTE 

If any errors occur in reading the magtape, 
retry the procedure on another drive. If 
no other drive is available, either request 
Field Service to align the heads on the 
drive or obtain a new magtape. 
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Building System Library Files 

The console printou~ of the entire procedure is shown below. 

RUN MT0:BUILD$ 
SYSTEM BUILDER 
SYSTEM BUILD? YES 
SYSTEM BUILD DEVICE? MT0 
OLD MT0:$LOGIN 
COMPILE SY0:LOGIN 
CHAIN ~MT0:$BUILD~ 9200 

READY 

READY 

READY 

-C 
HELLO 

RSTS V06A-02 SYSTEM TEST JOB 2 KB0 
# 1 I 2 
PASSWORD: 

28-MAY-75 12:02 

JOB(S) 1 ARE DETACHED UNDER THIS RCCOUNT 
JOB NUMBER TO ATTACH TO? 
1 OTHER USER(S) RRE LaGGED IN UNDER THIS ACCOUNT 

READY 

~********** BUILD. CTL - STANDARD LIBRARY PROGRAMS 

RUN MT0:$PRIOR 

/PRIOR~ PRIORITY, BURST. MAXIMUM CHANGER 

ENTER ANOTHER JOB NUMBER? 

CURRENT STATISTICS ARE: 
-8 PRIORITY 

6 RUN BURST 
16K SIZE MAXIMUM 
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ANY CHANGES? YES 
CHANGE PRIORITY? NO 
CHANGE RUN BURST? NO 
CHANGE SIZE MAXIMUM? YES 

CHANGE IT TO? 8 

CURRENT STATISTICS ARE: 
-8 PRIORITY 

6 RUN BURST 
SK SIZE MAXIMUM 

ANY CHANGES? NO 

READY 
OLD MT0:$BUILD 
READY 
COMPILE SY0:BUILD 
READY 
OLD MT0:$LOGOUT 
READY 
COMPILE SY0:LOGOUT 
READY 
OLD MT0:$UTILTY 
READY 
COMPILE SY0:UTILTY 
READY 
OLD MT0:$INIT 
READY 
COMPILE SY0:INIT 
READY 
OLD MT0:$SYSCAT 
READY 
COMPILE SY0:SYSCAT 
READY 
OLD MT0:$PRIOR 
READY 
COMPILE SY0:PRIOR 
READY 
OLD MT0:$TALK 
READY 
COMPILE SY0:TALK 
READY 
OLD MT0:$ANALYS 
READY 
COMPILE SY0:ANALYS 
READY 
OLD MT0:$SYSTAT 
READY 
COMPILE SY0:SYSTAT 
READY 
OLD MT0:$UMOUNT 
READY 
COMPILE SY0:UMOUNT 
READY 
OLD MT0:$QUOLST 
READY 
COMPILE SY0:QUOLST 
READY 
OLD MT0:$ERRCPY 
READY 
COMPILE SY0:ERRCPY 
READY 
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OLD MT0:$ERRDIS 
READY 
COMPILE SY0:ERRDIS 
READY 
OLD MT0:$ERRDI1 
READY 
COMPILE SY0:ERRDI1 
READY 
OLD MT0:$ERRCRS 
READY 
COMPILE SY0:ERRCRS 
READY 
OLD MT0:$SHUTUP 
RE~DY 
COMPILE SY0:SHUTUP 
READY 
OLD MT0:$EDIT 
READY 
COMPILE SY0:EDIT(40) 
READY 
OLD MT0:$EDITCH 
READY 
COMPILE SY0:EDITCH(40) 
READY 
OLD MT0:$BACKUP 
READY 
COMPILE SY0:BACKUP 
READY 
OLD MT0:$BACKDK 
READY 
COMPILE SY0:BACKDK 
READY 
OLD MT0:$ODT 
READY 
COMPILE SY0:0DT 
READY 
OLD MT0:$PIP 
READY 
COMPILE SY0:PIP(40) 
READY 
OLD MT0:$DSKINT 
READY 
COMPILE SY0:DSKINT 
READY 
OLD MT0:$DIRECT 
READY 
COMPILE SY0:DIRECT 
READY 
OLD MT0:$COPY 
READY 
COMPILE SY0:COPY(40) 
READY 
OLD MT0:$FILCOM 
READY 
COMPILE SY0:FILCOM(40) 
READY 
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OLD t'1T€1: $t·lOr·~E'r' 
F.:EA[)'r' 
COMPILE SYO:MONEY(40) 
F.:ER[)'r' 
OLl> t'1Tt1: $Gfo::I PE 
F.:EA[)ITI 
COMPILE SYO:GRIPE 
F.:EA[)rl 

OLD t'lTO: $F.:EACT 
F.:EAD'r' 
COMPILE SYO:REACT 
M:ER[)'r' 
OLE) t'1TO: $TT'r'SET 
F.:EAD"" 
COMPILE SYO:TTYSET 
t:::ERDY 
OLD t'1T(1: $PLERSE 
F.:EA[)'r1 

COMPILE SYO:PLERSE 
fo::Et=W'r' 
OL.D t'lT(1: $INUSE 
F.: ER[)'rl 

COMPILE SYO:INUSE 
F.·EI"::j[)Y 
OLD t'1TB: $F.:EOF.:[:'F.: 
F.: ER[)ITI 

COMPILE SYO:REORDR 
F.:EA[)',·'· 
OLD t'1Tt1: $F.:ESEG! 
RERDV 
COMPILE SVO:RESEQ(40) 
F.:EA[:''''' 
OLD MTB: $CF.:EF 
F.:ER[)"" 
COMPILE SYO:CREF(40) 
F.:ER[:I'r1 

F.:UN PIP 
PIP - RSTS VB6R-02 SYSTEM TEST 
#S'r'(1: r·WTICE. n<T<AO)(t'1T0: NOTICE. n<T$ .. ···FA 
#5'r'(,: HELP . n·::T(40)(NT0: HELP . r;·::T$ .... ·FR 
#SY0:START . CTL (NT0:START. CTL$/FA 
#SYO:CRRSH . CTL (NT0:CRRSH. CTL$/FR 
#~;).lt1: RceT . S'TI5 (t'1T(1: ACCT . SITIS$/FR 
#SV0:TTYSET.SPD (MT0:TTYSET. SPD$/FA 
#Sly'H: PIP . Tio::r(4(1)<NT0: PIP . T::·::T$.····FA 
# 5 .,.1 [1 : E F.: F.: [) IS. HLP (t'1T (1 : E F.: F.: [) IS. HLP $ ..... F R 
#SY0:RESEQ . DOC(40)(NT0:RESEQ . DOC$/FR 
#S'r'0:CREF . DOC(40)(MT0:CREF . DOC$!FA 
# 5 .,.' B : B A C K UP. T i-:; T <: 40:> <: t'l T (1 : E: A C K U F'. T ::.:: T $ •...• F R 
# S ITI ~~ : UTI L T 'r'. n·:: T ( N T t1 : UTI L T 'r'. r;< T $ ..... F A 
#SY0:COPY . TXT(40)(MT0:COF'Y . TXT$!FR 
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#=8ACKUP. 8AC(2?2)!RE 
# ::: E: fI C t< [) i<. 8 A C -::: 2 3: 2 :> / R E 
#=DIRECT.8AC(2?2)/RE 
#=TRLK . BAC(232)/RE 
#=SYSTAT. 8AC(232)/RE 
#=I...If'10UNT, BFjC(;~3:2>/RE 
#:::/)UOL. ~:; r. BFjC(;;;:::~:2>,"'F.:E 

*r ::: (J P I F' E E: f! C <: 2 ::: 2 :> / R E 
# ::: T r 'f' ::: E T. E: fi C <: ~: 3: 2 :> ... .' F.: E 
#:=PL E A:::;E. BF!C(;:::~~:2 > ... ·'F.:E 
j:~ ::: I N 1..,1 ~:; E . E: fi C ( ;;:: J: 2 ) , .... F.: E 
#=lOGIN 8AC(2?2)/RE 
#=LOGOUT BAC(232:>/RE 
H···'C 

PI: fit':' 'r' 

P I..J NUT I L. T '1" 

SYSTEM UTILITY PROGRAM ~UTILTY V06-0?~ 
.? L. () [:i I ;.J ::~ 

"'C 

HELLO 

PSTS V06A-02 SYSTEM TEST JOB 2 [1,2] V80 28-MAY-75 12:11 
J08(S) 1 ARE DETACHED UNDER THIS ACCOUNT 
JOB NUMBER TO ATTACH TO? 1 
ATTHCHING TO JOB 1 

81..11 L[) cc:r'1PLETE 

F~: E FI[) ',.1 

Execution of the commands in the BUILD.CTL file takes approxi

mately 10 minutes. The tape rewinds several times at the beginning of 

the procedure but does not rewind after the statement OLD MT~:LOGOUT$. 

Multiple copies of some programs are on the tape to reduce the number 

of rewinds required. 

The end of execution is signalled by the messages BUILD COMPLETE 

and READY. Do not rewind or move the tape in any way. If the user is 

not including files from the SPLER.CTL and RJ278~.CTL file sets on his 

system, he need not build any more files and can proceed to Section 

4.3 to create the ASCII text and message files. Proceed to Section 

4.2.1.2 to build the spooling programs and files or skip to Section 

4.2.1.3 to build the RJ278~ program. 
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4.2.1.2 Building the Large Programs, SPLER.CTL - Building the pro

grams from the SPLER.CTL file requires a user job area larger than 8K 

words as described in Section 4.1.2. To continue building the library, 

leave the magtape at its current position and type the following com

mand. 

RUN $BUILD 

If the magtape is moved, the system rewinds the magtape before search

ing for the first file (SPLER.CTL). The above command runs the BUILD 

program from the system disk and leaves the tape at its current posi

tion. 

The program prints the following two lines. 

SYSTEM BUILDER 
SYSTEM BUILD? NO 

Type NO in answer to the SYSTEM BUILD question. BUILD continues with 

the following questions. 

AUXILIARY BUILD DEVICE? ~~ 
CONTROL FILE IS? SPLER.CTL$ 

Type MT~ (omit the colon) as the device and type SPLER.CTL$ to specify 

the correct control file. BUILD begins executing the commands in the 

file SPLER.CTL. The complete console printout of the entire procedure 

is shown below. 

F.:ur·J BUlL[) 
S ~I S T E t'l B U I L [) E F.: 
SYSTEM BUILD? NO 
AUXILIARY BUILD DEVICE? MT0 
COJHF.:DL FILE IS? SPLEF.:. CTL 
·-·C 
HELLO 

RSTS V06A-02 SYSTEM TEST JOB 2 KB0 28-MAY-75 12:11 
# 1 / 2 
F'F'1SSi'~ORD : 
JOB(S) 1 ARE DETACHED UNDER THIS ACCOUNT 
JOB NUMBER TO ATTACH TO? 
1 OTHER USER(S) ARE LOGGED IN UNDER THIS ACCOUNT 
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!********** 5PLER. CTL - LARGE PROGRAM BUILD 
OLE:. l'lTO: PIPE,=<T 
r;:: E f1 () r 
C (I (-1 F' I L E ~; 'T' (1 : PIP 
k~Ef~[:r.,.' 

o L [) t'1 T (1 : $ C H A F.: 5 
READ',-' 
COMPILE SY(1:CHARS 
kE ft[) ')"' 
PI...IN CHAPS 
kER[:r',-' 
OLD t-1Tf.1: $OUE 
F::EAD',-' 
C: () t-1 P I L E S Y (1 : G! U E 
FE Ft[) r' 
OLD NT(1: $OLlEr-1AN 
F.:EAD'T' 
COMPILE SY0:0UEMAN 
;.;:: E fi[)',-' 
(J L D 1'1 r (1 : $ 5 F' [I [lL 
F.:EAD',.' 
COMPILE SY0:5POOL 
PEHD'r' 
OLE) t-1TO: $BAT(:rCD 
k:EA1)',-' 
COMPILE SY0:BATDCD 
f:;: Eii(:r 'r' 
kUN BAT[)C:() 
BATCH DECODE SET-UP - V06A-0? 
PEAO'y' 
OLE) NTI): $BATCH 
F.:E Fi[) 'r' 
COMPILE SY0:8ATCH 
k:EA[)'l-' 
Ole) t-1TI): $F!-UNOFF 
F.:EA[)'r' 
COl'lP I LE 5',.'0: $F.:UNOFF 
F.:EADr' 
o l.. [:r 1-1 T (1 : $ [) I S P L ',.' 
F.:ERO',-' 
~: A 1/ E 5 'r' £1 : [:r I 5 P L ',-' 
F:EH()'T' 
APPEND MT£1:$VT05 . [)PY 
REHDY 
COMPILE 5Y0:VT50PY 
F.:EAD'y' 
Ol.£) D I SPL 'r' 
F:EAD',-' 
APPEND NT0:$VT50 . DPY 
READ',.' 
COMPILE SY0:VT50PY 
F.:EA()r' 
UN S fi ..... E [) I 5 P L 'T'. BAS 
F:EA(:r'T' 
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OLD MT0:$SHUTUP. SPl 
F.~ E F~ [) iT' 

COMPILE SY0:SHUTUP 
kEHD iI" 

OLD MTOfERRDIS. SPl 
kEHD'T' 
C: CI t'l F' I L. E ~; 'T' [1 : E F: F: [) I :; 

1..1 t·J ~; F! "/ E E R P [) I 1. E: A C 
FE fi[)'l' 
F.'UN $P I P 
rIP V06A-15 - RSTS V[16A-02 SYSTEM TEST 
# S ',.' f) : ~: T A F: T . C T L ':._ r'rr (:1 : $::; T A F: T 1. C T L 
jSY0:CRASH . eTl ~ MT0:$CRASH1. CTl 
# :; '"I"' ~~ : PIP . T ;:< T < 40 :> ::: f'1 r 0 : $ PIP E i< T. T ::< T. C T L .... ' F FI 
# ~; 'T' (1 : F: U r·~ [I F F. [) 0 C <: 4 0 ::- -::: t'1 T (1 : $ F: U N [I F F. DOC 
# ::' '1" 0 . F: U t·~ (I F F. P N 0 < 4· 0:> ::: 1'1 TO: $ F: 1...1 NO F F. F: N 0 
#=PIP . BAC(232)!RE 
#=QUE . BAC(232)/RE 
~=RUNOFF. 80C(232:>!RE 
t~ ::. "/ T ~, [" F' )". f: H C <: 2 ::: 2: :> ... .' F: E 
# :'" V T ::; 0 P ',.'. E: A C <: 2 3: 2 :> ..... R E 
#"C 

IIEI....L Ct 

PSTS V06A-02 SYSTEM TEST JOB 2- [1,2] KB0 28-MAY-75 12:19 
JOE:(S) 1 ARE DETACHED UNDER THIS ACCOUNT 
JOB NUMBER TO ATTACH TO? 1 
ATTACHING TO JOE: 1 

E: U I l D C [I t'1 P L. E T E 

f~:E H () ',' 

Completion of the procedure is signalled by the BUILD COMPLETE 

message. To build the RJ278~ program, proceed to Section 4.2.1.3; 

otherwise, proceed to Section 4.3 to create the ASCII text and message 

files. 
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4.2.1.3 Building the RJ278~ Program, RJ278~.CTL - To build the RJ278~ 

program, run BUILD from disk again and specify the RJ278~.CTL file as 

shown in the following sample printout. This procedure can be per

formed only if the system includes the RSTS/278~ software and the job 

area is at least l~K words. 

F.: U ,.J E: U I L. [) 
~':;',-';;TEt'l BUILDEF.: 
~:, ',-' ::~ T E 1'1 E: U I L. [) ? N [I 
AUXILIAR',-' BUIL.D DEVICE? MT0 
CCNTF.·OL FIL.E I:=':~? F.:,..T?7:::fi. CTl 
····C 

HELLO 

PSTS V06A-02 SYSTEM TEST JOB 2 KB0 28-MAY-75 12:19 
# 1 ,... ;;:: 
F' H S ::;; t,~ 0 ~:: [) : 
JOB(S) 1 ARE DETACHED UNDER THIS ACCOUNT 
JOB NUMBER TO ATTACH TO? 
LOT H E k USE f;;: ::: :::'::: H ~:: E L (I Ci G E D I r·J UN [) E F.: T HIS ACe 0 U NT 

;~: E Fi [) 'T' 

, +::1-: *' :{-: *' :t: l/.: *' :t: :t: k' .J 2 7' ::: 0, C T L - F.' ,J' 2 ? ::: 0 [I N L 'T' 

U L.I> 1'1 TO: $ F.: ,J 2 ? 8 (1 

kE ti[) ',' 
c: C' t-1 F' I L. E. S ',.' [1 : k ,J 2 ? :::: [I 
I;:' E H () 'r' 
kUN tPIF' 
PIP VeGA-i5 kSTS V06A-02 S',-'STEM TEST 
*J: =F:',} ;:.::? f:O. BAC( ;:;::J:2)/F.:E 
#··C 

HELL.O 

RSTS V06A-02 SYSTEM TEST JOB 1 (1) 2J KB0 28-MAY-75 12:20 
JOB(S) 1 ARE DETACHED UNDER THIS ACCOUNT 
JOB NUMBER TO ATTACH TO? 1 
ATTACHING TO JOB 1 

BUlL.[) COr·1PL.ETE 

F.:EAl>',.' 

The SPLER build procedure takes approximately 15 minutes. The tape 

does not rewind. 
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The RJ278~ procedure takes approximately two minutes. 

Completion of the procedure is signalled by the BUILD COMPLETE 

message. Proceed to Section 4.3 to create the ASCII text and message 

files. 
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4.2.2 Building the System Library from Disk Cartridge 

Perform the following steps. 

Mount the copy of the system library disk cartridge 

labelled DEC-II-ORSLA-D-HA SYSTEM LIBRARY AND RELIABILITY 

DECPACK on a free unit. 

Place the LOAD/RUN switch on the drive to its RUN 

position and ensure that the READY indicator comes 

on. 

Depress the WR PROT switch so that the WR PROT in

dicator goes off. 

At this point, the user must type in the following BASIC-PLUS program 

to logically mount the disk cartridge on the system. First, type the 

NEW MOUNT command to clear memory, after which the system prints READY. 

After entering the program, type the RUNNH command to execute it. 

NOTE 

When entering the statement at line num
ber 5~, replace <UNIT NUMBER> with the 
number of the drive being used. For ex
ample, if drive 1 is used, type the fol
lowing. 

50 M%(25%) = 1 

The entire procedure is as follows. 

NE~·~ t'10UNT 

10 DIM M~(J0~) 
20 CHRNGE SYS(CHRS(6~)+CHRS(-10~)+"SYSLIB") TO M~ 

~ GET THE PRCK ID IN RRDIX-50 
J0 M~(0~)=26~ : M~(1%)=6% M%(2%)=J% 
4f1 t·1~·~ (J:~.~) =f1;·~ -~.: t1;·~ (2J:;·~) =61::;·~ : ~1;·~ (24;·~) =7'5;·~ 

50 M%(25~)=<UNIT NUMBER} 
I REPLRCE <UNIT NUMBER} WITH RCTUAL UNIT ON 
! WHICH DISK IS RUNNING. 

60 M~(26%)=255% 

~ SET UP FOR THE MOUNT SYS FUNCTION 
70 CHANGE M% TO MS 
80 MS=SYS(MS) 

~ t10UNT THE [:r I SK 
90 EN[:r 

~:lINNH 
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If any errors occur, perform the following recovery procedures. 

a) Ensure that the drive unit is READY and is write 
enabled. 

b) Type the LISTNH command and check each line of the 
program to ensure each is exactly correct. For more 
information on inputting and editing BASIC-PLUS pro
grams, see Sections 2.2.2 through 2.2.5 of the RSTS-ll 
System User's Guide. 

If no errors are found by performing steps a and b above, retry the 

entire procedure several times. If possible, try different drive 

units and replace line 50 with the proper unit number. If the error 

persists, the drive heads may require alignment. 

4.2.2.1 Building the Standard System Library, BUILD.CTL - The BUILD.CTL 

file must be executed on all systems. For the purposes of example, 

drive unit 1 is used in all commands. Wherever DKI appears in the 

examples, substitute the device designator of the drive unit on which 

the disk cartridge is mounted. Type the following command to run the 

BUILD program from the proper disk cartridge. 

RUN DKl: BUILD$ 

BUILD prints the following lines: 

SYSTEM BUILDER 
SYSTEM BUILD?' YES 
SYSTEM BUILD DEVICE? DKI 

Type YES in answer to the SYSTEM BUILD question and type the proper 

device designator (omit the colon) to specify the drive unit in re

sponse to the SYSTEM BUILD DEVICE question. The unit number must be 

included since DK alone refers to the system device and DK~ refers to 

unit ~ of the RK drives. The BUILD program begins executing commands 

in the BUILD.CTL file. The printout for the program and: the guidelines 

for completion time are the same as that given in Section 4.2.1.1 ex

cept that MT~ is replaced by the disk drive designator. Upon comple

tion of the procedure, proceed to Section 4.2.2.2 to build spooling 

library programs, to Section 4.2.2.3 to build the RJ278~ program, or 

to Section 4.3 to create the ASCII text and message files. 
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4.2.2.2 Building the Large Programs, SPLER.CTL - Building the pro

grams from the SPLER.CTL. file requires a user job area larger than 

8K words as described in Section 4.1.2. To continue building the 

library, type the following command. 

RUN $BUILD 

The program prints the following lines. 

SYSTEM BUILDER 
SYSTEM BUILD? NO 

Type NO in answer to the SYSTEM BUILD question, after which BUILD 

prints, in turn, the following questions. 

AUXILIARY BUILD DEVICE? DKl 
CONTROL FILE IS? SPLER.CTL$ 

Type the proper device designator (omit the colon) and type SPLER.CTL$ 

to specify the correct control file. BUILD begins executing commands 

in the file and prints messages similar to those given in Section 4.2.1.2. 

When the procedure is completed, proceed to Section 4.2.2.3 to 

build the RJ278~ program or to Section 4.3 to create the ASCII text 

and message files. 

4.2.2.3 Building the RJ278~ Program, RJ278~.CTL - To build the RJ278~ 

program, run BUILD again, specify the proper auxiliary device, and 

specify RJ278~.CTL as the control file. This procedure must be per

formed if the system includes the RSTS/278~ software. The job area 

must be at least l~K words. The entire procedure is similar to that 

shown in the sample printout of Section 4.2.1.3 except that the proper 

device designator replaces MT~. Upon completion, proceed to Section 

4.3 to create the ASCII text and message files. 
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4.2.3 Building the System Library from DECtape 

Perform the following steps: 

Mount the DECtape reel labelled DEC-ll-ORSCA-D-UA1, 
SYSTEM LIBRARY TAPE PART 1, on drive unit ~. 

Mount DECtape reel labelled DEC-ll-ORSCA-D-UA2, 
SYSTEM LIBRARY TAPE PART 2, on drive unit 1. 

Set the WRITE ENABLE/WRITE LOCK switch on drive ~ 
and drive 1 to its WRITE LOCK position. 

Set the REMOTE/OFF/LOCAL switch on drive ~ and 
drive 1 to its REMOTE position. 

The tape mounted on unit ~ contains BUILD.CTL, the control file 

. for the first half of the standard library build (PART I). The tape 

mounted on unit 1 contains a second BUILD.CTL file for the second half 

of the standard library build (PART II). Ensure that the correct tapes 

are mounted before proceeding. 

4.2.3.1 Building the Standard System Library, BUILD.CTL - The BUILD.CTL 

file must be executed on all systems. Type the following command to 

execute the BUILD program from DECtape. 

RUN DT.0:BUILD 

BUILD runs from the DECtape and prints the following lines: 

SYSTEM BUILDER 
SYSTEM BUILD? YES 
SYSTEM BUILD DEVICE? DT.0 

Type YES in response to the SYSTEM BUILD question and type DT~ (omit 

the colon) in response to the subsequent SYSTEM BUILD DEVICE question. 

The BUILD program begins executing commands from the BUILD.CTL file. 

The entire procedure takes approximately 2~ minutes. The printout for 

the program is similar to that shown for magtape in Section 4.2.1.1 up 

to the processing of the BACKDK program. 

Upon completion of the procedure, BUILD prints the BUILD COMPLETE 

and READY messages. 
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Rerun the BUILD program to build the remaining files for the 

standard system library. 

RUN BUILD 
SYSTEM BUILDER 
SYSTEM BUILD? NO 

Type NO in response to the SYSTEM BUILD question and proceed as fol

lows. 

AUXILIARY BUILD DEVICE? DTI 
CONTROL FILE IS? BUILD.CTL 

Type DTI as the device designator and type to specify the BUILD.CTL 

control file. BUILD runs and prints messages similar to those shown 

in Section 4.2.1.2 for magtape from the processing of the ODT program. 

The entire procedure takes approximately 15 minutes. 

When the BUILD COMPLETE and READY messages appear, dismount the 

tapes from units ~ and 1 and store them in a safe place. Proceed to 

Section 4.2.3.2 to build large programs, to Section 4.2.3.3 to build 

the RJ278~ program, or to Section 4.3 to create ASCII text and mes

sage files. 
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4.2.3.2 Building the Large Programs, SPLER.CTL - Building the programs 

from the SPLER.CTL file requires a user job area larger than 8K words 

as described in Section 4.1.2. To continue the build procedure, per

form the following steps: 

Mount the DECtape reel labelled DEC-ll-ORSCA-D-UA3, 
SYSTEM LIBRARY TAPE - LARGE PROGRAMS, on drive unit ~. 

Set the WRITE ENABLE/WRITE LOCK switch on drive ~ to 
its WRITE LOCK position. 

Set the REMOTE/OFF/LOCAL switch on drive ~ to its 
REMOTE position. 

Type the following command to start the procedure. 

RUN $BUILD 

BUILD prints the following lines: 

SYSTEM BUILDER 
SYSTEM BUILD? NO 

Type NO in response to the SYSTEM BUILD question, after which BUILD 

prints, in turn, the following questions. 

AUXILIARY BUILD DEVICE? DT0 
CONTROL FILE IS? SPLER.CTL 

Type DT~ (omit the colon) as the device designator and type SPLER.CTL 

to specify the correct control file. BUILD runs and prints messages 

similar to those shown in Section 4.2.1.2 for magtape. The entire 

procedure takes approximately 25 minutes. 

When the BUILD COMPLETE and READY messages appear, dismount the 

tape from unit ~ and store it in a safe place. Proceed to Section 

4.2.3.3 to build the RJ278~ program or to Section 4.3 to create the 

ASCII text and message files. 
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4.2.3.3 Building the RJ278~ Program, RJ278~.CTL - Note that the 

RJ278~ program must be installed only if the system includes the 

RSTS/278~ software. The job area must be at least l~K words. Per

form the following steps: 

Mount the DECtape reel labelled DEC-ll-ORSCA-D-UA4, 
SYSTEM LIBRARY TAPE - SPECIAL PROGRAMS, on drive unit ~. 

Set the WRITE ENABLE/WRITE LOCK switch on_drive ~ to 
its-WRITE LOCK position. 

Set the REMOTE/OFF/LOCAL switch on drive ~ to its 
REMOTE position. 

Execute the BUILD program again as described in Section 4.2.3.2 

but type RJ278~.CTL to specify the control file. The complete proce

dure is summarized in the following sample printout. 

RUN $BUILD 
SYSTEM BUILD 
SYSTEM BUILDER? NO 
AUXILIARY BUILD DEVICE? DT0 
CONTROL FILE IS? RJ2780.CTL 

BUILD runs and prints messages similar to those shown for magtape in 

Section 4.2.1.3. The procedure takes only a few minutes. When the 

BUILD COMPLETE and READY messages appear, dismount the tape from unit 

~ and store it in a safe place. Proceed to Section 4.3 to create the 

ASCII text and message files. 
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4.3 CREATING THE ASCII TEXT AND MESSAGE FILES 

After the BUILD program terminates, remove the tape or disk car

tridge containing the system library files and ensure that it is 

stored in a safe place with the remainder of the RSTS/E kit. 

NOTE 

For disk cartridge distribution, run the 
UTILTY program and execute the DISMOUNT 
command to dismount the system library 
cartridge. 

At this point in the process of building the system library, run the 

PIP system program and create the required ASCII text files. (For 

information concerning the use of PIP, refer to Section 4.4 of the 

RSTS-II System Userls Guide.) The subsequent sections describe the 

procedures to follow when building the ASCII text files and contain 

references to further descriptions of the use and contents of the files. 

Editing conventions for the use of the RUBOUT key and CTRL/U as de

scribed in Section 2.2.3 of the RSTS-ll System Userls Guide apply when 

using the PIP system program. 

4.3.1 System Message File NOTICE.TXT 

The file NOTICE.TXT is printed when a user is successfully logged 

into the system as described in Section 2.1.2 of the RSTS-ll System 

Userls Guide. In this manner, the system manager can relay to the 

user information concerning operation of the installation or changes 

or additions to the system. Prior to creating his own NOTICE.TXT file, 

the system manager can print the sample file in the library on the 

console printer. 

RUN PIP 
PIP - RSTS V05C-01 SYSTEM #880 
#KB:/FA<NOTICE.TXT 
WELCOME TO RSTS/E TIME SHARING 
# 
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A tailored NOTICE.TXT file can be created and can replace the sample 

file by imitating the following sample procedure. 

#SY0:NOTICE.TXT<40><KB:/FA 
WELCOME TO RSTS/E SYSTEM #880 
HOURS OF OPERATION ARE: 

MON-FRI 0800 TO 1700 HOURS 
SAT-SUN ON REQUEST 

TRANSMIT USER COMMENTS VIA THE GRIPE 
SYSTEM PROGRAM 
tZ 
# 

The tz at the end of the text file is necessary. It is the result of 

typing the CTRL/Z 1 combination and signals the end of the ASCII text, 

closes the file properly and returns control to PIP as indicated by 

the # character being printed again. The system manager can update 

the file as needed. 

4.3.2 System Help File HELP.TXT 

The file HELP.TXT is printed when a user types HELP at a logged

out terminal. The user can print the sample file stored in the system 

library by typing the following command string. (The example assumes 

that PIP is still running from the previous procedures.) 

#KB:/FA<HELP.TXT 
TO GET ON-LINE AND USE RSTS/E, FOLLOW THE 
INSTRUCTIONS FOUND IN CHAPTER 2 OF THE 
RSTS-II SYSTEM USER'S GUIDE. 
# 

If the text is satisfactory, but the system manager wishes to add some 

local information, he can use the append feature of PIP, delete the old 

file and rename the new file. 

#SY0:NEW.TXT<HELP.TXT,KB:/FA 
CONTACT MR. JONES FOR A PROJECT-PROGRAMMER 
NUMBER AND PASSWORD. 
tZ 
71HELP.TXT/DE 
71SY0:HELP.TXT<40>~NEW.TXT/RE 
7f 

ISee the description of control characters in Chapter 3 in the RSTS-ll 
System User's Guide and of CTRL/Z in Section 9.5 of the BASIC-PLUS Lan
guage Manual. 
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The sample HELP.TXT file can be replaced by using a command string 

similar to the one shown in Section 4.3.1. 

4.3.3 Control Files START.CTL and CRASH.CTL 

Two control files are required by the INIT system program when

ever the RSTS/E system is initialized for time sharing. The use and 

content of both of these files are explained in Section 3.1 of the 

RSTS/E System Manag"er' s Guide. The procedures described here show how 

to print the sample files and how to replace the sample files with ver

sions created to suit the needs of the local installation. 

It is essential that these files contain the information required 

to properly initialize the system for time sharing operations. Before 

the system manager attempts to modify or replace the contents of the 

example files, it is highly recommended that he thoroughly familiarize 

himself with the concepts presented in the RSTS/E System Manager's Guide. 

#KB:/FA<START.CTL, CRASH.CTL 
- (Both files are printed.) 
#SY0:START.CTL<KB:/FA 
- (Type new version.) 
tz 
#SY0:CRASH.CTL<KB:/FA/UP 
- (Type new version.) 
tz 
# 

As a result of following the above procedures, the sample files in the 

system library are replaced by the versions entered. 

4.3.4 Terminal Speed Characteristics File TTYSET.SPD 

The system manager must create the terminal speed characteristics 

file TTYSET.SPD. Its use and contents are explained in Section 7.4.1 

of the RSTS/E System Manager's Guide. An entry in TTYSET.SPD must be 

created for each local or remote line which allows a variable baud 

rate. The following sample dialogue shows how to print the sample file 

in the library and how to replace the sample file with the new version. 

#KB:/FA<TTYSET.SPD 
- (The sample file is printed.) 
#SY0:TTYSET.SPD<KB:/FA 
- (Type new version) 
tz 
# 
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As a result of following the above procedure, the sample file in the 

system library is replaced by the new version. 

4.3.5 Standard Account File ACCT.SYS 

As a convenience, the REACT system program is designed to create a 

large number of user accounts a~tomatically. To accomplish this, 

the system manager must create the ACCT.SYS file in the system li

brary. The contents of the ACCT.SYS file are explained in Section 

4.1.3 of the RSTS/E System Manager's Guide. A sample of ACCT.SYS is 

created by the BUILD program. This sample file can be printed and re

placed by performing the following procedures. (It is suggested that 

the system manager make entries in ACCT.SYS to create a privileged and 

a non-privileged account for himself.) 

#KB:/FA<ACCT.SYS 
- (The sample file is printed.) 
#SY0:ACCT.SYS<KB:/FA 
- (Type new version.) 
tZ 
#tZ 

READY 

The new version of ACCT.SYS replaces the sample ACCT.SYS in the system 

library and the PIP system program run is terminated. Proceed to 

Section 4.4 to create the user accounts. 
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4.4 CREATING USER ACCOUNTS 

The system manager can run REACT and use the STANDARD function to 

create the user accounts in the MFD of the system disk. The explana

tion of REACT is given in Section 4.1 of the RSTS/E System Manager's 

Guide. The following procedures describe the method used to create 

the user accounts from information in the ACCT.SYS file. 

RUN REACT 
'REACT' SYSTEM ACCOUNT MANAGER 
FUNCTION? STANDARD 
ALL ACCOUNTS IN $ACCT.SYS ARE NOW ENTERED 
FUNCTION? +Z 
READY 

REACT prints an identification message and a request for a function. 

Type STANDARD or S and the REACT program creates user accounts from 

information in the ACCT.SYS file. When the standard function is com

pleted, an advisory message is printed and the FUNCTION request re

printed. Type CTRL/Z (+Z) to terminate REACT. 

At this point, the system disk is built and the RSTS/E system 

is fully operational. It is suggested that the system manager shut 

down the system as described in Section 3.2 of the RSTS/E System 

Manager's Guide and restart it to test the new START.CTL file. 
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4.5 BUILDING THE AUXILIARY RUN TIME SYSTEM RTSLIB 

The BUILD program must be run to create the auxiliary run time 

system RTSLIB and install the task builder (TKB). The task builder 

is used to link language processors other than BASIC-PLUS. RTSLIB 

is required for operation of both TKB and the language processors. 

4.5.1 Running BUILD - AUXBLD.CTL 

The control file AUXBLD.CTL must be used with the BUILD program. 

Table 4-3 describes the files created by executing the AUXBLD.CTL file. 

Table 4-3 
AUXBLD.CTL Programs and Files 

Program or Protection Job Size 
File Name (if other (in 
(with accou.nt) than <124» words) Description 

RTSLIB.RTS <611> 4K Auxiliary run time system 
[11,1] 

TKB.TSK <232> 18K Program which creates the 
[1,2] auxiliary language and 

program modules. 

TKB.BAC <232> 2K Program which runs the mod-
[1,2] ule TKB.TSK. 

LNGBLD.BAC 4K Program which builds the 
[1,2] language and program modules 

Before beginning the build procedures, obtain a hard copy of the 

memory allocation breakdown. (Use the LIST TABLE OPTION of either the 

DEFAULT or the START initialization option to generate the copy.) This 

memory breakdown is used to verify the optimum load address of the 

auxiliary run time system and to ensure that language and program mod

ules have sufficient user memory space. 

After the build procedures, the proper run time system commands of 

the UTILTY system program must be added to the START.CTL and CRASH.CTL 

files. Read the material in Section 7.1.4 of the RSTS/E System Manager's 

Guide concerning the run time system commands. 

The auxiliary run time system can be built from either magtape, 

disk cartridge, or DECtape. It is assumed that the procedures described 

in Sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 have been completed and that the user has 
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not altered his system library account. It is also assumed that the 

terminal at which the build procedures are executed is logged into the 

system under the system library account [1,2]. The following sections 

describe the procedures for each device. 
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4.5.1.1 Magtape Procedures - Perform the following steps. 

Ensure that the write enable ring is removed from the reel 
labelled SYSTEM LIBRARY AND RELIABILITY, DEC-ll-ORSLA-D-MA7 
(for 7-track drives) or DEC-ll-ORSLA-D-MA9 (for 9-track 
drives) • 

Mount this tape on a free drive. Ensure that no other user 
is assigned the unit and that no other drive has the same 
unit number. 

Position the tape at load point. (The LD PT indicator comes 
on. ) 

Ensure that the FILE PROT indicator is on. (If the FILE PROT 
indicator is off, dismount the reel and remove the write en
able ring.) 

Set the ON-LINE/OFF-LINE switch to its ON-LINE position. En
sure that the READY indicator comes on. 

While logged into the system under account [1,2], run the BUILD 

program from the system disk as follows. 

RUN iBUILD 
SYSTEM BUILDER 
SYSTEM BUILD? NO 
AUXILIARY BUILD DEVICE? MT0 
CONTROL FILE IS? AUXBLD.CTL 

Replace ~ in the build device designation with the unit number on 

which the tape is mounted. After the control file name AUXBLD.CTL$ is 

typed, BUILD runs and creates the necessary files as is shown in the 

following sample printout. 

RUN BUIL[:r 
S'r'STEt'l BU I l[:rE~: 
SYSTEM BUILD? NO 
AUXILIARY BUILD DEVICE? MT0 
CONTROL FILE IS? AUXBlD. CTl 
"'·C 
HELLO 

R5TS V06A-02 SYSTEM TEST JOB 2 KB0 28-MAY-75 12:20 
# 1 / 2 
PAS5WO~:[) : 
JOBeS) 1 ARE DETACHE[:r UNDER THIS ACCOUNT 
JOB NUMBER TO ATTACH TO? 
1 OTHER U5ER(S) ARE LOGGED IN UNDER THIS ACCOUNT 
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F:ER[)',.' 

! ********** AUXBLD. CTL - SET UP THE AUXILIARY RUN-TIME SYSTEM 
OLD C'1TO: $TKB 
F.:EAD'r' 
CCH1P I LE 5',.'(1: TKB 
F.:EFW',.' 
Ole) C'1Tt1: $Lt~GBLD 
REA()',.' 
COMPILE 5'r'O:LNGBLD 
F.:EA()',.' 
~::UN PIP 
PIP V06A-15 RSTS V06A-02 S'r'STEM TEST 
#5Y0:RTSLIB. RTS(0,1J(MT0:$RTSLIB. RTS/CO/CL:16 
#S',.'t~: TKE: . T5K 0'11(1: $TKB . TSK/CO,····CL: 16 
#5'1"£1: TKB 
#SV0:TKB 
W"'C 

. BAC(23:2)/F.:E 

. TSK(23:2)/F.:E 

FUH'~ t·n t.1 : $ I N 5 TAL 
RUN-TIME SYSTEM NAME? RTSLIB 
RTSLIB IS NOW TEMPORARILY INSTALLED AT 108K 

F.:EAD',.' 

The RUN-TIME. SYSTEM NAME question shown above is answered auto

matically by the BUILD program. The INSTAL program calculates a best

fit location to load RTSLIB. A message is printed giving the calcu

lated load address. (The 108 in the sample is replaced by the lK sec

tion number.) The dialogue continues as follows: 

""C 

F.:E AD '1" 

HELLO 

RSTS V06A-02 SYSTEM TEST JOB 2 (l,2l KB0 28-MAY-75 12:26 
JOBeS) 1 ARE DETACHED UNDER THIS ACCOUNT 
JOB NUMBER TO ATTACH TO? 1 
ATTACHING TO JOB 1 

BUILD COr-1PLETE 

Execution of the commands in the AUXBLD.CTL file takes approxi

mately 5 minutes. The end of the procedure is signalled by the messages 

BUILD COMPLETE and READY. Dismount the tape and store it in a safe 

place. Proceed to Section 4.5.2 to place the proper commands in the 
start up and crash control files. 
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4.5.1.2 Disk Cartridge Procedures - Perform the following steps. 

Mount the copy of the disk cartridge labelled SYSTEM 
LIBRARY AND RELIABILITY DECPACK, order number 
DEC-ll-ORSLA-D-HA, on a free unit. 

Place the LOAD/RUN switch on the drive to its RUN 
position and ensure that the READY indicator comes 
on. 

Ensure that the WR PROT indicator is off. 

Use the identification label SYSLIB to logically mount 
the disk with UTILTY. 

While logged into the system under account [1,2], run the BUILD 

program from the system disk as follows. 

RUN $BUILD 
SYSTEM BUILDER 
SYSTEM BUILD? NO 
AUXILIARY BUILD DEVICE? DK0 
CONTROL FILE IS? AUXBLD.CTL$ 

Replace ~ in the build device designation with the unit number on 

which the disk is mounted. After the control file name AUXBLD.CTL$ is 

typed, BUILD runs and creates the necessary files as is shown in the 

sample printout of Section 4.5.1.1. The build procedure continues as 

shown in Section 4.5.1.1. 

Execution of the conunands in the AUXBLD.CTL file takes approxi

mately 3 minutes. The end of the procedure is signalled by the mes

sages BUILD COMPLETE and READY. Dismount the disk cartridge with the 

DISMOUNT conunand of UTILTY, remove the cartridge from the drive and 

store it in a safe place. Proceed to Section 4.5.2 to place the proper 

conunands in the start up and crash control files. 
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4.5.1.3 DECtape Procedures - Perform the following steps. 

Mount the DECtape reel labelled SPECIAL PROGRAMS, order 
number DEC-ll-ORSCA-D-UA4, on a free drive. Ensure that 
no other drive is using the same unit number. 

Set the WRITE ENABLE/WRITE LOCK switch on the drive to 
its WRITE LOCK position. 

Set the REMOTE/OFF/LOCAL switch on the drive to its 
REMOTE position. 

While logged into the system under account [1,2], run the BUILD 

program from the system disk as follows. 

RUN $BUILD 
SYSTEM BUILDER 
SYSTEM BUILD? NO 
AUXILIARY BUILD DEVICE? DT0 
CONTROL FILE IS? AUXBLD.CTL$ 

Replace ~ in the build device designation with the unit number on 

which the tape is mounted. After the control file named AUXBLD.CTL$ 

is typed, BUILD runs and creates the n~cessary files as is shown in 

the sample printout of Section 4.5.1.1 The build procedure continues 

as shown in Section 4.5.1.1. 

Execution of the commands in the AUXBLD.CTL file takes approxi

mately 10 minutes. The end of the procedure is signalled by the mes

sages BUILD COMPLETE and READY. Dismount the tape and store it in a 

safe place. Proceed to Section 4.5.2 to place the proper commands in 

the start up and crash control files. 
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4.5.2 Tailoring the Control Files for RTSLIB 

After the BUILD program executes the commands in the AUXBLD.CTL 

file and terminates, the auxiliary run time system RTSLIB resides at 

a temporary location calculated by the INSTAL program. 

NOTE 

The INSTAL program is provided on the 
tape to load the auxiliary run time 
system during the build procedure and 
must not be used under any other cir
cumstances. 

If the temporary location chosen by INSTAL is not suitable for 

operations at the local installation, a new location can be specified 

by the LOAD command of UTILTY. The following sample dialog shows the 

procedure. 

RUN $UTILTY 
SYSTEM UTILITY PROGRAM 'UTILTY V06A-03' 
? LOAD RTSLIB/ADDR:xxx 
? EXIT 

READY 

Replace xxx in the /ADDR: option with the appropriate lK memory 

section number at which RTSLIB is to be loaded. The lK sections are 

numbered starting at~. After the load address has been fixed, place 

the following sequence of commands in the START.CTL and CRASH.CTL 

control files so that the auxiliary run time system can be used during 

time sharing. 

FORCE KB1: RUN $UTILTY 
FORCE KB1: ADD RTSLIB 
FORCE KB1: LOAD RTSLIB/ADDR:xxx 
FORCE KB1: UNLOAD RTSLIB 
FORCE KB1: EXIT 

The commands can be forced to keyboard unit~. If unit ~ is used, 

however, ensure that the commands are executed before the FORCE KB~: 

RUN $ERRCPY command which detaches from the console terminal and leaves the 

console terminal logged out. Replace xxx in the /ADDR: option with the 

appropriate lK memory section number at which RTSLIB is to be loaded. 

{See Section 3.1.2.4 of the RSTS/E System Manager's Guide for a sample 

control file. If the run time system commands are not executed at the 

start of time sharing, RTSLIB will not be in the monitor's table of 
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run time systems. An attempt to run the language or the programs which 

depend on RTSLIB generates the NO RUN TIME SYSTEM error message.) If 

the load address is changed in the future (because memory is locked out 

or BASIC-PLUS is relocated), the commands in the control files must also 

be changed. 

To ensure that the TKB program is properly installed on the sys

tem, type the following commands. 

READY 

The prompting message TKB> indicates that the program operates properly. 
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4.6 BUILDING THE COBOL COMPILER AND SORTll PROGRAM 

Before building COBOL, ensure that the following requirements are 

satisfied. 

1. The auxiliary run time system RTSLIB must be on the 
system. 

2. The default swap maximum must be at least as large as 
the size of the COBOL compiler (specified during the 
build procedure below) . 

3. The size of the COBOL compiler must not be greater 
than the available contiguous user space on the sys
tem. 

4. The total of the COBOL compiler size and the RTSLIB 
size (fixed at 4K words) must not be greater than 
the available user space on the system. 

Section 4.5 describes the build procedures for RTSLIB. The cur

rent default swap maximum can be found by executing the DEFAULT ini

tialization option described in Section 3.5. The available user space 

can be found by using the LIST TABLE OPTION of either DEFAULT or START. 

4.6.1 Building COBOL and SORTll 

To build COBOL, the LNGBLD program is run from the system disk. 

The COBOL compiler and the SORTll program are distributed as one pack

age. The distribution medium is used as the build device. LNGBLD 

creates the files described in Table 4-4. 

Program or 
File Name 
(with account) 

nnnnnn.TSK 
[1,2] 

nnnnnn.BAC 
[1,2] 

SORTll.TSK 
[1,2] 

Table 4-4 
LNGBLD Programs and Files 

Protection 
(if other 
than <124» 

<232> 

<232> 

<232> 

Job Size 
(in 
words) Description 

? Default is COBOL.TSK, the COBOL 
compiler. Otherwise, nnnnnn is 
a user-specified name. 

4K Default is COBOL.BAC, the pro
gram which loads the PDP-II COBOL 
compiler COBOL.TSK. If other 
than COBOL.TSK is created, 
nnnnnn.BAC is created to load the 
module nnnnnn.TSK. 

8K The PDP-II Sort program SORTll. 
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Program or 
File Name 
(with account) 

SORTll.BAC 
[1,2] 

REFRMT.OBJ 
[1,2] 

COBRG.OBJ 
[1,2] 

Building System Library Files 

Table 4-4 (Cont.) 
LNGBLD Programs and Files 

Protection Job Size 
(if other (in 
than <124» words) Description 

< 232> 4K Program which loads the 
Sort program SORTll. 

< 104> 4K Reads a program coded in 

PDP-ll 

the 
terminal format and converts 
it to 80-column conventional 
format. 

<104> 8K Produces printed reports from 
data files. 

The LNGBLD program creates an account on the system disk. Upon 

completion of the build procedure, the account is zeroed and deleted. 

The LNGBLD procedures allow the size and name of the COBOL com

piler to be altered. This facility enables systems to have both a 

large and small COBOL compiler at the same time. (LNGBLD creates only 

one compiler at a time.) The default compiler, COBOL.TSK, is run by 

means of the standard CCL commands COBOL and CBL. Other versions of 

the compiler are run by typing the RUN command with the dollar sign ($) 

and the user-specified compiler name. Thus, if a compiler named CBL28 

is created, the command RUN $CBL28 loads the alternate COBOL compiler 

named CBL28.TSK from the system library account. 

The following sections describe the procedure to build COBOL and 

SORTll from each distribution medium. 
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4.6.1.1 Magtape Procedure - Perform the following steps. 

Ensure that the write enable ring is removed from the reel 
labelled RSTS/E COBOL V~lA, order number DEC-II-LCBSA-B-MB7 
(for 7-track drives) or DEC-II-LCBSA-B-MB9 (for 9~track 
drives) . 

Mount this tape on a free unit and ensure that no other 
drive is set to that unit. 

Ensure that the FILE PROT indicator is on. 

position the tape at load point. (The LD PT indicator 
comes on.) 

Set the ON-LINE/OFF-LINE switch to its ON-LINE position. 
Ensure that the READY indicator comes on. 

While logged into the system under account [1,2], run the LNGBLD 

program from the system disk as follows. 

RUN LNG8LD 
LNG8lD V06A-05 BUILD AN AUXILIARY LANGUAGE 
WHAT LANGUAGE TO TO 8E BUILT? COBOL 
FROM WHAT DEVICE(S) WILL THE FILES COME? MT0: 

NOTE 

If multiple devices are necessary, type 
each device designator separated by a 
comma. 

After the device designator(s) is typed, the LNGBLD program prints 

the following messages. 

ACCOUNT (1,6) WILL BE CREATED AND USED FOR THE BUILD 
THIS ACCOUNT WILL BE DELETED AFTER THE BUILD 
~C 

NOTE 

The CTRL/C combination may appear before 
the ACCOUNT WILL BE CREATED and WILL BE 
DELETED messages finish printing. This 
action does not affect the proper result 
of the program. 
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HELLO 1/6;A 

READY 

ASSIGN MT0:. DOS 

READY 

RUN PIP 
PIP V06A-15 R5TS V06A-02 SYSTEM TEST 
#SY:=MT0:[128,128J/CO 
#~Z 

READY 

DEASSIGN 

READY 
!********** BUILD THE COBOL LANGUAGE PROCESSOR 

RUN C8L8LD 
DEFAULTS FOR THE COBOL BUILD ARE: 

NAME COBOL 
SIZE 18K WORDS 
SAVE MAP? NO 

ANY CHANGES? 

At this point in the procedure, either YES or NO must be typed. 

If NO is typed, the program builds COBOL with the defaults listed in 

the printout. If YES is typed, the program prints a series of three 

questions which allow the defaults to be changed. 

The first question concerns the size of the COBOL job image. 

Typing NO establishes the default size and causes the second question 

to be printed. Typing YES causes the program to print an additional 

question concerning the size. The size can be between 18K and 28K 

words provided that the available user job space is at least equal to 

the sum of the COBOL size and the size of RTSLIB. If· enough user job 

space is not available and a user attempts to run COBOL, the system 

prints the MAXIMUM CORE EXCEEDED error message. A larger size for 

COBOL increases execution efficiency because the number of overlays 

is reduced. A smaller size requires less memory and swapping storage. 

The second question allows the name of the COBOL compiler to be 

changed. Typing NO to the question establishes the default name. 

Typing YES causes the program to print an additional question in re

sponse to which a name between one and six characters can be typed. 

The name specified is used for the COBOL module and for the program 

which loads the COBOL module. 
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The third question concerns saving the load map file. Typing NO 

results in the map being deleted. Typing YES saves the map under ac

count [1,2] in a file nnnnnn.MAP where nnnnnn is the one to six char

acters assigned to the COBOL module name. (If YES is typed, a message 

giving the file name and account is printed on the next line for docu

mentation purposes.) 

The dialogue continues as shown in the following sample printout. 

AN ',-1 CHFiNGES? ',-IE5 
CHANGE 5 I ZE? ',-IES 

CHANGE IT TO? 24 
CHAr'WE NAt-1E? t·JO 
5F1 I-iE t-lfiP? ITIE5 
THE t-1AP I-n LL BE 5A I·/E[) AS COBOL. t-1AP Ot·J ACCOUNT [L 2 J. 

j:;:EFi[:r',-' 

PUN $TKE: 

T I::B > l:lite BPS T 5 
TKE: *[)IAG*-22 P0A 

TKE: :+:0 I AG*-22 !-JF L l1 

TKE: *[:r I AG*-22 t-1SGF.: 

TKE: *[:r I AI]*-~:2 LOA[:r 

TkE: *[:r I AI]:+:-22 F.:FCSGB 

T VB:>@:::F.:TPST 
TKE: *[)IAG*-21 SORTP FA. ENE: 

TKE: *[)IAG*-21 SOF.:TP FA. POS 

TKB :-j.:[:r I AG*-21 SOj:;:TP FA. j:;: !.j [:r 

TKE: *[:r I FII3*-21 SOF.:TP FA. ENE: 

Tf:::B * [:r I A 13 * - 21 SOF.:Tt-l FA. POS 

TKE: *[:r I AG*-21 SO F.: Tt-l FA. RI·jD 

TKE: *= [:r I FIG :-j.:- 22 SOF.:TS1 

TKB>~"Z 
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F.:EADr' 
Ole) COBOL 
F.:Ef1[)r' 
:to [)ATA COE:OL $COE:OL. TSK .. F.:TSLIE: .. -1 
COMPILE SY0:$COE:OL 

OLe) ::.ot:::r:t:t 
f:,:ER[:.'r' 
COMPILE SY0:$SORT11 
PEA(:r\.1 
r·Hi /-1 E ":t C 0 E: 0 :_. E: A C" AS" $ C [I E: 0 L. E: A C <: 2 J: ;.:;:: :> " 
READr' 
I·~ R /-1 E "$ C [I E: (I L. T S K II AS" $ C 0 E: 0 L. T S f::: <: 2 3: 2:> It 

F.:EA[)r' 
tHH'l E "$~: 0 F.: T 1 L T 5 k" AS" $ ::;; [I F.: T 11. T S K <: 2 J: 2:> It 

REFI[J'r' 
t-J H 1-1 E "$ 5 0 R Til. E: A C" AS" $ S 0 Fn 11. E: A C <: 2 J: 2:> " 
F.:EHC)\' 

!****RUN A COBOL TEST PF.:OGRAM **** 
F.: U r·~ $~ C 0 E: [I L 

C8L)XTST01=XTST01 
C8L -- 4 ERRORS 
C8L ---- L.OA[:.ING 
COMAPRRE THE FOLL.OWING TWO ROWS: 
A RE:C[) A 
A ABCD A 

COMPRRE THE FOLLOWING TWO ROWS: 
AAE121222181E:1K01201202201B01801K 
HAE1212221B181f:::01201202201E:01E:01K 

BUILD COMPL.ETE - ZEROING ACCOUNT (1,6) - (:rELETING ACCOUNT (1,6) 
F.:EA[)Y 

completion of the build is signalled by the BUILD COMPLETE and 

READY messages. The procedure takes between 10 and 15 minutes. Pro

ceed to Section 4.6.2 for guidelines on testing the results of the 

build procedures for COBOL and SORTll. 
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4.6.1.2 Disk Cartridge Procedure - Perform the following steps. 

Mount the disk cartridge labelled RSTS/E COBOL V~lA, order 
number DEC-ll-LCBSA-B-HB, on a free drive. 

Place the LOAD/RUN switch on the drive to its RUN position 
and ensure that the READY light comes on. 

Ensure that the WR PROT indicator is on. 

While logged into the system under account [1,2], run the LNGBLD 

program from the system disk as follows. 

RUN $LNGBLD 
LNGBLD V06A-05 BUILD AN AUXILIARY LANGUAGE 
WHAT LANGUAGE IS TO BE BUILT? COBOL 
FROM WHAT DEVICE(S) WILL THE FILES COME? DK0: 

After the device designator is typed, LNGBLD prints messages 

similar to those in Section 4.6.1.1. Follow the guidelines given in 

Section 4.6.1.1 to answer the ANY CHANGES question. 

Completion of the build is signalled by the BUILD COMPLETE and 

READY messages. The procedure takes approximately ten minutes. Pro

ceed to Section 4.6.2 for guidelines on testing the results of the 

build procedures. 

4.6.1.3 DECtape Procedure - Perform the following steps. 

Mount the DECtape reels labelled RSTS/E COBOL V~lA, order 
numbers DEC-ll-LCBSA-B-UBl and -UB2, on free drives. 

Set the WRITE ENABLE/WRITE LOCK switches on the drives to 
WRITE LOCK. 

Set the REMOTE/OFF/LOCAL switches on the drives to 
REMOTE. 

While logged into the system under account [1,2], run theLNGBLD 

program from the system disk as follows. 

RUN $LNGBLD 
LNGBLD V06A-05 BUILD AN AUXILIARY LANGUAGE 
WHAT LANGUAGE IS TO BE BUILT? COBOL 
FROM WHAT DEVICE(S) WILL THE FILES COME? DT0:,DT1:-
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After the device designator is typed, LNGBLD prints messages 

similar to those in Section 4.6.1.1. Follow the guidelines given in 

Section 4.6.1.1 to answer the ANY CHANGES query. 

Completion of the build is signalled by the BUILD COMPLETE and 

READY messages. The procedure takes approximately 20 minutes. Pro

ceed to Section 4.6.2 for guidelines on testing the results of the 

build procedures. 
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4.6.2 Testing the Results of the Build Procedures 

It is advisable to test the start up control file used at the 

local installation. Run the SHUTUP program and, when SHUTUP termi

nates, press the CPU console CaNT switch to bootstrap the system disk. 

Use the START option and, when the initialization program runs, speci

fy the standard control file which contains the run time system con

trol commands. After start up, the system should be able to run COBOL 

and SORTII. The results of the start up can be tested by typing the 

proper command to run COBOL as shown below. 

RUN $COBOL 

CBL> 

RSTS/E loads the auxiliary run time system and runs the COBOL 

compiler which prints its prompting indicator. If the NO RUN TIME 

SYSTEM message occurs, check the control file to ensure that the 

proper commands are present and try the procedure again. (Refer to 

Section 4.5.2 for the proper run time system commands.) Type the 

CTRL/Z combination to terminate COBOL and type the command to run 

SORTII. 

CBL>"'Z 

READY 

RUN $SORTll 

SORT>"'Z 

READY 

For more information on running COBOL and SORTII, see the PDP-II 

COBOL User's Guide and the PDP-II SORT User's Guide. 
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HARDWARE BOOTSTRAP PROCEDURES 

Bootstrapping a device involves using the central processor unit 

(CPU) console switches to access and initiate a hardware loader. The 

hardware loader contains machine instructions for reading a special 

record from the device. The record, called a bootstrap record, is 

transferred into memory and executes a specially designed software 

program. For the bootstrap operation to succeed, the device accessed 

must be on line and ready; the medium accessed must contain a proper 

bootstrap record; and the console terminal must be on line. 

The console switches and their usage are described in Chapter 11 

of the PDP-ll/7~ Processor Handbook and in Chapter 8 of the PDP-ll/45 

Processor Handbook and the PDP-ll/4~ Processor Handbook. The bootstrap 

procedure to use depends upon the type of hardware bootstrap device on 

the system. Table A-I summarizes the addresses needed to bootstrap a 

device. The detailed procedures to bootstrap a device are presented 

according to the types of hardware bootstrap devices available. 
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Table A-I 
Summary of Hardware Bootstrap Addresses 

Bootstrap Type 

Device to 
Bootstrap BM873-YA BM873-YB 1 MRll-DB BM792-YB 2 

RFll disk 773~~~ 773136 773l~~ 777462 

RKll disk cartridge 773~1~ 773~3~ 773ll~ 7774~6 
unit ~ 

RP~2 or RP,03 disk 773l~~ 77335~ 773154 776716 
pack unit ,0 -~. 

RP,e4 disk pack - 77332~ - -
unit ~ 

RKll disk (unit - 773~32 - -
specified in SR) 

RP,02 or RP,03 disk - 773352 - -
(unit specified in 
SR) 

RP,e4 disk (unit - 773322 - -
specified in SR) 

TMll/TUl~ magtape 773~5~ 773ll,e 773136 
See foot-
note 3 

TM,02/TU16 magtape - 773l5~ - -
TCll/TU56 DECtape 773~3~ 773,07,e 773l2~ 777344 

ITo bootstrap a non-zero disk unit, set the address in the Switch 
Register, depress the LOAD ADRS switch, set the unit number in the 
Switch Register, and press the START switch. 

2 For the BM792-YB loader, set the address 7731.0.0 in the Switch Regis
ter, depress the LOAD ADRS switch, set the value from the table in 
the Switch Register, and press the START switch. 

3To bootstrap a magtape, use the loading routine described in Section 
A. 4. 
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A.l BM873-YA PROCEDURE 

If the BM873-YA Restart/Loader is on the system, perform the fol

lowing steps. 

Move the CPU Console ENABLE/HALT switch to its HALT 

position and back to its ENABLE position. 

Set the CPU Switch Register to one of the following 

values. 

773~~~ for RFll disk 

773~1~ for RKll disk cartridge 

773l~~ for RP~2 or RP~3 disk pack 

773~5~ for TMll/TUl~ magtape 

773~3~ for TCll/TU56 DECtape 

Depress the CPU LOAD ADRS switch. 

Depress the CPU START switch. 
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A.2 BM873-YB PROCEDURE 

If the BM873-YB Restart/Loader is on the system, perform the fol

lowing steps. 

Move the CPU Console ENABLE/HALT switch to its HALT 

position and back to its ENABLE position. 

Set the CPU Switch Register to one of the following 

values. 

773~3~ for RKll disk cartridge 

773136 for RFll disk 

77332~ for RP~4 disk pack 

773~32 for RKll disk unit specified 
in the Switch Register 

773322 for RP~4 disk unit specified 
in the Switch Register 

773352 for RP~2 or RP~3 disk unit 'specified 
in the Switch Register 

77335~ for RP~2 or RP~3 disk pack 

77311~ for TMll/TUl,0 magtape 

77315~ for TM~2/TU16 magtape 

773~7~ for TCll/TU56 DECtape 

Depress the CPU LOAD ADRS switch. 

If necessary, set the CPU Switch Register to the 

unit number of the disk drive being bootstrapped. 

Depress the CPU START switch. 
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A.3 MRll-DB PROCEDURE 

If the MRI1-DB Bulk Storage Loader is on the system, perform the 

following steps. 

Move the CPU Console ENABLE/HALT switch to its HALT 

position and back to its ENABLE position. 

Set the CPU Switch Register to one of the following 

values. 

773l~~ for RFll disk 

773ll~ for RKll disk cartridge 

773154 for RP~3 disk pack 

773136 for TMll/TU1~ magtape 

773l2~ for TCll/TU56 DECtape 

Depress the CPU LOAD ADRS switch. 

Depress the CPU START switch. 
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A.4 BM792-YB PROCEDURE 

If the BM792-YB Hardware Loader is on the system, perform the 

following steps. 

Move the CPU Console ENABLE/HALT switch to its HALT 

position and back to its ENABLE position. 

Set the CPU Switch Reg~ster to 7731". 

Depress the CPU LOAD ADRS switch. 

Set the CPU Switch Register to one of the following 

values. 

777462 for RFll disk 

7774'6 for RKll disk cartridge 

776716 for RP,3 disk pack 

777344 for TCll/TU56 DECtape 

Depress the CPU START switch. 

To bootstrap a TMll/TUl, magtape when the system has neither the BM873 

nor the MRll-DB loader, the user must manually enter a load routine 

into memory using the CPU console Switch Register and the DEP switch. 

To load the routine, perform the following steps. 

Move the CPU Console ENABLE/HALT switch to its HALT 

position and back to its ENABLE position. 

Set the CPU Switch Register to .1 ••••• 

Depress the CPU LOAD ADRS switch. 

Load the following contents into memory using the 

Switch Register and DEP switch. 
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Address Contents 

~l~fH~~ ~l27~~ 
~1~~~2 172524 
~1~~~4 ~~53l~ 
~1~~~6 ~1274~ 
~l~~l~ ~6~~ll 
~l~~12 1~571~ 
~1~~14 1~~376 
~1~~16 ~~571~ 
~1~~2~ 1~~767 
~1~~22 ~1271~ 
~1~~24 ~6~~~3 
~1~~26 1~571~ 
~1~~3~ 1~~376 
~1~~32 ~~571~ 
~1~~34 1~~777 
~1~~36 ~~5~~7 

Set the Console Switch Register to ~l~~~~. 

Depress the CPU LOAD ADRS switch. 

Depress the CPU START switch. 

If the system reads the tape but halts at address ~1~~34, the magtape 

generated a parity error. The user can try another drive. If the 

system appears to take no action and halts, verify the accuracy of 

the routine by using the CPU Console EXAM switch. Use the Switch 

Register 'and the DEP switch to correct any erroneous contents. Re

wind the tape to its load point before executing the routine again. 

If no recovery is successful, it will be necessary to have a DIGITAL 

Field Service representative check the device. If the hardware is 

working properly, it will be necessary to use a new magtape reel. 
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RSTS/E CONSISTENCY ERROR MESSAGES 

During the execution of RSTS/E initialization routines, many checks 

are made to determine the consistency of system structures. The exist

ing structures are compared to their definitions and references as they 

appear in other parts of the system. The checks must always be success

ful. If they are not successful, a consistency error has been detected 

and the system is corrupted. 

The initialization code is executed in two phases: first, the 

CILUS phase after the system disk is bootstrapped and before the OPTION: 

message is printed; and, second, the option phase during which any of 

the initialization options can be executed. 

B.l CILUS PHASE ERRORS 

If an error occurs during the CILUS phase, the initialization code 

prints a descriptive message and the following text. 

FATAL RSTS SYSTEM INITIALIZATION ERROR! 

THE FATAL ERROR OCCURRED DURING THE CILUS PHASE 
OF SYSTEM INITIALIZATION; THERE IS NO RECOVERY. 

The processor is halted so that, if the CPU console CONT switch is 

pressed, the code bootstraps the system disk again. Bootstrapping the 

disk, however, is usually not a worthwhile procedure because most of 

the errors reflect a serious problem rather than a transient hardware 

error. Reloading of the system disk (see Section 2.9 of the RSTS/E 

System Generation Manual) is recommended in some cases but regenerating 

the system is required in other cases. 
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The list below gives the descriptive messages followed by a I-word 

advice (in parentheses) indicating the recovery procedure. The follow

ing +egend briefly summarizes the recovery procedures. 

(reboot) 

(reload) 

Bootstrap again. If unsuccessful, reload 
the system disk. 

Reload the system disk (see Section 2.9). 
If reloading does not eliminate the error 
condition, regenerate the system. 

(regen) Regenerate the system and load the new CIL. 
(See Section 2.1.) 

(hard) A hardware adjustment or addition is re
quired. 

(spr) File a Software Performance Report. There 
is no recovery. 

The following are the descriptive messages. 

CHECKSUM ERROR IN CIL INDEX. 
CIL LINE IS MISSING FROM CIL INDEX. 

COMD LINE IN CIL INDEX IS IN INCORRECT FORMAT. 
DEVICE BOOTED DOES NOT MATCH SYSTEM DEVICE. 

DEVICE BOOTED IS NOT A LEG~L RSTS SYSTEM DEVICE. 
DEVICE ERROR WHEN READING CIL INDEX. 
DOUBLE OCCURRENCE OF SOME SYSTEM IMAGE. 
FORMAT ERROR IN CIL INDEX. 
ILLEGAL BLOCK SIZE IN CILUS BOOTSTRAP PARAMETERS. 
ILLEGAL SWAPPING DISK DETECTED. 

IN IT ERROR - SECTION I.BOOT TOO SMALL. 
INIT WAS INCORRECTLY ASSEMBLED OR LINKED. 

*** MONITOR IS TOO BIG *** 
RSTS/E REQUIRES EIS TO RUN! 
RSTS/E REQUIRES MEMORY MANAGEMENT HARDWARE! 

TOO MANY NON-SYSTEM IMAGES IN CIL. 

(reload) 

(reload) 

(reload) 

(regen) 

(regen) 

(reboot) 

(regen) 

(reload) 

(regen) 

(regen) 

(spr) 

(spr) 

(regen) 

(hard) 

(hard) 

(regen) 

If the initialization code finds that certain modules are missing, 

it prints one of the two sets of messages. 

SYSTEM MODULE xxx IS MISSING FROM CIL. 
ONE OR MORE CRITICAL MODULES MISSING FROM CIL. (regen) 

RUN-TIME SYSTEM MISSING FROM CIL. 
ONE OR MORE MODULES MISSING FROM CIL. (regen) 

The module name replaces xxx in the message. 
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Under certain conditions, the initialization code prints a warn

ing message followed by the OPTION: message. The user can operate 

within the restrictions described in the warning. The following are 

the warning messages possible. 

WARNING ** THIS PDP-11/70 WILL RUN IN 11/45 MODE 
DUE TO THE NUMBER OF UNIBUS NPR DEVICES. 

WARNING ** THIS MACHINE DOES NOT HAVE THE CONFIGURED CLOCK! 
RSTS/E WILL CRASH IF YOU ATTEMPT TO START TIME-SHARING. 

WARNING ** THIS MACHINE DOES NOT HAVE A STACK LIMIT REGI'STER! 
ALTHOUGH NOT ADVISED, RSTS/E WILL RUN WITHOUT THE OPTION. 

WARNING ** THIS RSTS SYSTEM, WHICH WAS NOT BUILD FOR AN 11/70, 
WILL CRASH IF PARITY ERRORS OCCUR! 

WARNING ** THIS RSTS SYSTEM, WHICH WAS BUILT FOR AN 11/70, 
WILL CRASH IF PARITY ERRORS OCCURl 

WARNING ** DBx: IS DUAL PORTED. PROCEED WITH CAUTION! 

If the warning message concerning the dual ported RP~4 disk is 

printed, ensure that the Controller Select Switch on the related drive 

is in the correct position. 

B.2 OPTION PHASE ERRORS 

If an error occurs during the option phase, the initialization 

code prints a descriptive message and halts. The following are the 

messages. 

ATTEMPT TO ASK FOR OPTION WHEN CILUS PHASE NOT DONE. 
BAD DIRECTORY DETECTED DURING CLEAN. 
EXISTING SYSTEM FILE EMPTY OR NON-CONTIGUOUS. 
FILE [0,1]BADB.SYS MISSING FROM SYSTEM DISK. 
INIT BUG - ATTEMPT TO DELETE NONEXISTENT FILE. 
INIT BUG - FAILED TO CREATE RSTS.CIL ON 2ND TRY. 
INIT BUG - FILE EXISTED WHEN TRYING TO CREATE. 
INIT BUG - INSUFFICIENT DIRECTORY SPACE FOR CREATE. 
INIT BUG - INSUFFICIENT DISK SPACE FOR CREATE. 

INIT BUG - SATT.SYS NONEXISTENT AT TIME OF WOMP. 
INIT BUG - UNABLE TO REBUILD DISK. 
INSUFFICIENT DIRECTORY SPACE FOR SYSTEM FILES. 
INSUFFICIENT DISK SPACE FOR [0,lJ DIRECTORY. 
PACK CLUSTER SIZE IS NOT 1, 2, 4, 8 OR 16. 

REQUIRED FILE BADB.SYS DOES NOT EXIST. 
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REQUIRED FILE SATT.SYS FILE DOES NOT EXIST. 

REQUIRED LIBRARY ACCOUNT [1,2J DOESN'T EXIST. 
RSTS CIL IS NOT ON A CLUSTER BOUNDARY. 
SYSTEM DISK SAT SIZE NOT EQUAL TO COMPUTED SIZE. 

SYSTEM FILE CONTAINS BAD BLOCKS - CANNOT REFRESH. 
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APPENDIX C 

TABULATION OF SHORT FORM CONFIGURATION QUESTIONS 

The user initiates the short form of the dialogue by typing S in 

response to the first question printed by the SYSGEN program. The fol

lowing list shows the questions numbered in hierarchical order, the 

possible answers, and comments on SYSGEN actions. 

Question 
Number 

1 

2.~ 

2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

2.4 

3 

4.1 

4.2 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Question 

MEDIA? 

PDP-ll/7~? 

FPP (ll/7~)? 

FPP (11/45)? 

FIS (11/4~)? 

MAX MEMORY SIZE 
(K WORDS)? 

CLOCK? 

AC FREQ? 

KWIIP INTERRUPT 
RATE? 

CONSOLE TYPE? 

KLll,LCll,DLllA, 
DLIIB'S? 

DLIIC,DLIID'S? 

DCll'S? 

DLIIE'S? 

possible 
Answers 

MT,DT,RK,MM,RP 

Y,N 

Y,N 

Y,N 

Y,N 

32 to 1~24 

L,P,C 

5~,6~ 

5~, l~~, ••• l~~~ 

ASR33,KSR33, 
ASR35,KSR35, 
LA3~P,LA3~S, 
VT~5, VT~5B, 
VT5~,VT51, 
LA36 

~ to 15 

~ to 31 

~ to 32 

~ to 31 

C-l 

Comment 

If N, SYSGEN skips 
to question 2.2. 

SYSGEN skips to 
question 2.4. 

If Y, SYSGEN skips 
to question 2.4. 

SYSGEN prints 4.1 
if answer is L or 
P or prints 4.2 if 
answer is C. 

Do not include the 
console terminal. 

Do not include the 
console terminal. 

If the sum of the 
answers to this 
question and ques
tion number 7 is 



Question 
Number 

10 

11 

11.1 

11.1.1 

11.2 

12 

13 

13.1 

14 

15 

16 

Tabulation of Short Form Configuration Questions 

Question 

DJ11'S? 

DH11'S? 

DH11 UNIT xx TYPE? 

DOES DH11 xx INCLUDE 
A DM11-BB? 

DH11 UNIT xx LINES 
ENABLED? 

PSEUDO KEYBOARDS? 

2741'S? 

2741 CODE(S)? 

MULTI-TTY SERVICE? 

RS~3'S? 

RS~4'S? 

C-2 

Possible 
Answers 

~ to 16 

Comment 

less than or equal 
to 31, SYSGEN pro
ceeds to 10. Other
wise, SYSGEN repeats 
6 through 9. 

~ to 16 If answer is great
er than ~, SYSGEN 
proceeds to 11.1. 
Otherwise, it goes 
to question 12. 

AA,AB,AC,AD,AE If answer is AA or 
AC, SYSGEN prints 
11.1.1 to determine 
presence of DM11-BB 
on this DH11 unit. 

Y,N 

If answer is AB,AD, 
or AE, SYSGEN prints 
11.2. SYSGEN repeats 
11.1 for each unit. 

~ to 16 SYSGEN repeats 11.2 
for each unit. 

~ to 63 If the sum of an
swers to 6, 7, 8, 
9, and 11.2 is less 
than or equal to 63, 
then SYSGEN prints 
question 13. Other
wise, it repeats 
from 6. 

NO,SL,DH or BO No support; support 
single line only; 
support only a DH11 
line; support both 
a single and a DH11 
line. 

CORR,EBCD,SBCD Any combination of 
C360 1 to 4 separated by 

commas. 

Y,N 

11 to 4 

~ to 4 SYSGEN prints 17 
only if answers to 
15 and 16 are ~. 
If the sum of the 
answers to 15 and 16 
is greater than 4, 
SYSGEN repeats 15. 



Tabulation of Short Form Configuration Questions 

Question 
Number Question 

17 RF/RS11'S? 

17.1 

18 

19 

19.1 

20 
21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

25.1.1 

25.1.2 

25.1.3 

26 

26.1 

27 

27.1 

28 

RCII/RS64'S? 

RP."4'S? 

RP."2/RP."3'S? 

RK."3/RK."5'S? 

SYSTEM DISK? 
RX."l'S? 

TU16'S? 

TU1."'S? 

DECTAPES? 

PRINTERS? 

LPn: TYPE? 

LPn: WIDTH? 

LPn: LOWER CASE? 

LP." FOR SYSGEN? 

LISTINGS? 

CARD READER? 

CARD DECODE? 

P.T. READER? 

C-3 

Possible 
Answers 

." to 8 

." to 4 

." to 8 
niNO 

." to 8 
niNO 

." to 8 
niNO 

RF,RK,RP,RB 
.",2,4,6,8 

." to 8 

." to 8 

." to 8 

." to 8 

LP,LS 

8.",132 

Y,N 

Y,N 

Y,N 

N,CR,CD,CM 

."29,."26,14."1 

Y,N 

Comment 

If .", SYSGEN prints 
17.1. Otherwise, 
SYSGEN prints 18 • 

If answer is 2 or 
greater, appending 
INa substitutes the 
non-overlapped seek 
driver. SYSGEN 
prints 19 only if 
answer is .". 

If answer is 2 or 
greater, appending 
INa substitutes the 
non-overlapped seek 
driver. 

If answer is 2 or 
greater, appending 
INa substitutes the 
non-overlapped seek 
driver. 

If answer is .", ques
tion 23 is printed. 
Otherwise, question 
24 is printed. 

Each line printer 
unit must be de
fined; SYSGEN re
peats these ques
tions for each line 
printer unit. 

If Y, SYSGEN prints 
26.1. Otherwise, 
SYSGEN proceeds to 
27 • 

If N, SYSGEN omits 
27 .1 . 



Question 
Number 

29 

3~ 

31 

32 

32.1 

32.1.1 

33 

33.1 

33.2 

33.3 

33.4 

33.5 

33.6 

33.7 

33.8 

33.9 

33.l~ 

34 

Tabulation of Short Form Configuration Questions 

Question 

P.T. PUNCH? 

DQll'S? 

DPll'S? 

DUll'S? 

278~? 

278~ INTERFACE? 

NON-SUPPORTED DEVICES? 

DMll-A'S? 

DNll-DA'S? 

DRll-A,C'S? 

PA6llR'S? 

PA6llP'S? 

DT~3-FP'S? 

DXll'S? 

GT4~ (1 ONLY)? 

LPS (1 ONLY)? 

KWllW (1 ONLY)? 

THE INSTALLATION NAME: 

C-4 

possible 
Answers 

Y,N 

~ to 16 

~ to 32 

~ to 32 

Y,N 

DP,DU 

Y,N 

~ to 16 

~ to 64 

~ to 32 

~ to 16 

~ to 16 

~ to 8 

~ to 4 

~,l 

~,l 

~,l 

Comment 

SYSGEN omits 32.1 if 
answers to 31 and 32 
are ~. 

If N, SYSGEN proceeds 
to question 33. If Y 
and the sum of the an
swers to 31 and 32 is 
1, SYSGEN proceeds to 
question 33. 

Printed only if an
swer to 32.1 is Y and 
answers to both 31 
and 32 are non-zero. 

If Y, then SYSGEN 
prints 33.1 through 
33.10. Otherwise, it 
prints 34. 

Single speed multi
plexer. 

Automatic calling 
unit interface. 

General device in
terface. 

Typeset reader. 

Typeset punch. 

Programmable UNIBUS 
switch. 

IBM 360/370 inter
face. 

Answer 1 only if 
GT4~ does not have 
its own CPU and is 
not connected through 
a standard terminal 
interface. 

LAB peripheral sys
tem. 

Watchdog timer. 

14 characters or 
less. 



Question 
Number 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

45.1 

45.1.1 

45.2 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

Tabulation of Short Form Configuration Questions 

Question 

MAXIMUM JOBS? 

SMALL BUFFERS? 

BIG BUFFERS? 

RECEIVERS? 

POWER FAIL? 

FIP BUFFERING? 

RESIDENT DISK HANDLING? 

RESIDENT SYS CALL 
DISPATCH? 

RESIDENT SEND/RECEIVE? 

RESIDENT DIRECTORY LISTER? 

CCL? 

STANDARD CCL TABLE? 

<PROGRAM>,<COMMAND>? 

CCL LISTING ON LP11:? 

MATH PRECISION? 

FUNCTIONS? 

TIME FORMAT? 

PRINT USING? 

MATRICES? 

ROLLIN? 

C-5 

Possible 
Answers 

1 to 63 

311 to 999 

1 to 8 

11 to 63 

Y,N 

Y,N 

Y,N 

Y,N 

Y.,N 

Y,N 

Y,N 

Y,NEW,ADD 

Y,N 

2,4 

Y,N 

24,AM 

Y,N 

Y,N 

Y,N 

Comment 

111 times the maximum 
number of jobs recom
mended. 

SYSGEN prints this 
question only if the 
answer to question 
24 is greater than 11. 

From 4 to 8 is usu
ally sufficient. 

If N, SYSGEN pro
ceeds at 46. 

If NEW or ADD, SYSGEN 
prints 45.1. Other
wise, it prints 46. 

User types program 
name and command sepa
rated by a comma. 
SYSGEN prints ques
tion up to 20 times 
or until user types 
/E to end or types 
/R to restart. 

Printed only if reply 
to question 26 was Y 
and to question 45.1 
was NEW or ADD. 



APPENDIX D 

SYSTEM MODULE SIZES 

The following tabulation gives the approximate memory sizes 

of software modules on RSTS/E. By summing the values given, the total 

size of the system can be estimated. 

Module 1 

Monitor Code 
(Scheduler, FIP, ERRLOG, 
and other modules) 

Tables 
Monitor 11/45 FPP Support 

Monitor Options 

FIP Buffering 
Resident Disk Handling 
Resident SEND/RECEIVE 
Resident SYS Call Dispatch 
Resident Directory Lister 

Small Buffers 

Big Buffers 

Receivers 

Power Fail 

278~ Package 

Terminal Service 

Common 

KLll, LCll, DLIIA, DLIIB 
DLIIC, DLIID 
DLIIE 
DHll 

Common Modem Control 
DLIIE, DCll Modem Control 
DHIIModem Control 

Decimal 
Words 

37 

4~8 
1388 
2~7 
226 
242 

16 per 
buffer 
256 per 
buffer 

5 per re-
ceiver 

32 

56~~ 

Comments 

All systems 

varies greatly 

Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 

Ten buffers per job recom-
mended 
For DEC tape support 

Optional 

Optional 

RSTS/278~ systems only 

All systems 

16 words per keyboard unit 
16 words per ~eyboard unit 
16 words per keyboard unit 
16 words per line enabled 

at system generation time 

First DMII-BB, DCll, DLIIE 

lCertain entries share code with or require other modules. Therefore, 
the user must add those values to attain the total size. 
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Module 

Pseudo Keyboards 

2741 Support 

Common 
Single line 
DHll 
Code table 

Multiple Terminal Service 

Disks 

RS Disk (RS,03/RS,0 4) 
RF Disk 
RC Disk 

RB Disk (non-overlapped) 
RB Disk (overlapped) 

RP Disk (non-overlapped) 
RP Disk (overlapped) 

RK Disk (non-overlapped) 
RK Disk (overlapped) 

Disk Common 

Disk Optimization 

Tape 

Magtape - TU16 
Magtape - TUl,0 

DECtape 

Other Peripherals 

Line Printer 

Card Reader - CDll 
Card Reader - CRll 
Card Reader - CMll 
Card Decode Table 
Card Reader Buffer 

Paper Tape Reader 
Paper Tape Punch 

BASIC-PLUS 

Compiler and RTS 

CCL Common 

Standard CCL Table 

System Module Sizes 

Decimal 
Words 

118 

22,0 
1,0,0 
1,0,0 

128 per 
table 

Comments 

Optional. Add 32 words per 
PK unit configured. 

Optional 

Any 2741 support 
Single Line 2741 support 
DHll 2741 support 
Add 35 words if more than 
one table; four tables maxi
mum 

1,0,0 Optional 

112 
71 
62 

2,02 RP,04 
312 

III RP,02 or RP,03 
213 

82 
278 

14 All systems 

43 

625 
64,0 

4,05 

397 

265 
238 
238 

47 
82 

81 
54 

46 

69 

D-2 

If any RK, RP, or RB disk 

Add 16 words per drive 
Add 16 words per drive 

Add 16 words per drive 

Add 16 words per unit of any 
printer type 

Add 16 words for DDB 
Add 16 words for DDB 
Add 16 words for DDB 
,026, ,029, or 14,01 codes 
Any card reader 

Add 16 words for DDB 
Add 16 words for DDB 

All systems 

Optional 

Optional. Add 1,0 words per 
additional CCL command 



System Module Sizes 

Decimal 
Module Words comments 

BASIC-PLUS (cont. ) 

Math Package 

MA2 246~ See Section 2.7.25 for the 
MA2X 1989 description of math pack-
MA2I 2126 ages. 
MA2IX 1655 
MA2F 193~ 
MA2FX 1586 

MA4 359~ 
MA4X 2844 
MA4F 246~ 
MA4FX 199~ 

Print Using 727 Optional 

Matrices 754 Optional 

Record I/O 297 All Systems 
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APPENDIX E 

SYSLOD ERR9R MESSAGES 

The system loader program SYSLOD transfers a linked core image 

library from one device to a disk as a contiguous core image library. 

The user runs SYSLOD from magtape or DECtape during the system genera

tion procedure. The user must consult this section for error messages 

and possible recovery procedure if errors are generated during SYSLOD 

execution. 

Error messages issued by the SYSLOD program can be of two types: 

recoverable errors and non-recoverable errors. 

E.l RECOVERABLE ERRORS 

The following errors are diagnosed and printed by SYSLOD. Once 

the error message is printed, SYSLOD restarts by identifying itself 

again, and printing the # (input request) character at the keyboard. 

The user should retry the most recent command, making the indicated 

corrections. Error messages for recoverable errors are preceded by 

one of the following: 

CIL dev 

LICIL dev (dev represents the device mnemonic) 

depending upon whether an error has been detected in the CIL (output) 

or LICIL (input) side of the most recent command string. 

SYNTAX ERROR 

This message is printed if the command input line contains a 

syntax error. 
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TOO MANY SWITCHES 

SYSLOD does not accept switches on the input side of the command 

string. If too many switches are specified on the output side of the 

command string for SYSLOD to handle, it issues this message. 

UNKNOWN SWITCH 

If SYSLOD does not recognize the switch as a valid switch, it 

prints this message. 

SWITCH ERROR 

If a switch is used incorrectly, SYSLOD prints this message. 

Incorrect use of a switch implies specification of an argument when 

no argument is valid or the lack of an argument when one is required. 

SWITCH CONTEXT ERROR 

This message is issued when switches are specified incorrectly 

for their definitions. 

ERROR IN SWITCH ARGUMENT 

This message is issued when decimal argument for any switch is 

too large to be contained in 16 bits. 

NONEXISTENT DISK OR DISK NOT READY 

Either (1) the disk specified in a command string does not exist 

in the configuration, or (2) the disk exists, but is not ready. 

UNKNOWN DISK NAME SPECIFIED 

This message is issued when a disk name other than those listed 

below is specified in a command string. 
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DF (DF~ through DF7) 

DK (DK~ through DK7) 

DP (DP~ through DP7) 

ERROR WHILE FORMATTING RK DISK 

This message is issued whenever an error is detected while for

matting an RK disk unit. 

A xxx 
READY 

This message is issued when a problem exists with a peripheral 

device not in the "ready" state. Check the device and the operating 

instructions to determine the cause of the error and correct the 

error. When the problem has been rectified, type YES and the 

CARRIAGE RETURN key to continue. 

E.2 NON-RECOVERABLE ERRORS 

The SYSLOD program prints an error message at the keyboard 

device when a non-recoverable error is encountered during processing. 

These messages are listed below, along with the action to be taken 

(if any). 

INPUT IS NOT A LICIL 

The first line of the input file is not in correct format for a 

LICIL. The most probable cause of this error is 'an attempt to trans

fer" a load module (filnam.LDA) instead of the LICIL (filnam.LCL). 

END OF FILE BEFORE CIL LINE READ 

This error message is issued when SYSLOD reaches end-of-file 

before detecting the CIL line. If the CIL is being loaded from 

DECtape, magtape, or disk, it is likely that part of the file has been 

destroyed and must be rebuilt. 

BOOTSTRAP NOT IN BLOCK ~ 

This message occurs in Replace mode only (neither the NS nor ZE 

switch has been specified). In Replace mode, SYSLOD searches 
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bootstrap parameters to find the CIL to be replaced. If the first 

block number of the CIL hooked to the bootstrap (location 176 of BOOT) 

is ~, then block ~ is not a hooked bootstrap, and this message is 

issued. 

BOOTSTRAP NOT HOOKED TO CIL; CANNOT REPLACE 

This message occurs in Replace mode only; (neither the NS nor ZE 

switch has been specified). If the first block indicator of the boot

strap (location 176 of BOOT) is non-zero, it must be pointing to a 

CIL. If the first formatted binary line of the "hooked" file is not 

COMD section #3, then the file is not a CIL. 

BLOCK SIZE DISCREPANCY BETWEEN CILUS AND SYSLOD 

This error message is issued when the NS switch is used with 

SYSLOD. Exactly the same parameters must be specified for SYSLOD as 

were specified for CILUS. 

LICIL TOO BIG, NOT ENOUGH RESERVED BLOCKS 

This message occurs for either of two conditions: 

a) In Replace mode, the new LICIL is larger that the old. 

b) In any other mode, the number of reserved blocks (BL:nnnn) 
is not large enough for the CIL. 

1ST LINE NOT COMD SECTION #4 OR 1 

After reading the CIL line, SYSLOD begins to load the LICIL. The 

first formatted binary line after the CIL line must be COMD section 

#4 or COMD section #1. After each core image is loaded, SYSLOD is set 

to load a new core image. If the beginning of the new core image is 

not COMD section #4 or #1, this error message is issued. 

COMD SECTION #4 SEQUENCE ERROR 

This error message occurs if the LICIL is being loaded from 

paper tapes, and one or more tapes are out of order. 
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INPUT ERROR 

After a READ, the status in the buffer header has indicated that 

one of the following errors occurred: 

a) invalid line error 

b) checksum error 

c) character parity error or illegal binary format 

d) device parity error 

LOGICAL BLOCK SIZE ERROR 

This error message is issued when the logical block size specified 

for the NS switch is not an integral multiple of the physical block 

size for the disk. 

END OF DISK BEFORE CIL COMPLETE 

The last block number of the output disk has been written, but 

the CIL is not complete. 

ILLEGAL EMT CALL 

An EMT call was made that was not recognizable as a valid 

DOS/BATCH EMT. Notify your Software Support representative. 

FATAL ERROR RETRY 

A fatal error has aborted the current operation. It must be 

retried. 

MT DISASTER NXM OR ILC - IRRECOVERABLE 

An irrecoverable I/O error has occurred while reading or writing 

magtape. 

IRRECOVERABLE MT PROBLEM 

~ 

A persistent error has occurred while reading magtape. 
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LICIL FILE NOT FOUND 

The specified LICIL could not be found under UIC [1,1] or UIC 

[2¢¢,2¢¢] . 

NO SPACE FOR CIL 

Not enough contiguous disk space is available to create the CIL. 

Either (1) too many files already exist on the disk, or (2) there are 

too many bad blocks on the disk. 

BLOCK ¢ OR BLOCK 1 BAD 

Either block ¢ or block 1 on the disk is bad; the system cannot 

be generated, as both these blocks are essential to the disk file 

structure. 

PACK IS TOO BAD 

The current disk pack cannot be used, as there are too many bad 

blocks (BADB.SYS is full). 

ESSENTIAL DISK BLOCK HAD I/O ERROR 

A MFD, UFD, or bit map block could not be written without 

encountering I/O errors. Note that these blocks are written after the 

verification phase. 

E.3 NOTES 

If the default block size is not used, the block size must be 

an integral multiple of the default size for the disk. 

The COMD (COMmunication Directory) contains a code number that 

identifies the kind of information that follows. SYSLOD expects the 

first formatted binary line it receives on input to be identified as 

code #4 (indicating that it is a LICIL). 

On occasion, certain hardware problems such as magtape and RK 

disk head alignment, UNIBUS time out traps, and disk controller errors 

cause SYSLOD to halt. The system manager should immediately contact 

a DIGITAL field service representative. 
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APPENDIX F 

SPECIAL SYSGEN OPTIONS 

During development of the RSTS/E system, several hidden options 

were built into the SYSGEN program to assist DIGITAL development per

sonnel with system generations and performance analysis. The hidden 

options are invoked through non-standard answers to several SYSGEN 

questions. Support for these features is neither expressed nor implied 

by this document. The SYSGEN questions of interest are listed below 

together with a brief explanation of the non-standard answers required 

to invoke the special options. 

F.I CLOCK? 

L, P or C 

L/STAT 

P/STAT 

C/STAT 

Normal responses to use the standard KWIIL Line 
Time Clock (L), the KWIIP Programmable Clock on line 
frequency (P), or the KWIIP with crystal (C). 

The modifier /STAT is used to include special 
statistics gathering code in the RSTS/E monitor. 
Includes code and tables to record job and disk 
access statistics. The statistics code is intended 
for performance analysis at DIGITAL and is not a 
supported feature of RSTS/E. 

RSTS/E standardly supports the LPII and LSII (dot matrix) line 

printers. The printer device is also coded to handle the LVII electro

static printer/plotter in print mode only. The LVII is not a supported 

device and has not been tested with the RSTS/E driver. A hidden option 

is used to set the line printer characteristics to those of an LVII. 

F.2 LPn: TYPE? 

LP or LS Normal response for LPll or LSII printers. 
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LV Response to set LVll printer characteristics. 
LVll can only be used in print mode. No plot
ting capability is provided. 
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APPENDIX G 

ADDRESS AND VECTOR ASSIGNMENTS 

The RSTS/E system assumes that all devices attached to the 

PDP-II UNIBUS have been assigned addresses and vectors according to 

manufacturing standards. Several devices have so called "Floating 

Addresses." This means that the presence or absence of any floating 

address device will affect the assignment of addresses to other float

ing address devices. Similarly, several devices have "Floating 

Vectors." Interrupt vectors must be assigned in a specific sequence 

and the presence of one type of device will affect the correct assign

ment of interrupt vectors for other devices. There are also many 

standard options which have fixed addresses and vectors. This Appendix 

presents the algorithms for assignment of floating addresses and 

vectors, and lists the fixed assignments for devices supported under 

RSTS/E. l 

G.l FLOATING ADDRESSES 

Currently the floating address devices include the DJll Multi

plexor, DHll Multiplexor, DQll Synchronous Line Interface, and the DUll 

Synchronous Line Interface. The following ground rules apply to these 

devices and future floating address devices: 

1. Only new devices will be assigned floating addresses. 
Devices now in production will keep their old addresses. 

2. Future devices may float both their addresses and interrupt 
vectors. 

3. The floating address space starts at 76~~1~(8) and proceeds 
upward to 764~~~(8). 

4. A gap in the address space (no slave SYNC) implies a device 
does not exist. 
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5. The first address of a new type device will always be on a 
2fN word boundary, where N is the integer value of 
(LOG2M+.9999999), and M is the number of device registers. 

6. 

Number of Registers 
In Device 

I 

2 

3,4 

5,6,7,8 

9 thru 16 

possible Boundaries 

Any Word 

XXXXX~, XXXXX4 

XXXXX~ 

XXXX~~, XXXX2~, XXXX4~, XXXX6~ 

XXXX~~, XXXX4~ 

A "gap" of 
of device, 
start on. 
length but 
determined 
begin. 

at least one word will be left after each type 
starting on the same boundary the device would 
Note that the gap must be at least one word in 
may be longer than one word. Gap length is 
by the boundary on which the next device must 

7. Multiple devices of the same type must be addressed 
contiguously. 

Address 76~~1~ is reserved for the first DJll. Since the DJll 

has four registers, additional DJll's are assigned addresses modulo 

l~ (bas~ 8) immediately following the first DJII (i.e. 76~~1~, 

76~~2~, etc.). The modulo l~ (base 8) address following the last DJll 

is left empty and is known as the DJII gap. If there are no DJII's, 

the gap is at 76~~1~. If there is one DJll, the gap will be at 

76~~2~. All gaps must be at least one word in length. 

After all DJll addresses and the DJll gap are defined, the ad

dress for the first DHll can be assigned. DHll's have eight registers 

which implies a modulo 2~ (base 8) boundary. The address of the first 

DHII is the first modulo 2~ address following the DJII gap. If there 

are no DJII's (DJll gap at 76~~1~), the first DHll is assigned address 

76~~2~. Similarly, if there is one DJII, the DJII gap will begin at 

76~~2~ and the next available mod 2~ boundary is 76~~4~. All addi

tional DHII's are assigned addresses modulo 2~ immediately after the 

first DHII. The DHII gap begins on the 2~ boundary following the 

last DHll. 

After all DHll addresses and the DHII gap are defined, DQII 

addresses may be assigned. Since the DQII has four registers, a modulo 

l~ boundary is required. This will be the first mod l~ boundary 

following the DHll gap. On a system with one DJll and one DH1I, the 

DHll gap would be at address 76~~6~ and the first available DQ1I ad

dress would be 76~~~. All additional DQII's are assigned addresses 
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immediately following the first DQll. The DQll gap address is the 

mod l~ boundary following the last DQll. Again a gap of at least 

one word is required. 

Finally DUll addresses can be defined in a similar manner. The 

DUll has four registers and requires a modulo l~ boundary, for 

example, assume a system has one DJll, one DHll, no DQll, and at 

least one DUll. As mentioned above, the DHll gap would be at 

76~~6~. Since there are no DQll's, the DQll gap must be located at 

the first modulo lJ boundary following the DHll gap. The DQll gap 

would, therefore, be at address 76~~7~. The first available DUll 

address would be 76~1~~ and additional DUll units would be assigned 

mod l~ addresses immediately following the first DUll. 

Addresses for any future floating address devices will be 

assigned in a similar manner following the DUll gap. 
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-.0- •• F. -OM •• OJ •• OL- •• F. -.M· .FJ •• FL •• FN- B.F- 8·M. BFJ- BFL- BFN- B·M- 8.J. BMl- BMN- BMP. a·M_ a.J· BML. 8MN. 8HP· 
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.H.. .J.. .J.. -L •• 0 ••• 0 •• • 0 ••• 0.-. OLe • 

•• CG .8EI .aGK -aIM -aKO A-EI AOGK AOIM AOKO AOMQ A-EI AOGK AOIM AOKO AOMQ A-GK AFIM AFKO AFMQ AFOS A·GK AFIM AFKO AFMQ AFOS 
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-H-. -J-- -J.. -L.- D··. D··· 0··. 0--· DL-· 
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•• -J ••• l ••• N ___ P .M.R --.l •• _N ._.P __ .R .J.T •• -l •• _N ._.P ._.R .J.T •• _N .-_P ._.R .-.T .l.V O •• N D •• P O··R D •• T Dl.V 
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G.2 FLOATING VECTORS 

Many devices have floating vectors. The vector assignment se

quence is normally the same sequence as that in which the devices 

enter production. A vector of a new hardware option is not inserted 

before the vector for a device that is already in production. Gaps 

in the vector assignments are not required. The floating vectors 

begin at address 3~~ and proceed continuously upwards. The vector 

assignment sequence for current devices is defined below. 

Device First Next Vector Max # BR RSTS/E Notes 
Address Addr. Size Units Level 

DCll 174~~~ +l~ l~ 32 BR5 
KLll,DLllA,B 1765~~ +l~ l~ 16 BR4 NON-CONSOLE 
DPII 1747714 -l~ l~ 32 BR5 278~ ONLY 
DMIIA 175~~~ +l~ l~ 16 BR5 NOT SUPPORTED 
DNII 1752~~ +l~ 4 16 BR4 NOT SUPPORTED 
DMIIBB 17~5~~ +l~ 4 16 BR4 
DRIIA,C 16777~ -l~ 1,01 32 BR5 NOT SUPPORTED 
PA611 READER 1726~~ + 4 4 1 16 BR4 NOT SUPPORTED 
PA611 PUNCH 1727~~ + 4 4 1 16 BR4 NOT SUPPORTED 
DTII (DT~3-FP) 1742~~ + 2 1.0 1 8 BR7 NOT SUPPORTED 
DX11 1762~~ +4~ 1.0 1 4 BR4 NOT SUPPORTED 
DL11C,D,E 17561~ +l~ 1.0 1 31 BR4 
DJ11 FLOAT +1.0 1.0 1 16 BR4 NOT SUPPORTED 
DHII FLOAT +2,0 1.0 1 16 BR5 
GT4~ 172~~~ 2f(} 1 BR4 NOT SUPPORTED 
LPS11 17~4~~ +4~ 3,01 14 BR5,6 NOT SUPPORTED 
DQll FLOAT +l~ 1.0 1 16 BR5 NOT SUPPORTED 
KWIIW 1724~~ NA 10'1 1 NOT SUPPORTED 
DUll FLOAT +l~ 1~1 16 BR5 278~ ONLY 

Floating address and vector devices which are not supported 

under RSTS/E must be identified during system generation so that the 

system is configured for the correct addresse~ and vectors. 

1The first vector for the first device of this type must always be on 
a 1~(8) boundary. 
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G.3 FIXED ADDRESSES AND VECTORS 

The table below lists the devices supported under RSTS/E which 

have fixed addresses and vectors. 

Device Address Vector BR Level RSTS/E Notes 

RC11/RC64 17744.0 21~ BR5 UP TO 4 PLATTERS 
RF11/RS11 177460' 2.04 BR5 UP TO 8 PLATTERS 
RK11/RK$J3/RK$J5 1774.0.0 22~ BR5 UP TO 8 DRIVES 
RP11C/RP,02/RP~3 17671.0 254 BR5 UP TO 8 DRIVES 
RH1l/RS.03/RS.04 172.04$J 204 BRS UP TO 4 DRIVES 
RHll/RP04 1767S~ 254 BRS UP TO 8 DRIVES 
RX11/RX~1 1 7717~ 264 BRS UP TO 8 DRIVES 
Tell 17734.0 214 BR6 UP TO 8 DRIVES 
TM11/TU1.0 17252.0 224 BR5 UP TO 8 DRIVES 
R:H1l/TM~2/TU16 17244.0 224 BR5 UP TO 8 DRIVES 

LP11, LSll (LP .e) 1 77514 2.0~ BR4 UP TO 8 PRINTERS 
(LP1) 164.0.04 l7~ BR4 DEPENDING ON 
(LP2) 164.014 174 BR4 SPEED. 
(LP3 ) 164.024 27~ BR4 
(LP4) 164.034 274 BR4 
(LP5) 164.044 774 BR4 
(LP6) 1 64.054 77~ BR4 
(LP7) 164.064 764 BR4 

CR11, CM1l 17716.0 23.0 BR5 
COlI 17716.0 23~ BR4 NEW ADDRESSl 
COIl (17246.0) 23~ BR4 OLD ADDRESSl 

KW11L 177546 l$J.0 BR6 
KW11P 17254.0 1.04 BR6 

KG1l 17~7.0$J NONE NONE 278.0 ONLY 

KL11, DLllA, DLllB 17756.0 6.0 BR4 CONSOLE INTERFACE 

lThe CDll address was changed by COlI ECO number 13. 
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AC FREQ question, 2-57 
AC power frequency, 2-57 
Account file ACCT.SYS, standard, 

4-32 
Accounts, creating, 4-33 
ACCT.SYS, standard account file, 

4-32 
ADD command, 4-40 
Adding new memory, 3-85 
/ADDR: option, 4-40 
Address and vector assignments, 

G-l 
Address, transfer, 3-100 
Addresses and vectors, fixed, G-8 
ANY MEMORY ALLOCATION CHANGES? 

query, 3-66 
list of responses, 3-72, 3-73 

ARE ANY DEVICES DOWN question, 
2-16 

Arithmetic, scaled, 2-74 
ASCII text and message files, 

creating, 4-29 
ASR33 command, 3-101 
Assignment of keyboard numbers, 

2-57 
Automatic answers, configuration 

questions, 2-19 
Automatic page ejection, 2-64 
AUXBLD.CTL control file, 4-34 
AUXILIARY BUILD DEVICE? question, 

4-17 
Auxiliary run time system RTSLIB, 

4-34 

Bad block checking, 3-10 
Bad block file, BADB.SYS, 3-27 
BADB.SYS, bad block file, 3-27 

creation of, 3-9 
BASE ADDRESS query, 3-7 
BASE query, 3-48, 3-50 
BASIC.MAP, 2-64 
BASIC-PLUS, determining size of, 

3-75 
BASIC-PLUS job, minimum size, 3-30 
BASIC-PLUS language code, reducing 

size of, 2-75 
BASIC-PLUS run time system 

positioning, 3-79 
BASIC symbol, 3-76 
BATCH command, 2-22 
Batch command file, 

initiating, 2-18 
SYSGEN.BAT, 2-3 
transferring from tape, 2-17 

BIG BUFFER question, 2-69 
Big buffers, 2-69 
Big buffers size, D-l 
Bit maps, 3-31 
Bit maps, diagram of, 3-32 

Bit maps, 
loading by START, 3-34 

Block, see also sector and 
segment, 3-46 

Blocks in memory, directory, 3-86 
Blocks, limit per disk type, 3-51 
BM792-YB hardware loader, A-6 
BM873-YA restart/loader, A-3 
BM873-YB restart/loader, A-4 
BOOT DEVICE: query, 3-98 
BOOT option, 3-98 
Bootstrap addresses, list of, A-2 
Bootstrap procedures, A-I 
Bootstrap record, location of, 3-15 
Bootstrapping a device, 3-98 
BOOT UNIT query, 3-98 
Buffers, 

big, 2-69 
small, 2-67 
usage by FIP buffering, 3-87 

BUFF.SYS, 3-37 
BUILD COMPLETE message, 4-16 
BUILD.CTL file, description of, 4-3 
BUILD program, 

control files, 4-1 

Cache memory, 
disabling, 3-83 
parity errors in, 3-83 

CACHE symbol, 3-76 
CACHE table option, 3-86 
Caching, disk, 2-70 
CANNOT START WITH THIS SYSTEM 

DISK - PLEASE REFRESH message, 
3-96 

CAN'T FIND FILE OR ACCOUNT error, 
4-1 

Card codes, 2-66 
Card reader code size, D-2 
CCL code sizes, D-2 
CCL command listing file, 2-74 
CCL commands, 2-72 

adding new, 2-73 
number allowed, 2-73 
standard set of, 2-72, 2-73 

CCL LISTING ON LPO: query, 2-74 
CCL LISTING question, 2-66 
Central processor unit and options, 

2-56 
Central processor unit (CPU) 

console switches, A-I 
Checkpoints, configuration 

questions, 2-21 
CIL file (RSTS.CIL), 3-28 

augmenting size of, 3-25 
contents of, 2-4 
determining size of new, 2-82 
loading onto the RSTS/E system 

disk, 2-76 
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CIL file (RSTS.CIL) (cont.), 
replacing an old, 2-77 

with CILUS, 2-85 
with SYSLOD, 2-83 

size factors, 3-28 
starting sector of, 3-15 
using REFRESH to check size, 2-82 

CILUS, 
IBO switch, 2-12 
command strings for system 

generation, 2-77 
loading a blank system disk, 2-79 
phase errors (INIT), B-1 
replacing an old CIL, 2-85 

Clock, 
general discussion, 2-56 
KWll-L line time, 2-56 
KWll-P programmable real time, 

2-56 
CLOCK question, 2-56 
Cluster size, 

library UFD, setting, 3-14 
MFD, 

effect of, 3-17 
setting, 3-13 

pack, setting, 3-13 
UFD, effect of, 3-17 

COBOL. BAC , 4-42 
COBOL compiler, 

building, 4-45 
from DECtape, 4-45 
from disk cartridge, 4-48 
from magtape, 4-44 

changing name of, 4-45 
files, list of, 4-42 
job image, size of, 4-45 
testing results of build, 4-50 

COBOL.MAP load map, 4-46 
COBOL.TSK, 4-42 
COBRG.OBJ, 4-43 
COMMAND query, 3-62 
Commands, CCL, 2-72 
Commands, overriding usage of, 2-73 
Communications arithmetic unit, 

KGllA, 2-66 
Compiler and RTS sizes, D-2 
Concise Command Language, see CCL 
CONFIG.MAC, configuration file, 

2-3 
Configuration file CONFIG.MAC, 2-3 
Configuration questions, 

automatic answers, 2-19 
checkpoints, 2-21 
considerations, 2-56 
general discussion, 2-19 
long form, 2-19 
short form, 2-19 

tabulation of, C-l 
Consistency error messages, B-1 
CONSOLE FILL COUNT? question, 2-15 
Console terminal characteristics, 

altering, 3-101 

CONSOLE TYPE question, 2-57, 3-101 
Contiguous core image library, CIL, 

2-3 
Control file AUXBLD.CTL, 4-34 
CONTROL FILE IS query, 4-17 
Control files, 4-1 

START.CTL and CRASH.CTL, 4-31 
tailoring, 4-40 

Copying disks, 2-11 
Core image library, CIL, contiguous, 

2-3 
Core image library, RSTS.CIL, 3-28 
Core memory, 

location of, 3-77 
CPU console switches (central proc

essor unit), A-I 
CRASH.CTL and START.CTL control 

files, 4-31 
CRASH.DUMP facility, 3-90 
Crash dump file, 3-38 

size of, 3-38 
CRASH DUMP? query, 3-66, 3-90 

list of responses, 3-91 
CRASH.SYS, 3-38 
CRE abbreviation, 3-43 
Crystal-controlled oscillator, 2-57 
CURRENT SIZE column, 3-43, 3-45 

Dlc abbreviation, 3-43 
DD-MMM-YY? query, 3-13 
DECtape buffers file, 3-37 
DECtapes, big buffers required for, 

2-69 
DEFAULT option, 3-65 

example of, 3-67 
list of queries, 3-66 
use of hardware with, 3-67 

DEFAULTS MUST BE SET PRIOR TO START 
UP message, 3-96 

DELETE query, 3-49, 3-50 
Device, bootstrapping a, 3-98 
Devices, non-supported, 2-67 
Devices supported, see RSTS/E System 

Manager's Guide, 2-67 
DHll multiplexers, 

configuration, 2-58 
enabling lines, 2-60 
hardware order, 2-59 

DHll-AA multiplexer, 2-58 
DHll-AB multiplexer, 2-58 
DHll-AC mUltiplexer, 2-58 
DHll-AD multiplexer, 2-59 
DHll-AE multiplexer, 2-59 
Diagnostic information, location of, 

3-38 
Diagnostic tool, 3-97 
DIALOGUE question, 

possible responses, system genera
tion monitor, 2-15 

SYSLOD, 2-14 
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Directory blocks in memory, 3-86 
Directory lister code, making 

resident, 2-72 
DISABLE command, 3-62 
Disk, 

capacity per type, 3-51 
cluster sizes for, 3-13 
code sizes, D-2 
copying using ROLLIN, 2-11 
drive alignment, 2-10 
drivers, overlapped seek, 2-63 
formatting, 3-10, 3-14 

using SYSLOD, 2-13 
general discussion, 2-62 
handling code, making resident, 

2-71 
initialization, 3-9 

non-system, 3-18 
system, 3-16 

presence during REFRESH, 3-24 
requirement for unit ~, 2-4 
sector numbers, 3-23 
setting as public or private, 

3-14 
structure, typical, 3-24 
swapping, 

bad blocks on, 3-19 
manipulation of space on, 3-22 
sample initialization of, 3-19 
using DSKINT on, 3-18 

system, 2-2 
system generation, 2-2 
transfers, 

small buffers required for, 
2-68 

treatment of fixed head, 3-24 
writing hardware timing and 

sensing data on, 3-14 
DISK CACHE ADDRESS RANGE? query, 

3-86 
Disk caching, 2-70 

determining size of memory for, 
3-75 

impact on system performance, 
3-87 

memory limits of, 3-86 
DISK? query, 3-13, 3-48, 3-50 
DISK REBUILT message, 3-51 
Dispatch code, making resident 

SYS call, 2-72 
DMll-BB modem control multiplexer, 

2-58 
automatic answers for, 2-60 
enabling lines on, 3-61 
numbering of, 2-59 

Documentation directory, ix 
Double precision math, 2-74 
DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE CARD READER 

DEFAULTS question, 2-16 
DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE LINE PRINTER 

question, 2-16 

DPII interface, 2-66 
Drive alignment, disk, 2-10 
Drive selection standard, 2-4 
DSKINT option, 3-9 

list of queries, 3-13 
RETURN key in, 3-12 

DUll interface, 2-66 
Dual ported RP~4 disk, B-3 

EIA/CCITT (RS232-C) compatible 
lines, 2-59 

ENABLE command, 3-62 
Error information, location of, 

3-38 
Error messages, 

CILUS phase, B-1 
consistency, B-1 
file, 3-36 

size of, 3-36 
option phase, B-3 
SYSLOD, E-l 

ERR.SYS, 3-36 
EXEC symbol, 3-76 
EXIST column, 3-43 
EXIT table option, 3-89 

FATAL RSTS SYSTEM INITIALIZATION 
ERROR! message, B-1 

File processor (FIP) buffering, 
2-70 

File status table, 
cause printing of, 3-42 
definition of, 3-43 

File structure, minimal, 3-9 
Files, 

building system library, 4-1 
small buffers required for, 2-68 

FILL COUNT= question, 2-15, 2-16 
FILL options, 3-101 
FIP buffering, file processor, 2-70 

size of code for, D-l 
using memory for, 3-86 

Fixed addresses and vectors, G-8 
Fixed head disks, see disks, fixed 

head 
Floating addresses, G-l 

table of, G-4, G-5, G-6 
Floating point precision, 2-74 
Floating vectors, G-7 
Floppy disk, RXll, 2-63 
Form advance inhibit, 2-64 
FORMAT? query, 3-14 
Formatting, disk, 3-10 

using SYSLOD, 2-13 
4-word math, 2-74 
FUNCTION question, 4-33 

Generating the system code general 
steps, 2-1 
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Halts during start up, 3-96 
Hardware bootstraps, simulating, 

3-98 
HAVE YOU GOT RK~2 DISK question, 

2-16 
HELP, option, 3-5 
HELP.TXT, system help file, 4-30 
Hertz, 2-56 
HH:MM? query, 3-13 
Hidden options, F-l 
HOW MANY COLUMNS question, 2-16 

INIT code, 3-1 
INIT.MAP, 2-64 
IN IT system program starting, 3-94 
Initialization code, 

error messages, B-1 
patching the, 3-8 

Initialization options, 
overview of, 3-1 
table of, 3-2 

Initializing, 
a non-system disk, 3-18 
the system disk, 3-15 

INSTAL program, 4-37, 4-40 
Installation Notes, using at 

system generation, 3-6 
Interface considerations, 2-58 

of terminals, 2-57 
Interleaving, memory, 3-78 
Interrupt rate, KWII-P, 2-57 

JOBMAX algorithm, 3-30 
JOB MAX, initial setting, 3-68 
JOB MAX OR SWAP MAX CHANGES? 

example, 3-71 
JOB OR SWAP MAX CHANGES? query, 

3-66 
JOB OR SWAP MAX CHANGES query, list 

of responses, 3-69 
Jobs, 

configured maximum number of, 2-67 
minimum size of BASIC-PLUS, 3-30 
small buffers required for, 2-68 

Keyboards, 
address of lines, 3-63 
assignment of numbers, 2-57 
defaults, setting of, 3-61 
enabling and disabling, 3-61 
order of numbers by type, 2-58 

KGllA communications arithmetic 
unit, 2-66 

KI command, 2-17 
KTll unit, when first used, 3-67 
KWll-L line time clock, 2-56 

KWll-P programmable real time 
clock, 2-56 

interrupt rate, 2-57 

LA3~S command, 3-101 
Labelling default setting, magtape, 

3-92 
Large programs, building, 

from DECtape, 4-27 
from disk cartridge, 4-24 
from magtape, 4-17 

LIBRARY PASSWORD? query, 3-14 
Library, see system library 
LIBRARY UFD CLUSTER SIZE? query, 

3-14 
LICIL, linked core image library, 

2-3 
Line printer code size, D-2 
Line printers, small buffers 

required for, 2-69 
Linked core image library LICIL, 

2-3 
Linking operation, 2-3 
LIST command, 3~62 
LIST table option, 3-75 
Listings at system generation, 2-64 
LISTINGS question, 2-65, 2-66 
LNGBLD.BAC, 4-34 

program usage, 4-44 
LO ~,l command, 2-16 
LOAD command, 4-40 
Load map, 

COBOL.MAP, 4-46 
system, 2-64 
usage for patching, 3-7 

LOAD option, 3-100 
LOAD PROGRAM query, 3-100 
Loading stand-alone programs, 3-100 
LOCAL command, 3-62 
LOCATE table option, 3-79 
LOCK, LCK, table option, 3-81 
Locked memory, determining extent 

of, 3-75 
LOCKED symbol, 3-76 
Locking out memory, 3-81 
LOCKOUT ADDRESS? query, 3-81 
Long form, configuration questions, 

2-19 
list of, 2-23 

LOWER CASE question, 2-16 
LP~: FOR SYSGEN question, 2-65 
LSll question, 2-16 
LVII electrostatic printer/plotter, 

F-l 

MA2, 2-74 
MA2I, 2-74 
MA2F, 2-74 
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MA2FX, 2-74 
MA2IX, 2-74 
MA2X, 2-74 
MA4, 2-75 
MA4F, 2-75 
MA4FX, 2-75 
MA4X, 2-75 
MAGTAPE LABELLING DEFAULT (NONE): 

query, 3-66 
Magtape labelling default setting, 

3-92 
Map file for COBOL, 4-46 
Math package code sizes, D-3 
Mathematical functions, 2-75 
Mathematical package, 2-74 
MAT statements, 2-76 
Matrix manipulation, 2-76 
MAX MEMORY SIZE question, 2-56 
MAXIMUM CORE EXCEEDED error, 4-7, 

4-45 
Maximum number of jobs configured, 

2-67 
Memory, 

adding new, 3-85 
allocation, 

breakdown, 3-75 
changes, 3-72 
for disk caching, 3-86 

cache, see cache memory 
determining uses of, 3-75 
directory blocks in, 3-86 
failures, 3-82 
interleaving, 3-78 
intermediate storage, 2-67 
limits for disk caching, 3-86 
locating BASIC-PLUS in, 3-79 
locking out, 3-81 
management, 

activation of, 3-94 
when first used, 3-67 

mapping, enabling, 3-67 
parity, 

enabling checking, 3-67 
errors in, 3-82, 3-83 
types of on system, 2-56 

resetting, 3-85 
restrictions on locking out, 3-82 
setting up allocation table, 3-85 
size, 

required for modules, 3-84 
when determined, 3-67 

unlocking, 3-84 
MFD (master file directory), 

creation of, 3-9 
creation for account [1,2], 3-9 

MFD CLUSTER SIZE? query, 3-13 
MFD PASSWORD? query, 3-13 
Minimal file structure, 3-9 
MMll-LP memory, 3-78 
MMll-UP memory, 3-78 
MODEM command, 3-62 
Modem control multiplexer, DMll-BB, 

2-58 

Modem control multiplexer, DMll-BB, 
(cont. ) 

enabling lines on, 3-61 
MODULE NAME query, 3-6 
Monitor, 

buffers in, 2-68 
code sizes, D-l 
definitor of, 2-2 
determining size of, 3-75 
option sizes, D-l 
patching the, 3-7 

MOS memory, 
location of, 3-77 

MOUNT program, 4-22 
MRll-DB bulk storage loader, A-5 
Multiple terminal service, 2-61 

code size, D-2 
Multiplexer, 

DHll-AA, 2-58 
DHll-AB, 2-58 
DHll-AC, 2-58 
DHll-AD, 2-59 
DHll-AE, 2-59 
DMll-BB modem control, 2-58 
enabling and disabling lines on, 

3-61 

NA abbreviation, 3-77 
NEW JOB MAX query, 3-70 
NEW MOUNT command, 4-22 
NEW RUN-TIME SYSTEM ADDRESS IS? 

query, 3-79 
NEW SWAP MAX query, 3-70 
NO abbreviation, 3-77 
Nonresident (overlay) code, 3-35 
Nonsupported devices, 2-67 
NO RUN TIME SYSTEM error message, 

4-40, 4-50 
NOTICE.TXT, 4-29 
NXM abbreviation, 3-76 3-77 

Octal debugging tool (ODT), 2-3 
OFFSET ADDRESS query, 3-7 
OK abbreviation, 3-43 
OLD query in REFRESH option, 3-42 
Option (initialization), 

BOOT, 3-98 
CILUS phase errors, B-1 
DEFAULT, 3-65 
DSKINT, 3-9 
fill options for console terminal, 

3-101 
HELP, 3-5 
LOAD, 3-100 
PATCH, 3-6 
phase errors, B-3 
REFRESH, 3-20 
SETKEY, 3-61 
START, 3-93 
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Option (initialization) (cant.), 
table of, 3-2 
UNISYS, 3-97 

Options (system generation) , 
hidden, F-l ' 

Overlapped seek disk drivers, 2-63 
Overlay code, 3-35 

making resident, 2-71 
size of, 3-35 

OVERPRINT question, 2-16 
OVR.MAP, 2-64 
OVR.SYS, 3-35 

PACK CLUSTER SIZE? query, 3-13 
PACK ID? query, 3-13 
Page ejection, automatic, 2-64 
Paper tape reader punch code 

sizes, D-2 
Parity errors in memory, 3-82, 3-83 
Parity memory, 

identifying, 3-77 
PARITY REGISTER BREAKDOWN:, 3-77 
PARITY table option, 3-77 
Parity traps, enabling, 3-95 
PART OF THAT AREA IS ALREADY IN 

USE message, 3-82 
Password MFD setting, 3-13 
PATCH option, 3-6 
Patching, 

the initialization code, 3-8 
the Monitor, 3-7 

Pattern checking, 3-10 
performing, 3-14 
time per device type, 3-14 

PATTERNS? query, 3-14 
Peripheral devices, 2-64 
PLATTERS? query, 3-13 
Power fail recovery code, 2-70 

size of, D-l 
Power frequency, AC, 2-57 
PRINT USING option, 2-75 
Printer/plotter, LVII 

electrostatic, F-l 
Printing, special formatting 

option, 2-75 
PROCEED (Y OR N)? query, 3-14 
Pseudo keyboards, 

addresses of, 3-63 
configuring, 2-61 
sizes, D-2 

PUB, PRI, OR SYS? query, 3-14 

RCII disk, number of segments on, 
3-24 

REACT program, 4-33 
Receivers, 2-70 

making code resident, 2-72 
size of code for, D-l 

REFRESH option, 3-20 
action message, 3-51 
dialog of, 3-38 
examples of, 3-52 
OLD query, 3-42 
overview of, 3-22 
selecting form of, 3-41 
table of queries, 3-47 
using to check CIL size, 2-82 

REFRMT.OBJ, 4-43 
Register breakdown, parity, 3-77 
Reliability test, system, 1-4 
REQUIRED column, 3-43 
REQUIRED SIZE column, 3-43, 3-45 
RESET table option, 3-85 
Resident code, 2-71 

sizes of, D-l 
RETURN key in DSKINT, 3-12 
RFll disk, number of segments on, 

3-24 
RJ278~.CTL file, description of, 

4-7 
RJ278~ program, building, 

from DECtape, 4-28 
from disk cartridge, 4-24 
from magtape, 4-20 

RK~5 disk, number of sectors on, 
3-45 

RK~5 system disk REFRESH example, 
3-57 

ROLLIN program, 
/BO:dev switch usage, 2-13 
bootstrapping a device with, 3-100 
copying disks, 2-11 
fill characteristics in, 3-101 
including in CIL, 2-76 
loading into memory, 3-100 

RP~2 disk, number of sectors on, 
3-45 

RP~3 disk, number of sectors on, 
3-45 

RP~3 system disk REFRESH example, 
3-52 

RP~4 disk, number of sectors on, 
3-46 

RS~3 disk, 
number of segments on, 3-24 
treatment of, 3-24 

RS~4 disk, 
number of segments on, 3-24 
treatment of, 3-24 

RSTS/278~ software, 2-66 
RSTS.CIL core image library file, 

2-3, 3-28 
creation of, 3-9 
size of, 2-82 

RSTS.MAP, 2-64 
RTSLIB, auxiliary run time system, 

4-34 
building, 

from DECtape, 4-39 
from disk cartridge, 4-38 
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RTSLIB, auxiliary run time system 
(cont. ) , 

building, 
from magtape, 4-36 

default load address, 4-37 
list of files,. 4-34 

RTSLIB.RTS, 4-34 
RUN-TIME SYSTEM NAME question, 4-37 
RXll floppy disk, 2-63 

SATT.SYS, 
creation of, 3-9 
maximum size, 3-29 
repositioning of, 3-29 

SAT file, see SATT.SYS 
SCALE command, 2-75 
Scaled arithmetic, 2-74 
Section, determining starting, 

3-45 
Sector, see also block and segment, 

limit per disk type, 3-45 
numbers on disk, 3-23 

Seek operations, 2-63 
Segments (swapping), limit per 

disk type, 3-24 
Semiconductor memory, optimal usage 

of, 3-79 
SEND/RECEIVE call, 2-70 

making code resident, 2-72 
SETKEY option, 3-61 

commands, 3-62 
example of, 3-63 

Short form, configuration questions, 
2-19 

examples of, 2-41, 2-49 
tabulation of, C-l 

Single precision math, 2-74 
SIZE query, 3-48, 3-49 
Slot (for swapping), 3-31 
Small buffers, 2-67 

size required, D-l 
used by FIP buffering module, 

2-70 
SORTll.BAC, 4-43 
SORTll files, list of, 4-42 
SORTll.TSK, 4-42 
Special formatting option, printing, 

2-75 
SPLER.CTL file, description of, 

4-7 
Spooling programs, 

receivers required, 2-70 
small buffers required for, 2-68 

SPECIAL PROGRAMS tape, 4-39 
Stack limit register, loading of, 

3-95 
Stand alone program, 2-76 

loading of, 3-100 
Standard account file ACCT.SYS, 

4-32 
Standard, drive selection, 2-4 

Standard set of CCL commands, 
2-72, 2-73 

Standard system library, building, 
from DECtape, 4-25 
from disk cartridge, 4-23 
from magtape, 4-11 

START CLUSTER column, 3-45 
START.CTL and CRASH.CTL, control 

files, 4-31 
START option, 3-93 

list of queries, 3-66 
without enabling terminals, 3-97 

START SECTOR column, 3-45 
/STAT option, F-l 
Statistics code, F-l 
STATUS column, 3-43 
Status table entries, system 

files, 3-44 
Storage allocation table, SATT.SYS, 

3-29 
SWAP MAX OF XX BEING LOWERED TO YY 

message, 3-95 
SWAP MAX, initial setting, 3-68 
SWPMAX limits, 3-30 
SWAPn.SYS, 

algorithm for, 3-30 
definition of bitmaps, 3-31 
sample structures, 3-31, 3-33, 

3-34 
slots in, 3-31 

Swapping disk, see also disk swap-
ping 

files, see SWAPn.SYS 
general discussion, 2-62 
space limits per disk type, 3-24 
using DSKINT on, 3-18 

SYS call dispatch code, making 
resident, 2-72 

SYSGEN. BAT , batch command file, 
2-3, 2-21 

checkpoint before execution of, 
2-21 

SYSGEN options, special, F-l 
SYSGEN, system generation program, 

2-2 
SYSLOD, 

/BO switch, 2-8 
/CO:% switch, 2-8 
command strings for system 

generation, 2-77 
DIALOGUE question, 2-14 
error messages, E-l 
/FO switch, 2-8, 2-14 
/HO switch, 2-8 
loading a blank system disk with, 

2-78 
questions, 2-7 
replacing an old CIL with, 2-83 ' 

System account [0,1], 
contents of, 3-21 
creation of, 3-9 
files, see system files 

SYSTEM BUILD DEVICE? question, 4-11 
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SYSTEM BUILD? question, 4-11 
System clock, 

starting, 3-94 
System code, general steps for 

generating the, 2-1 
System disk, 

bootstrapping once from unit %, 
2-4, 3-3 

general discussion of, 2-62 
initializing the, 3-9, 3-15 
loading a blank, 2-78 

with CILUS, 2-79 
with SYSLOD, 2-78 

principles of construction, 3-22 
REFRESH, examples of, 3-52 

System file, 
BADB.SYS, 3-27 
BUFF.SYS, 3-37 
CRASH.SYS, 3-38 
ERR.SYS, 3-36 
OVR.SYS, 3-35 
RSTS.CIL, 3-28 
SATT.SYS, 3-29 
SWAPn.SYS, 3-29 

System files, 
creating the, 3-20 
determining status of, 3-44 
list of, 3-21 
optimal distribution of, 3-25 
optional positioning of, 3-26 
REFRESH queries for, 3-47 
status table for, 3-42 

entries, 3-44 
System generation, 

CILUS command strings for, 2-77 
configuration question considera

tions, 2-56 
DECtape distribution, 

example of, 2-49 
procedure for, 2-5 

disk, 2-2 
disk cartridge distribution, 

example of, 2-41 
procedures for, 2-10 

examples, 2-22 
flow chart of, 1-2 
listings during, 2-64 
magtape distribution, 

example of, 2-23 
procedures for, 2-5 

monitor, 
definition of, 2-2 
loading from tape, 2-7 
possible responses to DIALOGUE 

question, 2-15 
overview of, 1-1 
program (SYSGEN), 2-2 
programs, 2-2 
SYSLOD command strings for, 2-77 

System help file, HELP.TXT, 4-30 
System library, 

building, 4-1 

System library, building (cont.), 
from DECtape, 4-25 
from disk cartridge, 4-22 
from magtape, 4-11 

COBOL files, 4-42 
files, 

list of large, 4-8 
list of standard, 4-4 
RTSLIB, 4-34 
SORT 11, 4-42 

System message file, NOTICE.TXT, 
4-29 

System module sizes, D-l 
System patching, 3-6 
System performance, 

degrading of, 3-83 
impact of disk caching on, 3-87 

System programs, see system library 
files 

System reliability test, 1-4 
System, replacing an old, 2-82 
System tables assemblies, 2-65 

Table option, 
CACHE, 3-86 
EXIT, 3-89 
LIST, 3-75 
LOCATE, 3-79 
LOCK (LCK), 3-81 
PARITY, 3-77 
query, list of responses, 3-73 
RESET,' 3-85 
UNLOCK, 3-84 

Tape code size, D-2 
Task builder (TKB) , 4-34 
TBL.LST, 2-65 
TE command, 2-21 
Terminal configuration, diagnostic 

test, 3-97 
Terminal interface, 2-57 

address of, 3-63 
enabling and disabling, 3-61 
time sharing without enabling all, 

3-95, 3-97 
when enabled, 3-94 

Terminal service, 
assemblies, 2-65 
code sizes, D-l 
multiple option, 2-61 

Terminal, small buffers required 
for, 2-68 

Terminal speed characteristics file 
TTYSET.SPD, 4-31 

Time sharing actions at start up, 
3-94 

Time sharing, 
halt during start up, 3-96 
setting defaults for, 3-65 
starting operations, 3-93 
start up errors, 3-95 
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Time sharing (cont.), 
without enabling terminals, 3-97 

TKB.BAC, 4-34 
TKB, task builder, 4-34 
TKB.TSK, 4-34 
Transfer address, 3-100 
TTY.LST, 2-65 
TTYSET.SPD, terminal speed charac

teristics file, 4-31 
278~ data terminal capability, 2-66 

big buffers required for, 2-69 
size of code for, D-l 

2741 terminals, 2-61 
code and keyboards, 2-61 

2's complement arithmetic, 3-8 
2-word math, 2-74 

UNABLE TO CREATE REQUIRED FILES -
REBUILDING DISK message, 3-51 

UFD for the system account [0,1], 
creation of, 3-9 

UNISYS option, 3-97 

UNIT? query, 3-13 
UNLOAD command, 4-40 
UNLOCK table option, 3-84 
Unlocking memory, 3-84 
User job space, 

determining total size of, 3-75 
fragmenting of, 3-80 

USER symbol, 3-76 
USRCCL.LST, 2-74 
Vector assignments, address and, 

G-l 
Vertical formatting, 2-64 
VT~5B command, 3-101 

YOU CURRENTLY HAVE: message, 3-68 
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HOW TO OBTAIN SOFTWARE INFORMATION 

SOFTWARE NEWSLETTERS, MAILING LIST 

The Software Communications Group, located at corporate headquarters in 
Maynard, publishes software newsletters for the various DIGITAL products. 
Newsletters are published monthly, and keep the user informed about cus
tomer software problems and solutions, new software products, documenta
tion corrections, as well as programming notes and techniques. 

There are two similar levels of service: 

The Software Dispatch 
The Digital Software News 

The Software Dispatch is part of the Software Maintenance Service. This 
service applies to the following software products: 

PDP-9/15 
RSX-IID 
DOS/BATCH 
RSTS/E 
DECsystem-lO 

A Digital Software News for the PDP-II and a Digital Software News for 
the PDP-8/12 are available to any customer who has purchased PDP-II or 
PDP-8/12 software. 

A collection of existing problems and solutions for a given software 
system is published periodically. A customer receives this publication 
with his initial software kit with the delivery of his system. This 
collection would be either a Software Dispatch Review or Software Per
formance Summary depending on the system ordered. 

A mailing list of users who receive software newsletters is also main
tained by Software Communications. Users must sign-up for the news
letter they desire. This can be done by either completing the form sup
plied with the Review or Summary or by writing to: 

SOFTWARE PROBLEMS 

Software Communications 
P.O. Box F 
Maynard,'Massachusetts 01754 

Questions or problems relating to DIGITAL's software should be reported 
as follows: 

North and South American Submitters: 

Upon completion of Software Performance Report (SPR) form remove last 
copy and send remainder to: 

Software Communications 
P.O. Box F 
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754 

The acknowledgement copy will be returned along with a blank SPR form 
upon receipt. The acknowledgement will contain a DIGITAL assigned SPR 
number. The SPR number or the preprinted number should be referenced in 
any future correspondence. Additional SPR forms may be obtained from 
the above address. 

All International Submitters: 

Upon completion of the SPR form, reserve the last copy and send the re
mainder to the SPR Center in the nearest DIGITAL office. SPR forms are 
also available from our SPR Centers. 

PROGRAMS AND MANUALS 

Software and manuals should be ordered by title and order number. In the 
United States, send,orders to the nearest distribution center. 



Digital Equipment Corporation 
Software Distribution Center 
146 Main Street 

Digital Equipment Corporation 
Software Distribution Center 
1400 Terra Bella 

Maynard, Massachusetts 01754 Mountain View, California 94043 

Outside of the United States, orders should be directed to the nearest 
Digital Field Sales Office or representative. 

USERS SOCIETY 

DECUS, Digital Equipment Computers Users Society, maintains a user ex
change center for user-written programs and technical application infor
mation. The Library contains approximately 1,900 programs for all 
DIGITAL computer lines. Executive routines, editors, debuggers, special 
functions, games, maintenance and various other classes of programs are 
available. 

DECUS Program Library Catalogs are routinely updated and contain lists 
and abstracts of all programs according to computer line: 

PDP-8, FOCAL-8, BASIC-8, PDP-12 
PDP-7/9, 9, 15 
PDP-II, RSTS-ll 
PDP-6/l0, 10 

Forms and information on acquiring and submitting programs to the DECUS 
Library may be obtained from the DECUS office. 

In addition to the catalogs, DECUS also publishes the following: 

DECUSCOPE 

PROCEEDINGS OF 
THE DIGITAL 
EQUIPMENT USERS 
SOCIETY 

MINUTES OF THE 
DECsystem-lO 
SESSIONS 

COPY-N-Mail 

LUG/SIG 

-The Society's technical newsletter, published bi-monthly, 
aimed at facilitating the interchange of technical in
formation among users of DIGITAL computers and at dis
seminating news items concerning the Society. Circula
tion reached 19,000 in May, 1974. 

-Contains technical papers presented at DECUS Symposia 
held twice a year in the United States, once a year 
in Europe, Australia, and Canada. 

-A report of the DECsystem-lO sessions held at the two 
United States DECUS Symposia. 

-A monthly mailed communique among DECsystem-lO users. 

-Mailing of Local User Group (LUG) and Special Interest 
Group (SIG) communique, aimed at providing closer 
communication among users of a specific product or 
application. 

Further information on the DECUS Library, publications, and other DECUS 
activities is available from the DECUS offices listed below: 

DECUS 
Digital Equipment Corporation 
146 Main Street 
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754 

DECUS EUROPE 
Digital Equipment Corp. International 
(Europe) 
P.O. Box 340 
1211 Geneva 26 
Switzerland 



READER1S COMMENTS 

RSTS/E 
System Generation 
Manual 
DEC-ll-ORGNA-A-D 

NOTE: This form is for document comments only. Problems 
with software should be reported on a Software 
Problem Report (SPR) form (see the HOW TO OBTAIN 
SOFTWARE INFO~~TION page) . 

Did you find errors in this manual? If so, specify by page. 

Did you find this manual understandable, usable, and well-organized? 
Please make suggestions for improvement. 

Is there sufficient documentation on associated system programs 
required for use of the software described in this manual? If not, 
what material is missing and where should it be placed? 

Please indicate the type of user/reader that you most nearly represent. 

[] Assembly language programmer 

[] Higher-level language programmer 

[] Occasional programmer (experienced) 

[] User with little programming experience 

[] Student programmer 

[] Non-programmer interested in computer concepts and capabilities 

Name Date ________________________ __ 

Organization __________________________________________________________ --___ 

Street ____________________________________________________________________ _ 

City ____________________________ State ____________ ~Zip Code ______________ _ 

or 
Country 

If you do not require a written reply, please check here. [] 



.------------------------------------------------------------Fold lIere------------------------------------------------------------

.----------------------------------------------- Do Not Tear - Fold lIere and Staple -----------------------------------------------

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES 

Postage will be paid by: 

Software Communications 
P. O. Box F 
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754 

FIRST CLASS 

PERMIT NO. 33 

MAYNARD, MASS. 
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